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THE NASAP-70 PROJECT 
1. 0 Introduction 
NASAP-70 is a digital circuit analysis program developed at UCLA 
with the cooperation and advice of a number of University, industrial, and 
governmental research groups located in virtually all sections of the United 
States. The program consists of a number of commonly required circuit 
analysis routines that are based upon the flowgraph techniques and algorithms
1-3 
of W. W. Happ and others. As was pointed out by Happ, two distinct 
advantages can be realized (1) The requirement for writing a set of 
independent circuit equations is eliminated, and (2) the resulting flowgraph 
is unique. Because of these characteristics and the modular manner in 
which the program is constructed, algorithms can easily be mechanized, 
changed, and expanded for digital computation. 
The program documented herein is the final installment of this 
cooperative project initiated by the Electronics Research Center of NASA 
four years ago. 
1. 1 Capabilities and Limitations 
NASAP-70 can handle linear circuits consisting of constant-value 
passive elements, independent and dependent current sources, and inde­
pendant and dependent voltage sources. The dependent sources must be 
linearly related to a voltage or current located in another part of the 
circuit. Nonlinear functional relationships (dependencies) and time -varying 
parameters cannot be handled in general. However, provisions have been 
included to accommodate a single nonlinear or external characteristic in 
resistors as advanced by Haag and Weber 
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Central to the NASAP-70 program is its capability to formulate 
transfer functions from a topological description of the circuit and its 
numerical specification of components. The format of the input code, 
selected by a user, dictate the manner by which a transfer function is 
derived by the program. The following input codes, identified by the 
names NASAP, TREE, and CIRCUIT, can be employed 
1. 	 NASAP - directs the program to form its own tree and transfer 
function., 
2. 	 TREE - allows a user to define his own tree from which a 
transfer function can then be constructed by the program. 
3. 	 CIRCUIT - directs the program to select a tree by which a 
transfer function is constructed according to a user specified 
frequency to assure relatively accurate coefficients. 
With one minor, but practical exception, a transfer function, 
relating a voltage across or a current through an element to either a 
driving voltage or current source, can in general be requested. Any 
number of transfer function requests can be made in any given computer 
run. The transfer function formulations are printed out as a ratio of two 
polynomials in S with numerical coefficients. 
In conjunction with a particular transfer function request, a user 
can ask for 
1. 	 The sensitivity of a transfer function to changes in circuit 
parameters - A maximum of twenty valid sensitivity requests 
can be processed for each circuit. The sensitivity function is 
printed as a ratio of two polynomials in S with numerical coefficients. 
2. 	 A worst case analysis - For circuits of twenty elements or less 
(not counting independent voltage or current sources) a worst case 
analysis can be formulated as a ratio of two polynomials in S with 
numerical coefficients. Tolerances for each element can be user­
specified or defaulted automatically with 10% values by the program. 
1-2 
3. 	 Poles and zeros of all transfer functions 
4. 	 The sensitivity of poles - When pole sensitivity is requested, it is 
implied that it is formulated for all elements for which a sensitivity 
request had been issued. 
5. 	 Transient response - A user can request a transient response of 
any transfer function for an impulse, a step function, a sine wave, 
an exponential, a biased pulse, or pulse train driving function. 
6. An A. C. frequency response (Bode Plot) 
The output format for the transient, A. C. frequency response, 
sensitivity and worst case analysis functions can be presented by either 
tables, printer plots or both The input data is written on a free-field 
format. Diagnostics are provided for reading the input circuit description 
cards. If mistakes are relatively minor, corrections are made auto­
matically by the program and are printed out to inform the user of the 
changes made. The program will not abort a run unless a serious error 
(one which cannot be easily interpreted) is encountered. The normal input 
is by cards. An on-line version of NASAP-70 has been developed but is 
not documented here. 
NASAP-70 has been written completely in FORTRAN IV and has 
been developed on the IBM 360/91 and run on the SDS Sigma Seven Digital 
Computers at UCLA It has been successfully converted to other machines 
by other research groups at installations across the country By means of 
overlays, approximately 32K of core memory is required to handle circuits 
consisting of 30 elements. 
The maximum number of elements that NASAP-70 can accommodate 
in practice is determined by the number of bits in the computer word. 
Even though computer words, in essence, are extended by software, circuits 
with more than 30 elements cannot be handled efficiently by the 32 bit IBM 
machines. Other machines with longer data words, such as the CDC 6600, 
can accommodate larger circuit problems. 
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1. 2 Eistorical Perspective 
To properly understand the place that NASAP-70 takes in the 
computer-aided design field, it is fitting to trace the development of the 
field, in general, and contrast it with NASAP-70. Typical circuit design 
programs, such as ECAP, SCEPTRE, NET-i, and CIRCUS derive their 
conceptual foundation from the treatise of Gabriel Kron, who was the 
first person to systematize circuit equations for solution by digital 
5 
techniques. 
Kron noted that the topological-algebraic structure of networks 
could be treated separately in formulating mexh, nodal, and branch 
equations from a primitive set of ohmic relations. Even to this day, the 
influence of Kront s pioneering efforts are still being felt in all the major 
circuit program developments, including NASAP-70. 
Kron' s ideas, which were presented from an engineering point of 
view, were formally studied by J. Paul Roth who proved the interrelation­
ship of the topological-algebraic structure of networks from an abstract 
6 
mathematical position. Even though Kron' s work was known for a couple 
of decades, it never achieved popularity until Seshu and Reed published 
their papers and a book in which a rigorous proof of network theory was 
palatable to engineers. 7 ' 8presented in a manner 
Since that time, the field of computer-aided circuit design has 
exploded attracting outstanding investigators from many engineering and 
science fields. Noteworthy among the investigators are Branin, Bashkow, 





All of these researches advocated the matrix or state space method 
dealing with circuit problems. NASAP-70, on the other hand, with its 
flowgraph approach, traces its origin to Claude Shannon who discovered 
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the topological gain formula while investigating the functional operation of 
an analog computer. 1 7  Shannon' s formula which is an analytic equation 
for calculating the gain for an open loop system (circuit) was generalized by 
W. W. Happ to include closed systems. I The Shannon-Ilapp formula fabri­
cates the backbone of NASAP-70 upon which the transfer function, sensitivity, 
and frequency response of a large class of linear systems can be computed. 
The NASAP project was started approxiately four years ago at the 
Electronics Research Center of NASA with the Shannon-Happ formula as a 
programming kernal. The first year was devoted to program development 
which included transfer function, sensitivity, and A. C. frequency response 
capabilities. The second and third years brought further program develop­
ment and application studies into areas of NASA research. This past year 
the NASAP project came to a close. The final version of the NASAP program, 
called NASAP-70, is documented herein. In addition, seven applications 
manuals are being written in the areas of Electronic Filter Design, Instru­
mentation Circuits, Biomedical Circuits, Communication Circuits, and 
8 2 0 
others.1 
1. 3 Format of the Manual 
The manual is divided into two parts (1) A User' s Guide, which is 
made up of Chapters 2 and 3, and Appendices B and C, and (2) a Programmer t s 
Manual which consists of Chapters 4 and 5, and the program listing and 
dictionary of program variables in Appendix A. 
In Chapter 2, the fundamentals of setting up a problem for NASAP-70 
are presented without any deep discussion of the theory involved It has 
been written, however, to show the program can be used for large problems, 
and how computing time and computational errors can be predicted and 
reconciled. 
During World War II, Claude Shannon developed his formula. But because 
of wartime restrictions, his work was not published and was virtually 
unknown to the academic community. In 1952, Samuel Mason rediscovered 
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PART I THE USER' S GUIDE 
CHAPTER 2 
A USER' S VIEWPOINT 
2.0 Introduction 
This chapter describes the step-by-step procedure of how to prepare 
a circuit for analysis by NASAP-70. The discussion has been restricted to 
an explanation of the rudiments of coding and does not include a detailed 
study of circuit theory or programming. That has been reserved for Chapter 
Chapters 3, 4 and 5. Examples have been dispersed throughout the discussion. 
Also included are some design tips from a user' s viewpoint of NASAP-70, 
partitioning schemes, error analysis, and nonlinear techniques. 
It must be emphasized, however, that if one is to really achieve a 
good design, a deeper understanding of circuit theory, and the advantages 
and limitations of computer methods contained herein are necessary. To 
that end the user is encouraged to read the articles and books referenced 
at the end of the chapter. 1-4 
2.1 Preliminary Considerations and Modeling 
Before any problem is coded for a computer run, it is important to 
make a check on the validity of the circuit itself and the device models. 
Difficulty usually arises when some physical device, such as a transistor, 
diode, etc., is replaced by a lumped parameter model made up of some 
dependent active devices and passive elements, and inserted into the 
remaining network without really looking for such conflicts as two elec­
trically difference current sources placed in series, or two electrically 
different voltage sources placed in parallel. In general, no loop in a 
circuit may consist entirely of voltage sources, including independent and 
dependent sources, nor should any node be formed entirely of branches in 
which only independent and dependent current sources are present. If such 
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a case should occur, it would mean that NASAP-70 (or any other program 
for that matter) would not be able to formulate a set of independent equations 
necessary for solution since it violates the fundamental conservation of 
energy law. 
It is also imperative to have a circuit designer select the appropriate 
model for a physical device. Quite often the model chosen has been derived 
for one type of operation and is assumed to be valid for another. All models 
are restricted to some extent. There are A. C., D. C., and transient models, 
some are considered small signal or large signal, while others are considered 
low frequency or high frequency. There are also the so-called environmental 
and radiation-effect models. Generally speaking, all models are appropriate 
only for the particular application for which they were derived, and if a 
circuit designer places a model in a universal catch-all role, only mis­
leading results can occur. 
In Appendix B descriptions of typical transistor models have been 
compiled and classified according to the intended use. Also include there 
is a tabulation of how the model parameters can be calculated from the 
manufacturer' s device specifications. A rather in-depth study of solid­
state modeling for a radiation environment is also given. 
Besides modeling, other difficulties can appear when a complicated 
circuit is approximated by reducing the number of circuit. All too often, 
entire sections of a circuit are replaced by a simple series or parallel 
circuit, the cumulated practice of which can eliminate critical modes of 
circuit operations. As is usually the case, the circuit designer is so 
preoccupied with establishing models or reducing the size of the circuit in 
order to code it for the computer that he completely loses the physical 
realization of the problem itself. No matter how carefully a computer 
program is conceived, its operation can be completely frustrated by 
improper use by circuit designers who consistently violate sound engi­
neering practice for the sake of accommodating a computer program. 
2-2 
2. 2 Circuit Preparation 
Once an appropriate circuit configuration has been established, 
making certain that no physical inconsistencies exist, the step-by-step 
preparation procedure for coding NASAP-70 can then be carried out. The 
procedure recommended here is described by means of an example circuit 
problem shown in Figure 2. 1(a) which calls for an A. C. transfer function 
relating the voltage V out across the inductor to the input voltage Vin .4 The 
A. C. equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 2. 1(b). Note that the battery 
has been replaced by its internal impedance of zero ohms and the transistor 
has been modeled by a simple input resistor and a dependent current gen­
erator placed in parallel with an output resistor. (High frequency effects 
are not considered here and actually are not required to illustrate the 
preparation procedure.) 
Assuming that the circuit model in Figure 2. 1(b) is adequate for the 
desired analysis, the initial preparation of coding for NASAP-70 requires 
that a unique identification be imposed on the topology of the circuit, the 
circuit elements, and the dependencies. Consequently, the nodes are 
numbered consecutively starting with the number I and the elements are 
redefined according to a letter-number format, where each component is 
unambiguously determined, according to type, by one of three possible 
coding schemes described in section 2. 3. No two components can have 
the same code identifications. Dependencies are indicated on the circuit 
diagram by a dash line which designates the current or voltage variable 
upon which the sources are dependent This is done only as a crutch to 
remind the designer not to forget it when the circuit information is actually 
coded. 
After the nodes are assigned numbers (topology), and the circuit 
elements and dependencies are distinguished, as shown in Figure 2. 2 for 
the coding scheme NASAP, the unknown directed current variables must be 




















(b) A.C. MODEL 













- R3 /C2 
0
 
VI = 1 volt C2 = l0pf 
R1 = 50 ohms A = 98 
C1 = 10 7 gpf R5 = 2 megohms 
R4 = 25 ohms R2 = 20, 000 ohms 
R3 = 325 ohms LI = 1 7 millihenrys 
Figure 2 2 Prepared Circuit Diagram for Coding Scheme NASAP 
+ + + 
(a) (b) (c) 
VOLTAGE SOURCE CURRENT SOURCE PASSIVE ELEMENT 
(dependent and independent) 
Figure 2 3 Voltage-Current Relationship of Elements 
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direction in each passive element can be assigned arbitrarily although some 
caution must be exercised in assigning currents to passive elements related 
to dependent sources. The current directions in active devices also must 
be handled with care so that the proper voltage-current relationship can be 
established. 
Voltage Sources. The current direction associated with either an independ­
ent or dependent voltage source should be established in the positive sense 
of the voltage rise - from minus to plus - as shown in Figure 2. 3(a). (An 
opposite rule could have been assumed but this would have required that a 
negative voltage value be read in with the input data. Since such a practice 
is somewhat unnatural to most circuit designers, it has been avoided here 
as a matter of good practice rather not that it cannot be done.) Following 
the current assignment rule as stated presents no difficulty when independent 
voltage sources are being considered, in general, the same rule can be 
applied to dependent voltage sources provided the dependency relationships 
are consistent with the physical phenomena involved. (A number of examples 
consisting of dependent sources have been included in this chapter and are 
described in sufficient detail to illustrate how the common current assign­
ment rule for both dependent and independent voltage sources can be adopted.) 
Current Source In dealing with either dependent or independent current 
sources, the positive voltage sense is taken in the direction of positive 
current flow as shown in Figure 2. 3(b). Similar to the discussion concern­
ing dependent voltage sources, the positive sense of the voltage across the 
dependent current source is the same as that defined for the independent 
current source provided the dependency relationship is consistent with the 
physical phenomenon. Examples are included to illustrate the procedure to 
be employed. 
Figure 2. 3 summarizes the current -voltage relationship for the 
dependent and independent active devices and passive elements. If the 
assignment of the current direction is in agreement with these configurations ­
2-6 
including the dependency considerations described below - the NASAP-70 
program can then be properly coded. 
Dependencies. A major concern of the NASAP-70 in programming depend­
ency relationships is to assure that the proper sign is attached to the coded 
dependency parameter. Consider the transistor model shown in Figure 2.4(a) 
which has been extracted from the diagram of Figure 2. 2. For this common 
emitter circuit, if a current flows into r1 , the dependent current source I 
will generate positive current flow as indicated in Figure 2.4(a). For the 
case depicted P is taken as a positive number, and thus the current can be 
=expressed as IP _Ir . If the assigned current direction in rI is taken as 
in Figure 2. 4(b) while the IP direction of flow is retained, then the depend­
ency parameter would be - P, a negative number. Therefore it is important 
that the physical dependency phenomenon be clearly understood for each 
device that is being modeled. 
Another dependency example is shown in Figure 2.4(c). For this case a 
dependent voltage source V is considered, where V is linearly related 
P J­
to the voltage v I developed across the resistor r1 as shown. In order 
=to maintain the positive value of the parameter 1 in the relation V Wl 
it is necessary that the positive sense of V I be taken across r1 as the 
physical phenomenon dictates. Thus, this requires that the current through 
r be assigned so that the desired voltage polarity of V 1 is produced. 
Alternative measures can be taken, but practicality dictates that it is best 
to follow one rule because it leads to fewer errors and presents a better 
means for debugging. The user must be cognizant of the dependency 
relationship involved and code according to the plan best suited to his own 
tastes. 
Once all the preparation steps are completed to uniquely identify the 
topology, the circuit elements, and the dependencies, and to assign the 
current direction in all the circuit elements - the circuit diagram is then 











Figure 2 4 Dependency Parameters 
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are numbered consecutively starting with the number 1. Zero and negative 
node numbers are not permitted. Also note that all circuit elements have 
been redefined to conform to the NASAP letter-number coding scheme (see 
Section 2. 31). It must be emphasized that even though some of the elements 
could have the same value, they still have to be assigned different numbers 
in their respective letter-number symbol. The dependency relationship is 
illustrated by a broken line with the associated dependency parameter value 
placed in the middle of it. 
2.3 Coding Mechanics 
The general order of a NASAP-70 program deck is shown in Figure 
2. 5. The first group of cards allows a user to head the output listing with 
the title information punched on them. No more than ten cards are permitted. 
The second group of cards contains the topology information, element 
designators, the values of the elements, and dependencies of the circuit to 
be analyzed. Three different circuit description coding rules can be utilized. 
The last group of cards contain the desired output requests. 
The title, circuit description, and output request cards are separated 
from each other by control cards. The necessary control card information 
is dictated by the circuit description format selected by a user. 
Any number of individual problems can be processed during a 
computer run. However, the above mentioned order must be maintained for 
each problem. The last card of the entire group of cards must be a STOP 
card, Only one STOP card is allowed. 
2. 3. 1 Circuit Description Codes 
The circuit description coding rules are based upon a free-field 
format whereby each element identifier is written on a programming sheet, 
one to a line, with its corresponding topological, numerical, and dependency 
information. Thus a circuit composed of, say, 15 elements will require 15 











Control Card #2 












Control Card #3 
STOP Card 
Figure 2 5 
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The three different code formats available in defining a circuit to 
NASAP-70 are identified to the program by punching one of the words: 
NASAP, TREE, or CIRCUIT on control card #1. 
NASAP: For compatibility with other versions of NASAP, control card #1, 
with NASAP punched on it, will cause the program to accept the circuit 
description in the form presented in A USERIS GUIDE AND PROGRAMMER'S 
and CODING INSTRUCTIONS FOR NASAP 69/I. 6MANUAL FOR NASAP 5 
The NASAP coding of a circuit relieves the user of selecting a tree Instead, 
the program automatically builds a tree that results in a transfer function 
being formed in a minimum of computation time 
The circuit coding requires that six fields of information be set 
down on each card, and since a free field format is employed, the ordering 
of the information must be taken into account This is done by inserting at 
least one blank to separate the fields from each other, permitting the infor­
mation to be inputted without regard to column orientation 
The general form of the circuit input data is. 
EMENTNUMERICAL) N NTS \DEPENDENCY)ESIGNATO 2 (ORIGIN NODE) (TARGET NODE)f OR U DEPENATOR 
0 DEPENDENCY) PTIONAL ESIGNATOR 
VALUE / 
The parentheses are not allowed on the coding sheets, but are placed here 
for clarity sake. 
The first letter of each ELEMENT DESIGNATOR must conform to the 
following relationship: 
Table 2. 1 
V Voltage Source C Capacitor 




Any of those letters may be followed by up to 11 alphanumeric characters 
to bring the total number of characters in the ELEMENT DESIGNATOR to not 
more than 12. 
The second and third fields contain the numbers of the origin node 
and the target (terminal) node, respectively, of the assigned current flow 
through the element. The fourth field accepts the numerical value of the 
circuit element, if the element is not a dependent source, and accepts the 
dependency parameter value if it is. The numerical values can be expressed 
in either decimal numbers with or without a decimal point, or in Fortran 
E-format. 
The fifth field is an optional units field that allows a user to operate 
in other than the MKS system of units. In effect the units field is a scale 
factor multiplier to the numerical value field. The accepted symbols are 
given in Table 2 2 No mixing or interchanging of scale factors are permitted. 
If UNITS is not specified, MKS units are assumed 
Table 2. 2 
ELEMENT SCALE FACTOR MULTIPLIER 
RESISTOR K 10 3 
M 10
6 
CAPACITOR PF i0-12 
UF 10-6 
INDUCTOR UH i0-6 
MIH 10-3 
The sixth field position is employed only if a dependency exists, which is 
indicated by writing either an I, for current, or V, for voltage, followed 
by the element identifier of the element upon which the dependency exists. 
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With the "NASAP" coding rules, the Prepared circuit diagram of 
Figure 2. 2 can be coded as shown below: 
ELEMVENT ORIGIN TARGET PAPL:AMETER 
DEINTRNDDESIGATORNODE 




V 1 1 61 
RI 6 1 50 
CI 6 5 10.7 PF 
R1 25. 
R3 3 1 325 
C2 3 I 10 UF 
Ii 4 3 98 IR4 
R5 4 3 2 M 
R2 24 20 K 
Li 2 1 1.7 MH 
Note the coding peculiar to the dependent current source Ii. Since Ii is 
related to current flow in the resistor 14, the dependency relation is 
indicated in the sixth field Position as R4 with the dependency parameter 
(which is equal to a value of 98) coded in the fourth field. If other dependent 
sources were present, they too would follow the identical coding scheme, 
for the NASAP coding rules, must contain eitherControl card #2, 
the word OUTPUT or the word END. 
TREE The TREE input code can be employed by a user who wishes to form 
a transfer function based upon a 11ser-defined tree. Control card #1, with 
the word TREE on it, alerts the Program that the circuit description that 
follows contains a user specified tree in addition to the topological, elemental, 
and dependency information. 
The general format of the circuit coding is 
ELEMENT INDENTIFIER/DJ] PENDENCY (ORIGIN-TARGET) = VALUE UNITS 
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To obtain a worst case function, a card must be inserted immediately 
after control card #2 (the END or OUTPUT cards), with the word, WORST. 
Tolerance cards must also be provided, since the variation of each element 
must be known. Tolerance cards have the following format 
TOL = ELEMENT DESIGNATOR = VALUE 
where ELEMENT DESIGNATOR is a circuit element, and VALUE is the relative 
tolerance of the element Q. If no TOLERANCE card is provided forQ 
an element, a default value of . 1 (10%) is assumed. 
When a WORST CASE Function is requested, the sensitivity functions 
for all elements are also printed out automatically. Therefore no SENSI-
TIVITY cards can be present when a WORST card is present. A typical 
WORST CASE analysis is given in the examples in Appendix C. 
POLE SENSITIVITY The sensitivity of the poles of the transfer function is 
obtained by adding the word POLES to the ROOTS card: 
ROOTS, POLES. 
Pole sensitivity in NASAP-70 is defined as 
dS 
PS- = QdQ 
where S Is a pole and Q is a circuit parameter whose value changes 
causing a change in the root S . The sensitivity of the poles are produced 
for all elements for which a sensitivity request is made (or for all elements 
if a WORST card is included). 
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Pole sensitivity function is printed as the ratio of two polynomials in 
S, just like the parameter sensitivity function and is interpreted similarly. 
Plot Requests: Printer plots can be requested of NASAP-70 to produce: 
(1) transient responses of transfer functions from a group of user-specified 
standard input functions, (2) a bounded frequency response of transfer functions, 
and (3) bounded (parameter, pole, and worst case) sensitivity responses. 
The plot request is a single card of the form 
PLOT (option 1/option 2 ...... ) 
where the options are types, parameters, and limits of the printer plots. 
All options for any one plot request must appear on one card since contin­
uation cards are not allowed. Not all the options are required since 
defaults are provided. Options may appear in any order on the plot card. 
A transient response can be obtained for an impulse, step, sine, 
exponential, pulse, and pulse train by specifying an option according to 
Table 2. 6 
OPTION FORMAT DESIRED INPUT RESPONSE 
TYPE = IMPULSE Impulse 
TYPE = STEP Step function 
TYPE = SINE Sine Wave 
TYPE = EXPONENTIAL Exponential 
TYPE = PULSE Pulse or Pulse train 
To provide control over the format of the printer plot itself the following 




Option Format 	 Interpretation 
AMPLITUDE = a number 	 Represents the magnitude of any of 
the waveforms in Table 2.7 
DENSITY = a number 	 Specifies the number of calculations 
per plotted output point 
TIME = a number Specifies the duration of the applied 
(in secs) input, it must always be present for 
any transient response request 
STEP = 	a number Specifies the time between individual 
(in secs) calculated points 
For the PULSE type option, the following additional options can be 
employed 
Table 2. 8 
Option Format 	 Interpretation 
BIAS = a number 	 Used in conjunction with the 
AMPLITUDE option to produce a 
train of positive and negative pulses 








To illustrate how some of the pulse options are combined, consider the 
plot statement 
PLOT (TYPE=PULSE /AMPLITUDE =10 /BIAS=- 2/WIDTH 
=10/CYCLE=15/TIME=30) 
The program interprets this statement to mean a pulse train of two 
pulses (TIME = 30 seconds) where each pulse alternates between +8 and -2 
(from AMPLITUDE = 10, BIAS = -2) and each pulse duration is 15 seconds 
(CYCLE = 15) with a change from a positive to negative amplitude 10 seconds 










• , CYCLE ' 
~~TIME 
Figure 2 12 Pulse Wave Options 
Options associated with other type inputs are as follows-
Table 2. 9 
TYPE OPTION INTERPRETATION 
CONSTANT = a number Used only with EXPONENTIAL 
input. It represents the a in Keat 
FREQUENCY = a number Used only with the SINE input to 
(in Hz/sec) specify the frequency of the sine wave 
Table 2 10 summarizes all the type input options and their permissable 
function and printer graph parameters. Only the first two letters of each 
word are needed. For instance, AM may be used to abbreviate AMILLITUDE, 
IM for IMPULSE, etc. 
The following default conditions apply 
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Inconsistent requests will be ignored and are defaulted from left to 
right, e.g., 
PLOT(TYPE = IMPULSE/FREQ = 2) yields an impulse response. 
The printer plot capability can also be employed to produce a 
frequency plot (Bode) of a transfer function and sensitivity functions. The 
PLOT instruction include the appropriate codes shown below 
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Table 2. 12 
FORMAT INTERPRETATION 
TYPE = FREQUENCY Plots the magnitude and phase of the 
transfer function 
TYPE = SENSITIVITY Plots the magnitude and phase of the 
sensitivity function 
TYPE = WORST Plots the magnitude of the square 
worst case tolerance function 
EL = Element Designator Specifies to the program which 
particular sensitivity function 
request should be plotted (from a 
I SENSITIVITY' or ' WORST' card) 
FROM = a number 
(in CPS) 
Specifies the beginning of a frequency, 
sensitivity, or worst case response 
plot 
TO = a number 
(in CPS) 
Specifies the end of a frequency, 
sensitivity, or worst case response 
plot 
STEP = a number 
(in CPS) 
Indicates the frequency step incre­
ment between individual calculated 
points 
Note that the keyword STEP is used in a different context here than in the 
transient response case. 
To illustrate how the PLOT options can be used, consider the plot 
statements 
PLOT(TY = FR/FR = 10/TO =IE3/ST = 1. 122) 
PLOT(TY = SE/EL = C3/FR = 10/TO = IES/ST = 1. 22) 
taken from the output request statements in Figure 2. 7. The first statement 
requests a frequency plot of the transfer function VR4/VVI, to encompass 
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the frequency range from 10 to 1000 cps in increments of 1.122 cps. The 
second statement requests a plot of the sensitivity function of the transfer 
function V84/VV1 with respect to the element C3. The frequency range is 
the same as the first plot statement. Figures 2. 13 and 2. 14 are plot and table 
outputs of the two PLOT requests. 
Note that the PLOT requests always refer to the previous transfer 
function request, if more than one such request is made. The sensitivity 
plot request must include an element option since more than one sensitivity 
request can be called for in conjunction with a transfer function request. 
Both the magnitude and phase are printed out. 
Control Card #3 can have either the word EXECUTE or END on it. 
As another example problem describing PLOT requests, consider 
the circuit shown in Figure 2. 15 taken from the report by Moe and Schwartz. 
7 
The input code is shown in Figure 2. 16 where the transfer function of the 
voltage across C7 to the drawing voltage source VI is requested. There are 
three transients plots requested (1) an impulse response of. 5 sec duration, 
(2) a step response of. 5 sec duration, and (3) a 4 cps sine wave response, 
outputted every . 005 second until 9 seconds is reached. 
The output plots and tabular data are shown in Figures 2. 17 through 
2.22. 
Figure 2. 23 shows a typical deck setup for multiple circuit problems 
for one computer run. The three different coding schemes are illustrated. 
Complete input and output listing of another sample problem can be 
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GREG PPA RE0 0A0FREQ8 PHA FREQ FKA 
1.00E 01 -1.73E35E 02 3. 182E 01 -1.63565E 02 9.996E 01 8.37798E 01 2.161E 92 8.25309E 01 
1.2E 01 -1.7311 E 02 - 3.547E 01 -1.6252E 02 - 1.122.E02._E.7.95327E 01_ 3.,J63 &__ 8.32624E 01 
1. 2590 01 -1.12 120 C2 3.0800 01 -1. 61 0E 02 1.258E 02 7.79037E 01 3.975E 02 8.39364E 01 
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Figure 2 13b 
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PLOT TY-SE/EL.C3FR=lC/TG.1E31ST-1. 1226 
SENSITIVITY WIIH RESPECT TC 03 -
TEE IRANSFCRM OF TIE RESPONSE IS ---
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Figure 2 14a 
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FREQ PHA FEQ PA F35.0 PHA ___ REQ - PHA 
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Figure 2 24 Example of Outputs Taken Across Two or More Circuit Elements 
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2.4 Coding Tips 
As is usually the case with any application program, a number of 
design tricks will evolve as the circuit designers become familiar with its 
operation. Some of these tips are described here. 
Outputs Taken Across Two or More Circuit Elements 
Quite often a circuit designer needs the transfer function expression 
taken across more than one circuit element, and with the capabilities of 
NASAP-70, as many computer runs as there are circuit output elements 
will be required. To circumvent this difficulty, an extra current source 
can be inserted across the desired output terminals and the output voltage 
measured across it (see for example Figure 2.24). This element can be 
viewed as an ideal voltmeter, that is, a device that extracts a constant 
value (which is always zero) of current from the circuit. By adding the 
output current source (I = 0), provision has been made for a general 
method of solution. 
(As an added note, an ideal ammeter which is a short circuit is a 
voltage source whose voltage is a constant value of zero.) 
Total Output Response 
This design tip is really a reminder to the circuit designer of how 
the output response of a circuit should be handled when a number of active 
devices and energy storage elements are present. For such cases NASAP-70 
requires that as many transfer functions as there are active devices and 
elements with energy stored in them be computed, relating these devices 
to the output requested. The transient response associated for each trans ­
fer function is then computed and summed all together to form the total 
output response. It is important to not e that any charged capacitor with V0 
volts has to be replaced by an uncharged capacitor in series with a battery 
of V0 volts 
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-+ I C 
0a a 
Also, any inductor L with an initial current of I° through it has to be 
replaced by an inductor placed in parallel with a current source I 0 
:a p a 
These sources are considered like any other active device, and thus their 
presence must be reflected in the desired output response. 
There are approximation-oriented guidelines by which a tree 
selection procedure should be implemented. For low frequency approxi­
mation, capacitors should be chosen as lilks while inductors should be 
chosen branches (as much as possible while still retaining a tree structure.) 
Conversely, high frequency approximation results in inductors chosen as 
links while capacitors are chosen as branches. The practical underlying 
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reason is that while a zero is well represented and well behaved on a 
computer, co - 1/0 causes error and havoc on the machine and thus will 
not be accepted by the algorithm This means that if one requires low as 
well as high frequency approximations for the same problem, this problem 
should be submitted as two problems with two different trees Sinilarly, 
elements with relatively large inpedances compared with the circuit (for 
example, grid-plate tube impedance) should always be chosen links. (To 
set I - 0 which means grid current equal zero.) On the other hand, elements 
with relatively small input impedances (r In some transistors) should 
always be chosen branches (To set V *- 0). 
In an approximation, branches can be collapsed or links can be 
opened without disturbing the tree structure. This fact can be verified by 
observing the example problems. Hence, by carefully selecting elements 
to be links or branches, foresight in design can be incorporated into circuit 
description and a great deal of flexibility in calculations can be achieved. 
2.5 NASAP Analysis of Nonlinear DC Circuits* 
The basic procedure for analyzing four classes of nonlinear depend­
encies is described (1) Nonlinear controlled source dependent on current 
or voltage in the circuit, (2) Nonlinear controlled source dependent on a 
parameter external to the circuit such as temperature, (3) Nonlinear 
resistor dependent on current or voltage associated with its terminals, and 
(4) Nonlinear resistor dependent on a parameter external to the circuit. 
A method for obtaining models for nonlinear elements is presented 
and is used to establish a model for an exponential nonlinearity This 
model is used in the analysis of transistor bias circuits. 
Also included are the analysis procedures for power supply regulator 
circuits using the real s evaluation option. This analysis produces results 
related to the load and line regulation properties of the regulator. 
This section has been taken from the work presented in references 9 and 10. 
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2. 5. 1 Modeling Circuit Element Variations 
Linear and nonlinear circuit element variations in a resistive circuit 
can be simulated with the use of the PLOT(TYPE=RE) capabilities of the 
NASAP program which results in a real variable evaluation of the transfer 
function. Consider a variable circuit element A(x) where A may be a 
resistor, a current source, or a voltage source and x may be a current, 
a voltage, or some external parameter such as temperature. The function 
A(x) is approximated by a ratio of polynominals using either approximation 
methods or trial and error. 
_P(x) 
A(x) =(x) (2.1) 
The variable x is replaced by s and a circuit is synthesized which 
has a transfer function or an input immitance given by P(s)/Q(s). When the 
TYPE=REAL option is used, this circuit will simulate the variation of the 
circuit element A(x) if the range of s is the same as the expected range of 
x. It should be noted that since the circuit is used for simulation purposes 
only, it does not have to be physically realizable, i. e., controlled sources 
or negative circuit elements may be used. 
The method for using this model in computer analysis of a circuit 
depends on the circuit element and variable which A and x represent. In 
Cases I and II of the discussion which follows it is assumed that P(s)/Q(s) 
is realized as an input impedance. If the realization is an input admittance 
or a transfer function, relatively minor modifications are required. 
Case I 
A is a controlled voltage or a current source and x is a voltage or 
a current in the circuit. 
The dependency function A(s) is synthesized as an inpedance and a 
current generator of value unity is connected to the impedance. This 
auxilliary network is hinged to the network which is to be analyzed. The 
nonlinear dependent source in the network is replaced by a source which is 
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dependent on the voltage across the auxilliary network. The transfer 
function x/independent source is specified and the TYPE=REAL option is 
used. The solution for the circuit is obtained from the tabular printout or 
the graphical plot as the value where x = s. If x is not the desired output 
variable, the circuit is recoded with A(x) replaced by its known value from 
the above solution. The auxilliary network is eliminated and the desired 
output variable is specified. 
This analysis is applicable when the circuit contains no more than 
one variable source. 
To illustrate the method, consider the circuit of Figure 2. 25. Let 
R = 2 and assume that V is a function of II and is adequately approximated 
by 
V(I 1+ 1 0 5I1 1 (2.2) 
A pencil and paper solution results in 
1 .921 , V =.0795 (2.3) 
For computer analysis an impedance is synthesized for which 
2 
s +s -5 5 (2.4)s+ 1- -s s +I 
A circuit realization of this impedance is shown in Figure 2. 26. The 
auxillhary network is hinged to the basic circuit with R2 = 2, Ii = IR7 and 
V2 = VR6. Note that the R5, R6 resistance combination is used for voltage 
measurement only and could be replaced by a single, large valued resistance. 
The transfer functionIRl/VVl is specified and a frequency of .915 to .925 
in steps of . 001 is specified. The frequency range is chosen on the basis 
of the expected "ballpark" value of the current IIt1. If a good estimate of 







Figure 2 25 Circuit for Example 
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Figure 2 26 Computer Analysis Models 
increments and more than one pass on the computer may be necessary to 
obtain IRi to the desired degree of accuracy. 
The computer analysis results in 
-7 - s + 2IRIVVI - 25 1 +s 	 (2.5) 
and the printout table gives IiH = s for s = .921. The value of V2 is then 
obtained as V2 = -1. 682. The basic circuit is then coded using this value 
of V2 and the result is VI3/VVl = .0795. 
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Case II 
A is a controlled voltage or current source and x is an external 
parameter which is known to vary over a specified range. 
In this case, the controlled source is generally dependent on a 
current or voltage in the circuit (denoted by y in this discussion) and the 
dependency factor is a function of an external parameter x. The h FEIB 
generator in the transistor dc equivalent circuit where hFE is temperature 
dependent is an example of this situation. The circuit is coded with yA(x) 
replaced by a generator, V(s), which is dependent on the voltage across 
the auxiliary network. The desired transfer function is specified and the 
SIGMA option is used. The computer solution gives the relation between 
the output variable and x in functional (replace s by x), tabular and 
graphical forms. This method is applicable-for any number of variable 
sources in the circuit which depend on the same external parameter x. 
The circuit of Figure 2. 25 is used to illustrate the procedure with 
R = 2 and V dependent on I I and temperature according to 
V = I T +T5 10- T 50 (2.6) 
A hand solution results in 
o=T 2 + 3T - 3(27 
ST 2 +3T (2.7) 
For computer analysis the nonlinear dependency has the same 
functional form as in Case I and therefore Z(s) of Figure 2. 26 simulates 
the temperature dependency. The auxilliary network is hinged to the basic 
circuit with Ii = IRI and V2 = VR6. The transfer function VR3/VVl is 
requested and a frequency range of 10 to 50 in steps of 1 is specified. The 
result is 
VR3V -=-3 + 3s + s2( (2.8) 
VVI1 




A table is printed out and a graph of the function over the range
 
s = 10 to s = 50 is plotted.
 
Case ITT 
A is a resistor and x is the voltage across or the current through 
the resistor. 
The circuit is coded with R(x) replaced by Z(s). The transfer function 
x/independent source is specified and the TYPE=REAL option is used. The 
solution for the circuit is obtained from the tabular printout or the graphical 
plot as the value where x = s. If x is not the desired output variable, the 
circuit is recoded with R(x) replaced by its knovm value and the desired 
transfer function is specified. This analysis is applicable when the circuit 
contains no more than one nonlinear resistance. 
=In the circuit of Figure 2. 25, let V -2 and R be dependent on 12. 
22 
1I + 1-5 
R(I2) = I2 + 2 - 12- 4 (2.9) 
The solution is 
I2 2. 155 , V =-.771 (2. 10)2 o 
For computer analysis, the basic circuit of Figure 2. 26 is used with R2 
replaced by Z(s) and V2 = -2 IR7. The transfer function ILl/VV1 is requested 
and a frequency range of 2. 15 to 2. 16 in steps of. 001 is specified. As in 
Case I, it may require more than one pass on the computer to determine the 
proper frequency range and increment which will result in the desired degree 
of accuracy for ILl. The computer analysis gives 
ILl 1+s
- :2.67 2 (2. 11) 
-4. 333 + 1. 667s + s 
for which ILl = s at s = 2. 155. The value of R(I 2 ) is evaluated as R(I ) = .5702. 
The basic circuit is recoded using this value of R and the above value for V. 
The analysis results in VR3/VVl -. 771. 
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Case IV 
A is a resistor and x is an external parameter which is known to 
vary over a specified range. 
The circuit is coded with R(x) replaced by Zs) and the desired 
transfer function is specified. The computer solution gives the relation 
between the output variable and x. This method is applicable for any number 
of variable resistances in the circuit which depend on the same external 
parameter x. 
As an example, let V = 2 and R be a function of temperature in the 
circuit of Figure 2. 25. 
<R(T) = Ti0 T -<50 (2. 12) 
T+1 
A hand solution gives 
V -. 667 T +3T- 3 (2. 13)T2 + 1. 667T - 4. 333 
In the computer analysis, the basic circuit of Figure 2. 26 is used with R2 
replaced by Z(s) and V2 = 21 . The frequency range 10 to 50 in steps of 1 
is specified and the computer output is 
-3 + 3s + s2VR3 
333 + 1. 667s + 2 (2.14)VVI 6 -4. 
A table is printed out and a graph of the function over the range 
s = 10 to s = 50 is plotted. 
2.5.2 Modeling Temperature Variations of Transistor Parameters 
The parameters of the transistor dc equivalent circuit, hFE' VBE 
and Ico are temperature dependent. The functional form of the dependence 
may vary depending on the construction of the transistor. Generally, graphical 
plots of the dependencies are available from the manufacturer on request. 
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Analytical investigations predict the following nominal temperature 
variations. 
hFE(T) = hFEo(1 - 25 B + BT) (2. 15) 
where hFE° is the value of hFEaat 25°C 
T is expressed in C 
B = .02 for Ge and .013 for Si 
VBE(T) = VBEo+ 25D - DT (2.16) 
where V BE is the value of VBE at 25 °C 
D = .002 to . 0025 
i (T) =1 2 T-25 (2. 17)
co coo F
 
where I is the value of I at 25 °C
 
coo Co 
F = 10 for Ge and 7 for Si 
The model for temperature variation of hFE requires 
Z(s) = 1 - 25B + Bs (2. 18) 
while the VBE model must satisfy 
Z(s) = VBEo + 25D - Ds (2. 19) 
Simple series EL circuits will satisfy these relations with R = I - 25B and
 
L = B for the hFE model and R = V BEo + 25D and L = - D for the VBE model.
 
The current generators used to complete the auxilliary networks will have
 
value hFE ° IB for the hFE model and unity for the VBE model.
 
The circuit to simulate I variation is somewhat more complicatedco 
than the hFE and VBE models. As indicated by Equation (2. 17), Ico doubles 
every 10°C for germanium and every 7°C for silicon. A trial and error 
method results in the following approximating functions for the temperature 
range 0 °C to 75 0C. 
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I1 0o (T) Icoo128. 485 - 2T + .471698 (2.20) 
coe) CO T _ 159. 394T + 6632.58 
ICOS (T) Icoo202. 650 2 T - 12. 5480 (2. 21)
cosi COO T _ 149. 500T + 5690.00 
Figure 2. 27 shows a possible synthesis of the normalized approxi­











Although these circuits model temperature variation of Ico they do 
not satisfy the transistor model since (hFE+ 1)Ico is required and hFE is 
also temperature dependent. This product can be modeled with the configu­1 
ration shown in Figure 2. 28 Ifh1 >> Z(s) for the real s range of 
h 
interest, then 
=I hFE Yh(S) Z (s) (2. 22) 
co 
The control variable which is required for the transistor model is 
I= hFE(s) + I] Ico(s) (2. 23) 
since ZI (s) = Ico(S)/Icoo. the correspondence is 
co 
hFEoYh(S) = hFE(S)+ j coo 
or 
or 1hFE (1-25B+Bs) + I [F hFjIcoo (2. 24)
h FE 
A summary of the models is presented in Figure 2.29 where a 
complete transistor circuit is modeled. The VI, Ri combination is included 
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Figure 2 27 Model for ][o Temperature Variation 
0 
Ii, Is) V _ 
hFE coo [hFEo(1- 251)+I] IcoE 
0 
Figure 2 28 Configuration to Obtain Product Relation 
in this model so that V2, 14 and 15 can be constant amplitude controlled 
sources. If a plot of the collector current is required, the transfer function 
IR /VVI is specified, A typical printout for the circuit shown in Figure 2.29 
using the (TYPE=REAL) option is included in Appendix C. 
2.5.3 Regulation Curves for Power Supply Regulators 
The TYPE=IEAL option of the NASA-70 program is useful in obtaining 
power supply regulation curves. In the circuit of Figure 2. 30, R2 is a large 
valued resistor which is used for measuring voltage across the auxilliary 
network. The voltage across Ri is constant, the voltage across Li varies 
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Figure 2 29 Model for Simulation of Temperature Variation Effects in a Transistor Circuit 
*Resistors Included in Model for Voltage Measurement 






Figure 2 30 Power Supply Regulator Circuit Analysis 
load regulation data, V is made dependent on VRI and I is made dependent on 
VLI. Line regulation information is obtained if V depends on VR2 and I 
depends on VRI. If V depends on VR2 and I depends on VL1, a regulation 
curve is obtained for simultaneous variation of line voltage and load current. 
Network Partitioning Schemes for NASAP-70 
I I 
2.6 
Assume a general network is partitioned into several smaller sub­
networks as shown in Figure 2. 31. The input and output variables, X and 
X2V can be located arbitrarily. Note that the partitioning conveniently lends 
itself to transfer function formulations Subnetwork 1 ports are identified by 
XI, 1'2 and 13) the other subnetwork ports are numbered similarly. 
2.6.1 N-Port Interconnection Methods 
Some interconnection methods are briefly described here to make the 
discussion self-contained. A detailed description can be found in reference 
12. 
Laemmel Method The Laemmel Method 1 3 is employed to connect two sub­
networks in cascade as shown in Figure 2. 31. This technique utilizes the 
open circuit impedances of the network. The input and output ports of NI and 
N2 are in groups of a and b, respectively. The network Nc obtained by 
cascading N 1 and N2 has its input and output ports in group a of N1 and group 
b of N 2, respectively. 
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1 2 - -- a- - -- r 
1 Xc 1 13 2 1 17J 23- . 
12 22 
(r+1) 2 








Figure 2 31 A Complex Network Partitioned into Several Smaller Networks 




Uaa (u i=1 --- q, y=l --- q), Uab = (U i1 --- q, p=q+1 --- r). 
Uba = (uij J=q+l --- r, j=1 --- q), Ubb = (u i =q+l --- r, j=q+l --- r) 
are the open circuit impedances relating ports of the subnetworks. Note 
that the U matrix, and succeeding matrices, are partitioned according to 
the grouping of the input and output ports. 
In a similar manner, the open lpop impedance matrix for N2 is 
L TabTaa T = Tbb] (2. 26) 
where 
T a a T a b = (ti2 1=1 --- s, j=1 --- s), = (t i i=1 --- s, j=s+l --- w). 
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ba bbT = (t j i=s+l --- w, j=1 --- s), T = (tzj i=s+l --- w, j=s+l --- w) 
are open circuit impedances relating ports in N2 . 
N 
C 
M q ~ R S T1a{* ta i ja bS{112 rn+t$ 
N I- - _ N2 
Figure 2 32 Connecting Two N Port Subnetworks in Cascade 
The overall open circuit impedance of Nc, obtained by interconnecting 
N and N 2 (Figure 2. 32), can be computed by Laemmel' s relations 
-1 
"aa = Uaa - Uab (Ub b + Taa) Uba (2.27) 
Zab = ab (Ubb + Taa)' Tab (2. 28) 
zb a = Tb a (Ubb + T)aa) Ub a (2.29) 
zbb = _ Tba (ubb + Taa)-i Tab + Tbb (2. 30) 
where 
S[ba z bbjT[Zaa zab] (2.  31)l 
Laemmel' s relations can be applied repeatedly to interconnect 
subnetworks of the form shown in Figure 2. 31. For example, consider the 
first three subnetworks of row 1. Subnetworks 1 and 2 are combined to form 
subnetwork 1, 2 as in Figure 2.33(b). Subnetwork 1, 2 is rearranged and 
connected with subnetwork 3 to form subnetwork 1, 2, 3 of Figure 2. 33(d). 
This process is continued until all subnetworks of row 1 have been inter­
connected. In an identical manner, the subnetworks of rows 2 are intercon­
nected, producing t subnetworks. This is depicted in Figure 2. 34 The 
subnetworks are interconnected to reconstruct the original network. 
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aj (a) 2} 
(b) 






Figure 2 33 Interconnection of Subnetworks 
The total number of times the Laemmel method is applied in forming 
the original network from the group of subnetworks given in Figure 2 31 is 
tr-i, where t is number of rows and r is the number of columns of the 
subnetworks. 
The following guidelines should be adhered to in subdividing a net ­
work for an analysis by the Laemmel Method 
1. 	 No mutual coupling should exist between components of different 
subnetworks, 
2. 	 A dependency relationship must be contained within a subnetwork, 
3. 	 The port of a subnetwork must be taken across an element which 
is part of a closed mesh, such as shown in Figure 2. 35. (This 
restriction is due to NASAP-70 rather than to the methods them­
selves). 
Cascade Parameter Method When a network can be partitioned into cascade 
subnetworks as shown in Figure 2. 36, the cascade parameter method 1 4 is 
usually employed to compute transfer functions rather than the Laemmel 
method because of the reduction in computing time achieved. The cascade 
parameters relate the terminal voltages and currents for the overall network 
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Figure 2 34 Subnetworks of the Overall Network Figure 2 35 A Mesh of a Subnetwork 
VI A B V o 
(2. 32) 
C D -10 
where 
A B A 1 B1 A 2 B 2 A2 B r 
.. (2. 33) 
C D C1 D1 C 2 D2 Cr D r 
The transmission parameters A1, B, C., and D for each subnetwork are 
the inverse voltage transfer ratio, negative inverse of the transfer admittance, 
the inverse transfer impedance, and the negative inverse current transfer 
ratio, respectively, of the input port to the output port. A and C are 
calculated with the output port open, B and DI are calculated with the output 
port shorted. The transmission paramieters can be computed by NASAP-70 
and are in general ratios of polynomials in S. 
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2 ----- j 
Figure 2 36 Cascade Connection of Two Port Subnetworks 
Parallel Interconnection Method Another means of network interconnection 
is the paralleling of ports of networks as shown in Figure 2.37. Murk and 
15 
Thulasiraman show that two n-port networks described by short circuit 
admittances and having no internal vertices, can be combined in parallel if 
their edge and port orientations are identical, and also if their modified cut 
set matrices with identical row and column order are equal. 
Let the short circuit admittance matrices of networks N1 and N2 be 
aa 7 ab 
1 1 
i7= 
1 a 7 bb 
(2.34) 
and 
aa 7 ab 
2 2 
Y2= (2.35)
2 ba bb 
2 2 
The individual entries of these matrices are defined similar to the Laemmel 
matrices except that short-circuit admittances are involved. 
Assuming the interconnection criteria are satisfied, the short 
circuit admittance matrix of the combined network is 
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aa aa ab ab1 2 1 2 
yt Y1 + Y2 (2. 36) 
ba ba b bb 
1 2 1 2 
+ a4 ,I-* 4~ + 
q 
+ N4 b+ 
2 941 - I 
S t 
Figure 2 37 Parallel Connection of Two N Port Networks 
2. 6.2 Network Interconnection Examples 
The network shown in Figure 2. 38 was arbitrarily constructed to 
illustrate Laemmel' s Method. Assume that V 2 /I is required. Let this 
network be subdivided into two subnetworks as shown in Figure 2. 39 
C L2 C 3 , 12+ 
32 L 5 V2 
V__ L1 all R = 1K, 
L - 1MH, 
C a IMF 




1 :a +-+ c 
netwubotrrk
 
L2 Figure 2 39 
The port equations for subnetwork U are 
VaU 






= (2. 37) 
where 
=
 13a(ui.1,2-1l), U3ab = (u . 1,j3 = 2,3), 
Uba bb3 u
 
U <u~ i=2,3.j3=l1), F 2 39a V=Vl2 vi Ubb  ui23.=,) 2i 3g 
b I
 
The port equations for subnetwork T are 
VT Taa Tab IT 
a a (2. 38) 
T Tba Tbb T 
and those for network Z are 
V aa ab = i 
a a 
(2.39)Z ba zbb ZVb 
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The matrices of (2. 38) and (2. 39) can readily be defined by an examination of 
Figures 2.38 and 2. 39. 
The desired transfer function is 
= "V2/II2 Z2 1 Za (2.40) 
Zb a Therefore the followingFrom Equation (2. 29) = Tba(Ub b +Ta a ) -U Uba. r  n 
impedance parameters are computed utilizing NASAP-70 t31 t32, ill t12' 
t21 t 22' u2 2 , u3 3 , u21 , and u31. Since the subnetworks are lumped, 
linear and passive, then t1 2 = t21 and u23= u32, hence t 2 1 and u32 need not be 
computed. The parameters computed are listed. 
+6. 872E+ 1OS + 1.OOE+09S 3 
U12= +1. OOOE+18 + 3. OOE+ 15S+ 1. 002E + 12S 2 + 3. ONE+06S 3 + 1. ONE+OOS 4 
(2.41) 
Let the denominator of u12 be equal to uden then 
3+6. 872E +10S + 1. ONE +09S 
U12 = Ud (2.42) 











- . 0.E + 12 2 
2 (2.43)( 2 . 44 ) 
u23 = 32 "den 
2. OOOE +21 +1. 00 1E + 18S + 3. OOE + 1282 +1. OOOE +06S3( 2 .45)
-33 = 
 "den 
2 + 1.ONE-09S 3 
= 1. OOOE+06 + 1.002E+03S+ 3. OOE-03S 
1. OOOE+03 +2. 002E+OOS+5. OOOE-06S2 + 1.000E-12S 3 
Let the denominator of t 1 to be equal to tade n then 
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1. OOOE+06+ 1. 002E+03S+3. OOOE-03S 
2 + 1. ONE -09S 3 
11 dn.tde 
-1. OOE - 09S 3 
t12 T 21 tden (2.47) 
=. OOOE+03S +2. OOOE-03S 2 (2.48)13 tden
 
= 1.OOOE+OOS + 2. OE-03S2 + 3.000F1-09S 3 (2.49)22 tden 
t2 3 =~t 3 2 1. OOOE-09S 3 (2.50)23 =t32 tden
 
Substituting the appropriate matrices elements of (2. 37) and (2. 38) into (2. 29) 
the transfer impedance Z21 is computed 
SU 2 2  U2 3 T 1 T U2 1 
Z2 zba IT3 1 T3 2 1 + 
U32 U 33 T21 T 22J U31 
(2. 51) 




O1OE+36S 4 ++.036E+33SZ21 = +1.3+4E+38S 2 +1.001E+39S 
3 +5.012
z 
+2. 000E+48S0+ 1. 30.1E+46S 1 + 3. 009E+43S 2 + 3. 026E+40S 3 +1. 333E+3+S 4 
+2. 052E+30S 6 + 2. 414E+25S + 2. 086E+21S + 1. 313E+16S 9
 
+2. 189E+33S 5 +4.298E+28S 6 +2.299E24S ++2.59+E+19S 
8 +l.206E+14S 9
 
+2. 908E+IOS1 0 +2. 602E+04S +9. 002E-03S2 + 1. OE-09S
1 3
 
+ 1.931E-04S 1 2 +5. 1 3 + 5. OOOE-18S 
14 
+2. ++3E+08S 0 +3. 286E+02 5I 201E-1S 
(2.52) 
Also Z21 was computed directly for network Z by means of NASAP-70. 
This result is 
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-7. 885E04S2 + .01E09S 3 +3. 001E03S 
4 
2 2. 000E18+3. 008E15S+l. 021E12S 2 +1. 204E07S 3 
+1. 002E00S 5 + 1. O00E-06S 6 
+1. 037EO3S4 +7.031E-03S5+1. 201E-08S 6+5. 00OE-15S 7 
The frequency response of Equations (2. 52) and (2. 53) was plotted 
aS shown in Figure 2.40. A comparison of the two curves of Figure 2. 40 
gives an indication of the relative error between the two methods for com­
puting 2 1 . The peak at the upper frequency range of the curve for (2. 52) 
is a result of solving each of the two networks separately and then combining 
these results to obtain the solution for the interconnected networks. One 
possible explanation for this is loss of significance error which can occur 
when two numbers of similar magnitudes are added. 
O FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF EQUATION (2.52) 







00 04 0 Ii 
w, RAD/SEC 
Figure 2 40 Frequency Response of Laermel 
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A cascade connection example illustrates how the computation time Increases 
as the number of cascaded stages increases. The circuit for each stage is 
shown inFigure 2.41. 
The desired transfer function, Iout/I n, can be calculated using 
NASAP-70. This was done first for one stage, then an identical stage was 
connected in cascade with this first stage to form a two stage amplifier. A 
coupling capacitor was placed between the collector of the first stage and 
the base of the second stage to provide DC isolation. NASAP-70 was again 
used to compute the transfer function Iout/I , where Iout is the current 
through the collector resistor of the last stage. This process was continued 
until five stages had been cascaded. The results, which were calculated by 
an IBM 360 computer are plotted in Figure 2.42. 
2K 1000 
t-2 2 5VDC (Run 
E ff~outStopped) 






Figure 2 41 A Single Stage Amplifier 
10 
1 2 3 4 5 
Number of Stages 
Figure 2 42 Results of Cascading Amplifier Stages 
From this curve it can be seen that the computer time required 
Increases rapidly as the number of cascaded stages is increased. 
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2.7 
Calculations were made to predict the approximate theoretical time 
required to compute the desired transfer function when the cascaded stages 
are interconnected by the Cascade Parameter method. It was assumed that 
1. 1 seconds of CPU time was required to compute each parameter. The 
CPU time required to multiply the matrices of the individual stages was 
neglected. 
If two stages were cascaded the resultant overall matrix would be 
A B A, B, A 2 B2 
C D C D 1 C2 D2 
The desired parameter is, D = B2 C + D1D 2 To compute D, only B2 , C1 , DM 
and D 2 need to be calculated. Hence, the total assumed time required to 
compute D is 4X1. I = 4. 4 seconds. The D parameter for three, four and 
five cascaded stages was computed in a similar manner. These theoretical 
computation times are plotted in Figure 2. 42. It is evident that if more 
than four stages are cascaded, then a definite time savings will result if the 
desired transfer function is computed by the Cascade Parameter method. In 
the preceding example, the transfer function Iout/Iin was computed, whereas 
the parameter D is defined as, D = -In/Iout IVout= 0. However, the param­
eter D can be computed and then inverted to give the desired transfer function. 
Computational Errors 
This section is concerned with the computational errors associated 
with NASAP-70. The impact and effect of errors at individual stages of 
computation are given, and in some cases recommendations regarding their 
minimization are also included. 
2.7. 1 Flowgraph Algorithm Errors 
If the flowgraph algorithm and application of the Shannon-Happ 
formula were implemented utilizing a symbolic, or tagging approach no 
errors would be introduced into the derived transfer function. The NASAP-70 
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program discussed here performs all operations on numerical data. Thus, 
the constraint of digital computing introduces errors. Definition of these 
errors and how they relate to NASAP-70 follows. 
Input/Output 	Errors 
1 6 
Circuit parameters are input to NASAP-70 in decimal floating point 
notation. Binary arithmetic units require that the input data be converted to 
floating point notation compatible with the machine. Errors are introduced 
in program working data because there is no one-to-one correspondence 
between fractions of different radicies when operations are restricted to a 
finite wordlength. The magnitude of the error is dependent on machine hard­
ware and the algorithm used to perform the conversion. 
After required calculations are completed, the internal binary results 
are converted back to decimal notation. The conversion effects only the last 
significant digit of each coefficient and is quite minor. Also, conversion is 
not performed when further operations are carried out in the transfer function. 
For these reasons, no attempt is made here to analyze these errors. 
An example of actual input/output errors (IBM 360/75) is shown in 
Figure 2. 43. 
2 1. 5H 3 0.5H 4 
L2 L3 L+ 
V I _ C 4 R 5 > V0 
1.333 F> 
Vo 1 
T= -- L2= 1 49999905x100 
-VF 	 L3= 4.99999821x0'
C4= 1 33299828x100 
R5= 1 00000000x100 
Figure 2 43 
Round-off Error
 
Round-off errors result directly from the finite wordlength of the machine 
Errors can occur after both additive and multiplicative operations. The severe 
additive type errors are called significance loss, and willbe described later 
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Multiplying two numbers, each with n significant digits yields a 
product significant to 2n places. To store the product it is rounded to n 
significant digits. Wilkinson 1 7 has shown that in a binary rounding system 
the floating point computation, FY (Xl, X2 Xn), produces the error bound 
E,
 
IEj 5(n-1)2- + (n-1)(n-2)2 2 t (2-54) 
where 
" F(XI, X 2 ,. .. Xn) =X l X 2 .. Xn(1+E) 
When computing high order loops, the flowgraph technique requires 
a number of consecutive multiplications. The round-off errors introduced 
can contribute significantly to the noise contained in the coefficients of a 
computed transfer functions. Relation (2-54) shows that increasing the word­
length, t, results in a decreasing error ratio, E. It is proposed that double 
precision arithmetic be utilized in carrying out all required flowgraph multi­
plications. The round-off noise is located in the lower order digits. In 
most cases, results of multiplicative operations can be guaranteed to the 
significance of input data. 
An example of round-off error is shown in Figure 2.44. The errors 
are totally attributed to round-off error because (1) Component values were 
selected such that the binary equivalent of the input data was exact, 
(2) Number of calculations and element values indicate no significant loss 
could have taken place. 
2 Output requested. II/VI =T 
v+ R-3fl R-3 TTrue= II/VI=1/3 
3 
L=27h T-.3f TNASA1 p -= 2x0 1 
3+ 2x1 0 6 +3 709x10 2 
N [3 6+0.Figure 244 
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Loss of Siginficance Errors 
Loss of significance errors occur during floating point addition 
operations involving two numbers of opposite sign. The maxnnum error, E, 
resulting from the floating point addition X + Y is bounded by 
El S (i ') 2t 
where 
F(X + Y) = (X + Y) (I + E) 
The error impact is largely dependent on the magnitude and polarity 
of the parameters involved, and the order in which computations are carried 
out. Two situations demonstrate the extent of significance loss. First 
consider a simple floating point addition of two numbers of opposite sign but 
comparable magnitudes. The resulting sum is located in the low order 
positions, the same locations affected by conversion and round-off errors. 
When the sum is left-shift normalized, the true precision of the result is 
disguised. The second case involves a set of repeated additions where the 
order of calculation can introduce loss of significance. 
Significance loss errors can occur in the calculations associated 
with the flowgraph technique. Circuits containing elements with values 
covering a wide range are especially prone. The table below presents three 
ways in which significance loss can be detected, controlled or eliminated 
METHOD PURPOSE 
Compare results of normalized Detection 
and non-normalized arithmetic 
Time scaling Minimization or 
- Elimination 




The first approach employs a two pass system with the first pass 
utilizing regular floating point arithmetic. is During the second pass, the 
arithmetic is changed such that sums are not left-shift normalized. When 
the number is subsequently required in another calculation, the appropriate 
number of zeros (necessary to align the two operands) are shifted into the 
least significant bit positions. This scheme defines a lower bound for the 
calculation. The results of the two passes are examined and significance 
loss has occurred if these numbers are not equivalent. The significance of 
the calculation is considered to be equal to the number of digits which are 
identical. The calculation of Figure 2. 43 is not prone to significance loss, 
1.00025T = 
)norrnalzed =1.000000 0S2+ 2. 00050S + 1. 00025 
i.1u00025T 
T= uo l =. 00000S3+ 2.000002 + 2. 00050S + 1. 00025 




2. 04000 x 10 S + 1. 10709 x 10- S + 7. 19903 x 10
7 
2. 04000 x 0-l13S2 +7 67740 x 10-
4 S+ 1. 16400 x 104 
T = \II unnormalized 
2.-04000 x 10-Is2 + 1.10709 x 10-1S +7-.19903 x 107 
2.04000 x -13 2 + 7. 67827 x 10-S + 1. 16640 x 104 
Figure 2. 46 shows how the span of element magmtudes in Figure 
2.45 changes as the time scale is decreased. The particular transfer function 
was computed and checked for significance loss at the various time scales. 
The results of the technique although inconclusive, tend to show that tune 
scaling in one technique to combat significance loss. 1 6 
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2 15 34I4C- R8 DPVC) tR 
~ f7 10 I 
j 1 a R5= X 106n D9 0.4 
R2 = 1fl C6=6 pf R10=1I7X 104fl 
R3=-In C7 =200 pf RII =lon 
R4 = lOOn 8 = 150n 
Compute T V R 
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Figure 2 46 
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2 (MAXIMUM VARIANCE) 
Figure 2 47 
Another way of reducing significance loss in the computation of 
Figure 2. 45 is to select an optimal tree. An optimal tree is defined as the 
tree which, if selected, displays to the program the minimum variance 
between the magnitudes of the input data. The results of optimal tree 
selection are plotted above. 
Different input trees generally result in varying computational orders. 
The above definition can be used as a means for reducing computational errors, 
although the method itself is not foolproof The third data point in Figure 2. 47 
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isassumed to result from a favorable computational order for the particular 
tree selected and, contradictory to the definition of an optimum tree, a 
comparably good transfer function was calculated. 
1 6 
Error Prediction 
It was shown that the errors associated with transfer function 
coefficients are related directly to the number of loops of all orders in the 
flowgraph and the number and range of computations required for each loop. 
It is desirable to obtain a measure of these parameters before an attempt is 
made to derive a particular transfer function. Given the flowgraph model 
described by Figure 2.48, it can be shown that there exists, F = 1 /N5 
-	 n+2 In+2n 
=
[(1 + 45/2) n+2 - (1 - 45/2) ] loops of all orders, where n 2m - 1 (the 
number of passive elements minus one) and F = Fibonacci number of ordern 
n. 	 Oil aI2 (122 0i l 01+1 am 
11 g 12 g2 f+ Mn g~, 
till bit b22 bl ' b" + b n 
Figure 2 48
 
If flowgraph loops of all orders are assumed to have numerical 
values of the same magnitude, then the equation below is an estimate of the 
maxilmun round-off error contained in a calculated transfer function coeffi­
cient 
JAn(n) I ax (n-N+I) I (NK-1 
where 
1. 	 Z(n) is the sum of all loop values of all orders 
2. 	 K is the number of circuit elements in a particular first order 
loop (=2 for the specific model) 
3. 	 N = n+1/2 if n is odd 
max
 




In an attempt to predict errors for those circuits which do not 
exactly correspond to the flowgraph model, Figure 2. 49 has been drawn 
for various values of K. Experience has shown that for practical problems, 
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Figure 2 49 
2.7.2 Impact of Coefficient Errors on AC Analyfsis 
The NASAP version utilizes a straight forward technique in deriving 
the AC Bode plot The programs produce a frequency response of the form 
F(s) N(s) = = ­




The computed coefficients, aI and bj, can be expressed as, 
T
 
a =a + Aa
1 2. 1 




a and b represent the accumulated coefficient 
1 3 




N T (s) +
F(s) = FT(s) + AF(s) = AF(s)D(s)
DT +~ s 
If F(s) is assumed to be a function of its coefficients a, b for any s, then 
19
since 
T fTfT Of f 
f(aT+Aab T+Ab) z f(aT, b T ) +± Aa+- Ab 
for Aa << a 
Ab << b 
it can be shown that 
p Aa FT(s) sJ 
AF(s) = - s Ab 
i-=0 DT(s) j=O DT(s) j 
The computational errors in F(s) are approximated from an initial 
estimate of coefficient errors by substituting D(s) and F(s) for DT(s) and 
FT(s). These substitutions become quite laborious for functions which are 
a ratio of two high order polynomials. An alternate approach is taken. 
Coefficient errors are not likely to exceed 15 percent of the true 
coefficient values (this statement is predicated on the assumption that any 
"large" problems have been partitioned and the steps have been taken to 
avoid severe significance loss). By randomly perturbating the transfer 
function coefficient not more than ± 15 percent and plotting the frequency 
response curves, the results of the above can be simulated. A band which 
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most probably contains the true response curve will result. For example, 
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Figure 2 50 
2 7 3 Transient Response Errors 
Errors contained in a final tune domain solution after application 
of the Fast Fourier Transform can be attributed to original coefficient errors 
and algorithm errors. 
Given the results of Section 2.7.2 
f(t) = a[F(s)] = -[FT(s) + AF(s)] 
= F[FT(s)] + 3[AF(s)]
 
= fT(t) + Af(t)
 
Since the errors due to coefficient deviations are simply an additive function 
to the time response, an initial approximation of these errors can be trans ­
formed directly into an estimate of time response errors. 
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The digital implementation of the Fast Fourier Transform introduces 
round-off, discretization and band liniting errors. 
Gentleman and Sande 2 0 have described the Fast Fourier Transform 
round-off error found in a digital environment in terms of the ratio of the 
Euclidian norm of the error sequence to the Euchdian norm of the input data 
sequence. Using the Fast Fourier Transform yield an upper bound for the 
associated Euclidian norm of 
R5N 1.06 IN K(2n)'2 2-b 
k 
where N is the number of discrete steps taken, n =N (for NASAP-70 n=2, 
k=12), and b equals the number of bits in the calculation mantissa. 
Figure 2. 51 shows how discretization and band limiting errors affect 
the results of a Fast Fourier Transformation. For each curve, the function 
F(s) = s/s + to , was inverted. Discretization errors are demonstrated by 
the more noisey I ol curve. Band limiting errors are shown by the poor 
initial points of both curves. 
It should be noted that the errors resulting from coefficient errors 
dominate those introduced by the Fast Fourier algorithm. 
Based upon the error analysis of a typical circuit analysis program 
such as NASAP-70 the user must be aware of the computational aspects of the 
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3 0 Introduction 
Fundamental to any meaningful discussion of a computer -aided circuit 
analysis/design program is the systematic treatment of the basic concepts 
behind it As shown in Figure 3 1, the theoretical treatment for NASAP can 
be separated into the disciplines of linear graph theory, flowgraph theory, 
sensitivity analysis, and the relevant numerical techniques and supporting 
computer algorithms. 
Each discipline plays a distinctive role in the operation of the program 
Linear graph theory is employed as a convenient mathematical tool to bridge 
the gap between the circuit designer and the computer A computer subroutine 
then transforms the linear graph description of a circuit into flowgraph terms 
forming the basis of the computer algorithms for subsequent output requests 
The transfer function, the principal output request of NASAP-70, is computed 
from the flowgraph description by means of the Shannon-Happ formula, the 
other user requests are based upon the transfer function formulation. 
As shown in Figure 3 1, the description of each discipline in NASAP is 
taken in the order of implementation thus the sections are numbered accordingly 
3 1 Linear Graph Theory 
The initial step in the formulation of the flowgraph relations is the 
identification of circuit elements in topological terms. Since this requires 
some background in linear graph theory, a few definitions and some basic 
concepts of how they pertain to circuit theory should be stated first A more 
elaborate treatment of graph theory can be found in a number of textbooks A 
complete exposition can be found in Kuh and Desoer 
1 
The essential constituents of a linear graph are branches and nodes 
Each branch, symbolized by a line, represents a physical element of the 
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that a hinged linear graph of Figure 3 4 violates the cut-set definition at the 
"hinge" and thus circuits of this type should be avoided or separated into two 
problems 
In simple terms a loop is defined as a collection of branches which form 
a closed path (ignoring the direction of flow in the branches ) A more formal 
definition can be stated- a set of n nodes A(A 1----- A ) and a set of n1 n 
branches B(B I---Bn) which are connected constitutes a loop in a graph G if 
A is in G and B is in G, and each branch in B is incident to two nodes in A 
and each node in A has two branches in B incident to it The branches 1-2, 
3-2, 4-3, 4-1 form a loop as shown in Figure 3 5 Note that a loop is defined 
independent of the direction of the arrows. 
If a 	subgraph G' of a graph G can be selected such that it consists of 
only branches and all nodes of G, is connected, and contains no loops, then 
the subgraph G' is called a tree (G' = T) (See Figure 3 2(d)) The branches 
of a tree are called tree branches or just branches, and those branches in G 
but 	not in T are name links 
A number of fundamental properties concerning trees are now stated 
without proof 1,2, 3 If a connected graph G has n nodes and b branches, 
then 
1. 	 The Tree has (n-i) tree branches and (b-n+l) links, 
2 	 A unique path exists along the tree between any two nodes (neglecting 
the direction of the arrows if it is an oriented graph), 
3. 	 Fundamental loops (tie sets) can be formed by taking each link 
with the unique path in the tree that exists between the two nodes 
of the link, 
4 Fundamental cut sets can be formed by grouping the set of connected 
links about a tree branch thus forming (n-i) cut sets, 
5. The cut set relations form a complementary set to the tie set relation 
(in matrix notation one is the transpose of the other), 
6 Cut set and tie set relations can be expressed unilaterally. Branch 
currents can be expressed as a function of link currents and link 
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3 2 	 Transformation of a Linear Graph to a Flowgraph -
Disjoint Current and Voltage Relationships 
Algorithms must provide for the computer a means of producing a con­
sistent set of determinable variables To a circuit designer this usually means 
either applying Kirchhoff' s voltage law in conjunction with the impedance re ­
lationships (Ohm' s law) or Kirchhoff' s current law in conjunction with the 
admittance relationships. Another approach has been advocated (originally 
by Kirchhoff himself) and is used in this manual 4,5 Basically it requires 
that KirchhofP s current law be applied first, then Kirchhoff' s voltage law, 
and finally Ohm' s law and dependencies 
The first step in the procedure requires that all circuit elements, active 
or passive, dependent or independent, be divided into two groups of current­
type or voltage -type elements Naturally, a voltage source will remain a 
voltage type element, and a current source will remain a current -type element 
Passive elements, which are bilateral in nature, will be replaced by either a 
=voltage-type or current-type element (i. e , replace Ohm' s law I V/Z by 
either 	I <- V/A or V <- I*Z), the choice being somewhat arbitrary and subject 
to the conditions that Kirchhoff' s two laws have to be applied independently 
(Some guidelines will be presented in the example problem of section 3 3) It 
should be emphasized that by assigning a voltage or current type element in 
place of a passive element, the bilateral characteristic is replaced by a uni­
lateral relation 
In the following selection process, Kirchhoff' s laws will be applied to 
two sets of disjoint circuit relations. Tree-link partitioning is accomplished 
by using a tree structure T in a graph G, where the voltage-current equations 
are separated into two complimentary sets. The graph G contains as its 
branches all the circuit elements. The arrow direction corresponds to the 
direction of assigned current flow. The branches of a tree T (Figure 3. 2(d)) 
are selected to be the voltage elements. The remaining elements (links in T) 
are chosen to be current elements. For this selection, a voltage at any point 
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reiations T±'he unknown variauies in, applcation oi Kir chhufil s laws are tlhe 
known relations of Ohm' s law and the dependency relationships. 
In summary, the NASAP algorithms make use of the following 
I 	 A tree T in graph G divides the elements into two disjoint sets, 
, 	 A treeT iu graph G a1lo:s wX,;itypg,of (nTl),ndependent current 
equations of one set (voltage) in terms of the other (current) by 
writing current equations for any (n-i) out of (n) nodes, 
3 	 By Gaussian elimination 6 one obtains (n-i) cut set equations 
These equations can be expressed as unilateral current relations, 
(this will be elaborated in the example), 
4 Since a cut set and tie set are complementary, one obtains Kirch­
hoff' s voltage equations in a unilateral form as a complement of 
the unilateral current relations, 
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5 Current -voltage relations can be made functionally dependent by a 
set of unilateral elements provided that for each element one of the 
quantities (current or voltage) is known and the second quantity 
(voltage or current) is unknown These are exactly the conditions 
that the two disjoint current-voltage sets provide. 
3. 3 Flowgraph Theory Shannon-Happ Formula 
For a set of linear relations that satisfy consistency criteria (to be 
explained later) there exists a formula by which the solution can be obtained 
an a nomterative substitution and does not require stability criteria for each 
relation This formula was originally developed by Claude Shannon while 
investigating the functional operation of an analog computer (Essentially 
the same formula was rediscovered by S. Mason in 1952 8)* Shannon' s 
Formula is an analytic expression for calculating the gain of an interconnected 
set of amplifiers in an analog computing network W. W. Happ generalized
9 
Shannon' s work for topologically closed systems. The Shannon-Happ Formula 
is valid in deriving transfer functions, sensitivities, and error functions For 
the particular use intended for this formula, the sensitivity factor H is set 
equal to zero 
Flowgraph Notation 
Before the Shannon-Happ Formula can be defined explicitly, it is 
necessary to define the basic concepts of flowgraph for which the equation 
was derived 1 The fundamental terms of a flowgraph, namely, node, 
transmittance, and loop, and how they interact can best be described by 
example Consider the equations, 
alx +a2xI 2 +x I =x 1a11 1 22 X2 +X1 1 
a21x I +a22x2 +c2 X2 
and the corresponding flowgraph shown in Figure 3 6 
During World War II Claude Shannon developed his formula Because of war­
time restrictions, his work was not published, and was virtually unknown to 










Each node represents a variable, thus x I and x2 are variables and c I and 
c2 are considered constant inputs The nodes c I and c 2 are called independent 
nodes. If the arrows leading from c I or c 2 were reversed, these nodes would 
be dependent nodes 
A transmittance is a value assigned to the directed path between two nodes 
The node at which the directed line begins is called the origin node, whereas 
the node at the receiving end is the target node The transmittance relates the 
origin node variable Therefore, in reading the flowgraph, the functional 
relationship of a variable is the summation of the product of respective in­
coming transmittances with their node variables This can be verified by 
writing out the equation associated with the flowgraph (Figure 3 6) and the 
original equations Note that a flowgraph transmittance function such as 
b 
A. < C 
will be written as A - b * C on a programming sheet 
A directed loop is defined as a closed path consisting of a sequence of 
transmittances taken in the direction of the arrow The sequence must be 
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taken such that no node is traversed more than once in the closed path. The 
value of a directed loop is the product of the transmittances forming the di­
rected loop In the example, three directed loops exist, (a 1 2 , a2 1), (a 1 1 ), 
(a 2 2 ). (Note that loop in a flowgraph does depend upon direction whereas 
in linear graph theory this was not required ) 
Distinct types of loops must be defined in the Shannon-Happ Formula 
(a) a first-order loop is a simple directed loop as defined above 
(b) an Nth-order loop is composed of N disjoint first order loops 
(none of the nodes are common between loops) The value of 
an Nth order loop is the product of the N first-order loop values 
comprising the Nth-order loop In the example, only one second­
order loop combination exists, namely, (a1 1 a 2 2 ) 
(c) 	 a zeroth-order loop is by definition equal to a value one and has 
no flowgraph significance It is a mathematical convenience 
employed in the Shannon-Happ Formula 
Shannon-Happ Formula 
If L(O) is the value of the zeroth-order loop (always equals one) and 
L (N) is the sum of the values of all the loops whose order is N, the Shannon-
Happ formula can be expressed as 
=H = L(O) - L(1) + ..- +(-i)N L(N) 0 




H= 1 + L(r)(-1)r =0
 
r=l 	i=1 
where R = the number of r-order loops in the system and N = the order of 
the highest loop in the system. 
3.4 Transfer Function Formulation 
The circuit shown in Figure 3.7 is used to illustrate the circuit analysis 
techniques. The AC model of this circuit using only linear elements is 
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shown in Figure 3. 8. Note that an extra current source has been inserted 
at the output (across L). This element can be viewed as a voltmeter as 












For the circuit in Figure 3 7, the output voltage is taken across the inductor 
Since the voltage across L is one of the variables, the output voltage, 
Vout, can be expressed directly, that is, Vout - VL By adding the output 
current source (I 0) in Figure 3 8, provision has been made for a general<-
method of solution 
After the equivalent circuit is constructed, its corresponding directed 
linear graph must be drawn with the assigned current direction in the circuit 
elements In the linear graph G one selects a tree structure T which must 
contain all voltage sources (dependent or independent) If the voltage sources 
form a loop, the circuit' s definition is ambiguous and hence cannot be solved 
Assuming that the voltage sources do not form a loop, passive elements must 
be added to complete the tree To this end, some of the passive devices are 
made voltage -type elements and thus provide the remaining constituents for 
the tree (See Figure 3 9). Finally, the current sources and the rest of the 
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Figure 3 9.
 
passive elements form links (This operatioitconstitutes the particular se­
lection of either a voltage or current relation for each passive element That 
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is v '- i*z or i - v/z The next step requires one to obtain the current 
at the branches (voltage -type elements) as a function of the currents in the 
links (current-type elements). This entails writing the current equations 
for (n-i) out of n nodes of T. Then, the current in each branch is found as 
a function of link currents only by the Gaussian elimination process. By 
finding branch current as a function of link currents one forms the (n-i) cut 
sets. 
The current equations are written by setting the branch currents on the 
left-hand side of the equals sign and the link currents on the right-hand side 
For Figure 3 9, the node current equations can be written as 
Node 6 -IVin - R1 - C
 
Node 5 I IC
 
Node 4 I -I +1R 
Node 3 -I -I I R I c 
Node 2 L I0 -IR 
In compact matrix notation 
in 
0 1 0 0 0 I r n1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1rl 
0 0 1 0 0 I = 0 0 -1 0 0 i 1 
0-1-1 1 0 1R3 3 0 0 1 -1 0 0 C2 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1-1 10 
IR 2 
or A*I T z B*I L where 
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A is an (n-l)*(n-1) matrix ((n-1) is the number of branches of the tree)
 
I T is a column vector of n branch currents,
 
B is an (n-1*(m) matrix (m=b-m+l is the number of links),
 
I L is a column vector of m link currents
 
After matrix A is diagonalized, performing the same operations on B as 
an A, the current equations take the form 
1 0 0 0 I 1 1 0 0 0 0 I rV1 
0 1 0 0 0 I 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 Ir =0 0 -i 0 0 1 I 
0 0 0 1 0 Ir3 0 1 0 -1 0 1 C2 
0 0 0 0 1 IL 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 
LL2
 
Note that the Gaussian elimination is performed on a set of integers, 
(+1, 0, -1) and will not entail any loss of significance or introduce any tran­
cation errors 
Following the Gaussian elimination that transforms the current equations 
into a unilateral set, the flowgraph can be constructed The first step is form­
ing the current flowgraph relations as shown in the lower part of Figure 3 10 
In the diagram (Figure 3. 10), two flowgraph nodes are assigned to each element 
The bottom nodes correspond to the currents in the elements and the top nodes 
correspond the voltage across the elements 
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Vn VRI Vc I Vr, VC 2 VR 3 VIO Vr0 VR 2 VL VI 0 
IV1 n I R1 I C, I, IC 2 IR3 1I9 Ir 0 IR 2 I L I O 
Vin R, C1 r C2 R3 Ile r 0 R2 L I 0 
Figure 3 10 
The flowgraph voltage relations are constructed by an imaging method 
based on the current relations The rules for this technique are 
1 	 Consider two elements for which there exists current transmittance 
connecting two current nodes Form a transmittance connecting the 
two corresponding voltage nodes The direction of the voltage trans ­
mittance arrow is the reverse of the corresponding current trans­
mittance 
2 	 If one element is passive and the other is active, the sign attached 
to the voltage transmittance is the same as the corresponding current 
transmittance The sign is reversed if both elements are the same 
type, that is, both passive or both active The use of the imaging 
technique is a consequence of the fact that disjoint sets of current 
and voltage also form complementary sets since they are complemen­
tary cut and tie sets (The difference in the sign reversal between 
active and passive elements is due to the fact that conventionally used 
Kirchhoff, s equations are not written in a complementary form, that 
is, currents are summed to zero (Ii+ 12 + In 0 ) while voltages are 
=summed to a nonzero quantity (VI+ V2 + " Vm E) Also Kirchhoff 
originally stated them in a complementary form 
After Kirchhoff' s current law and Kirchhoff s voltage law have been ap ­
plied, the current -voltage relations and dependencies and requested transfer 
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function are determined by making the input dependent on the output by the 
relation [Input *- P * Output]. This forms a closed ftowgraph. The forward 
transfer function T = 1/P can then be arrived at since the total gain P-T 1 
as evaluated by use of the Shannon-Happ Formula (for P unknown) This 
evaluation can be done by separation of products containing P and those terms 
which do not contain P since no higher powers of P than P1 can occur. 
A transfer function, can be evaluated only as a function of a free variable 
(it cannot be found as a function of a variable which was already set as a 
determinable variable) The free variables are defined as. (1) the current in 
the independent current source and (2) the voltage across an independent voltage 
source. The transmittance P will cause one of the free variables to become a 
determinable variable (that is, it can be included in the evaluation of the Shannon 
Happ Formula) The rest of the free variables will be set to zero for the eval­
uation of the function A comparison between Figures 3 10 and 3. 11 will 
indicate how this is accomplished Note that the current-voltage relations 
in passive elements are taken as impedances for branches and admittances 
for links 
P 
Vin VR r C I VR2 VL IV C, r, Vc 2 R3 r 0 V L V o 
-I -I -j 
R/, r] sC R3 rR- I js 
II IC R R2 I'L 1o 
Figure 3 11 
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It is important to emphasize the uniqueness of transformations achieved 
by the algorithm presented herein and its advantages over techniques which 
are based on solutions of a set of equations This means that from the rep­
resentations such as that presented in Figure 3 11 one can reconstruct the 
original system, thus showing that the algorithmic procedure described above 
does not incur information loss 
The transfer function V out/Vin is calculated by use of the Shannon-
Happ Formula In the present example there are nine first -order loops, 
which are summarized with their node sequence and loop transmittances in 
Table 3 1 
The higher-order loops are unions of first-order loops that do not inter­
sect and the loop value is the product of the corresponding first -order loop 
values. Loop substitution into the Shannon-Happ Formula, and the setting of 
H = 0, followed by solving for T = 1/P yields the-requested transfer function, 
V P 1 2in
 
+(L 1 L 2 + L1 L 4 + LI LIL6+ L2L5+ L2L6+ LsL5+ LsL6)
 
(LLL+L IL32L6L)5 6 2
1
 
3 - 2 C 2 
- - ClLroC2R3)/ + C ILr0 L R 3 
Lr i R 3 S3 CILr1 C2LR3 CILR3 
+CIC2i R3ro)s2 + C +L PCIro3R2 
R2 3+/Il C2 CIR 3 R2R+ 
R R2 R2 R2 2 2 
Although the proof is rather involved (thus not presented here), note that 
the information necessary to reconstruct the orgnal crcut is given by 
the flowgraph and by preserving the IT and IL vectors in the arrangement 
of the flowgraph nodes 
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The solution T = 1/P is obtained by placing the loops containing P and 
their products in the numerator and those devoid of P in the denominator 
Since the only arithmetic in the entire algorithm is used in calculating 
the transfer function performed at the end of the algorithm and essentially 
is the sum of products, one can control the error and make the solution as 
accurate as desired Furthermore, comparison between values of loops is 
TABLE 3. 1 
Loop Number Node Sequence Transmission 
1 I Ir 1V r-CIr1S VC I V 
1 1i i 
LV V -CR3S2 2 3 3 2 
V I I V CR 
L rV 0 V -RR 2 
VC1 VC1 B I I RS R 13 
3P I3
LI r 0 V R2 R20 R2 
2L
 
-J3C~r0 R3 S 
L7 I I r0 Vr 0 Vr 2 Ir 2 Ir 3 Vr 3 VC1IC1 R2 
rVV 1 r r o 'B TL VLVI ~ ~ 
9 in C IC 1 R 3 R 3 R2 R2 LVLV10 R 2 
indicative of the significance of each element in the transfer function and is 
helpful in omitting the elements which have a negligible effect on the final 
transfer function 
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3.5 Sensitivities Concepts 
There are three basic sensitivity algorithms employed in NASAP-70. 
These are parameter sensitivity, worst case (tolerance) analysis, and 
pole sensitivity. A description of each follows. 
3. 5. 1 Parameter Sensitivity
1 3 
1In section 3. 4, the transfer function T =j was obtained by keeping 
track of the loops that contained P and those devoid of P, and forming the 
ratio of the two expressions. As shown below, the somewhat similar 
tagging technique in the computer algorithms can produce the sensitivity of 
the transfer function to changes in a circuit parameter 
Consider the system of Figure 3 12 where X is the input or exci­
tation and Y is the output or response If the input and output are connected 
by a transmittance P, then the transfer function can be expressed in terms 
of P since P = y 
x 
- =- T 
1 
This represents a closed system for which the input 
and output are dependent upon each other The Shannon-Happ Formula states 
that the topology equation H(T) must equal zero, thus 
H(T) = H(T) + TH(T') = 0 
dHi 
where HT') = dT = the portion of H containing T linearly and indicated in 
the computer algorithm by a tag of T = 1, and 
H(T) + H(T=0) = the portion of H- devoid of T 
and indicated in the computer algorithm by a tag of T = 0 
To compute the sensitivity function, consider a circuit that contains a 
component Q and sustains a desired performance specification T, the transfer 
function It is always possible to formulate a closed system containing the 
T and Q linearly The topology equation H = 0 is a constrainttwo parameters 
on the system from which the unknown T is calculated 
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If the topology equation H is a function of two parameters T and Q, then 




Figure 3 12 
where the coefficients of T and Q are defined as taylor series coefficients 
and the terms of the topology equation H(T, Q) are defined as follows 
H(T, Q) = H(T=0, Q=O) = H(0, 0) 
=H(T' , Q) H(T=1, Q=O) =-(1, 0) 
n(f, Q1 ) = H(T=o, Q=l) =H(0, 1) 
H(T',Q' ) = H(T=1, Q=1) = H(1, 1) 
All of these quantities refer to partial sums of the topology equation 
which can be tagged and identified in the computer program. 
A topological derivation of sensitivity is obtained by taking the total 
derivation of H(T, Q) above. 
=dH(T, Q) IH(T', Q-) + QH(T', QI) dT 
+ jH-(T, Q,) + TH(T' ,Q, )ldQ = 0 
or 
dT H(T, Q') + TII(T', Q' ) 
dQ H(T' , Q) + QH(T, , Q, ) 
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since 
H(T, Q) = fn(T-(5 +H(T, Q)j 
+ T fH(TI, Q) + XT. 'Q' - 0 
and 
H(T, Q) = 1H(T,Q) + H(T,, Q)J 
+Q {H(TQ') +H(T,Q')I= 0 
therefore, 
_Q=[H(T, Q5) + H(T', Q)] H(TI , Q) + H(TI , QI ) 
T [H(T, Q) + H(T, QI)] [H(, Q ) + H(T, Q)] 
The parameter sensitivity is defined by 
dT
 
T dlogT _ T






H(T', Q) + H(T, Q)
 
H(T, Q + H(T, Q' )
 
Worst Case (Tolerance) Analysis 1 3 3.5.2 
The sensitivity techniques outlined in section 3. 5. 1 may be used to 
perform a worst case tolerance analysis on all components of the circuit. 
Assume that a given circuit specification P can be specified as a function 
of n parameters QI, Q2 --- Qn 
P = f(Ql Q2' "'" Qn) 
Then for small changes in the parameter, the statistical tolerance Tp of 
P is defined as 
n / 2 P ( a n Tp += QQp) 2 ... @Q n) 
Tp is a measure of the deviation of P from its mean value due to deviations 
of the components from their respective mean values. 
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Using the definition of sensitivity Tp can be expressed in a more 
suitable form for utilization of the tagging technique as 
dQn 12T n 
1=1 Ln n] 
Tp
 
where is the functional tolerance. 
The sensitivity of P with respect to each parameter Q may be cal­
culated as before, then substituted into the T expression to derive the 
tolerance. 
3. 5. 3 Root Sensitivity
1 4 
When a parameter of a system changes, the locations of the poles 
will also change. Root sensitivity is defined as a measure of the amount 
of change a root undergoes, given a percent change in some system param­
eter. 
The following analysis assumes that (1) the system is linear and 
time invarient, and (2) the transfer function is obtainable and can be 
expressed by the form 
+ KB(S)T(S) = A(S)C(S) + KD(S) 
Here, A(S), B(S), C(S), and D(S) are polynomial in S and K is a system 
parameters for whlch the sensitivity is desired. 
For differential changes in the parameter K, there will be differ ­
ential changes in the roots of the characteristic equation, C(S) + ED(S). 
The definition of root sensitivity employed in NASAP-70 considers one 








If the transfer function of the system is given above for T(S), then 
the root sensitivity can be found by evaluating the residue of the transfer 
function at the poles of the transfer function, or 
S I - KD(S)SK S
 
[C(S) + KD(S)]K as S=S 
1 
Here S 1 is a pole described in the unperturbated system. This operation is 
performed in the program with simple tagging technqiue, just as in the 
parameter sensitivity case. 
3. 5.4 Sample Calculations 
Given the following circuit, the following parameter sensitivity, 
worst case, and pole sensitive calculations are made. 
2R 1 3 NASAP 
10S2 VI 1 2 1 
V1 1 VOLT R2 1C3 
i1 
C1 




R2 2 1 100 
T_ END 
VCI/VVI 
LOOP I contains R1, C1, P has value of -2.5 x 104S 
-
LOOP 2 contains RI, C1 has value 2. 5 x 10 4S 
-
ZERO ORDER LOOP has value 1 
Parameter Sensitivity 
- I 
H(F) =-2.5 x10 4 S
4 -1 
H(P) = 2.5 x10 S +1 
H(P, RI)= 1 H(P', C1) =0 
H(P, Cl)= 1 H(P', R1) =0 
4 -1 4-1





RI -2.5 x 104S-I 2.5 x 04S-I +1 2.5 x 104S- +1 
P 0 1 	 -1 CI- -2. 5 x 104S- 2. 5 x 104S-I+1 2.45 x 104S-1+ 
CP -2.5 x 104S 2.5 x 0 4S-2 ++ 
SR2 =-2.5 x 04S 2.5 x 04S-I+1 
-6. 25 x10 8S'2- 2.5x10 4S +6.25x10 8S-2 +2.5x10 4S-I 
I 
-6.25 x 	108S-2 _ 2.5 x 104S 
­
0 
-6.25 x 108S-2 2.5 x 104S
- I 
-I(P1_ 2. 5 x 10 4S - 1 
TRANSFER FUNCTION = (P') . 2.5 x 0 4S-I+1 
Pole Sensitivity 
POLE 	 2.5 x 104+S = 0 
S =-2.5xi04 
Pole Sensitivity - S 
as S=S 
a_ HP = -2.5 x 104S - 2 
S 
~H(P 1) =-2.5 x 104S -
(P, RiT) 2. 5 x 4 -1 10 S 
H(P, C1) = 2. 5 x 10 4S 
-
1a(, R2t) = 0 
Pole Sensitivity to RI = 
-2. 5 x 104S­
2 =S = -2.5 x 104 
-2. 5 x 10 S 
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-2. 5 x I0
4S I 
42 = S = -2.5 x 104Pole Sensitivity to Cl 

-2. 5 x 10 S
1 
WORST CASE Analysis 








+(Tp/P)2 - (-1) 2 (.01) + + (-1) 2 (.01) 
(2.5 x 104S 1+1) (2.5 x 10 4S-1+1) 
(0) 2 (.01)+ 

(-6.25 x 108S-2_ 2.5 x 1O4SI) 2
 
.02 0 
-1 (2.5 x 10 S-+1) (2.5 x 10 4 S-1+1) 2(-2.5 x 104S 
.02(-2.5 x 104S-1) 2 +0 




1.25 x 107S17 -4 113S-3 8-
S +6 25 x 10 8S - 2 3,90625 x 10 17S-4 +3.125 x10 
3.6 The Svoboda Method for Computing Roots of Polynomials 
Overview of the Algorithm The flow of control among the various logical 
routines of the algorithm is depicted in Figure 3. 13. After obtaining the 
input data, the Scanning Routine systematically steps over the Unit Circle 
evaluating the reduced polynomial at five points on each step. When a 
criterion for the possible existence of a root at any step is fulfilled, a 
transfer is made to the Home-in-Routine. The Home-in-Routine approxi­
mates the root as closely as possible and then transfers to the Root Exam­















EXIT .0 I _ 
ROUND-OFF 
ROUTINE 
Figure 3 13 Flow of Control in Svoboda Algorithm 
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either rejects the root or refines it (by means of the Home-in-Routine again) 
and outputs it. Control then passes back to the Scanning Routine winch either 
continues scanning or stops because the required number of roots has been 
obtained. When a scan is completed, if the maximum number of scans has 
not yet been reached, the InverSion Routine gains control to "invert" the 
polynomial, before returning to the Scanning Routine which !ontinues to 
scan, A detailed discussion of each element of the algorithm follows. 
The Scannng Routine The main routine in the Algorithm is the Scanning 
Routine which moves across the Unit Circle as shown in Figure 3. 14. The 
real and imaglnery axes between the ranges (-1, 0), (1, 0) and (0, -i), (0, i) 
are divided into sixteenths. The Scanning Routine uses the Polynomial 
1,0 
-1,0 
Figure 3 14 The Five Point Scan 
Evaluation Routine to find five points at each step in the scan, the central 
point and four points one sixteenth above, below, to the left and to the right 
of the central point. A test is then performed to see if this point may be 
near a root. The criteria for transferring to the Home-in-Routine to 
examine a possible root more closely are 
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1. 	 The value at the central point must be less than the value of any 
of the four surrounding points. 
2. 	 The five points must not be equal in value. 
If these criteria are not met, the scan is incremented by one sixteenth 
and the scanning process is resumed. Scanning is performed from left to 
right and from bottom to top. When a scan has been completed, that is, when 
the point (1, 0) has been evaluated, a check is performed to see if the number 
of scans has exceeded an upper linnit. If not, a transfer is made to the Inversion 
Routine (described below) which performs the inversion of the polynomial and 
then neturns control to the Scanning Routine. 
The maximum number of scans allowable is twice the-number of roots 
in the polynomial. Since at least one root must be obtained after each pass 
of both the "real" polynomial and the "inverted" polynomial (requiring a total 
of two scans), a number of scans no more than twice the number of roots 
should be required for the algorithm to work properly. (Usually, considerably 
fewer scans are required because several roots may be found on any one pass), 
If this number is exceeded, however,, the routine stops automatically. 
The problem of evaluating the circumference of the Unit Circle twice 
(once on a "real" scan and once on an "inverted" scan) is solved by taking 
two precautions. Firstly, all points evaluated in a "real" scan must be 
within the Unit Circle, while an "inverted" scan is permitted to violate the 
boundary of the circurnference slightly. This precaution alone, however, is 
not sufficient to avoid a duplication of roots which lie close to the boundary, 
therefore, in the Root Examination Routine a check is performed to see if 
the root under consideration has appeared previously in another scan. This 
second precaution prevents roots which have been found once by a "real" 
scan and once by an "inverted" scan from appearing tince. 
Polynomial Calculation The Polynomial Calculation Routine uses Horner' s 
Technique to evaluate the polynomial complex value from the coefficients. 
Basically, Horner' s Technique is the iterative evaluation of the expression 
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F i+ =(F+a) x 15 iS n 
with F 1 (0, 0) and Fn+1 = Fn+ an+1 the final value, and aI is the i' th 
coefficient in the polynomial 
P(x)axa alxn+ a2xn-i + **a~+ anx +an+l' 
Thus the final value is cumulatively built up in F. If necessary, the complex 
value F is divided by previously found roots to form a reduced polynomial 
value 
F P(x) 
(R 1 -X) (Ft2 -x) (R-x) 
where m is the number of roots found previously. In order to avoid over­
flow, the absolute value of any of the factors (R1 - x) is not allowed to be less 
than 0-60 . The final step is to obtain the residual (the complex absolute 
value) of F. 
H = ([Re(F)] 2 + [Im(F)I
2 
The residual is computed for four or five points (the Home-m-
Routine does not require the central point to be evaluated each time) on 
each entry to the Calculation Routine. It is these four or five values (H) 
which are used by the Scanning and Home -in-Routines as the polynomial 
values at the test points. 
Polynomial Inversion In order to obtain all the roots of the polynomial 
P(x)=alxn+axn- +-.-+anx+an+n n-i
PW a1x+a2 x -- +an x+an+1 
by scanning the complex plane within the Unit Circle, at some point a new 
polynomial is formed from the original one by reversing the order of the 
coefficients. The roots of this new polynomial are the reciprocals of the 
roots of the original polynomial, thus effectively bringing inside the Unit 
Circle all the roots which were previously outside. The Inverted Polynomial 
is 
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PT(y) = a+, y +anY +'" +a 2 y+a 1 . 
If P(r) = 0, it iseasy to show that 
P(r) = i/rnP(r) = PT (1/r) 
Therefore y 1 /r is a root of the new polynomial p'". 
Thus, in order to obtain all the roots of a polynomial, the program 
must deal effectively with two kinds of roots, "real" and "Inverted", and 
must obtain the reciprocal of "inverted" roots before writing them on the 
output. The Polynomial Inversion routine, simply reverses the order of 
the coefficients, sets a program variable to point to either the "real" or 
"finverted" techniques, and returns control to the main program. 
Homeing-In Once five points have been obtained which fulfill the criterion 
for root examination, the homing-in procedure subdivides the distance between 
the central point and one of the outside points into sixteenths and, using the 
central points as a starting value, employs the Polynomial Evaluation Routine 
to compute four new outside test points. These new four points and the 
central point are then examined for the one having the smallest residual 
which becomes the central point for a new five point test. If this new 
central point is the same as the previous central point, the scale is sub­
divided into sixteenths as before so that the five point test becomes pro­
gressively more refined. At each subdivision, a new level of significance 
is obtained (each significant digit being a Hexadecimal digit because the 
scale factor is 16). This process of "homeing-in" is continued until either 
1. The required number of digits of accuracy is reached or, 
2. The residuals of the five points do not differ by a significant amount. 
In case 2, the resolution of the computing method and system has been 
reached and the remaining significant digits, if any, are filled with zeroes. 
This represents a Stopping Criterion which is independent of any formula 
15 
for found-off error, but depends only on the previously mentioned resolution. 
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Each time a new step is taken in the Home-in-Routine, three checks 
are made. Firstly, if the central point should happen to be the origin (0, 0), 
the scale is expanded (subdivided by sixteenths), this allows for roots which 
may range over large orders of magnitude. Secondly, if more than sixteen 
steps should be taken in one direction at the same level of significance the 
level of significance is dropped so that larger (coarser) steps may be taken. 
Finally, a check is performed to ensure that the routine does not stray too 
far out of the Unit Circle. This safeguards against the possibility that the 
original location presented to the Home-in-Routine was not in the vicinity 
of a root, in which case it could easily wander outside the Unit Circle. If 
this condition should be detected, the Home-in is aborted and control is 
returned to the Scanning Routine. 
If either case i or case 2 occurs, the Home-in-Routine has reached 
a successful completion and transfers control to the Root Examination Routine. 
Root Examination Procedures The Root Examination Routine first checks 
to see if the root just found came from the original polynomial coefficients 
or from a reduced polynomial. If the polynomial was a reduced one, the 
value of the root can be regarded merely as an approximation. The Home-in-
Routine is therefore called again to repeat the latter part of the home-in 
procedure this time using the original polynomial and using the approximate 
root as a starting value. This technique ensures that every root is found 
from the original polynomial and that its accuracy does not depend on the 
accuracy with which previous roots were found. 
After the final root value is obtained, a second check is made, this 
time on its residual. If the residual is greater than a certain value, the 
root is considered unreliable and is discarded. If this should occur, control 
is transferred back to the Scanning Routine. The maximum value of the 
residual is chosen arbitrarily to be one half the value of an+1, the constant 
coefficient in the polynomial. 
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Having passed these tests, the root value is rounded-off in the 
Round-off Routine (which is not discussed here because it has no bearing 
on the actual rootfinding algorithm). If the root is "inverted", its 
reciprocal is found using floating point division, and this value, after 
being rounded-off again, becomes the root value. A third check is then 
performed on the root to see if it has been found on a previous pass. 
(This check was mentioned previously in connection with the Unit Circle 
Boundary). If both real and imaginary parts fall within one significant 
digit of a root found on a different type of pass ("real"), It is rejected as 
a root but is nevertheless entered, in the same way as acceptable roots, 
in the list of roots used to form a reduced polynomial. (This prevents 
its being found again). If the root is not rejected, it is converted form 
its internal hexadecimal representation to decimal, rounded-off again, 
and is written on the output. 
A final check is made to see if the required number of roots has 
been obtained. If not, control is returned to the Scanning Routine, otherwise 
the algorithm terminates. 
NOTES 
1. In writing this algorithm, it was intended to produce a technique 
for finding successive roots from the original polynomial and thus eliminate 
the mutual interdependence of these roos and convergence problems which 
are commonly found in other methods, (e. g., Newton-Raphson, Muller).1 6 -19 
However, in the course of investigating the behavior of the algorithm- it 
was discovered that even widely dispersed roots affected the behavior of 
the polynomial "surface" over a wide range, and it therefore became 
necessary to use a reduced polynomial as a first approximation to eliminate 
this interference. Nevertheless, since the final root -is always obtained 
from the original unreduced coefficients, the original algorithm has been 
-effectively retained. 
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2. Since most major computing machines in this country are based on 
some multiple of binary arithmetic (and, in particular, hexadecimal arith­
metic), a step size of sixteenths was used as the basis for the algorithm. 
On decimal based machines, it is likely that the algorithm would prove 
more effective if tenths were to be used. 
3. Although no organized test of the algorithm has been performed as 
yet, it has performed well over a wide class of applications. In particular, 
34 of the 36 roots of the 36th degree polynomial given in reference 19 were 
found to 5 significant digits in Single Precision Arithmetic within 60 seconds 
on an IBM 360/91. 
2 1 3.7 A C. Analysis-Bode Plot 2 0 -
At this stage of the program, with the transfer function available as 
b m +b -i ++ 
T= O m 
iT 0 1
aSm + sm-1 + +a 
where all the coefficients, a and bI, are known, the A C response is 
calculated by setting S = jw and simplifying the expression to a linear 
combination of real and imaginary terms 
T =zA(w) + jB(w) 
The magnitude of T and the angle 6 (w) are computed according to the equa­
tions, IT(jw) A(to) + B2(w) 
and 
(w) = tan-i B(w) A(w ) 
Now if w is made to vary, then for each value of tw the IT(jw) f and 6(w) can 
be obtained over the frequency range of interest and thus can be made available 
for plotting. One commonly employed plot is IT(jw) I and 6(w) versus either 
logl0 w or t of Figure 3. 15. Another graph, a Bode plot, (see Figure 3 16) 
consists of the IT(jw) I in decibel umts and 6(w) in degrees versus the log1 0 o, 




IT (Jw) I 






_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
log-o W­
_ 
Figure 3 16 
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With the complex arithmetic capability of FORTRAN IV, the desired 
computation can easily be carried out in NASAP-70. 
3.8 Transient Response 
The transient response routine in NASAP-70 derives its theoretical 
basis from Fast Fourier Transform methods for the numerical inversion 
of Laplace Transform. Although the techniques described here follow along
22 
the approach presented by Dubner and Abate, it was, however, developed 
independently at UCLA. 
Theory The inverse f(t) of a Laplace Transform F(s) is given by the 
formula 
f(t) 1 F(S) e st dS (3.1) 
If F(s) is a quotient of polynomials, with all coefficients real, i. e., 
K 21 
a,s 




then f(t) is real, and 
f(t) - e oF(u+ )e t dW (3 3)
IT 
For the F(s) which are rational, i. e., have K > n in Equation (3. 2), it 
is apparent that Equation (3 3) can be evaluated by a gradrature rule for a 
specific t, since Lia F(s) = 0. However, if K > n, a long division can be 
S- o 
performed on F(s), to yield 
F(S) = K 2+ C 1S + .-- +Co+ R(S) (3.4) 
where 
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All terms of (3. 4) represent impulses of varying degrees and can easily 
be inverted. The only concern is the inversion of R(S). 
Inversion of Equation (3. 3) by the trapezoidal rules, gives 
f --W Aw I e fF(a)l 
gt 00 
+ Z F(a+JKAw)eJWt (3.6) 
K=I
 
where w is an appropriately chosen sampling interval, and a is chosen so 
that the integration path is to the right of all singularities. Since hm F(S) =0,
S 00 
an upper limit v can be chosen for the summation such that F(a+Ao k) is 
small for K > n. Thus 
f (t)~ {Re{F(a)} + 
eact n j~
 
7 Z F(a + jkAw)eJ k ~Wt (3 7)
 
(It should be noted that Equation (3 7) is the same expression obtained 
22 
by Dubner and Abate, except that the present derivation did not consider 
that when f(t) is known to be real and nonzero for t 0 only, then 
2e o c 
- oC5Re{F(at)u)} cos(wt)du (3. 8) 
0 
Note that if f(t) is obtained from the trapezoidal rule for m- different 
values of t, a total of mN calculations (evaluations of the term appearing 
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under the summation) are required. For small m, no difficulty exists, 
but if m is large, the machine tame could be excessive. 
This difficulty is overcome by the use of the Fast Fourier Transform 
23,24(FFT). 2 The discrete Fourier Transform pair 
nK 





x(n) = Z X(K) e (3 8b) 
K=0
 
can be evaluated using the FFT with less than N log 2 N calculations if N 
is chosen so that N = 26, where 6 is a positive integer. 





Re{F(a + jA K} K> O 
and the summation limit is raised to N-I, where N is the smallest integral 
power of 2 greater than v, then, 
f) Ae N-iZe JK3 t (3.9)K=O 
If it is required that f(t) is evaluated only at integral multiples of 
some tame interval At, then f(t) can be defined by. 
AnAt N-i 
f(nAt) z Awe 2 z KeJ~WIt (3. 10)
K=0 
for n =0, 1,2,... 
Now, if AtA=- is introduced, Equation (3.10) becomes 
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nK 
nAt N-I j2w (311 
f(nAt) Awe7 ZKe (3-11) 
K=O
 
It is apparent that the form of Equation (3. 11) is compatble with 
Equation (3 8b). It should be noted that the summation in (3. 11), considered 
as a function of n, is periodic, and that f(nAt) given by (3. 11) is an oscillating 
exponential with period NAt, since 
(n+N) Kj 27r (nN)AeN+n At N-1 





j27T nKj2ir (n+N)K 





f[(N+n)At] = e f(nAt) (3 13) 
Since (3.13) cannot, in general, be true a check of the validity of 
Equation (3.11) must be made. 
If the substitutions nAt = t and KAw = w are made in the inverse transforn 
relation of Equation (3 3) and the upper limit of integration is reduced to 
w = NAw, then 
O OnAt N 
f(nAt) = eIT NoFcr+jkAw) eJKA tAwdK (3.14) 
=2wr 
Inserting the condition At Au = i- yields 
j21rnK 
f(nAt) = Awe 7 o F(a +jKAw )e N dK (3 15) 
0 
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The trapezoidal approximation of Equation (3 15) is 
f(nAt)l AweanAt I 
nKN-i j2,r I 1}Z F(a+jKAu)e +- ReF(o+jNA ) (3.16) 
K=1
 
Since it is assumed that F(a+jNAw) is small, this term can be 
el minated from Equation (3. 16), thus making it identical with Equation 
(3 11), as expected. Additionally, the validity of the approximation of 
Equation (3 15) by Equation (3. 16) should be checked. It is a well known 
rule in quadrative evaluation of integrals that the summation rapidly becomes 
inaccurate when the sampling interval is made larger than one half the wave­
length of the highest frequency component of the integrand. If it is assumed 
F(a +jw) has a frequency spectrum with all its components having a wave­
length much greater than A w, then the highest frequency in the integrand 
of Equation (3.15) will be n . The sampling interval in Equation (3. 11) = 1,
N <N 
thus the wavelength must be -- > 2 and forcingthe range of 0-n-5- on 
nEquation (3 11). This is the same result used by Dubner and Abate. 22 
It will be shown later that it is necessary to further restrict n so that 
It is necessary to find a value of the parameter and for which (3. 11) 
will be valid. The method employed in NASAP-70 involved repeated application
21 
of the Routh Stability criterion followed by a translation along the real axis. 









The corresponding matrix is­
b . b g92 b._4 ... 





The first two rows are made up of the coefficients of the denominator 
polynomial. If £ is odd, the final element in the first row is b1 , the second 
row, bO. If Y is even, the final element is b 0 in the first row, and zero 
in the second. In either case, the rows have length [-]+ i. The d are 
evaluted by 
d d -li 1 di-2, J+l- di-2, 1 d1-l, +1 (3 17)ij d-i I 
The meaning of di for i = i or 2 is obvious. The length of nonzero
'2 
elements in each row decreases as the row number increases, until in the 
(+ 1) row, only d.+ 1 is nonzero. 
After the matrix is constructed, the first element in each row is 
examined. If all of them are positive, no singularities are to the right of 
the imaginary axis. If one or more is zero or negative, then there are 
one or more singularities with a positive real value. To test a particular 





Z AI(S + a 0
 
2.=0 
F(S+ao) = g , (3.18) 









o3.Cz= Zb cA' ( 
3=1 
The Routh criterion can now be applied to C, and if it is stable, then 
cr can be used in Equation (3 11). 
Although the theory is valid at this point, a number of practical problems 
remain. One of these appears when F(S) contains a high order polynomial 
which does not go to zero until w is very large. In these cases, it is 
possible for some of the calculations involved in obtaining sample values 
to fall outside the range of numbers representable in a particular machine. 
To avoid this difficulty, the frequency scaling property of the Laplace 
transform is used, 
f(at) = £ 1 {F9 (3.20) 
There also exists the inconvenience for users, resulting from the fact 
that the choice of A w files At. It would be much more convenient if At 
could be set to any desired value. To overcome this difficulty, a parameter
2ff 
selection procedure is used. Always setting At = 1, gives Aw = --. If a 
user desires a time step different from one second, the transform is 
frequency scaled according to Equation (3.20) by the time interval desired, 
i.e., a= At. 
With these changes, Equation (3.15) becomes 
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f(na) enca 1 j27 -LK (3.21)INazKe(K=O
 





This change introduces w complication, in that the setting of 
W means F(S) is sampled until w regardless if it may be non­
zero at this or higher values of w. 
(Note that the choice of N no longer has any effect on the upper limit 
of the sampling. Increasing N merely causes more samples to be taken 
with the sampling interval, which is set once a is chosen.
 
The effect of this ugh frequency cut -off will vary, 
 depending upon theparticular transform being inverted. The cases where the error is the
 
greatest, however, occur 
near those points at which f(t) is discontinuous.
 
inrational transforms, f(t) is discontinuous only at the origin, 
ifat all.
(If the numerator polynomial is of one degree less than the denorainatOr,

there isa discontinuity at f(0). If the difference in degree is greater than
 
one, f(t) Is continuous for all finite 
 t. The usual effect of the high frequency
cutoff error is the "rounding of the corners" at f(0). 
A correction procedure can be applied wheni this error occurs. By
carrying out a long division of F(S), one obtains 
CF(S)+ R(S) (3.22)i=1 St 




SC ( + {R(S)} (3.2) 
Note Equation (3 23) is a power series expansion for F(t) taken at 
t = 0. In NASAP-70, c I is evaluated with q = 50 in Equation (3 22), follow­
ing by Equation (3 23) to evaluate the first five time points. During the 
evaluation of Equation (3.23) a check is made to determine that a smooth 
series fit is achieved (if the higher order terms in the summation are 
insignificantly small, then -[RIP(S)J is not significant because it is 
(t q+ l ) near the origin). Also checked is the possibility that some of 
the terms of Equation (3 23) are >> f(t), if this is the case, there will 
be a loss of significance, and the error correction procedure is by-passed. 
If it turns out that the series is well behaved, it is used in cases where 
f(t) is continuous at the origin. 
The theoretical foundations of NASAP just described cannot be 
considered extensive. But hopefully enough of the concepts have beer 
presented to explain the underlying theme of NASAP. For those persons 
interested in more of an elaboration of the principle involved, they are 
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PART II A PROGRAMMER' S MANUAL 
The Programmer' s Guide consists of Chapters 4 
and 5 and Appendix A. Chapter 4 describes the algorithms 
used in NASAP-70 and the general flow of control among 
the NASAP-70 routines. A user intending to make any 
modifications to his copy of NASAP should become 
familiar with that chapter. The Dictionaries in Appendix 
A are provided to aid in easy identification of the more 
important names in NASAP-70. 
Chapter 5 is designed as a reference for the 
general user. In particular, the user' s attention 
is directed to Sections 5. 4 and 5. 5 which should be 
read before any NASAP-70 problems are run on a 
computer which is not an IBM 360. These sections 
describe some important modifications which may 
be required to make NASAP-70 operate properly on 
other computers, 
Finally, Appendix A contains a program 
listing of NASAP-70 and Appendix C contains the 
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4.0 Program Organization 
4. 1 General Description 
The NASAP Circuit Analysis program is written entirely in 
Fortran IV-H. It is built around a basic program which produces a 
circuit tree from the user-supplied circuit data, and then uses this tree 
to evaluate the circuit Transfer Function. Additional modules are supplied 
which accept a user -defined tree (in a different data format), perform 
Sensitivity and Worst Case Analysis, produce Transient and Frequency 
Responses, find Poles and Zeroes of the Transfer Function, and perform 
automatic scaling on the input data. 
Since NASAP-70 is written in Fortran IV, a user familiar with 
this language may add his own routines. 
The flow of control in NASAP is shown in Figure 4. 1. The Main 
Program first calls one of the three forms of Circuit Description Analysis. 
Each of these makes use of the Card Scanning Utilities. Then the Main 
Program can call (optionally) a Sensitivity Analysis routine if requested by 
the user. The Automatic Scaler may also be called at this point. The 
Transfer Function section is called to build the Flowgraph and compute 
the Transfer Function. The remaining sections, Sensitivities, Plotter, 
Rootfinder and the Transfer Function section again, may be called optionally. 
If more than one circuit description is supplied, any one of the Circuit 
Description Analysis routines may be called to restart the whole process. 
Only one Circuit Description Analysis routine and the Transfer 
Function Section are absolutely required to be called during a NASAP-70 
run. The remaining sections are called depending on the particular options 
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Figure 4 1 Flow of Control in NASAP-70 
4.2 Algorithms and Dictionaries 
In this section, the general algorithm of each subprogram is 
described. Instead of a statement by statement analysis of each routine, 
the algorithm is divided into a number of logical steps for the purpose of 
description. It is best to refer to a listing of the routine being studied 
whale reading the algorithm description. (See Appendix A) The listing 
should be used to identify the source statements with the logical steps in 
the description. 
For quick identification of the more important names in NASAP, a 
dictionary is supplied in Appendix A. 
4.2. 1 Main Program 
The Main Program and Block Data subprogram serve to declare the 
more important program variables and to provide the flow of control among 
the modules of NASAP-70 based on the reading of certain NASAP-70 
control cards from the Input Data Set. 
1. In the Block Data subprogram, three Common Blocks are intializedl 
Common Block GAG contains an array of 20 variables which is initialized 
to the Sensitivity tags. These tag values are used in the Sensitivity analysts 
to identify flowgraph loops and the resulting Sensitivity functions with their 
corresponding circuit elements. Common block DATA contains an array 
of 32 variables which is imtiahzed to 32 alphameric characters. Common 
block X contains an array of ten variables which is initialized to ten 
numeric characters. Common blocks DATA and X are used by the card 
scanning utilities (ASCAN, BSCAN, etc.) and various other routines wich 
examine the NASAP data cards. 
2. Upon entry to the Main program the important program control 
variables are reset beginmng with NE (Number of Circuit Elements) and 
ending with the array SENS (The 50 Sensitivity tags). The page heading 
is then printed. 
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3. A card is read and printed, Subroutine SHIFT is called to squeeze 
out embedded blanks and commas, NE (which currently serves as a heading 
card counter) is incremented, and the first four characters on the card 
are checked as follows. 
" If they are NASA, NE is reset and Subroutine NASAP is called, 
followed by a transfer to step 4 below. 
" If they are TREE, NE is reset and Subroutine READ is called, 
followed by a transfer to step 4 below. 
" If they are CIRC, NE is reset, ITREE is set (to signal that a tree 
is to be built by Subroutine FINE) and Subroutine READ is called. 
Then, provided ERR, the terminal error flag, has not been set, 
Subroutine FINE is called, followed by a transfer to step 4 below. 
"If they are STOP, control is returned to the system monitor. 
"If none of these sets of characters appear, the card is assumed 
to be a title card. If NE is more than ten, a warning is printed, 
NE is reset and control returns to step 2 above to read another 
card. 
4. Statement 3 checks the ERR flag. If it is set, an error message 
is printed and control returns to Step 2 above where NASAP-70 is reiniti­
atized. If it is reset, the checklist of elements is printed out so that the 
user may verify that his data were read correctly. Subroutine CALC is 
called to check tree legality and to create the current equations. If Sub­
routine CALC sets the ERR flag (e. g., due to an invalid tree), the error 
message is printed as before and NASAP-70 is reinitialized. Otherwise, 
Subroutine SCALER is called to determine if the circuit element values 
require scaling. If FACTOR is nonzero, then scaling was performed and 
the scale factor is printed out. 
5. If TAG is set, then the user omitted an END card after the circuit 
description and therefore another card need not be read. Otherwise, a 
new card is read, Subroutine SHIFT is called and the following tests are 
made on the first four characters of this card 
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If they are SENS, Subroutine SENSIT is called (to analyze Sensitivity 
cards) and the next statement is skipped so that Subroutine WORST 
is not called. 
If they 	are WORS, Subroutine WORST is called (to analyze Worst 
Case tolerance cards). 
Subroutine GRAPH is then called to build the flowgraph (except for the 
unknown transmittance) which is then printed out. Subroutine REDUCE 
is called for each flowgraph transmittance to handle Sensitivity tags. As 
a final step, preparatory to servicing Output requests, NPATH (the number 
of flowgraph transmittances) is incremented to include the unknown trans ­
mittance, VPATH(NPATH) (its value) is set to 1. 0, S(NPATH) (its tag) is 
set to 1000, NTIMES (the number of words per block in the BITS array) is 
set based on 30 bits per word, INP (the Transfer Function request flag) is 
reset, finally ERR is reset. By transferring to statement'10, step 6, which 
reads a new Output Request card, is avoided. Control goes to step 7. 
6. The IN1 and ERR flags are reset, a new Output Request is read 
and Subroutine SHIFT is called. 
7. 	 Statement 10 prints the latest Output Request, calls and then 
analyzes 	the Output Request as follows 
If the first three letters are END or the first two letters are EX, 
control goes to step 2 where NASAP is reinitialized. 
If the first three letters are CIRC, TREE or NASA, it is assumed 
that the user omitted the END card after his Output Requests. 
Therefore control goes to statement 12 which prints an error 
message, the NASAP-70 heading, and then returns control to step 
2 at a point just after a new card is read (because this card has 
already been read by accident). 
If INP is 0, no Transfer Function request has yet been read so the 
next five tests are not performed. 
If the first letter is V or I, this is a Transfer Function request, 
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therefore control goes to step 8 where the Transfer Function is 
formed. 
If the first four letters are PLOT and ERR has not been set, Sub­
routine PLOT is called, and if ERR is still not set, Subroutine 
INVERT is called to perform the plotting. Finally ERR is reset. 
If the first four letters are ROOT and ERR has not been set, Sub­
routine ROOTS is called. Subroutine SHIFT is then called so that 
the succeeding test for a Pole Sensitivity Request will operate on 
a card of the form ROOTS, POLES. 
If the first four letters are POLE and ERR has not been set, Sub­
routine POLSEN is called. 
Control now returns to step 6 after an error message is printed 
for the cards beginning with SENS, WORS, or TOL. 
At this point INP = 0, which means that there has been no previous 
Transfer Function request. Hence, cards beginning with PLOT, 
ROOT, SENS, TOL or WORS are meaningless and if the current 
card is one of these, an error message is printed and control 
returns to step 6. 
8. The card is now considered to be a Transfer Function request, 
consequently INP is set to signal that a Transfer Function request has been 
encountered. The number stored in NTIMES is printed and then Subroutine 
WHAT is called to analyze the Transfer Function request. If the ERR 
flag has been set, control goes to step 6 to search for another Output 
Request. Otherwise Subroutine INBIT is called to enter the unknown trans­
mittance into the BITS array and then Subroutine LOOPS is called to solve 
for the Transfer (and Sensitivity) Functions. 
9. The BITS, SMAXI and SMINI arrays are reset before the Sensitivity 
Functions are entered. Subroutine ANSWER is called to print out the 
Transfer Function. If NSEN is 0, this means that no Sensitivity Functions 
are requested. Control then returns to step 6 (except INP and ERR are 
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not reset), otherwise subroutine SENSC is called. If NWORST is not 0, 
Subroutine WORSTC is called to evaluate the Worst Case Function, and 
Subroutine ANSWER is called to print it. Finally, control returns to step 
6 (except INP and ERR are not reset). 
4. 2. 2 Circuit Description Analysis 
NASAP-70 offers three techniques of circuit description analysis. 
The technique selected is determined by the heading card read by the Main 
program. All the techniques make use of the card scanning utilities which 
perform various operations on the card image stored in an 80 word array 
in Common block A. 
The User' s Circuit Description may be supplied to NASAP-70 in one 
of three ways 
1. As a circuit description with a tree2 to be defined by the program 
for minimum computation time. This is the standard form of NASAP Input 
3 
Data used in previous versions of the program. It is initiated by a card 
having the work NASAP. 
2. As a circuit description with a tree to be defined by the program for 
optimum accuracy at a given frequency. This form of input data is new to 
NASAP. It is initiated by a card having the word CIRCUIT followed by a 
value in parentheses which represents a frequency in cycles per second. 
3. As a circuit description with a user-defined tree. This option, like 
the CIRCUIT option, uses a new form of input data. It is initiated by a card 
having the word TREE. 
The method of analyzing the Circuit Description Data associated with each 
of these forms of input is described below. 
Card Scanning Utilities 
There are eight routines which constitute the card scanning utilities. 
Subroutines ASCAN (B, I, J), BSCAN(B, I, J) and CSCAN(B, I, J) scan the 
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card image in Common block A starting at column I until a special character' 
(described below) is encountered. The character is placed in B and the 
number of the column just before this character is placed in J. 
" Subroutine ASCAN scans for (/-) = blank. 
" Subroutine BSCAN scans for U blank M K P O V I. 
" Subroutine CSCAN scans for . E + - blank. 
* Function ISORT(A) returns the fixed point numeric value of the 
character stored in A. If A is not numeric, FLAG is set. 
" Subroutine MSG(A. I) prints a diagnostic. 
" Subroutine NUMBER(NI, N2) stores the floating point value into 
VPATH(NE) of the number between columns N1 and N2 inclusive, 
irrespective of the format in which this number is written. If there 
is an error in the number (e. g., an invalid character), FLAG is set 
and the value entered into VPATH(NE) is unreliable. For instance, 
the following numbers are acceptable: 
-1 .73-7 1E2 +0.0009
 
but these are not acceptable
 
-lA 7.. 3 1B2 ++. 0009 
The algorithm of Subroutine NUMBER is now described in more 
detail­
1. Upon entry, K (the column pointer) is set to NI, and VPATH(NE) is 
set to 0. Provided K is less than N2. control passes to step 3 to begin the 
analysis. 
2. This is the error return. When this step gains control, a diagnostic 
is printed and control is returned to the calling routine. 
3. A test is performed on the first character in the field. If it is a -J 
TAG is set. Subroutine CSCAN is called and if I already points to a special 
character this number must be less than 1, so control passes to step 5. 
4. The digits which form the part of the number greater than 1 are 
contained between columns I and J inclusive. This step (DO 3) enters them 
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into VPATH(NE). If FLAG is set for any digit, the error return (step 2) is 
given control. 
5. If the end of the number field has been reached, control passes to 
step 7. If the next character is not the decimal point, control passes to 
step 6 which checks for an exponent. Otherwise the digits of the fractional 
part of the number are entered into VPATH(NE) (DO 7). If FLAG is set, 
step 2 gets control. 
6. If the next character is the E of the exponent field, the column pointer 
is incremented. If a - is found in the exponent field, EXPO is set. Sub­
routine BSCAN is called to obtain the limits of the exponent field. A diag­
nostic is printed if this field contains more than two digits. The rightmost 
two digits are used to enter the exponent value into POW If EXPO has been 
set, the exponent is negative. Lastly, the value in VPATH(NE) is modified 
according to the value of the exponent. 
7. If TAG has been set, the number was negative so the sign is 
reversed. Control then returns to the calling program. 
*Subroutine SHIFT left adjusts all characters in Common Block A 
removing blanks and commas. 
*Function SORT is the same as ISORT but returns a floating point 
value. 
Subroutine NASAP 
Subroutine NASAP decodes Circuit Description cards which follow a 
NASAP heading card. If no error is detected before the END or OUTPUT 
card is reached, a tree is constructed (subject to the constraint of minimum 
First Order Loops). Each Circuit Description Card is in the following 
format 
NAME ORIGIN TARGET VALUE UNITS(optional) DEPENDENCY(optional) 
The Data cards are described in more detail in Sec. 4. 2. The algorithm 
details of Subroutine NASAP follow 
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1. On entry, NE (the number of elements) is reset to 0. 
2. A new card is read into Common block A and Subroutine ASCAN is 
called repeatedly until the first non-blank character is found. If this 
character is E or 0, this is the end of the circuit description, so control 
passes to step 7 where the tree is built. Otherwise NE is incremented, 
the element name is padded with blanks on the right and entered into the 
CARD array (which contains the names of all the circuit elements). 
3. Subroutine ASCAN is called repeatedly to find the next non-blank 
character which is the start of the ORIGIN field. Function ISORT is used 
to enter the value of the origin node into the ORIGIN array. If FLAG is 
set, control transfers to step 6 which is the error return. A similar 
procedure is used to enter the value of the TARGET node into the TARGET 
array. ­
4. Subroutine BSCAN is called repeatedly to find the next blank 
character or the first character of the UNITS field, followed by a call to 
Subroutine NUMBER to enter the value of the VALUE field into VPATH(NE). 
This value is multiplied by a factor depending on the next one or two non­
blank characters (which constitute the UNITS field). 
- 6 P i0 - 1210U 
K 103 M 10
6 
10-3MH 
If the character is a V or I, the DEPENDENCY field is present so Sub ­
routine ASCAN is used to extract the name of the dependency that is then 
entered into the DEP array (which contains the names of controlling elements). 
If a DEPENDENCY field is not present, a string of blank characters is 
entered into the DEP array. 
5. GENER(NE) and TYPE(NE) are reset. If the first character of the 
element name is V or I, the element is active requiring that GENER(NE) be 
set. If it is V, the element is a voltage source and is immediately required 
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to be in the tree, therefore TYPE(NE) is set. Finally, before transferring 
back to step 2 to read the next card, NNODES and INODE (the maximum and 
mimmum node numbers appearing so far) are set. 
6. (The error return). A diagnostic is printed, ERR is set and control 
is returned to the calling program. 
7. Before building the tree, an array N is set up which initially contains 
the number of elements connected to each node N(I). When N(I) is 0, node 
I has been connected to the tree. When N(I) is negative, node I is currently 
being considered for entry into the tree. 
8. The next free node having the highest number of elements connected 
to it is selected for insertion into the tree. Its N entry is reset to 0 Then, 
all the nodes connected to this one via voltage sources are put under con­
sideration, i. e., N(I) is made negative (DO 23). As long as M is 1 
additional nodes have to be considered, consequently step 8 is repeated 
until M is 0. 
9. Each passive element connected to this node is entered into the tree 
when the other node to which it is connected is not yet under consideration. 
At the same tume, all the nodes connected to this new node via voltage 
sources are given consideration. (DO 26 and DO 31). 
10. The N array is searched for the least value. If this is 0, all possible 
nodes have been entered into the tree, control returns to the calling program. 
Otherwise the node is tagged as being processed by subtracting 1000 from 
its N entry. Then control passes to step 8. 
Subroutine NASAP does not perform any checks on the circuit 
described or the tree it builds (i. e., to see if all nodes are connected to 
the same tree). If the circuit supplied is valid, then the tree constructed 
from it will be valid also. If the circuit is invalid, the resulting tree is 
meaningless. All checking on both program and user constructed trees is 
performed by Subroutine CALC while solving the current equations. If any 
invalidity is found, Subroutine CALC prints the appropriate diagnostics. 
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In general, the tree constructed by Subroutine NASAP produces the 
minimum number of First Order Loops, and therefore produces a transfer 
function in minimum computation time. This tree may be described briefly 
as the "bushiest" tree. For instance, for the circuit shown, two trees are 
given (solid lines represent the tree) both of which are valid. However, 





TREE 1 TREE 2 
Figure 42 
Subroutine READ and Subroutine FINE 
In response to reading a heading card beginning with either the word 
CIRCUIT or the word TREE, Subroutine READ is called to analyze Circuit 
Description Data. If the heading card was a CIRCUIT card, Subroutine FINE 
is called to build a tree which results in optimum accuracy at the frequency 
shown on the CIRCUIT card. If the heading card was a TREE card, Sub­
routine FINE need not be called because it is assumed that the user has 
supplied the tree. The format of the circuit description data accepted by 
Subroutine READ is considerably different from that accepted by Subroutine 
NASAP. This is because Subroutine READ is designed for a user who has 
Some knowledge of flowgraph theory while Subroutine NASAP is designed 
for the user interested primarily in the Transfer Function rather than the 
method of analysis. 
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CIRCUIT cards have the form: 
CIRCUIT (Frequency) 
CIRCUIT and TREE circuit description cards have the form 
NAME/DEPENDENCY (ORIGIN-TARGET) = VALUE UNITS 
(note that DEPENDENCY and UNITS are optional quantities) 
Circuit iescription Data is described in detail in Sec. 4. 2. 
1. The first step in Subroutine READ is to reset a number of control 
variables. Then if this is a CIRCUIT card (TREE=I), the default frequency 
is set to 1. 0, and Subroutines ASCAN and NUMBER are called to scan the 
CIRCUIT card for the frequency enclosed in the parentheses, if the frequency 
cannot be found, the appropriate diagnostic is printed. 
2. The next card is read and Subroutine SHIFT is called to eliminate 
blanks and commas. If the card is completely blank or if it starts With 
the letters PL, the appropriate diagnostic is printed and step 2 is performed 
again. If the card starts with END, control returns to the calling program. 
If there are more than 50 elements, the appropriate diagnostic is printed. 
The TYPE and GENER entries for this element are reset to 0 and the CARD 
and DEP entries are filled with blanks. 
3. The following tests are performed on the first 2 characters in the 
card buffer (Common block A) 
a. If the first character is E or J, an active source is assumed. 
Its GENER entry is set to 1. If the first character is E, its TYPE entry is 
set to I also to indicate that it is part of the tree. 
b. If the first character is R, L, C or D, and if the second letter is 
E, the TYPE entry is set to 1. If the first letter is D, the GENER entry 
is set to 1 (to show this is a dependent source). Unless TREE is I (i. e., 
unless no user tree is supplied) and if the second letter is not E or J 
(branch or link) a diagnostic is printed and the second letter is set to J. 
c. If the first letter is V or I, it is assumed that because the user 
omitted the END card from the circuit description the first Output Request 
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was read by mistake. Thus, TAG is set to 1 to show that the first Output 
Request is already in the buffer. A diagnostic is printed and control returns 
to the calling program. 
d. If the first letter is P, it is assumed that a PLOT card has 
mistakenly been placed in the circuit description. Therefore, a diagnostic 
is printed and control passes to step 2 to read a new card. 
If none of these tests is true, the first letter is set to R and processing 
proceeds as if test 2 were true. 
4. Subroutine ASCAN is called to find the element name. If it is more 
than 12 characters long, a diagnostic is printed. In the case of an element 
whose first letter is not D, if the first character after the name is not a 
left parenthesis, a diagnostic is printed and step 2 gains control to read a 
new card. In the case of an element having D as the first letter, a diag­
nostic is printed if a slash is not found after the element name. The 
element name is then entered into the CARD array. A check is performed 
of this new name against all the previous names in the CARD list (DO 17). 
If a match is found, a diagnostic is printed and the program attempts to 
replace the latest name with another one based on the value of the counter 
NR. Up to 10 duplications of a name are allowed. If more than 10 have 
occurred, the ERR flag is set. 
5. If this element is not a dependent element (1. e., the first character 
is not D), step 5 is not performed. Otherwise Subroutine ASCAN is called 
to extract the Dependency Name. If the character following the Dependency 
Name is not a left parenthesis, a diagnostic is printed and control passes 
to step 2 where a new card is read. If the first letter of the Dependency 
Name is not V or I, a default is assigned and a diagnostic is printed. The 
Dependency Name is then entered into the DEP array. 
6. Subroutine ASCAN is called once to extract the Origin number which 
is then entered into the ORIGIN array and then again to obtain the Target 
number which is entered into the TARGET array. In either case, if an 
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error is detected (FLAG = 1) or if there are more than two digits in the 
Origin or Target fields, a diagnostic is printed and step 2 gains control 
to read a new card. If the Origin or Target number is 0, a diagnostic is 
printed and the number is changed to 99. If the appropriate characters 
are not found after the Origin or Target nodes, diagnostics are printed. 
7. Having reached this point an element is now entered permanently into 
the list of elements by incrementing NE, the number of elements. NNODES 
and INODE, the maximum and minimum node numbers, respectively, are 
set. Subroutine BSCAN and NUMBER are then called to obtain the element 
value. The characters following the Value field are checked to determine 
if a Units field is present. If it is not the one (that is, if the next character 
is blank), then the value in VPATH is not modified. Otherwise the value 
is multiplied according to the following units 
PV. i0-12 K- 103 MF i0-6 
M 106 MH: i0-3 MMF: I0
-12 
MMH. i06 
Subroutine UNITS is called to write out the units detected. Then control 
is transferred to step 2 to read another card. 
In general, Subroutine READ is fairly tolerant of mistakes in 
circuit description data. Diagnostics are printed whenever reasonable 
and defaults are supplied whenever possible. 
After Subroutine READ returns to the Main program, Subroutine 
FINE is called to build a tree, if the heading card was a CIRCUIT card 
(TREE = 1). Essentially, the logic of building this tree is to take the user 
supplied frequency (written on the CIRCUIT card) and to evaluate the 
impedance of inductive and capacitive elements according to, 
xc 1 I xL = h 
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All elements are then ordered by their impedance magnitudes and the tree 
iS built from elements having the lowest impedance, since these elements 
have the closest approximation to the impedance of a voltage source (i. e.,
030 
0 ohms). The value 9. 9 x 10 is used to represent co (i. e., the impedance 
of a current source). 
1. The first step in Subroutine FINE is to evaluate the impedance of 
each element (DO 1) and to store it in the array Z. The elements are then 
reordered by increasing values of Z. (DO 4). The number of nodes in the 
circuit is found, taking into account the possibility that they may not be 
numbered consecutively (DO 40). 
2. All the TAGs are iintially reset to 0 (to exclude all elements from 
the tree). The first element is then entered into the tree immediately. 
Then the elements are added to the tree one by-one, each tune checking 
that the added branches do not conform to closed loops (i. e., that it always 
remains a tree). As soon as all the nodes are connected, the ordered list 
of elements is printed and control returns to the calling program. 
In this fashion, as many low impedance elements as possible are 
included in the tree according to the operating frequency defined by the 
user. This tree is more likely to result in -a larger computation time and 
a greater number of First Order Loops in the Flowgraph when the Transfer 
Function is calculated. This is offset, however, by increased accuracy in 
the Transfer Function. 
4.2. 3 The Transfer Function
4 
Evaluation of the Transfer Function involves calculation of the 
current equations for the circuit described employing the tree which has 
been supplied either by the user or derived by the program. From the 
current equations calculated by Subroutine CALC, Subroutine GRAPH builds 
the Flowgraph except for the closing transmittance. Each time a Transfer 
Function Request appears, Subroutine WHAT is called to obtain the closing 
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transmittance and Subroutine LOOPS is called to evaluate the Transfer 
Function from the loops in the flowgraph according to the Shannon-Happ 
formula. Finally, Subroutine ANSWER is called to normalize the Transfer 
Function and to print it. 
The process of evaluating the Transfer Function involves the 
manipulation of individual bits in a word. The bit manipulation words are 
stored in an array of 3000 words in Common block BITS. In addition, these 
words are handled in blocks of varying size depending on the current value 
of NTIMES. For instance, if NTIMES is three, the blocks consist of three 
words each. Furthermore, the various routines involved in calculating the 
Transfer Function address the array in BITS differently. In order to 
facilitate the addressing and manipulation of these words, a set of six Bit 
Manipulation Utilities are provided. 
1. Subroutine EQUAL (I, J, N, NTIMES) performs operation N (see LOR, 
LOX, LSTOR) on the blocks of bits identified by I and J and puts the result 
into block I. The size of the blocks is given by NTIMES (the number of 
words per block) while different addressing techniques are used depending 
on the signs of I, J and NTIVIES 
a. If NTIMES is positive and I, J are positive, then they refer to 
the Ith and yth blocks in the BITS array. 
b. If NTIMES is positive and I, J are negative, then they refer to 
the I + 1 0 0 th and J + 10 0 th blocks. 
c. If NTIMES is negative and I, J are positive, then they refer to 
the It h and jth blocks from the high end of the BITS array. 
d. If NTIVIES is negative and I, J are negative, then they refer to 
the Ith and jth blocks in the BITS array as in case a. 
2. Function LOR(I, J) performs a full-word logical OR on I and J and 
puts the result in I. 
3. Function LOX (I, J) performs a full word logical AND on I and J and 
subtracts the result from both I and J. 
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4. Function LSTOR (I, J) sets I equal to J. 
5. Subroutine UNPAK(I, J, NN) takes the block of bits identified by I 
(according to the same scheme as Subroutine EQUAL) and searches them 
starting at bit I and proceeding as far as bit NN. When the first I bit is 
found, Function LOX is used to reset it to 0 and the position of this bit is 
returned in J. If no I bits are found, J gets the value 0. 
6. Subroutine INBIT(I, J, NTIMES) takes the block of bits identified by 
I (according to the same scheme as Subroutine EQUAL) and sets the bit in 
position J to 1. If S is 0, all the bits in block I are reset to 0. 
All the Bit Manipulation Utilities use only the low order 30 bits of 
a word. Thus on the IBM 360, the settings of the two high order bits are 
ignored throughout the bit manipulations. Subroutine EQUAL uses Functions 
LOR, LOX and LSTOR to perform certain operations. For further infor ­
mation on Functions LOIL and LOX see Sec. 4.4. 
Subroutine CALC is called by the Main program after the Circuit 
Description Data has been successfully analyzed. CALC calculates the 
current equations using Kirchhoff' s equations. At the same tu-ne the 
validity of the tree is checked. If the tree should prove to be invalid, a 
diagnostic is printed, the ERR flag is set, and control returns to the Main 
program.
 
1. Upon entry to Subroutine CALC a page is skipped and NTIMES is 
set according to the number of elements in the circuit (NE). NTIMES is 
increased by 1 for every 30 elements, i. e., each bit represents 1 element. 
The arrays NEL (Number of elements at node I), NBR (number of branches 
at node I) and the LINKS array (the Bit manipulation array in Common 
block BITS) are reset to 0. Then the NEL array is filled with the number 
of elements at each node, the NBR array is filled with the number of (tree) 
branches at each node, NB gets the number of branches in the tree, and 
by means of Subroutine INBIT, the LINKS array is set up as follows 
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(DO 1) Each block in the LINKS array represents a node. Each bit in the 
block represents an element not in the tree (i. e., a link). Blocks in the 
lower half of the array represent links leaving the node corresponding to 
that block. Blocks in the upper half of the LINKS array represent links 
arriving at the node corresponding to that block. Thus, each node has 
two entries in the LINKS arrays one entry in the lower half of the array 
containing links directed away from the node, and one entry in the upper 
half of the array containing links directed towards the node. For example, 
if node 2 of a circuit has elements 1 and 2 directed away, element 1 being 
a voltage source (i. e., part of the tree), and element 3 directed towards, 
then block 2 of the LINKS array has bit 2 set while block (2+100102) has 
bit 3 set. 
2. 	 The next step is to set up the NS and NQ pointers for the BRANCH 
The BRANCH list5 list while checking the validity of the tree (DO 2). 
contains the branches connected to each node, positive if the branch is 
directed towards, negative if the branch is directed away. NQ(I) points 
to the beginning of the list of branches for node I. For example, if node 
1 has three branches and node 2 has two branches, then NQ(1) = 1, 
NQ(2) = 4, NQ(3) = 6. The number of nodes, NN, is also counted at this 
time. If any node has no elements connected to it, the node numbering 
was not sequential so a warning is printed. If any node has only one 
element connected to it, the ERR flag is set. 
3. The number of branches, NB, is checked against NN, the number 
of nodes. For a legal tree NB must be exactly equal to NN-1. If this is 
not true, an appropriate diagnostic is printed and the ERR flag is set. At 
this point, a test of the ERR flag is performed, if it has been set, control 
returns to the calling program. Otherwise, the BRANCH list is filled 
(DO 7) as described in step 2, using NS as a set of temporary pointers. 
4. This step performs the actual solution of the current equations 
which are now contained in the BRANCH and LINKS arrays. Each node 
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in the circuit has associated with it a current equation. The object is to 
express the current in each branch in terms of the current in the circuit 
links. Since there is one less branch than the number of nodes, there is 
an independent equation for each node except one. Thus, the equations of 
nodes with more than one branch are gradually reduced until each equation 
has only one branch. The solution is then complete. 
The first step is to find a node with one branch (i. e., the first cut 
set) and the first node with more than one branch. 
If none can be found, all the equations that could be reduced have 
already been reduced. If this is not every equation, the ERR flag is set, 
a diagnostic listing the nodes remaining to be reduced is printed, and 
control returns to the calling program. Otherwise, the remaining multi­
branch nodes are checked against the single branch node just found and 
Subroutine EQUAL is called to either add or subtract the relevant equations 
(DO 26). The branch is removed from the list of branches at the multi­
branch node and when all reductions have been performed, the single node 
associated with this branch is reset (i. e., NBR is reset to 0) to show that 
all possible reductions with this branch have been performed. Step 4 is 
repeated until every equation has been reduced (NBR(I) are all less than 
or equal to 1). 
5. The current equations are printed by searching the BRANCH list 
for non-empty entries (i. e., where NQ(I) NQ(I+I)). When one is found, 
the branch is printed out along with the words from the LINKS array 
which constitute the current equation. For instance, the equation: 
13 = I1 4 
would be printed as 
3 2 16 
This list is essentially for debugging purposes. After the current equations 
are printed, control is returned to the calling program. 
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The next step in Transfer Function evaluation is the construction of 
the Flowgraph. This is performed by Subroutine GRAPH which stores the 
Flowgraph is Common Block PATHS. 
a. On receiving control Subroutine GRAPH initially resets NPATH, 
the number of paths (or transmittances) in the flowgraph, to 0. 
b. A Flowgraph transmittance is inserted for each element which 
is not an independent source (DO 100). If the element is passive, then the 
transmittance represents an impedance (if the element is a branch) or an 
admittance (if the element is a link). NPATH is incremented, the S entry 
is reset and LPATH is assigned. LPATH(I, 1) is the origin node of trans­
mittance I, LPATH(I, 2) is its target node. Nodes with a number less than 
or equal to NE are the current nodes, nodes between NE+1 and 2xNE are 
voltages nodes. Thus if element 3 is an impedance, in a 10 element circuit 
its transmittance goes from node 3 to node 13 (i. e., the voltage node depends 
on the current node since V = IR) and there are 20 nodes in the Flowgraph. 
Admittances go from voltage to current nodes. A series of tests is per­
formed on the element­
a. If it is a resistor branch, its VPATH value is unchanged, and 
its S value is 0 (Since it is not frequency dependent). 
a resistor link, its admittance is V 
1 
b. If the element is VPATH" 
c. If it is an inductor branch or capacitor link, its S value is 1 and 
its VPATH value is unchanged since X = sL and Yc = sC.c 
d. If it is an inductor link or capacitor branch, its S value is -1 
1 1 
and its VPATH value is inverted since Y = I and X = 1 
L sL c s 
3. If the element is a dependent source, a search of the list of element 
names in CARD is performed (DO 17) to find the name of the controlling 
element in DEP. If the element is not found, a diagnostic is printed and 
the element is treated as an independent source. Otherwise a transmittance 
is inserted from the voltage or current node of the controlling element 
(according to whether voltage or current dependence has been requested) to 
the voltage or current node of the dependent source (according to whether it 
is a voltage or current source). 
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4. Having completed the transmittances due to the elements, step 4 
(DO 1) inserts the transmittances due to current and voltage equations. 
Although only the current relationships have been calculated, the voltage 
relationships may be easily obtained from them by a simple rule If there 
is a current transmittance between two current nodes there is a correspond­
ing voltage transmittance between the two corresponding voltage nodes. 
The direction of the voltage transmittance is opposite to that of the current 
transmittance. If it connects the nodes of two passive elements or two 
sources, its sign is opposite to that of the current transmittance. 
1 -1 1 -1 
1 2 31 2 3 
1 1 
4 56 4 5 6 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4 3 
For example, given the current relationships of Flowgraph (Figure 4. 3) 
the voltage relationships may be easily determined as shown in (b). These 
Blowgraphs represent the current equations 
11 2 13 = -12 
This method is implemented by searching the BRANCH list for 
non-empty entries. For each non-empty entry, which represents a branch, 
Subroutine UNPAK is used to search the corresponding LINKS (alias LBITS) 
entries for Ibits. The lower half is searched first for positive links, and 
when UNPAK returns 0 indicating there are no more 1 bits in the word, the 
search isswitched to the upper half of LINKS which contains negative links. 
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The transmittances are inserted two at a time (i. e., both current and 
voltage transmittances are added simultaneously). The S value of these 
relationships is 0 since they are obviously not frequency dependent. The 
VPATH values are either +1 or -1 determined as described earlier. 
5. Having completed the Flowgraph (except for the unknown trans ­
mittance) control returns to the calling program. 
The Flowgraph resides in Common block PATHS until a Transfer 
Function Request is read. Subroutine WHAT is called by the Main program 
to obtain the closing (unknown) transmittance by analyzing the Transfer 
Function Request which is in the form 
TYPE NAME 1 / TYPE NAME 2 
Subroutine WHAT makes use of the Card Scanning Utilities described in 
Sec. 4.2.2. 
1. Upon receiving control, Subroutine WHAT copies the Flowgraph 
from its permanent storage in Common block PATHS into an array in 
Common block BITS (DO 18). Subroutine ASCAN is then called to find the 
slash which divides the Output field from the Input field. If none is found, 
the ERR flag is set, a diagnostic is printed and control returns to the 
calling program. Otherwise the CARD array is searched (DO 2) for the 
name in the Output field of the Transfer Function Request. If it is not 
found, a diagnostic is printed, the ERR flag is set, and control returns to 
the calling program. 
2. If the first letter in the Output field (TYPE NAME 1) is not V or I, 
a diagnostic is printed and defaults are assumed if the element is a branch 
the default is I (since a branch has independent current), for a link, V is 
assumed. The unknown transmittance is connected from the voltage or 
current node (according to the V or I) of the element in the Output field. 
3. In a procedure similar to steps 1 and 2, Subroutine ASCAN is 
called to find the blank at the end of the Input field. If the blank cannot be 
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found, the error return is taken. Otherwise a search is made for the 
element name (DO 10), defaults are used for V or I, if necessary, and the 
transmittance is connected to the voltage or current node of the element in 
TYPE NAME 2. Subroutine WHAT then returns control to the calling pro­
gram. 
Subroutine WHAT makes no check on the validity of the Transfer 
Function Request. Only syntax and the legality of the element names are 
checked. For example, 
VR2/VV7 could be a valid request but 
VR2/IV7 is not, because the voltage across V7 is an independent 
variable but the current is not. The Transfer Function resulting from the 
second example will be 0 or meaningless. 
After Subroutine WHAT has returned control and the Main program 
has inserted the Flowgraph in bit representation in Common block BITS 
using Subroutine INBIT (DO 18), Subroutine LOOPS6 gains control to 
perform the actual calculation of the Transfer Function from the flowgraph 
according to the Shannon-Happ formula-
I - ZL 1 +ZTL2- .L3 + • =0 
where the LI represent the sums of the values of the loops of order i. A 
loop of order 1 (First Order Loop) is a Snnple Directed Loop defined as a 
closed path consisting of a sequence of transmittances taken in the direction 
of the arrow. The sequence must be taken such that no node is traversed 
more than once in the closed path. The value of the directed loop is the 
product of the transmittances forming the directed loop. An Nth order 
loop is composed of N disjoint First Order Loops, that is, none of which 
have any nodes in common. The value of an Nth order loop is the product 
of the N First-Order Loop values comprising the Nth order loop. 
In order to illustrate the operation of Subroutine LOOPS the example 








Figure 4 4 
Note that the transinittances joining nodes 1 and 2, and nodes 6 and 7 have 
the same sign. This flowgraph is represented in the LPATH, VPATH and 
S arrays of Common block BITS, as shown 
I LPATH(I, 1) LPATH(I, 2) VPATH(I) S() 
1 2 7 10 0 
2 8 3 0.1 0 
3 7 9 10 0 
4 5 10 10 1 
5 1 2 1 0 
6 7 6 1 0 
7 3 2 1 0 
8 7 8 -1 0 
9 3 4 1 0 
10 9 8 1 0 
11 1 5 1 0 
12 10 6 1 0 




In addition, the information stored in the LPATH array is also 
stored in Common block BITS (array LOOP) in a different form. 
I 	 LOOP(I) 
3000 22 + 7 = 132 (Since 	NTIMES = 1, each 
2999 28 + 3 = 264 transmittance and each loop 
2998 27 +29 = 640 is contained in only 1 word.) 
2997 2 5 +2 10 56 
2996 2 1 +2 22 = 6 
2995 2 7 +26 = 192 
2994 23 +2 2 = 12
 
2993 27 +28 = 384 
2992 2 3 +224 = 24 
2991 29 +28 =768 
2990 21 + 25 = 34 
2989 210 + 26 = 1088 
2988 26 +21 = 66 
Subroutine LOOPS receives these data as input and using the 
Shannon-Happ formula, the1Transfer 6Function is calculated and stored in 
the VN array in Common block CIRCIT. VN(I, 1) is the value of the 
51 t h ) coefficient of the (I - power of S in the denominator. VN(I, 2) is 
51 t h ) the negative of the value of the coefficient of the (I - power of S in 
the numerator. SMAX(J) and SMIN(J) are the highest and lowest powers 
of S in VN(I, J). For example, a Transfer Function such as 22 12S 
would be stored as 
SMAX(1) = 1 SMi~N(1) = DO VN(5 1, 1) 	 = 1 VN(52, 1) = 2 
=SMAX(2) = 0 SMIN(2) = 0 VN(51, 2) -1 
The LOOP array is used in two ways: the low end is used o store 
First Order Loops and Higher Order Loops 	during evaluation; the high 
end is used to store the Flowgraph Transmittances. 5 Thus, as data are 
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removed from the high end and transformed, it is reinserted into the low 
end. Other important variables used in Subroutine LOOPS are the arrays 
V and LS which contain the values and powers of S of flowgraph loops. 
These arrays are in Common block SPEED which is used elsewhere as 
workspace. Subroutine CLEAR is used to remove transmittances which 
have been marked deleted (i. e., LPATH (I 1) = 0) from the list of paths. 
1. The first step in Subroutine LOOPS performs initialization by 
resetting important program variables to 0. NN, the number of flowgraph 
nodes is set to 2 x NE (the number of elements) since each element has 2 
nodes (voltage and current) in the flowgraph. NLOOP, the number of loops 
is reset to 0. VN(51, 1) is set to 1; this is one 1 of the Shannon-Happ 
formula. The NODE(J) and COUNT(J) arrays (which contain the number 
of transmittances arriving at and leaving node J) are set up (DO 1). 
2. The first step in the algorithm is the ehmination of all nodes 
having only one transmittance directed away (i. e., COUNT = 1) since 
every transmittance entering this node must ultinately exit through the 
one leaving transmittance. This transmittance is attached to the end of 
each entering transmittance (DO 3) by changing the terminating node 
(LPATH(i 2)) and calling Subroutine EQUAL to I O in the bits common 
to both paths. The leaving transmittance is then deleted (LPATH(I, 1) =0). 
At this point the data for the example flowgraph would appear as follows 
I LPATH(I, 1) LPATH(I, 2) VPATH(I S() LOOP(3001-I) 
10 22 + 271 0 	 7 0 
0 3 0.1 0 23 +282 
3 0 2 + 2 +2a +293 7 	 1 
10 1 25 + 2104 0 10 
10 0 21 + 22 +275 1 	 7 
1 1 1000 21 + 26 +276 7 
7 3 7 10 0 22 + 23 +27 
8 7 3 -0.1 0 23 + 27 + 28 
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I LPATH(I, 1) LPATH(I, 2) VPATH(I) S(I) LOOP(3000-n 
3 4 1 0 23 +249 
3 0.1 0 23 +28 +2910 0 
10 1001 2 1+25 +26 +21011 1 1 
1 0 26 +21012 0 6 
1 1000 21 + 613 0 1 
NPATH = 13 NLOOP = 0. 
3. A check is now performed (DO 6) for First Order Loops that may 
have been created. These are recognized by having identical LPATH 
entries (1.-e., LPATH(I, 1) = LPATH(I, 2), e. g., entry 11 above). Each 
tune one is found, it is stored in the lower half of the LOOP array by means 
of Subroutine EQUAL and its value is stored in V and LS. NLOOP is 
incremented. The LPATH entry is marked deleted and the loop is printed, 
(as a debugging aid). The DO 11 then marks all nodes which have only 
leaving or only arriving transmittances as deleted since they obviously 
cannot be contained in any loops. (Entry 9 in the example). Subroutine 
CLEAR is called to remove deleted entries. Now the data looks like this: 
I LATH(I, 1) LPATH(I, 2) VPATH(I) S(I) LOOP(3001 -I) 
0 23 +27 +28 +291 7 3 1 
2 1 7 10 0 21 +22 +27 
1 1000 21 +26 +273 7 1 
7 10 0 22 +23 + 274 3 
+ 283 -0.1 0 23 +275 7 

I LOOP(1) V (1) LS(I)
 
1 21+25+26+2 10 1001
 
NPATH = 5 NLOOP = 1 
4. If the number of paths remaining (NPATH) is 0, this step is not 
performed. Otherwise this step combines the remaining paths to generate 
more First Order Loops. The method is to combine path 1 with path 2 if 
possible. If this combination is a legal loop, it is stored in the low end of 
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LOOP. If it is a legal path, it is combined with path 3 and testing continues. 
If it is not a legal path, the combination 1 and 3 is tested. After the com­
bination of 1 and NPATH has been tested, the procedure begins again with 
2 and 3, 2'and 4 and so on until NPATH - 1 and NPATH is reached. During this 
process all paths are kept in LPATH and the high end of LOOP ORDER(l) 
is the number of the current transmittance which is being tested against 
ORDER(2). The ORDER(I) contains the numbers of all the paths from I to I 
being tested. The testing consists of the following: 
a. The beginning node of the first path is checked against the 
ending node of the second. If they are not the same, they cannot be 
combined (e. g., entries 1 and 3 in the example), so the test fails. 
b. The two blocks in LOOP are ANDed and Subroutine UNPAK is 
called to find the nodes that are common to both. 
c. If the ending node of the first path is not the same as the 
beginning node of the second, this cannot be a loop but it might be a new 
legal path so test is performed. 
d. If N3 is non-zero, there are more than two nodes in common 
so this cannot be a legal combination - the test fails. 
e. If the nodes in common (Ni, N2) are the beginning and ending 
nodes of the two paths, this is a new First Order Loop. It is inserted by 
incrementing NLOOP and calling Subroutine EQUAL. 
f. If more than one node is in common (N2, N3 # 0), this cannot 
be a new legal path so the test fails. Otherwise Subroutine EQUAL is 
called to insert the new path and I is incremented so that testing wll 
continue with this latest path. 
This step ends when ORDER(1), the pointer to the lowest level path, is 
pointing to NPATH, the last path. 
In the example the following results are obtained from applying 
these tests. 
I a. 1 and 2 from a new legal path. This cannot be combined with 




b. 2 and 3 form a new First Order Loop. 
c. S and 4 form a new path. This new path cannot be combined 
with 5 because node 7 is traversed twice. 
d. 4 and 5 form a new First Order Loop. 
Now the data has been changed to First Order Loops. 
I LOOP(I) VWI) LS(I) NLOOP = 4 
1 2 1+25+26+210 10 1001 
2 22+237+28+29 10 0 
3 21+22+26+27 10 1000 
4 22+23+27+28 -1 0 
These First Order Loops may be easily verified by examining the 
Flowgraph. Notice that the order of the nodes in the loops is irrelevant 
for the purposes of the program. 
5. The values of the First Order Loops are now entered (DO 25) into 
the Transfer Function array VN according to the Shannon-Happ formula. 
Tagged values (LS > 500) have the tag of 1000 subtracted and are then 
entered into the numerator VN(I, 2) instead of the denominator VN(I, 1). 
The number of First Order Loops is then printed and the calculation of 
Higher Order Loops is ready to begin. 
6. The procedure for the generation of Higher Order Loops is 
essentially the same as that for generating First Order L6ops described 
in step 4; that is, loop 1 is compared with loop 2. If this creates a new 
Higher Order Loop, then the value of the new loop is entered into the VN 
array and it is checked against loop 3 for the possibility of a still higher 
order loop. When all combinations with loops 1 and 2 have been tried, 
combinations of 1 and 3 are tried, then 1 and 4 and so on until 1 and 
NLOOP. Processing hen continues with 2 and 3, 2 and 4 and so on. As 
before, ORDER(l) points to the lowest level loop so that each time it is 
incremented it is written out, thus serving as a guide to how much 
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processing remains to be done. (Since this step is often the most time 
consuming part of the entire NASAP program, this information is very 
useful). As soon as ORDER(1) is equal to NLOOP, processing is complete 
and control returns to the calling program with the Transfer Function now 
in array VN. In the example, Higher Order Loop evaluation would proceed 
as follows 
checked against 3 (failure) and 4 (success,Then 1 is 
a. 1 and 2 form a Second Order Loop, its value is entered 
(100S 1 0 0 1) and it is checked against 3 (failure, i. e., M1 0 because nodes 
1, 2, 6, 7 are common to both) and 4 (failure). 
value -10sl001 
b. 2 and 3 falls, 2 and 4 fails. 
c. 3 and 4 fails. 
In several places, instead of manipulating entries in LOOP by means of 
Subroutine EQUAL, the manipulations are performed directly in Subroutine 
LOOPS by means of the Equivalence array LOGIC (See Sec. 4.4). This is 
because in frequently executed statements the time required for execution 
of the subroutine linkage becomes significant. This is especially true in 
the ANDing of Higher Order Loops which can increase rapidly with the 
number of First Order Loops. 
With the Transfer Functlon now in array VN, Subroutine ANSWER 
is called to format the raw form in VN, normalize it and print it out. 
1. Upon entry Subroutine ANSWER writes the page heading on the 
output. Then VM, the array containing the Function after normalization, 
is created (DO 2). 
2. The arrays NEXP (containing powers of S), AS and ASIGN (con­
taming arithmetic signs) are created (DO 40). 
3. The arrays are written out (except for zero coefficients) and the 
line dividing numerator and denominator is printed to the proper length. 
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4. Finally the factor after normalization is printed. (Also, as a 
debugging aid, the original VN array is printed). Control then returns to 
the calling program. This completes the description of the basic NASAP-70 
Transfer Function algorithm. The routines described may be modified by 
the addition of other options (particularly the Sensitivity and Worst Case 
option). Nevertheless the basic algorithm remains the same. 
4. 2.4 Sensitivity and Worst Case 
The Sensitivity and Worst Case option involves additions to the basic 
algorithm for finding the Transfer Function. The basic formulas used for 




S = d(LnP) H(P',Q) H(P, Q) Q d(LnQ) H(Pt) H(P) 




-. VWRST CASE TOLERANCE 
T 2 +•.• + /ap Q Q circuit element value 
or
n 
)2/TP/P[ 1 P dummy transmittance 
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POLE SENSITIVITY 8 
dSi - KD(S) 
8 [C(S)+KD(S)] SzSi 
A()KB(S) 
C(S)+KD(S) , K=circuit element value, and 
where Transfer F = or S = a pole 
S-Q H(PQ)a[I-H(P)] S=Si 
In response to reading a card following the Circuit Description and 
before the first Output Requests section, beginning with the letters SENS, 
Subroutine SENSIT is called. If the card begins with WORS Subroutine 
WORST is called. Subroutine SENSIT and WORST make use of the Card 
Scanning Utilities described in Sec. 1. 2. 2. 
Subroutine SENSIT processes Sensitivity Request cards which have 
the form: 
=SENS[ITIVITY] Element Name 
1. Upon entry Subroutine SENSIT calls Subroutine ASCAN to find the 
equals sign. If one is not found, a diagnostic is printed and step 5 gains 
control to read a new card. 
2. A search of the CARD array is performed (DO 4) in order to find 
the Element Name. If it is not found, a diagnostic is printed and step 5 
gains control. 
3. Otherwise the element is rejected with a diagnostic if it is an 
independent source, if more than 20 Sensitivity Requests have been made, 
or if it is another Sensitivity Request for the same element, and step 5 
gains control. 
4. Having passed all these tests the element is inserted in the list of 
Sensitivity Requests by incrementing NSEN, the number of Sensitivity 
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Requests and by assigning a TAG value to the SENS entry for this element. 
NSEN, SENS and TAG are in Common block GAG. SENS(I) contains the 
value of the sensitivity tag assigned to element I from the list of 20 tags, 
TAG. These tag values are used later to identify various loops during the 
evaluation of Higher Order Loops in Subroutine LOOPS, and Subroutine 
REDUCE. 
5. A new card is read and Subroutine SHIFT is called. If it is not a 
Sensitivity Request card control returns to the calling program. Otherwise 
the card is printed and step 1 regains control to continue processing. 
If Subroutine WORST is called, Sensitivity Requests are inserted 
for each valid request. Thus, if more than 20 Sensitivity Requests results 
NFLAG is set and the Worst Case Request is ignored. 
1. Initially Sensitivity Requests are inserted for all valid elements 
(i. e., not independent sources) in the DO 1. This is done by inserting a 
TAG value in SENS(1) for element I. 
2. If the number of Sensitivity Requests resulting is greater than 20, 
NFLAG, an error flag internal to Subroutine WORST, is set and a diag­
nostic is printed. Otherwise, NWORST, the flag which indicates the Worst 
Case option has been requested, is set, and the TOL(I) array which contains 
the Tolerance value for element I is initialized to 0. 1. 
3. This step looks for cards of the form 
TOL = Element Name = Value. 
A new card is read and Subroutine SHIFT is called. If the card begins 
with TOL and NFLAG ; 1 (which would indicate that Worst Case analysis 
has been aborted) then Subroutine ASCAN is called to find the element 
name which is checked against the list in CARD. If there is no matching 
element name a diagnostic is printed and step 3 is repeated. Otherwise 
Subroutine ASCAN and NUIVBER are called to determine the Tolerance 
Value which is inserted in TOL(I) for element I. Then step 3 is repeated. 
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If NFLAG is 1, the Tolerance Cards are read in step 3 but no other action 
is taken. 
4. If step 3 encounters a card not beginning with TOL and NFLAG is 
not 1, the table of Tolerance Values is printed. Control then returns to 
the calling program. 
Once the Sensitivity Tags have been inserted in the SENS list then, 
as the Flowgraph is built by Subroutine GRAPH, the tags are inserted in 
the S array for each Flowgraph transmittance. Then, in order to write 
out the correct power of S for each Flowgraph transmittance, these tags 
must be temporarily removed. This is done by calling Subroutine REDUCE 
for each transmittance before it is printed by the Main program. 
Subroutine REDUCE (I, J, K) removes the tags from the S or LS 
array. I is the entry in the S or LS array. J is the true power of S 
returned by Subroutine REDUCE after all the tags have been removed. K 
is set to 1 if the entry does not contain the dummy transmittance and to 2 
if it does. 
1. Upon entering Subroutine REDUCE, K is set to I and J is set to I. 
If no Sensitivity Requests were made (NSEN = 0) and step 3 gains control. 
2. If Sensitivity Requests were made, these tags are removed in the 
DO 1 loop. Since the Sensitivity Tags start from 2000 and go up, and 
since it is necessary to remove the largest tags first, the DO I loop is 
=executed from L 21 - NSEN to 20 and 21-L is used as the index of the 
TAG array. For example, if two elements are tagged M=2l-2=19 then L 
goes from 19 to 20, i. e., 21-L goes from 2 ro 1. An entry contains a tag 
if the value (with all higher tags removed) is greater than the tag less 500. 
If it is greater, the tag is subtracted and the search continues. 
3. J is checked for the presence of the unknown transmittance tag 
(1000). Thus if J is greater than 500, 1000 is subtracted from J and K 
is set to 2. 
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Processing continues as normal until the steps in Subroutine LOOPS 
which insert values of First and Higher Order Loops into various arrays. 
The method of inserting values into VN, the Transfer Function array, has 
already been described (Sec. 4. 2. 3). The Sensitivity Functions now involve 
three additional arrays- VNOO, VN01 and VNIO which represent -H(P, Q), 
H(P,Q) and -H( P, Q) in the formulas described previously in this section. 
The insertion of these values is performed by DO 979 and DO 799 in Sub­
routine LOOPS. Subroutine REDUCE is called to extract the pertinent tags 
and the values are inserted in the correct Sensitivity Function arrays based 
on these tag values. Thus, when Subroutine LOOPS returns control, not 
only has the Transfer Function been inserted in VN, but also the Sensitivity 
Functions have been entered into VNOO, VN01 andVNl0. 
After Subroutine LOOPS has returned and Subroutine ANSWER has 
printed out the Transfer Function, if NSEN is non-zero (indicating the 
presence of Sensitivity Functions) then Subroutine SENSC is called. 
Subroutine SENSC forms the Sensitivity Functions from polynomials 
produced by Subroutine LOOPS. The Sensitivity Function is equal to 
H (P) H (P, Q) -H(P) H (P, Q) 
H(P) H(P) 
where the H functions are stored as follows 
H(P) VN(I, 1) (%Q) : VN01(l, J)
 
H(P) VN(Lt2) -H(P,Q) VNOO(IJ)
 
J is the element whose sensitivity is being found. 
In many cases, H(P, Q) (VN01) is 0 in which case the Sensitivity 
Function reduces to 
-H(P, 
H(P) 
1. Upon entry to Subroutine SENSC, the DO 305 loop is executed for 
each circuit element checking to see if it was tagged for sensitivity 
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(SENS(1) 0). If it was tagged the following steps are performed, otherwise 
the succeeding element is checked. When a]l the elements have been 
checked control returns to the calling program. 
2. The DO 306 loop determines the sensitivity number of the element 
(I). Then the DO 701 loop checks the VN01 array. If it is completely 0, 
the simplified formula above may be used so VNSEN, the array containing 
the Sensitivity Function is filled with the appropriate coefficients (DO 703) 
and Subroutine ANSWER is called to print out VNSr]N. 
3. If VN01 is not completely 0, then the standard formula must be 
used to compute VNSEN. Thus Subroutine MULT is called once to multiply 
VN(I, 1) and VNO1(I, II) and again to multiply VN(I,2) and VN00(I, II) and the 
results are added, (DO 702) to form the Sensitivity Function numerator. 
Then Subroutine MULT is called again to multiply VN(I, 1) and VN(I, 2) to 
form the denominator and then Subroutine ANSWER is called to print 
VNSEN. 
Thus, upon termination of Subroutine SENSC, the information in 
VN, VNOO, VNO1 and VNIO has been converted to a set of Sensitivity 
Functions stored in VNSEN and VNOO, VNO1 and VN10 are no longer 
needed. Subroutine SENSC (and also Subroutine WORSTC below) make 
use of Subroutine MULT(A, B, C, MINA, MAXA, MINB, MAXB). This 
Subroutine multiplies the two polynomials A, B and puts the result in C. 
MINA, MAXA and MINB, MAXB are the mminum and maximum powers 
in polynomials A and B. A, B, C are arrays of length 101 and the index is 
51 plus the power of the term. Array C is reset to 0 before multiplication 
occurs.
 
After Subroutine SENSC returns control to the Main program, the 
information in VNSEN is copied from Common block BITS into Common 
block POLY. This is to release the area in BITS for use as a workspace 
for use in later routines (e. g., the Plotter). If NWORST is non-zero, a 
Worst Case has been requested so the Main program calls Subroutine WORSTC. 
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Subroutine WORSTC computes the square of the Worst Case Tolerance 
function from the Sensitivity Functions and Tolerances for the elements. 
This function becomes 
dQ12]1/2T = [n2 (p 

Tpp =j Qi Qxi I
 
The Sensitivity Function for an element can be in one of two forms, 
Q Ai(s) p B (s) 
Q1 H(P) Q1 H(P)1i(P) 
wht-re A(s) and B(s) are polynomials in S. Therefore two separate sums 
are kept, one of ((s) Q1 2 and one of B(s) Q and these are 
combined and put with the proper denominator to produce the square of 
the function. 
1. Upon entry Subroutine WORSTC checks each element to see if a 
Sensitivity Function exists for that element (DO 10). If a Sensitivity 
Function exists (SENS (I) 0, then the Tolerance for that element (TOL) 
is squared and Subroutine MULT is called to square the Sensitivity 
Function numerator of that element (VNSEN(I, 2, J). 
2. The denominator of the Sensitivity Function is now checked (DO 20) 
to see if it is the same as the Transfer Function denominator. If it is, 
the squared tolerance (TOLl) and the squared Sensitivity Function numer­
ator (VWORKN) need only be multiplied and added to VWl. If it is not, 
NDEM is set to 1 and the result of the product is put in VW2. 
3. If NDEM is 0, the simplified formula-
VW1 
VN(I, 1)2 
may be used, so VW1 is put into the numerator of VW(DO 40) and Sub­
routine MULT is called to square VN(I, 1) and enter it in the denominator, 
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VW(I, 1). If NDEM is non-zero, the standard formula 
x VN(I, 2)2VW2 + VW1 
1)2VN(I, 2)2 xVN(I 
must be used. Thus Subroutine MULT is called once to square VN(I, 2) into 
VWORKN and again to multiply VWORKN and VW1 into the numerator of the 
Worst Case Function VW(I, 2). Then VW2 is added into the numerator 
(DO 31). Finally Subroutine MULT is called to multiply VN(I, 1) and VN(I, 2) 
into VWOKRN and again to square VWORKN into VW(I, 1), the Worst Case 
Function denominator. 
4. The maximum and minmum powers of S in the Worst Case Functions 
are determined and control then returns to the calling program. 
When Subroutine WORSTC returns control, the Main program calls 
Subroutine ANSWER to print out the Worst Case Function. 
The last subprogram of the Sensitivity and Worst Case option is 
Subroutine POLSEN. This subroutine evaluates the sensitivities of the 
Poles of the Transfer Function (determined by Subroutine ROOTS described 
in Sec. 4. 2. 6) to variations in a circuit parameter. Subroutine POLSEN is 
called by the Main program when a card of the form 
ROOTS, POLES 
is read. Subroutine POLSEN then analyzes the roots found by the preceding 
call to Subroutine ROOTS. 
1. If the Poles have not yet been found (NPOLES=O) or there is no 
Sensitivity Request (NSEN=O), Subroutine POLSEN prints a diagnostic and 
returns to the calling program. 
2. The derivative of the denominator of the Transfer Function is 
found (DO 5) and stored in VDERIV. This is evaluated at the Real and 
Imaginary parts of the Poles and is stored in C(Real) and D(Imaginary). 
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3. For each element, tagged for Sensitivity Analysis, the numerator 
of the Root Sensitivity Function, -QH(P, Q) (VNIO) is evaluated at each 
Pole and then Real and Imaginary points are stored an X and Y. The Real 
and Imaginary parts of the Pole Sensitivity X/C(L) and Y/D(L) are evaluated 
and printed. 
4. Subroutine Polsen then returns control to the calling program. 
Two other routines, Subroutines PLOT and INVERT, of the Plotter 
also contain some code in connection with the Sensitivity and Worst Case 
option. These subprograms are described in the following Section 4.2. 5. 
4.2. 5 Thb Plotter 
NASAP-70 is equipped with extensive plotting capabilities for 
analysis of the Transfer Function and Sensitivity Functions. When a card 
beginning PLOT is encountered among the Output Requests, the Main 
program calls Subroutine PLOT to analyze this card and providing that the 
analysis of this card was successful (ERR 0 0), Subroutine INVERT is 
called to initiate the plotting. If the plot card TYPE option is FREQ or 
REAL, the calculation of the points to be plotted is handled entirely within 
Subroutine INVERT. Any other TYPE option constitutes a call to the Fast 
Fourier Transform routines. After the points have been calculated, Sub ­
routine PRTPLT writes out the plotted points. (BMOD and AMOD below 
are fixed and floating point names for the internal plotter option list). 
1. Subroutine PLOT initially sets the BMOD list (the internal list of 
options) to -1 which indicates that the option did not appear on the PLOT 
card. Subroutine ASCAN is called to find the Left Parenthesis of the PLOT 
card which should be of the form­
PLOT(Option = Value/Option = Value/Option = Value...) 
If a Left Parenthesis is not found Subroutine MSG is called to print a 
diagnostic. Subroutine ASCAN is called repeatedly until a Left Parenthesis 
or a Slash is found. If a Blank is found step 6 gains control to fill in 
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options which are required by the Plotter but were not specified by the 
user. 
2. Subroutine ASCAN is called to find the equal sign. If an equal sign 
is not found, Subroutine MSG is called to print a d4agnostic. If a Blank or 
a Right Parenthesis is found, step 6 gains control. If a Slash is detected, 
step 2 is repeated. At this point, the Option field has been found. 
3. Subroutine ASCAN is called to find the Value field. If the first 2 
letters in the Option field are TY then BMOD(3) (known elsewhere as 
NTYPE), the internal code which tells the plotter which type of plot has 
been requested, is set according to the first 2 letters in the Value field­
1M- 0 ST. 1 EX 2 SI: 3 
PU 4 FR. 6 SE 7 WO'8 
RE- 9 
If this is the end of the PLOT card (B is a Blank or a Right Parenthesis), 
then step 6 gains control. Otherwise step 2 regains control to get the 
next Option. 
4. If the first 2 letters of the Option field are EL, this option is 
connected with the Sensitivity and Worst Case Option. Thus, the CARD 
and SENS arrays are searched (DO 31 and DO 37) to match the element 
name in the Value field and obtain the Sensitivity Tag associated with it. 
If such a match cannot be obtained, a diagnostic is printed, the ERR flag 
is set and control returns to the calling program. Otherwise, if this is 
the end of the PLOT card then step 6 gains control, else step 2 regains 
control. 
5. If this step is reached, the first 2 letters of the Option field are 
not TY or EL so the Value field contains a number. Hence, Subroutine 
NUMBER is called to find the number in the Value field. This number is 




ST STEP (AMOD(l), the interval between successive plot points) 
TI TOTEE (AMOD(2), the interval between the first and last points 
plotted)
 
AM: AMPi (AMOD(4), the positive portion of a pulse train)
 
BI AMP2 (AMOD(5), the negative portion of a pulse train)
 
a t ) CO FREQI (AMOD(6), a in e

CY FREQI (AMOD(6), f in Sin 2rft)
 
FR FREQi (AMOD(6), starting point for frequency and real plots)
 
TO FREQ2 (AMOD(7), ending point for frequency and real plots)
 
WI FREQ2 (AMOD(7), pulse width for a pulse train)
 
DE • NPLOT (BMOD(8), number of calculated points per printed point)
 
Then, if the end of the PLOT card has not been reached control returns to 
step 2. 
6. This step completes user options which were not specified, with 
default values. If an option has not been specified, BMOD is still -1. If 









If BMOD(3) (NTYPE) is less than 6 and then 
If 	 STEP and TOTEE (AMOD(1) and AMOD(2)) are both unspecified, 
STEP .01 TOTEE 1.0 
STEP (AMOD(1)) TOTEE/100 
TOTEE (AMOD(2)) . STEP X 100 




If AMP2 (AMOD(5)) was specified, AMPI is biased accordingly. 
FREQi (AMOD(6)) : 1. 0 
If FREQ2 (AMOD(7)) was specified, NTYPE is set to 5 to indicate a Pulse 
Train. 
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7. In all cases, if DEN (BMOD(8)) was unspecified, it is set to 
1. If BMOD(3) is 7 (Sensitivity Plot), the arrays containing the 
numerator (Al) and denominator (Bl) of the function to be plotted are filled 
with the correct Sensitivity Function (DO 50) and a heading is printed. If 
BMOD(3) is 8 (Worst Case Plot), the arrays are filled with the Worst Case 
Function and a heading is printed. For all other values of BMOD(3), the 
arrays Al and Bl are filled with the Transfer Function. Subroutine PLOT 
then returns control to the calling program. 
Assuming the analysis of the PLOT card was successful (ERR ; 1), Sub­
routine INVERT is called to initiate the plotting process­
1. Upon entry, Subroutine INVERT resets NFLAG (the remainder 
indicator) to 0, sets STEP to 1 if it was negative, and evaluates NUMTI, 
the number of points to be plotted. Then, if a Time Response has been 
requested (NTYPE less than 6), Subroutine INPUT is called to evaluate the 
transform of the response. Then, in the case of a Time Response, the 
function to be plotted in A and B is checked. If it is too simple, a diagnostic 
is printed and the plot is aborted. If it is not rational, the numerator is 
divided by the denominator and the remainder of this division is us ed as 
the function to be plotted. A message to this effect is printed and NFLAG 
is set to 1. 
2. The function in A and B is printed and if NTYPE is less than 6 (a 
Tne Response), the plot axes (ABSC and ORD) are marked ' TIME' and 
IMAGI and Subroutine SCALE, ROUTE, SAMPLE, FLIP and ADJUST are 
called to perf'orm the Fast Fourier Transform. Control then returns to the 
calling program. 
3. In cases where a Tune Response has not been requested (NTYPE 
greater than 5) a further test is made. If NTYPE is not 9 (a REAL plot), 
NUMTI is calculated for a logarithmic plot instead of a linear plot. Then 
the points are calculated (DO 4) and entered into the TEE, FCTN (and PH 
when NTYPE is not 9) arrays. For a REAL plot, the real part of Z, 
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(i. e., a) is incremented in linear steps. Otherwise, the imaginary part of
 
Z (i. e., jw) is incremented in logarithmic steps).
 
4. After the points have been calculated, ABSC and ORD are labelled
 
I FREQ' and I MAG, and Subroutine PRTPLT is called to output the points.
 
In the case of a REAL plot, the Phase must always be 0 so if NTYPE is 9,
 
Subroutine INVERT returns control here. Otherwise, ORD is labelled
 
I PHA', FCTN is filled with the points from PH and Subroutine PRTPLT
 
is called again before control returns to the calling program.
 
In the case of Time Response plots (NTYPE less than 6) Subroutine INPUT 
is called by Subroutine INVERT to evaluate the transform of the response­
1. Upon entry, Subroutine INPUT prints out the quantities associated 
with each type of plot according to NTYPE. 
2. The Transform of the response is calculated as follows: 
NTYPE = 0 Impulse Response. No change is required since F(jw) = 1. 
1 Step Response. F(jw) I so B, the denominator, is multiplied 
by jw. 1 
2 Exponential. 
(jw -FREQ 1) 
F(jw) = jw-FREQ1 so B is multiplied by 
3 Sine Wave. F(jw) = 2rxFREQI(jW) 2 +(27xFRIEQ ) 2 so B is multiplied 
by (jw)2 + (2irxFREQ1) 2 and SCOIAG is multiplied by (2irxFREQI). 
4 Single Pulse. F(jw) = -'-- (I e jwFRE2) so B is multiplied by 
jw 
jw and the tags ISN and NTAY are set to indicate that the factor 
(l-e -JWFR - 2) is to be included. 
5 Pulse Train. F(jw) = (1- -JwFREQ2) 
jw 
(e) 
1-e -jwFRQ 1 
so B 
is multiplied by l/jw and the tags NTAY and ISN are set to 
show that the additional factors must be included later. 
3. After the correct transform has been calculated, Subroutine INPUT 
returns control to the calling program. 
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Later on, Subroutine INVERT begins the Fast Fourier Transform, 
by calling Subroutine SCALE: 
Subroutine SCALE simply readjusts the values of the Fourier 
Transform coefficients (in A and B) to avoid Floating Point 
Overflow. Control then returns to the calling program. 
The next step in the Fast Fourier Transform is to call Subroutine 
ROUTH. Subroutine ROUTH uses Subroutine CALCR to find a path along 
which the integral 
1-- 1F(u + jw)e(a +jw)t dw 
is to be evaluated. This path must lie to the right of any poles in the com­
plex plane. As shown m Figure 4. 5, Path 1 is not acceptable while Path 2 
is acceptable. This is due to the fact that the Real Part of S (=a) must be 







- Figure 4 5 
in order for the integral to converge. The upper limit of 2fT for the integral 
is sufficient because after Subroutine SCALE has readjusted the Transform 
coefficients, all the significant information has been pushed into this range. 
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1. Subroutine ROUTH uses an initial SIGMA value of 0. 0 and calls 
Subroutine CALCR(LOGI) to see if all the poles lie to the left of the SIGMA 
value. Subroutine CALCR returns a LOG value of True if all the poles 
lie to the left of SIGMA, otherwise, it returns False. Subroutine ROUTH 
increments the value of SIGMA until Subroutine CALCR returns True. 
Having found an acceptable value of SIGMA, control returns to the calling 
program. 
2. Subroutine CALCR (LOG1) uses the Routh Stability Criterion to 
determine whether all poles lie to the left of the current value of SIGMA. 
If they do, the value returned in logical variable LOGI is True, otherwise 
it is False. Upon entry, D(I, J), the Routh Table, is reset to 0(DO 242). 
3. The Routh Table is then computed, and the first column (D( 1, J)) is 
checked (DO 245). If any zero or negative values are found, LOG gets a 
value of False and control returns to the calling program. 
4. Otherwise LOG1 gets the value True, and control returns to the 
calling program. 
Having found an acceptable SIGMA value, Subroutine INVERT calls 
Subrouting SAMPLE. 
+ jw) and e(Ur + jw)1. Subroutine SAMPLE computes the quantities F(a 
which are stored in RSPNS(I) and EXCMP(I), respectively, (DO 130). As 
each point is evaluated, the flag ISN is tested to see if the transform 
requires any modification. (ISN was set by Subroutine INPUT as the 
Fourier Transform was calculated). Any modification required is per­
formed by means of complex variable ZZ. 
2. Subroutine SAMPLE then returns control to the calling program. 
With the sample points now in RSPNS and EXCMP, Subroutine 
INVERT calls Subroutine FLIP, the heart of the Fast Fourier Transform. 
1. Upon entry to Subroutine FLIP, the coefficients in the RSPNS array 
are reordered as prescribed by the Fast Fourier Transform technique 
(Do lo6).10 
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2. The integral 
dwo2F( + jw)ej w 
is computed (DO 110 and DO 108) thus producing the output response 
samples in RSPNS. 
Subroutine ADJUST is called to re-evaluate the first 5 sample points by 
means of a Taylor Series. The Taylor Series coefficients are computed by 
Subroutine TAYLOR and entered into the TERM array. 
1. Upon entry Subroutine ADJUST enters the Time points into the TEE 
array and the output sample points into the FCTN array (DO 150). 
2. If SIGMA is non-zero, each of the sample points in FCTN is multi­
ot 
plied by the e factor. (DO 153). 
3. Subroutine TAYLOR is called to enter the Taylor Series coefficients 
into the TERM array. 
4. If NTAY is non -zero, the Taylor Series coefficients are used to 
enter the first 5 output points into the FCTN array. If the series fails to 
converge at any one of the points (FNP(I) greater than 1000) the remaining 
points of the original 5 are not altered. 
5. Subroutine PRTPLT is called to print and plot the data points. 
Control then returns to the calling program. 
Subroutine TAYLOR uses the Transfer Function coefficients A(I) B(I) to 
obtain a Taylor Series. 
1, The Taylor Series is computed term by term and entered into the 
TERM and POW array. (DO 214). If any term becomes too large (greater 
than 10 60), the Taylor Series is halted and NTAY is reset to zero. 
2. Control returns to the caling program. 
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Subroutine PRTPLT prints and plots the points in the TEE and FCTN arrays. 
1. Upon entry Subroutine PRTPLT writes out the points in TEE and 
FCTN in three columns. If NPLOT, the number of points to be plotted from 
the total number computed (the plot density), is zero, control returns to the 
calling program. 
2. The maximum and minmum plot points are found (DIl, DLO). The 
points are plotted into the P array and printed out one at a time (DO 182) 
along with axis labelling for the TEE axis. Control then returns to the 
calling program. 
4.2.6 Rootfinding 
The Poles and Zeroes of the Transfer Function are evaluated by 
means of Subroutine ROOTS. This routine is called by the Main Program 
in response to 'reading an Output Request Card containing the word ROOTS. 
Subroutine ROOTS is essentially a modified version of the Svoboda 
Polynomial Rootfinder. In this algorithm, the complex plane is searched 
for zeroes using a five point test. As a root is detected, the search step 
size is repeatedly decreased to 1/16 of its previous value until the five 
points in the five point test do not yield significantly different results. 
Thus, the root is found to the maximum resolution available from the 
computer. The original polynomial is used for the final test while the 
reduced polynomial, having previously found roots divided out, is used for 
the coarse testing. This technique combines the ability to handle multiple 
roots while retaining the accuracy of the original unreduced polynomial. 
The scan is performed initially within the unit circle to obtain roots less 
than 1. 0. The polynomial is then inverted to cause roots which were 
greater than 1. 0 to fall within the unit circle. The five point test used by 
the algorithm is neither necessary nor sufficient to find all the roots of the 
polynomial, yet in practice, the algorithm has yielded remarkable results 
despite its non-rigorous mathematical foundation. The roots produced by 
this algorithm represent not only the root values themselves but also the 
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accuracy to which the roots were found, since every non-zero digit in the 
root is guaranteed correct within the accuracy of the computer. This 



















Figure 4 6 Flow of Control inSvoboda Algorithm 
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The flow of control among the various logical routines of the algorithm 
is depicted in Figure 4. 6. After obtaining the input data, the Scanning 
Routine systematically steps over the Unit Circle evaluating the reduced 
polynomial (i. e., one having previously found roots divided out) at five 
points on each step. When a criterion for the possible existence of a root 
at any step is fulfilled, a transfer is made to the Home -in-Routine. Math­
ematically, this criterion is neither necessary not sufficient for the existence 
of a root. The Home-in-Routine approximates the root as closely as possible 
and then transfers to the Root Examination Routine. Using the Round-off 
Routine, the Root Examination Routine either rejects the root or refines 
it (by means of the Home - rn-Routine again) and outputs it. Since refinement 
always uses the original unreduced polynomial, and since it proceeds by 
successive significant digits, every non-zero digit printed is guaranteed 
correct within the accuracy of the computing system. Control then passes 
back to the Scanning Routine which either continues scanning or stops 
because the required number of roots has been obtained. When a scan is 
completed, if the maximum number of scans has not yet been reached, the 
Inversion Routine gains control to "invert" the polynomial, before returning 
to the Scanning Routine which continues to scan. A detailed discussion of 
each element of the algorithm follows. 
1. The 'Scanning Routine 
The main routine in the Algorithm is the Scanning Routine which 
moves across the Umt Circle as shown in Figure 4. 7. The real and 
imaginary axes between the ranges (-1, 0), (1, 0) and (0, -1), (0, .) are 
divided into sixteenths. The Scanning Routine uses the Polynomial Evalua­
tion Routine to find five points at each step in the scan, the central point and 
four points one sixteenth above, below, to the left and to the right of the 
central point. A test is then performed to see if this point is near a root. 
The criteria for transferring to the Home -in-Routine to examine a possible 
root more closely are. 
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1. The value at the central point must be less than the value of any of 
the four surrounding points. 
2. The five points must not be equal in value. 
Note that the criteria are mathematically insufficient to determine the 
existence of a root. 
If these criteria are not met, the scan is incremented by one 
sixteenth and the scanning process is resumed. Scanning is performed 
from left to right and from bottom to top. 
1,0
 
Figure 4 7 The Five Point Scan 
When a scan has been completed, that is, when the point (1, 0) has been 
evaluated, a check is performed to see if the number of scans has exceeded 
an upper limit. If not, a transfer is made to the Inversion Routine (described 
below) which performs the inversion of the polynomial and then returns 
control to the Scanning Routine. 
The maximum number of scans allowable is twice the number of 
roots in the polynomial. Since at least one root must be obtained after 
each pass of both the "real" polynomial and the "inverted" polynomial 
(requiring a total of two scans), a number of scans no more than twice the 
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number of roots not yet found should be required for the algorithm to work 
properly. (Usually, considerably fewer scans are required because several 
roots may be found on one pass). If this number is exceeded, however, the 
routine stops automatically. 
The problem of evaluating the circumference of the Unit Circle 
twice (once on a "real" scan and once on an "inverted" scan) is solved by 
taking two precautions. Firstly, all points evaluated in a "real" scan must 
be within the Unit Circle, while an "inverted" scan is permitted to violate 
the boundary of the circumference slightly. This precaution alone, however, 
is not sufficient to avoid a duplication of roots which lie close to the boundary, 
therefore, in the Root Examination Routine a check is performed to see if 
the root under consideration has appeared previously in another scan. This 
second precaution prevents roots which have been found once by a "real" 
scan and once by an "inverted" scan from appearing twice. 
2. Polynomial Calculation 
The Polynomial Calculation Routine uses Horner t s Technique to 
evaluate the polynomial complex value from the coefficients. Basically, 
Horner' s Technique is the iterative evaluation of the expression 
Fi+I = (Fi+ a) • x i goes from i to n 
with F,= (0, 0) and Fn+l= F n+ an+l the final value, a, is the ith coeffi­
cient in the polynomial. 
n + a2xn-I +"
P(x)= ax +anx+a.n+ 
.
 
Thus the final value is cumulatively built up in F. Ifnecessary, the complex 




(R1I-_x) (R 2 -x) ...(Rm-x)
 
where m is the number of roots found previously. In order to avoid over­
flow, the absolute value of any of the factors (Ri -x)is not allowed to be 
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less than 10-60 . The final step is to obtain the residual (the complex 
absolute value) of F. 
H \F([Re(F)2 + [Im(F)]2 
The residual is computed for four or five points (the Home-in-Routine 
does not require the central point to be evaluated each time) on each entry 
to the Calculation Routine. It is these four or five values (H) which are 
used by the Scanning and Home-in-Routines as the polynomial values at the 
test points. 
3. Polynomial Inversion 




P(x) = ax +ax +--. + n +an+ 
by scanning the complex plane within the Unit Circle, at some point a new 
polynomial is formed from the original one by reversing the order of the 
coefficients. The roots of this new polynomial are the reciprocals of the 
roots of the original polynomial, thus effectively bringing inside the Unit 




P'(y) =an+l y +anY +'" +a 2y+a •
 
If P(r) = 0, it is easy to show that 
P(r) = I/rnp(r) = P' (1/r) 
Therefore, y = 1ir is a root of the new polynomial p' . 
Thus, in order to obtain all the roots of a polynomial, the program 
must deal effectively with two kinds of roots, "real" and "inverted, " and 
must obtain the reciprocal of "inverted" roots before writing them on the 
output. The polynomial Inversion routine, simply reverses the order of 
the coefficients, sets a program variable to point to either the "real" or 
"inverted" techniques, and returns control to the main program. 
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4. Home -ing In 
Once five'points have been obtained which fulfill the criterion for 
root examination, the homing-rn procedure subdivides the distance between 
the central point and one of the outside points into sixteenths and, using the 
central points as a starting value, employs the Polynomial Evaluation 
Routine to compute four new outside test points. These new four points 
and the central point are then examined for the one having the smallest 
residual which becomes the central point for a new five point test. If this 
new central point is the same as the previous central point, the scale is 
subdivided into sixteenths as before so that the five point test becomes 
progressively more refined. At each subdivision, a new level of significance 
is obtained (each significant digit being a Hexadecimal digit because the 
scale factor is 16). This process of "home-ing in" is continued until either 
1. The required number of digits of accuracy is reached or, 
2. The residuals of the five points do not differ by a significant amount. 
In case 2, the resolution of the computing method and system has 
been reached and the remaining significant digits, if any, are filled with 
zeroes. This represents a Stopping Criterion which is independent of any 
formula for round-off error, 11,12 but depends only on the previously 
mentioned resolution. 
Each time a new step is taken in the Home -in-Routine, three checks 
are made. Firstly, If the central point should happen to be the origin (0, 0), 
the scale is expanded (subdivided by sixteenths), this allows for roots which 
may range over large orders of magnitude. Secondly, if more than sixteen 
steps should be taken in one direction at the same level of significance the 
level of significance is dropped so that larger (coarser) steps may be taken. 
Finally, a check is performed to ensure that the routine does not stray too 
far out of the Unit Circle. This safeguards against the possibility that the 
original location presented to the Home-in-Routine was not in the vicinity 
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of a root, in which case it could easily wander outside the Unit Circle. If 
this condition should be detected, the Home-in is aborted and control is 
returned to the Scanning Routine. 
If either case 1 or case 2 occurs, the Home-in-Routine has reached 
a successful completion and transfers control to the Root Examination 
Routine. 
5. Root Examination Procedures 
The Root Examination Routine first checks to see if the root just 
found came from the original polynomial coefficients or from a reduced 
polynomial. If the polynomial was a reduced one, the value of the root can 
be regarded merely as an approximation. The Home -in-Routme is there ­
fore called again to repeat the latter part of the home-in procedure this 
time using the original polynomial and using the approximate root as a 
starting value. This technique ensures that every root is found from the 
original polynomial and that its accuracy does not depend on the accuracy 
with which previous roots were found. 
After the final root value is obtained, a second check is made, this 
time on its residual. If the residual is greater than a certain value, the 
root is considered unreliable and is discarded, If this should occur, control 
is transferred back to the Scanning Routine. The maximum value of the 
residual is chosen arbitrarily to be one half the value of an+l3 the constant 
coefficient in the polynomial. 
Having passed these tests, the root value is rounded-off in the 
Round-off Routine (which is not discussed here because it has no bearing 
on the actual rootfinding algorithm). If the root is "inverted" it' s reciprocal 
is found using floating point division, and this value, after being rounded -off 
again, becomes the root value. A third check is then performed on the root 
to see if it has been found on a previous pass. (This check was mentioned 
previously in connection with the Unit Circle Boundary). If both real and 
imaginary parts fall within one significant digit of a root found on the other 
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type of pass ("real!) it is rejected as a root but is nevertheless entered, 
in the same way as acceptable roots, in the list of roots used to form a 
reduced polynomial. (This prevents its being found again). If the root is 
not rejected, it is converted from its internal hexadecimal representation 
to decimal, rounded-off again, and is written on the output. 
A final check is made to see if the required number of roots has 
been obtained. If not, control is returned to the Scanning Routine, other ­
wise the algorithm terminates. 
Because the algorithm lacks a rigorous mathematical foundation, it 
cannot be guaranteed to find all the roots. However, every root detected 
is guaranteed accurate within the accuracy of the computing system, it is 
independent of the technique used to find the roots. 
4.2.7 The Automatic Scaler 
The Main program always calls the Automatic Scaler, Subroutine 
SCALER, before the Flowgraph is constructed. Subroutine SCALER 
examines the element values in the VPATH list and if the range of expo­
nents of Inductors and Capacitors is too large, the values are multiplied 
by 1 0 FACTOR where FACTOR is an integer which is determined so as to 
minimize the range of exponents. If no such FACTOR can be found, a 
warning is printed. 
Since the element values are modified after scaling, the ' S' symbol 
wich appears in the Transfer Function must be reinterpreted. For 
3 s)
example, if FACTOR is determined to be 3, a capacitor of value (10 
becomes 
(10 s x 10 ) = (s) 
thus the new s is 10-3 times the true s. Therefore, wherever ' s' appears 
in the Transfer Function 10 s must be substituted. Similarly, all the plots 
and roots obtained by operating on this scaled transfer function must be 
modified. 
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1. Upon entry to Subroutine SCALER, all elements containing s (i. e., 
inductors and capacitors) are checked (DO 1). The sum of their exponents 
is entered into D. At the same time, the sum of their exponents scaled by 
10-i is entered into DL and the sum of their exponents scaled by 10 is 
entered into DR. 
2. If D is less than 60 and FACTOR is 0, no scaling need be done so 
Subroutine SCALER returns. Otherwise, D, DL, and DR are compared to 
see whether FACTOR should be incremented or decremented for minimum 
D. If D is not already minium, FACTOR is adjusted and then control 
passes back to step 1 for another iteration. If D is already miniunum, 
FACTOR is checked to see if it is still 0. If it is, no scaling could be 
performed so a warning is printed and control returns to the calling 
program. 
B. If FACTOR is non-zero, all the inductors and capacitors are 
multiplied by 10 F A C T OR (DO 5). Control then returns to the calling 
program. 
4. 3 Modular Organization 
NASAP-70 has been designed in order to facilitate easy insertion of 
additional routines and removal of supplied routines. Each module is 
called from the main routine. In general, three modifications are required­
1. The insertion or deletion of a Fortran CALL statement which 
transfers to the routines to be inserted or deleted. 
2. The addition or removal of the routines themselves. 
3. Using the Dictionary of Variables, conflicts in variable names may 
be eliminated in the case of insertions, and Common blocks and variables 
no longer required may be removed in the case of deletions. 
If these steps are followed, users having a working knowledge of 
Fortran should have little difficulty adding new capabilities to their versions 
of NASAP-70. 
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4. 3. 1 Removal of Supplied Routines 
Under certain circumstances it may be desirable to remove some 
of the routines supplied with NASAP-70 (e. g., in order to run in less than 
32K words). For proper operation NASAP-70 requires only one of the 
circuit description analysis routines and the Transfer Function routines. 
Thus, the following modules may be removed: 












For instance, if the Sensitivities and Worst Case option is to be 
omitted, all the references to Subroutines SENSC, WORSTC, MULT, 
SENSIT, WORST, and POLSEN should be deleted, as well as those routines 
themselves. Finally, Common blocks POLY and WORSTi and references 
to their variables should be removed. 
4. 3.2 Addition of User Routines 
A user who is familiar with the operation of NASAP-70 may desire 
to add some of his own options to the supplied program, e. g., for further 
analysis of the Transfer Function. If any scanning of card images is to be 
performed, it is wise to become acquainted with the card scanning utilities 
ASCAN, BSCAN, CSCAN, SHIFT, NUMBER, etc. If bit manipulation is to 
be performed the utilities LOR, LOX, UNPAK, etc., are available. 
Finally, if operations are to be performed on the Transfer or Sensitivity 
Functions, the method of storage of these data in the t VN' arrays should 
be examined (4.2.3 and 4.2.4). 
If NASAP-7O is used with the Overlay structure, all user-written 
routines should be called by the main program only. This will eliminate 
troubles due to calling routines not in core. In general, workspace is 
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This may not be true at all times, however, so the user should 
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5.0 Computer Requirements 
NASAP-70 requires a computer with no less than a 32K word 
memory to run, using the Overlay Structure in Section 5. 3. For some 
computers having unusually large System Monitors the supplied program 
may be too large anyway. If this should be the case, some of the supplied 
options may have to be removed or restricted, e. g., the Sensitivity option 
could be reduced to handling fewer than 20 elements. This would decrease 
the size of Common block POLY. On computers with more than 32K words, 
the Overlay Structure may be neglected entirely. This would not only sin­
plify the loading procedure but also decrease running times. 
NASAP-70 needs no additional scratch units other than a card 
reader and line printer. 
5.1 Running a NASAP Problem from the Source Deck 
NASAP-70 is distributed as a Fortran source deck. The program 
must be compiled and loaded in order to run any problems on it. If no 
changes are to be made, tins process may be performed directly. In the 
case of a machine with a smaller memory, the user may wish to use the 
Overlay Structure described in Section 5. 3. When a user possesses a 
machine with a very limited memory, some modifications to the source 
deck may be necessary (e. g., Removal of some supplied routines, reduction 
of COMMON sizes). Guidelines for these changes are given in Section 4. 3. 2. 
If a user possesses a machine which has a Fortran compiler which 
uses "backwarding addressing t , (e. g., IBM 7094) he should ensure that 
all COMMON blocks are adjusted to the correct lengths as described in 
Section 5. 5. Further, care should be taken to correct any problems with 
the Fortran AND function (Section 5.4). 
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Having made any necessary changes in the source deck, the program 
may be compiled and loaded. If the machine on which the program is to be 
run, is not IBM 360 compatible, it is strongly suggested that the sample 
problems be run and verified with the solutions given before any large-size 
user problems are attempted. 
Here is the IBM/360 control card deck for running NASAP from the 
deck 13, 14source 
II NASAP JOB (Installation dependent data). 
/1 STEPI EXEC FORTHCLG, PARM. LKED= XREF, LIST, OVLY' 
-II FORT. SYSIN DD 
Fortran Source Decks go here. 
/*
 
/LKED. SYSIN DD 
INSERT MAIN 
OVERLAY ONE 
INSERT ASCAN, BSCAN, CSCAN, ISORT, MSG, NUMBER, SHIFT, SORT 
OVERLAY TWO 
INSERT NASAP, SENSIT, WORST 
OVERLAY TWO 
INSERT READ, UNITS 
OVERLAY TWO 
INSERT WHAT, PLOT 
OVERLAY ONE 
INSERT FINE, SCALER, POLSEN 
OVERLAY ONE 
INSERT EQUAL, LOR, LOX, LSTOP, UNPAK 
OVERLAY THREE 
INSERT CALC, INBIT, GRAPH 
OVERLAY THREE 
INSERT LOOPS, CLEAR, REDUCE 
OVERLAY ONE 




INSERT INPUT, SAMPLE, FLIP 
OVERLAY FOUR 
INSERT ADJUST, TAYLOR, PRTPLT 
OVERLAY FOUR 






I/GO. SYSIN DD* 
User Problem Data Decks go here.f4 
5.2 NASAP-70 Input Data 
The input data consists of three sections 
1. Title Cards (Optional) 
2. Circuit Description 
3. Sensitivity and Worst Case Section (Optional) 
4. Output Requests. 
1. Up to 10 Title Cards are allowed. They are printed in the output 
listing exactly as they are read. 
2. The Circuit Description section may be in one of three forms 
depending on the format of the first card 
a. NASAP 
b. TREE 
c. CIRCUIT (Operating Frequency) 
a. For compatibility with other versions of NASAP, this heading card 
will cause the program to accept the circuit description in the form described 
in the previous NASAP User' s Guide. This data format corresponds to the 
following conventions-
Each card contains one circuit element. The first letter describes the 
element and must be one of the following 











Each of these letters may be followed by up to 11 alphanumeric characters 
to bring the total number of characters in the element name to not more 
than 12. 
The card format is as follows. 
NAME ORIGIN TARGET VALUE UNITS (optional) DEPENDENCY (optional) 
NAME refers to the previously described element name. ORIGIN 
and TARGET refer to the origin and target node numbers of the element. 
VALUE is the element value in any format. UNITS is optional and must be 













If UNITS is not specified, MKS units are assumed. DEPENDENCY 
is also optional and represents the name of some other element appearing 
in the circuit description, preceded by the letter V or I to denote dependency 
on voltage or current. 
At least one blank must appear between each of the data fields on 
the card, otherwise the data is freefield. The last card in the circuit 
description must contain either the word OUTPUT or the word END. 
This form of circuit description relieves the user of the need to 
organize the tree. Instead, the program automatically builds a tree which 
results in minimum computation time. 
b. For a user-defined tree, a different input format is used. Following 
the TREE card are the circuit description cards. The last card in this 
section must be a card with the word END. The first I or 2 letters on 
each circuit description card must be one of the following: 
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E Independent Voltage Source 














DE Dependent Voltage Source
 
DJ Dependent Current Source
 
Each of these may be followed by up to 10 or 11 alphanumeric 
characters to bring the total to not more than 12. 
The data card format is as follows 
NAME (ORIGIN - TARGET) = VALUE UNITS (Optional) 
or 
NAME/DEPENDENCY (Optional) (ORIGIN - TARGET) = VALUE UNITS (Optional) 
NAME refers to the element name described above. DEPENDENCY is 
one of the letters V or I to denote voltage or current dependence, followed 
by the name of the controlling element. ORIGIN and TARGET are the 
origin and target node numbers. VALUE is the element value. The 















If the units are not specified, MKS units are assumed. All input 
cards are free-field. Blanks and/or commas may be used freely and are 
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ignored by the program. All other punctuation must appear exactly as 
shown. 
c. For a tree constructed for optimum accuracy at a specific frequency, 
the CIRCUIT card is used in conjunction with the operating frequency in cps 
enclosed in parentheses. The input data format is identical with that used 
after a TREE card except for the format of Capacitor, Resistor and Inductor 








If no operating frequency is specified, a default of 1 cps is supplied. 
3. SENSITIVITY INPUT REQUESTS 
SENSITIVITY FUNCTION-
To obtain the sensitivity of the transfer function to a particular 
circuit element, a sensitivity request card is required. These cards 
must immediately follow the ' END' or ' OUTPUT' cards terminating the 
circuit description. The format of the sensitivity request card is as follows-
SENSITIVITY = I ELEMENT NAME, 
or 
SENS 'ELEMENT NAME' 
where ' ELEMENT NAME' is the name of a circuit element. 
Sensitivity request for independent voltage and current sources are 
ignored. Also, a maximum of twenty valid sensitivity requests may be 
processed for each circuit. 
The sensitivity function (in terms of S) is printed in the same format 
as the transfer function. 
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WORST CASE ANALYSIS: 
A worst case analysis can be provided for circuits of twenty elements 
or less (not counting independent voltage or current sources). To obtain 
this analysis, a card must be provided immediately after the I END' or 
I OUTPUT' cards terminating the input description in the following format 
WORST 
To obtain a worst case analysis, the tolerance of each element must 
be known. These values may be provided by ' TOLERANCE' cards which 
have the following format 
TOL = ' ELEMENT NAME' 'VALUE' 
where ' ELEMENT NAME is the name of a circuit element, and ' VALUE' 
is the relative tolerance (AQ-) for this element. If no 'TOLERANCE' 
card is provided for an element, a default value of . 1 (10%) is assumed for 
the tolerance. 
As well as a function of S giving the square of the worst case 
tolerance, sensitivity functions for all the elements are also printed. 
Thus no ' SENSITIVITY' cards may be present when a I WORST' card 
follows the circuit description. 
4. The Output Requests section may contain 
a. Transfer Function requests 
b. Plot requests. (optional) 
c. Roots Requests. (optional). 
Any number of Transfer Function requests may appear and any 
number of Plot requests may be included following a single Transfer 
Function request Only one Roots request may appear after each Transfer 
Function request. The last card in the Output Requests section must be a 
card containing either the word END or the word EXECUTE. 
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a. 	 The Transfer Function requests have the following format 
TYPE NAME 1 / TYPE NAME 2 
where TYPE NAME is the name of an element which has appeared in the 
Circuit Description, preceded by the letter V or I to denote whether 
Voltage or Current is desired. TYPE NAME 2 must be an Independent 
Source. 
b. 	 The plot request is a single card of the following form: 
PLOT (Option = Value / Option = Value....) 
The following options are available 
1. TYPE = IMPULSE for impulse response 
STEP for a step function 
SINE for a sine wave input 
EXPONENTIAL for an exponential input 
PULSE for a pulse or pulse train 
FREQUENCY for a frequency response 
SENS for a sensitivity function plot 
WORST for a worst case function plot 
REAL for a transfer function plot with 
a as the independent variable 
2. 	 AMPLITUDE = a number 
represents the magnitude of any of the waveforms. 
3. 	 BIAS = a number 
may be used only with PULSE to obtain a train of positive and 
negative pulses. It is combined with AMPLITUDE. e. g., 
AMPLITUDE = 10 
BIAS = -2 
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gives 	 +8 F 
-2 
4. 	 CONSTANT = a number 
may be used only with EXPONENTIAL. It represents (a) in (Ieat). 
5. 	 FREQUENCY = a number (in Hz/s.) 
may be used only with SINE to specify the frequency of the sine wave. 
6. 	 DENSITY = a number 
to specify the number of calculated points per plotted point. 
7. 	 TIME = a number (in Secs.) 
should always appear with a time response. It specifies the 
duration of the plot. 
8. 	 WIDTH = a number (in Secs.) 
may be used only with PULSE to specify the duration of a pulse. 
9. 	 CYCLE = a number (in Secs.) 
may be used only with PULSE to specify the time of I cycle. 
e.g., WIDTH 10 
CYCLE = 15 
gives: 
It 
10 15 25 
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10. 	 STEP = a number (in Secs.) 
specifies the time between individual calculated points. It may be 
used with any TYPE option. 
11. 	 FROM = a number, TO = a number 
specifies the beginning and ending points of a frequency response 
(= w/2iT), sensitivity, worst case or real plot. (= a). 
12. 	 ELEMENT = an element name for which a sensitivity function has 
been requested may be used only with SENS to identify the sensitivity 
function to be plotted. 
Only the first 2 letters of each word are used, therefore, AM may be used 
as an abbreviation for AMPLITUDE, IM for IMPULSE, etc. 
Since continuation cards are not allowed, all the options for any one 
plot request must appear on one card. Not all the options are required 
since defaults are provided, e. g. : 
PLOT(TIME = 1) produces an IMPULSE response of 100 steps and of 
duration I sec. 
Defaults 
TYPE = IMPULSE 
TIME = 1 sec. 
STEP = . 01 
AMPLITUDE = 1 
DENSITY = 1 
CONST = 1 
FREQ = 1 
The options may appear in any order on the Plot card. Inconsistent requests 





c. To obtain the roots of the numerator and denominator of the Transfer 
Function, a card with the word ROOTS must appear after the Transfer 
Function request. 
The sensitivity of the poles of the transfer function may be obtained 
by adding the word I POLESt to a I ROOTS' card 
ROOTS, POLES
 
The sensitivity of the Poles are produced for all elements for which 
a sensitivity request had been issued (or all elements if a IWORST' card 
was included). 
Several complete problems may run at one time. To terminate the 
execution of NASAP, a card containing the word STOP is used. 
NASAP-70 can handle. 
Up to 50 elements 
Up to 50 circuit nodes 
Up to 20 sensitivity requests 
The circuit nodes should be numbered consecutively starting with 1 
for best efficiency. This is not required, however. When more than 30 
circuit elements are to be analyzed, the time required for the computation 
in Subroutine LOOPS begins to increase sharply. This effect is due to the 
presence of more than 2 words per block in Common Block BITS. 
5.3 Overlay Organization 
The recommended Overlay Structure is shown in Figure 5. 1. This 
is not required for running NASAP but when included, it decreases the 
overall program size. However, the Overlay Structure is required to 
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5.4 The Fortran AND and OR Functions 
NASAP-70 requires the ability to perform a full word AND and OR 
on fixed point word variables in Fortran. This has been accomplished on 
the IBM 360 by means of the Fortran Logical .AND. and . OR. functions. 
The fixed point variables are given Logical type aliases and the AND or OR 
is performed on these logical type names. For example 
LOGICAL A, B1 C
 





C =A. AND. B 
would yield a value of 4 in K. On many other compilers a Logical type 
. AND. and . OR. does not operate on all the bits in the word. If NASAP-70 
is compiled on such a system it will give incorrect results. 
On systems which do not have the full word Logical . AND. and . OR., 
often another function is available for the same task. If no such facility is 
provided, the user must write his own AND and OR functions in Assembler 
Language. In either case statements of the type 
C =A. AND. B 
must be replaced by statements of the type 
K = LAND (I, J) 







These are the only routines which are affected by the logical type AND. 
and. OR. but the user must ensure that these changes have been made 
before he attempts to run any NASAP-70 problems on a machine which is 
not IBM 360 compatible. 
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5.5 Compatibility Among Various Computers 
Apart from the Fortran Logical type. AND, and . OR. functions 
described in the previous section, there are other facts about the IBM 360 
Fortran compilers which could be a source of trouble on other computers. 
The origins of Common Blocks on the IBM 360 are computed from 
the first variable in the block. On some compilers, however, the origin 
is computed from the last variable in the block, (e. g., IBM 7094). This 
allows occurrences of Common Blocks with the same name to have different 
lengths on the IBM 360. On compilers which compute the origin from the 
last variable (i. e., "backward addressing") all the occurrences of the 
same Common Block must be adjusted to the same length (with dummy 
variables if necessary) before compilation. 
The test of the index in a DO loop is performed at the bottom of the 
DO. Thus in the following group of statements, the DO is executed once. 
N1 = 3 
N2 =2 
DO 1 I = NI, N2 
Further, in the case of the abnormal termination of a DO loop, the index 
variable retains its most recent value. NASAP has been programmed to 
avoid these problems with DO statements but they are mentioned here 
nevertheless to illustrate the way in which the IBM Fortran compilers 
handle special DO conditions. 
Finally, a zero value for the index of a Fortran Computed GO TO 
is not treated as an error. Instead, execution proceeds with the statement 
following the GO TO. For example 
N=0
 




1 N= I-N 
5-14 
2 N=N+7 
would yield N = 6. 
NASAP-70 is designed for IBM 360 compatible computers therefore 
some modification will be required if it is to be run on computers which 




A. I. PROGRAM LISTING 
BLOCK DATA UCLA 10
 
-C H.F.OKRENT U'CI LA. 19A7 UCLA 20 
I MNTEGGGG(0,NEST (D UCLA 30 
CeMNONV-FPLY/VN101(,20VNoJIoflT7)VN1Q(1o1,2ol,SMii-0j7 o5Y7 UCLA 40S­
*SMINOI(So),SMAXOO(20),SM!NOO(t0),SMAXIOC2),SMINIO(20) 60___v~,2 
COM'ND 4T-/(32) UCLA 70
 
CUMMON/SPEED/EMOD (2048) UCLA 80
 
CogmmOmn//B 10) ________ ______ UCLA 100 










____ UCLA 200 
DIMENSION VN(101;2) _ _ __ UCLA 220 
DIMEMSIeN SFIN2),-SNT2T--R) -- -- C 
C 240-UCLA 
COMMAN/GAG/GAG (ao) ,NSENSENS (SQ; UCLA 260 
___CeMMeN/TREE/I TREE UCLA 280 
TWZ-FMoN/f7TAi7TTG-
CeMMON/A/A (80) ___ 300__________UCLA 
_________APXma(2s' UCLA 320COMMNEERRR ACTERFR -- ---- ucLA-3Z 
COMMBN/SPED/Vclboo),LsC 1000)NLOOP UCLA 340 








___ UCLA 380 
DIMENhSION DEP(50,1SbpMPATRC300,2) UCLA 400 
---DM~/Pff[-7PffLY(btU i, XG20, 00Ta----- UCLA 4=b1)ai0sT0 
ECUIVALENCE (VNSENC±,1,i),BITSC1))s(SMAX1(1),BITS(40 4j1), UCLA 420
 




rQUrfVALENt~CTYEOVTTr - UCLLA 4b0 
7 N ______________________ UCLA 460 
- - TTRtETOW UrLX1-35 
NNflDES-0 ____ _________ UCLA 470 
S-NPATjnt______ UCLA 490 
A-1ecsu 
AG -UCLA 510 
MSEN=O UCLA 520 
NWORST=O UCLA 530 
DO 987 IIslo5O UCLA 540 
987 SENScII).o UCLA 550 
C - SKIP A PAGE UCLA 560 
WRIT-f(6;202). . .. UCLA 570 
202 FORMAT(P1****NASAP****I//I NETWORK ANALYSjs AND SYSTEMS APPLICAUCLA 580 
- iTION PROGRAM'//' THIS VERSION WAS DEVELOPED AT UCLA ENGR. bEPT.//UCLA 590 
2/) UCLA 600 
1 READ(5u1oo)A .. UCLA 610 
-Al NEPNE+I UCLA 620 
WRITF(6,200)A -... ... . ... ... ..- UCLA 630 
100 FQRMAT(80AI) ........ ... UCLA 640 
200 FORMAT(1xjSOAI. UCLA 650 
CALL SHIFT(A) UCLA 660 
- IF(CA(1),NE.AN).-.R.((2)JfE;AK);bR,(A(3).NE.Af.OR,(A(4),NE.AA)) UCLA-670 
--IG TO 2 UCLA 680 
NErO UCLA 690 
CALL NASAP .... .. UCLA 700 
al :F 3 UCLA 710 
a IF(CA(1b)NET)OR.(A(2),NER)oR,(A3)NE.E),BR.CA(4)NEE))GO TO UCLA 720 
14 UCLA 730 
NE-- -UCLA 740 
CALL READ UCLA 750 
GO To 3 UCLA 760 




ITREEi- UCLA 800 
..... READ UC M-- OUC-

IF(ERR.EQ.Q)CALL FINE UCLA 820 
GO T5 3 U..C.a. 
5 IF((A(l),EQAS),AND.(A(2).EQ.T))*AdA3hEO .AND(A(4)EQP))STUCLA 840 
15-P I _ -- -.... 8c5o 
C PRINT A WARNING AFTER EVERY 10 HEADING CARDS UCLA 860 
- -r- -
- J-UtLT-97b­
8 WRITE(6,201) UCLA 880 
-261- -"RfATUloXp ?*Tr-MRE THAWTO -TTTLE--CARS frs-r ALIBWED-;CFECK-TO UCLA-80 
ISEE IF HEADING CARD WAS OMITTED.) UCLA 900 
NEsO .... OCLT-910 
GO TO I UCLA 920 
- IFERR.EQ,O)Qe TO 6 CA 30 
9 WRITE(6$204) UCLA 940 
264 '-FTfRATT77Thx, '*-***-* FRUbLEWTEUSHEO -DUE TO r- tESsnvfEiRf-S' )--- TruC 950 
e TO 7 UCLA 960 
203 FORMAT(IELEMENT NUMBER ELEMENT NAME DEPENDENCY (IF ANY) ORIUCLA 980 
1u4N LODE I1ARSaE NODE. VWUE - l9 EswOcsu 
•/1X i23(-1)/} UCLA000
 
WRI-TEV( ,RT)1 UTCAROTIT rwE-en iVj i-f GMT)-TAR3CLA 101 a,-D-.i,. 7Z1T8Gr 
1ET(1);VPATNC1)TYPE(I),GENER(I), I INE) UCLA1O2O 
a1l FORMA Tix, JuGfT 6 l~J A - 2 17T1PE-6ThB Xif0XT 4T CEAIV3A 
CALL CALC UCLA1040 
___ X(ERR.EO.1)GO TO 9 ______ UCLA1050 
- 7f:C LSALFR UCLA106O6 
IF(FACTOR.NE.0)NRITE(6,409)FACTOR UCLA1o70
 
119 10 TO TIIE',14i' M___POWER TIMES THE PROGRAM DEFINED S.') CAIM9 
IF -(TAG.E0.rr-m'rff301 
- -UEA lOO 
REAO,5,1001A UCLAl1lO 
TP( CA(Ih.NE.ASh8R. (A(2).NE.E).OR.(A(3).NE,AN).OR. cA(4).NE,AS)) UCLA113O 
CALL SENSIT _____________________UCLMI15O 
390 IF((A(1).EO.W).ANO.(A(2).EQ.b).AND.(ACS).EQ.R,.AND.(A(4),E.AS)) UCLA17YO
 
300 CALL GRAPH _____ _____ UCLA1190 












NTIMES=(( (2*NE).1L/30)+j UCLA1290 
_______________ 230­____ULAI 
ERRtO ____________ ___ ______UCLA 1310 
- GO TO 10 UCLAI32O 
-17 INPan U~m 
- ERRsO-0________________ 
__ UCLAI34O 
-4 -REAb"hTOQ100 A' 7VCflW5 
10 WRITE(6.2o5)A _________ __UCLA1360 
-205-FR 
 T rl-r7Soxrrn- -UCtfl37 
19 IF(TAG.EQ.0)CALL SHIFT(A) UCLAt380 
TAG -0 UL1S 
IF(UA(1hE.E-)AND.(A(2).EQ.AN).ANO.(A(3).EO.DW)GO TO 7 __ UCLAI390 
IFU(A(1).EO.C).AND.(AC2).EQ.Al).AND.(A(3).EO.R).AND.(A(4).EQ.CHI UCL-AI1I
 
--fuf-TT12- UI -- -
IF(CA(i).EO.T).AND.(A(2).EQ. R).AND.(A(3).EQ.E).AND.CA(4).EO.E)) UCLAt430
 






Ir(TNP.EQO)GO TO 13___________ UCLAI49O 





CALL PLOT ___________ UCL.A1520 
A-S 
0 
ERR.0 	 UCLAi -O 
IF ((A(1).EQ.R).AND.(A(2_3EQ.Ob ANDdA3).EO.6).AND. (A(4).EQ.T).ANDUCLA155O 
1.(ERR.EQ.O))CALL ROOTS UCLA1560 
CALL SHIFT(A) UCL.AI58Z 
-- IF A(I.t_-PTAb__(_ _.Q.A0-b.(A-(3) -ED. A[y.xWt;j-A (TEG-E) UCCA1580 
*,AND,(ERR.EQOO))CALL POLSEN UCLA1590 
IF((A(1)oNE.W).OR.CAW2)NE.)OR. A(3)NER RAC)NE.AS- UCLA161O­
*GO TO 610 . . . . . . CA620_
WRITE(6,302) UCLA1630 
302 FORMAT(/IoXif**** SENSITIVITY OR WORST CASE REQUESTS MUST IMMEDIATUCLA164O 
FUc IE CTRcUTThE-r Ut;A j-650­-E-rr CR1-T -ON;-- ;REQUESTI G6feR DFT) 
Go T 14 .. UCLM660 
610 IN(CA(1),NEAS).OR,(A(?)oNE.EOR.A(3Nq-EN,,R(A(4)NEASf} UCLA17b 
*GO TO 611 	 UCLA1680
 
-- WRITE(6i302)--- -0ci9 
e8 TO 14 UCLA1700 
_6i17FI(( A(I ) h~ -AT)- -GOTO -----OR NcES);.R-(A(315NEAL)) 14 UCLA1 71b 
WRITE(6,312) __ _UCLA1720 
312 FORMAT(/1oXu1*** T5LERANCE CAROTTIUST MEDIATELY FOLLOW TH-WRtELA173-30
 
'T CASE CARD--CARD IGNBRED.') UCLA1740O
 









GO TO 11 UCLA1800 
115 UCLA1820 
WTET6 o206) uCL l3W 
206 FORMAT(/IoXj'**** PLOT, ROOT AND POLE SENSITIVITY REQUESTS MUST FBUCLA184O 
*LLOW [HEIR LURRESPNUIN rTPUT REQUESTS./XIREgUT-IGNNED)LCTj85 
GO TO 14 UCLA1860 
Tg~p(A().N.R).R.((2)NE.).OR~rmE~h.ew;K~cNE,))GTO U7LAi87U 
*303 UCLA1880 
WRTT Er6-T - - UCF-" 97 
GO TO 14 UCLA1900 
303T IF( (A(1I).NL-kr)R(A (2)-NE.U). DR. (A (J) INLAL).6R,(A (If)NE.h) PCwt91U 
*GO TO 393 UCLA1920
 
W- TYFRtTE;2-Ob) ---- 930-
VC 
GO TO 14 UCLAi4O 
-393-IF-I(tKC11NE - ZJ. 0R.iI A (e) NL fr.LUR. A (). NETAN-ORIATTi~NEjSYF-=ATS 




Go TO 14_ UCLA1980
 
_307F*	IICAC1L.NLv1UR.-(A(e)-NL.*O)*R-(A (3)N.NL G[T Itt 315A95 
WRITE(6,312) UCLA2000 
08 TO 14 UCLXqUIW
3i5 IF((A(1).NEW).OR.(A(2).NE.O).OR(A(3),NE.R),OR.(A(),NEAS)) UCLA2020
 


































88 S-I i(!)=0 UCLA2200
 
NS"AX="AYO(SMA>(t),SMAX(2)) UCLA2220 
CALL A'SFEP(VNNSMXNSIN,0) dCLA2230 
IF( sEI.EO.C)GO 1* UCLA2240 
CALL SF4r UCLA2250 
DC?1I=s.4040 UCLA226O 
21 PPLY,I)=PITS(1) UCLA2270 
De?21=1,zo UCLA2280 
SWAXOO(1)= MAX1I(1 UCLA2290 
22 SItC(T)=1S3heIt ) UCLA2300 
I- o~,~TsTr .0)oT 14 UCLA231O 
CALL it'QSTC UCLA2320 
CALL MER(VJMA 2,SMIN2,-1, UCLA2330 
GO T 14 UCLA2340 
rKj UCLA2350 
SlJ2PfUTTIE ASCA'(% I,J) UCLA2360 
C F.F.FW ENT UC.L.A. 1967 UCLA2370 
RFAL LVFT,MINUS UCLA2380 
COM"'flN/3ATA/A"')C(7),SLASHLEFTBM~e (),BLANKPLUSMINUSRIGHTEOU UCLA239O 
COv *NI/A/k(;0) UCLA2400 
UCLA241O 







IF(A(Y).E'. LA'"V)R7TUR UCLA2490 
RrTU$N CLA2500 
rN') UCLA2510 
Stfr-?IJTtNE SC0(9.J,J) UCLA2520 
C09',fr/A/A( OQ) UCLA2530 
C W.F.KPCNT J.C.L.A. 1967 UCLA254O 
Cf 1 f /3ATA/CATAw5D(7),AVFMOD(3),JP,;MOD(P),BLANKCMpD(4), UCLA2550 

































IF(A(K) .EQ.AV)?ETUP UCLA2660 
IF(A(K).EQ.AI)-ETUqN 'JCLA2670 








































FUNCTION- ISORTICAl' UCLA285O 







































FeRAT(u^X,**** CHARACTERI,13,1 WAS EXPECTED T8 BE A 1,A2,1. CARDUCLA3010
 











H,F.5KPENT U.C.L.A. 1967 UCLA3060
 


































200 FORMAT(10XY, '**** VALUE CANNOT BE COMPLETELY DETERMINED DUEUCLA3220
 




1 I= UCLA3260 
C CHEC< F9R OR sIGNS UCLA3270 
IF(A(I).EQ.MINUS)TAG=1 - UCLA3280 
C 
IF(( (I.EO.MINU ).eR.(A(1).EQPLUS))II+1
SCAN FOR +, -, E, , BLANK 
UCLA3290 
UCLA3300 
CALL CSCAN(B,I,J) UCLA3310 
C 
IF(j!.GT.N2)J=N? 
IF(J.LT.I)G T9 2 
INSERT NUMPERS 
. 






IF(FLAG.EQ.1)IGO T8 4 UCLA3370 
3 CONTINUE .. .. UCLA338D 
C CHECK FOR TlhE END OF THE NUMBER FIELD UCLA3390 
2 IF(J,GE,N2)G Te S UCLA3400 
C HANDLE NUMBERS LESS THAN 1,0 UCLA341O 
IF(FNE.PNT)G8 TO 6 UCLA3420 
I=J+? 'CLA3430 
CALL CSCAN(B,TJ) UCLA3440 
IF(J,GT.N2)J=N2 UCLA3450 
IF(J.LT.I)GO T,9 S UCLA3460 
DO 7:I;J UCLA3470 
VPATH("E)=VPATH(vE)+(SORT(A(K))*(10.**(IK-1))) UCLA3480 
IF(FLAO.EO.1)GO TB I JCLA3490 
7 C ,JTINUE UCLA3500 
8 IF(j,GE.N2)G TP 5 UCLA3S10 
6 IF(E.EO.E)J=J+1 IJCLA3S2O 






CALL C!AN(I,1) UCLA3580 
IF(K.GT.,,\)K=N? UCLA3590 
IF(k-I.LE.1)$ T9 ' UCLA3600 
WRITE(6,01) UCLA3610 
2o1 PORMT(1X,'f*** EXPONENTS WITH MORE THAN 2 DiGITS ARE NOT ALL0WEDUCLA3620 





IF(rLA(.E.I)G9 TO 4 UCLA3660
 
A-? 






IF(FIAG.E(,.)C T9 4 UCLA3700
 
' 
















DV' NSq'\ A(8C) UCLA3780
 

























































C)M N/CIFCIT/ARD(O 12)TYPE(sO) GENER(5O) PIG'(5O),TAPGFT(90)UCLA4010
 









































I TFIA(1),erE)GI TO 17 UCLA4200 








3 CANTINUE UCLA4270 
I=J+ UCLA4280 
4 CALL ASCAtI(PIJ) UCLA4290 
!F(j.NEoy-I)GP Te 5 UCLA4300 
IJ*-2 UCLA431 0 
IF(I,GT.7 2 )G TO 6 UCLA432O 
G TO 4 UCLA4330 
5 RIGh(NE)FISORT(A(J)) UCLA434O 
IFIFLAG.EQ.1)GO TO 6 UCLA4350 
TF(J.NE.I)ORIGIN(NE)=eRIGIN(NE)(ISORT(A(1))*jO) UCLA4360 
TF(FLAG.EQ.1)6 TS 6 UCLA4370 
IPJ+; UCLA4380 
8 CALL ASCAN(83AI.J) UCLA4390 
IF(J.NE.I-I)GO T9 7 UCLA4400 
I.J+2 UCLA44iO 
1F(IGT.7P)GO TP 6 UCLA4420 
so TO R UCLA4430 
7 TARGFT(NE)sISORT(A(J)) UCLA444O 
IF(FLAG.E0.i)Ge Ta 6 UCLA4450 
IF(J,NEI)TARGET(NE)=TARGET(NE)+(ISSRT(A(l)).)O UCLA4460 
IP(FLAGEQI)GS tO 6 UCLA4470 
1*J40 UCLA4480 
10 CALL BSCAN(5 I1J) UCLA449O 
IFcj.NF1I)GO TO q VCLA4500 
IF(I.GT.72)G0 TO 6 UCLA4510 
I=4+0 UCLA4520 
GO To 10 UCLA4530 
9 K=72 UCLA454O 
CALL NUMBER(IJ) UCLA4550 






ii IaJ+; UCLA4620 
IF((B.E0.AV),OR.B.E0.AI))G8 T 16 UCLA4630 
IF(I.GT.72)G TO le UCLA4640 
13 CALL BCAN{(BiJ) UCLA4650 
GO 70 14 UCLA4660 
16 CALL ASCAN(B,IK) UCLA4670 
I=K+2 UCLA4680 
IF(B.EO.BLANK)Ge T9 12 UCLA4690 
IF(I.GT.72)GO TO 18 
60 TO 16 
UCLA4700 
UCLA4710 





15 CONTINUE UCLA4760 
GENEk(NE)=O UCLA4770 
TYPE(NE)=o VCLA4780 
IF((rARD(NEf;I). O. %I).OR.(CARD(NEI).Er.AI))GENER(NE)sI UCLA4790 
IF(CARD(NEI).EQ.A )TYPE(NE)xI UCLA4800 
NNDES= AxO(NNBDE, TARGET(NE),ORIGIN(NE)) UCLA4810 
INODF=MINO( INSDr.'ARGET(NE),ORIGIN(NE)) VCLA4820 
sO TO 18 UCLA4830 
17 De32I=INODENNeD : r - LUCLA4840 










D02OI=INeDEPM, rS UCLA4920 
20 J=MAXO(JsN(!)) UCLA4930 
28 DP211=INODEN? CS UCLA4940 
TF(J.EO.N(I))C T-3 22 UCLA4950 






IF (GEMER(J)*TYPE(J).EQ.O)GO TO 23 UCLA5000 
KxORIGIN(J)- UCLASOO 
L=TARGET(J) UCLA5020 











-23 CONTTNUE .UCLAS090 
IF(M.Eq,1)G8 TO 22 UCLA5100 
De26J=INE UCLA5110 
TF(GcNER(J)+TYPE(J).NEO)GO TO 26 UCLA5120 
K=ORIGIN(J) UCLAS130 
L=TARGET(J)
IF(K.NE.I)Ge T9 27 
UCLA5140 
UCLA5150 
IF(N(L).LE.0)G5 TO 27 UCLAS160 
N(L)=-P'(L) UCLA5170 
GO Tc 34 UCLA5180 
27 IF(L.NE.I)GO TO 26 UCLASi9O 
TFCN(K).LEO)G TO 26 UCLA5200 

























rF( (K)-(L).CT.O)5& TO 31 UCLAS280
 













31 CoT'rdJE UCLA5350 
26 CPJTI'U UCLA5360 
3r, J= UCLA5370 
rqr9 I=I rNMODES UCLAS380 
20 J='IkC(JN(1) UCLA5390 
IF(J.E.O).'! T3 30 UCLA5400 
Tn
TF(J.LT' IOOO)9 28 UCLA6410 























S. CRAN'I U.C.L.A. 1969 UCLAS530
 












*TAtRGrT(50),l"PLT 	 OCUTPUT,\E, SMAXSMIN UCLA5600
 
r'M 1pP/DATA/At 3r(4),E,BMID(6),ASCM)D(3),ANDMD,BLANKEeD(3) EQUUCLA5610
 
C' -N/3AO/TAG(20) ,NSE\,SENS(50) 
CCT,4 t/'3ITS/LJTS( 3OOO)r)EP( O,13)NNODE',INDE 
UCLA5620 
UCLA5630 
"ATp LIVIT/2O/ JCLA5640 
I'ITIALIZE UCLA5650 
NEI= UCLA5660 
dPITr (A#1C6)A UCLA5670 
136 P>2 ",T('l ' 
-n T' 1 
OAI) UCLA5680 
UCLAS690 
IF "-XT CA) I kfT SENSITIVITY CARD, RETURN UCLA5700 
? Pr (CI)C)A UCLA5710 
10, ri'h T( jAI) UCLAq720 
CALL SIFT(') I (((1)\r.S).R.((#).E.E .eR (A( }.N .A%) R.A(4 .N AS) ICLA5730UCLA5740 
w ET'"'\ UCLA5750 
UCLA5760 
70C rr'" T(' ,CfLj) .JCLA5770 
Sr ,r r E'IALS 'q]f AFTEP SEN' UCLA5780 
A-II
 
I 	CALL ASCAN(BI,J) UCLAS790
 




102 FORMAT (/10X,'**** EQUALS SIGN NOT FOUND-.REQOEST IGNORED.f) UCLAs820
 
GO TO 2 UCLAS830
 






DP 4 I=-1NE UCLAS870
 








C cHECK r5R INVALID ELEMENT (INDEPENDENT SOURCE) UCLAS920
 
IF(GENEq(I).EO.OlG5 TO 9 UCLA5930
 




105 FORMAT(/10X,'**** INVALID ELEMENT TYPE--REQUEST IGNORED.' UCLAS960
 
GO TO 2 UCLA5970
 













GO TO 2 UCLA60O4
 
C CHECK FOR DUPLICATE REQUESTS UCLA6O50
 
10 IF(SENS(ID.EQ.O)GO TO 11 UCLA606O 
WRITE(6,104) UCLA6O70 


















103 FORMAT (/1OXf**** SENSITIVITY REQUEST FOR UNKNOWN ELEMENT..RF-ESUCLA6170
 
*T IGkORED. t) UCLA618
 








C S. GRANDI U.C,L.A; --" 1969 	 UCLA6230
 























































INSERT SENSITIVITY TAGS FOR ALL VALID ELEMENTS UCLA6420
 
De I I=INE UCLA643O
 
IF(GENER(l).EO.O)GT TO 2 UCLA6440
 
IF(DEP(Il).NE.BLA\K)G9 TO 2 UCLA6450
 












GO TO 11 UCLA6520
 












GO TU 10 UCLA6590
 
SET ALL TOLERANCES TO .1 DEFAULT UCLA6600
 












IF CARD NOT TOLERANCE, RETURN UCLA6670
 




113 FORMAT(' 1S0Al) UCLA6700
 
IF(NFLAG.EG.I)GO TO 10 UCLA6710
 










102 FRMAT(/iOXI**** ERROR IN TOLERANCE CARD--IGNORED) UCLA6770
 








IF(J.E.K-1)GO TO 7 UCLA6820
 
IF(B.NF.EQU)GO TO 7 UCLA6 830
 








DO 8 I=1,NEI UCLA6870
 




1F(CARD(I,II).NE.A(III))G6 TO 8 UCLA6900 
9 CFNTINUE UCLA6910 

















GO TO 7 UCLA7O1O 
C WFITE TOLERANCE TABLE UCLA7O20 
12 IF( FLAG.EG.1)RETURN UCLA7030 
WRITE:(6,120) UCLA70O
 
120 FORMAT(//' ELEMENT NAMEI,1OXITOLERANCEt/) UCLA7O50
 
DO 13 I=I,NE UCLA7060
 





13 CONTINUE UCLA7100 
RETURN UCLA7110 
END UCLA7120 















INTEGER TYPE,GENER UCLA7180 



















































Ir(5.E .SLA'K)Ge TS 2 'JCLA7440
 




"PITIE (A,2?4)F .: UCLA7470
 
224 rOR.AT(JOXt** rECLUENCY ASSUMED TO BE 'IE16.8) UCLA7480
 










Gt Te 1 UCLA7540O
 
52 IF(b.NF. TI lT)CALL tSG(RIGHTJ.I) IJCLA75SO
 
1'E= I UCLA7560 
CALL NUMtfFR(IJ) UCLA7570 
FRF=VPATH('E) UCLA7580 
2 Nr=, UCLA7590 
C UCLA7600 
C 3EG1N CIRCUIT DATA ANALYSIS UCLA761O 
11 RrAD5,1ClMA UCLA7620 
4PITE(4,200)A UCLA7630 
1o0 FPQIATC033AI I UCLA7640 
200 FeR, AX,8OA1) UCLA7650 
CALL SPIFT(A) UCLA7660 
TF(A(1).NE.BLA\K)Gn TO 44 UCLA7670 
WPITE(C,218) UCLA7680 
21S FPR'AT(I0X)'**.% 3LANK CARD IS IGNORED-') UCLA7690 
GP T 11 UCLA7700 
C IF 'END OF PATA, IS ENCOUNTERED, END ANALYSIS UCLA7710 
44 IF((/(1).E^.E).A."D.(A(2).Er.AN),AD.(A(3),E0.D))RETURN UCLA7720 
IF((A(li2.MEP) . R.(A(2).NE.AL))G8 TO 50 UCLA7730 
'JrITE(A,?l7) UCLA7740 
217 FARIAT(GX,'**.* PLOT CARD IGNORED.') UCLA7750 
GG T9 tl UCLA7760 
50 IF(MF.LE.40)GM TO 53 UCLA7770 
WPITE(Q221) UCLA7780
 
221 FjIRAT(IOX,'N*** MIRE THAN 50 ELEMENTS NOT ALCeWED. ONLY THE FIRSTUCLA779O
 














C C:J< FI~QT LETTER FOR ELMENT TYPE UCLA7870
 




P((A( 1).CQ.AV) .RA(1).EQ.AI ))GO TO 6 UCLA7900 
A-15 




220 FO'RhAT(IoY,**** ELEMENT TYPE (FIRST CHARACTER) CANNOT BE IDENTIFIUCLA7930
 








203 FeRMAT(IoX,l***M ELEMENT TYPE CANNOT BE IDENTIFIED. "'END OF DATAtUCLA7980
 










223 FORMAT(1CXI**** PLOT REQUESTS MUST FOLLOW THE CORRESPONDING OUTPUUCLA8O4O
 
















IF(A(2).FQ.E)G9 TO 8 

IF(T;EF.EO.I)G TO 7 





204 FORMAT(lcxI**** ELEMENT TYPE CANNOT BE 

















































205 7ORMAT(oX,'*** ELEMENT NAME 41TH MBRE THAN T1 CHARACTERS HAS BEEUCLASO40
 
IN TRUNCATED TO 1,1A1) UCIAB2BO
 
IF(A 1).EQ.D)GO T9 9 UCLA8260
 








IF(B.E0.SLASH)G5 TO 10 UCLA8310
 























































































FoRMAT(IOX,'**** DUPLICATE NAME ENCOUNTERED. PROGRAM ASSIGNS THE NUCLAS550
 
IAME T,12AI/1OX,' .. WARNING--RESULTS ARE UNRELIABLE.tf 





IF(AtI).NE.D)GO TO 20 

IF(DEP(NE+lI,).Q3.PNT)GO TO 20 













GO TO it 









































FORMAT(1oX,'**** DEPENDENCY TYPE (FIRST LETTER OF DEPENDENCY NAME)UCLA8720
 

























FORmAT(tOX **** M9RE THAN 99 NODES NOT ALLOWED. CARD IGNORED') 





















IF(OPIGIN(NE+I).NE.0)GO TO 46 




































































































FpRMAT(1OX,'**** NODE 0 NOT ALLOWED. 99 SUBSTITUTED.I/IOXt**** WAUCLAS980
 
UCLA8990












GO TO 11 
 UCLA9O4O

































GO T0 It 

UCLA9I70















FORMAT(10X,'*.l* ,eH FOLLOWING RIGHT PARENTHESIS IS MISSING BUT UCLA9230
 UCLA9240
IHAS BEEN INSERTED BY PROGRAM.') 


























)GO TO 33 	 UCLA9360
IF((BEOBLANK).R.(B.EO.AI).OR.(B*EQOC 
 UCLA9370






Se TO 83 
 UCLA9410



























30 TO 33 UCLA9530
 







le TO 33 











'0 T0 33 UCLA9630
 












SUBRSOUTINE UNITS(A) 	 UCLA9700
 












C HF.OKRENT U.C.L.A. 1967 UCLA9770
 






















































































202 ro rlAT(15Xp'IS AN UNDEFINED FLEMENT NAME. CARD IGNORED.') UCL10200
 
GO T9 3 UCL10210
 










203 FORMAT(IOXI**.* OUTPUT ELEMENT HAS ILLEGAL DEPENDENCY TYPE. PROGRUCL1O270
 
1AM ASSIGNS ',Al.l .1) UCLI0280
 
GA TO 7 UCL1O290
 




IF(LpAT-4(NPATHI1).EQ.O)GO TO 8 UCLI0320
 
















204 	F9RMAT(1GX,'**** ILLEGAL NAME IN INPUT FIELD. CARD IGNORED.9 ) 







IF(A(L).NF.CARD(KM))GO TO 10 
11 CeNTINUE 
GO TO 12 
In CONTIKUE 
GO T9 13 


















































2o5 FOR14AT(IoX t**** INPUT ELEMENT HAS ILLEGAL DEPENDENCY TYPE, PROGRAUCLI0580
 
1M ASSIGNS tjAl' .1) UCLI0590
 






IF(LPATH(NPATHi-2).EQO.)GO TO 16 UCLI06 30
 
15 RETURN UCL10640 
END UCL10650 
SUBROUTINE PLPT UCL10660 
C H.F.OKRENT U.C.L.A. t967 UCLI0670 



















































6 CALL ASCAN(BII) UCLI094O
 
4 IF(B.NE.LEFT)CALL MSG(LEFT,141) UCLI0950
 
IF(R.EQo.BLANK)GO T3 2 UCLIO96O 
IF((B.E.SLASH)oOR.(B.EQ.LEFT))G8 TO 3 UCL109 70 
CALL ASCAN(BI$2,I) UCLIO9BO 
GO T3 4 UCL10990 




IF((B-E0.BLANK4).R.(B.EQ,RIGHT))G To 2 UCLI020 
IF(B.NE.SLASH)GO TO 12 UCLI1030 
IrJ+2 UCL1040 
GO To 3 UCLI1050 
12 K=J+2 UCLI1060 
5 CALL ASCAN(BKL) UCLI10 70 
















K.L;2 - -- UCL11090 
GO TO 5 UCLIjiQO 
IFCCA(1+2).NE.T).OR.CA(I+3h.NE,y)4)Ge TO 8 UCLi1iIO 
1F((J42).EO.A1).ANO.(A J+3).EQ.AM) )DMOD(3).i UCL±1120 
IF((A(J+2).EO.AS).AND.(A(J+3).EO.T I)BMOD(3)-j UCLI1130 
IF(cA(J+2).EO-E).AMD.A(J+3) .EQ.x) BMOD(3).a UCL.11140 
IF( A (J+2)EAS-ND7-,(J.3-EQAf-BMD(3)os3 UC~Liso 
IF((A(J+2) .20.PY"A D.ACJ+3) .EQ,U) SMODCS)=4 UCLI10 
IN cA(J+2).EO.F .ANDeA( j+3) .EQ,R) OMOO(3)-6 UL11170 
IFU(A(J+2).EO.AS).AND.(A(J+3).EQ.E) IBMODC3)t7 UCLIJ180 
IF((A(J+2).EO.W1 i.AND.(A(J+3).EQ.8) )BMOD(3h3S UCL1X190 
IF(CA(J+2).EQ.R ).AND. AeJ+3).-EQ.E))BMeD(3).9 UCLI1195 
GO TO 9 UCLI1200
 




TFl (A(I+2) .EQ.AS).AND.(Ac 1+3) 'EQ. T))AM&(1hVPATH(NE) UCLII12SO
 
Ip((A( 1+2).EQ.T).A'D.CA(I+3).EQ.AI) )AMOD(2):yPATHCNE) UCL11240
 










1F(CA(I+2).EO.Wh.AWO'.CA(1+3) .EO.AI)) AHOD(7)-ypATH(NE) UCLII11 
Ir(cA(I42).E; DIt-AND-ATr+3).EQ-E) )EMOO(8)=VPATHCNE)+o.s VCL1S20 
IcL UCL 11330 
IF(cB.EO.BLANK).RiBEO.RiGT))G& TO 2 -UCL1S40 










O TO 15 
Ir.CCBMOD~i).NE..j).OR.(EMOD(2),NE..1))S8 Ta ± 




IF(BMOOQ-)iEOC-1flRODC1JT ATIODF)71-0O, -- - - - -
UCLI420 
UCL114 3 0 
-TJCLI440 
IF(BMOD(2).EO.-i)AMOD(2)*i0O.*AMODCI) UCLZ1450 
1r(EMODCS) .EO;;1)BMOEDC3);0--- UCLiJ460 
IR(BMODC4).EQ'h1)AMOD(4h.1.O 
IF(aMOD(5).NE.;flAMODC4)AOD(4J;PAI'eD(5) - -CLI1480O 
UCL11470 
IrCBMOD(6) £O.-j )AMOD6).i.0 UCLIL490 
IF(BO~cY;NE~uBe1YrTi5------------------- CLc-f500 
IF(BeDc8).EQ.-1)eMeD(8)o1
IF(BMOD(3).-Eo;7)GO TrT------------------- UCLI1Q LCL11520 
TF(B!OD(3).EQ.S)GO TO 22 







D0l3Jsl' I UCLI1570 
K2SO4NSMIIN+Z-------------------- -- - - - UCL1SSO 
Aj(J)--VN(K,2) 
____UCL4jIB90 







11 3(11)=.O0 UCLi±640 
25 NE='jLI UCLI1650 
RETURN UCL11660 
20 h=L-J-1, UCL11670 
IF(MGT.12)M=12 UCLI1680 
DO 31 M24iJEI UCL11690 
0O 30 M I=1,M UCLI17OO 
IF(CARD(M2,M1).NE.A(J+l+M1))GO TO 31 UCLI1710 
30 CONTINUE UCL11720 
119112 UCL11730 
GO TO 35 UCLI1740 
31 CANTfNUE UCLI1750 
99 WRITE(6s100) UCLi1760 
100 FORMAT(/OX.**** INVALID REQUEST FOR SENSITIVITY OR WORST CASE PLUCLI1770 
*6T-.IGN'RED.') UCLI1780 
ERR=1 UCLlI790 
GO TO 25 UCLIlSOO 
35 IF(SENS(I1).NE.o)G5 TO 36 UCLI1810 
GO TO 99 UCL11820 
36 DO 37 N=jNSEN UCL1183O 






























101 rORrAT(1FrSFSITIVITY WITH RESPECT TO ',12Ai) UCL11990
 
GO TO 25 UCL12000
 






















102 FOR' AT('I'IOX,'WORST CASE TOLERANCE') UCLI212O
 








C DAVID PALETZ U.C.L.A. 1967 UCLI216O
 























99 FOR)AT(//2Xs-'=pEi2.4) UCL12320 
C CALCULATING THE RESISTANCE, IM OHMS, OF THE ELEMENTS. UCL12330 
C 9.9*70**3O STAYS FOR INFINITY. UCLI2340 
J=i UCLi2350 
DO 1 I=jNE UCLi2360 
IF(CARD(IJ).EQ.E)z(I)=D. UCLi2370 
IF(CARD(IJ)'EQ.AJ)Z(I)-9.9E30 UCL12380 
IF(CARO(IJ).EQ.C)Z(I) l./(VPATH(I)*W) UCL12390 
IF(CARD(IJ) .EQ.AL)Z(I)=VPATH(I)*W UCL12400 
IF(CARD(IJ).EQ.R)Z(I)=VPATH(I) UCL1241O 
IF(CARD(IJ).E3.D)GO TO 2 UCL12420 
GO TO 1 UCL12430 




1 CONTINUE . UCLZ2480 
C ARRANGING THE ELEMENTS IN A SEQUENCE OF INCREASING RESISTANCEUCLI24OO
 
C VALUE.... ... .... . . .... UCLI2500
 
DO 4 ImINE UCL 12510
 
Do 4 JjNE" - UCLI2520 
IF(Z(1)-Z(J))3p3,4 UCLI2530
 
3 DUMMY-Z(J) UCL1254O 
Z(J)=Z(I) UCL12550 
- Z(I) =DUMMY. UCL12560 
CZ(J)=Z(J) UCLI2570 
DUM.ORIGI J). ... UCL12580 
eRIGIN(J)=ORIGIN(C) UCLi2590 
ORIGIN(t)r-DUM --- UCL12600 
OBRIGN(J)=eRIGIN(J) UCL12610 

























 DEP(I,13) DRUM UCLI2760
 


















De 75 I=iNE UCL12860 
70 VPATH(I).fVPATH-fI)- UCL12870
 
























































C r'ETERMINING THE ELEMENTS THAT FORM TREE. I.E. HAVING TAG 1 UCLI3130
 



















17 IF(OORIGNcI).E.INDIC(J))GO TO 10 UCL13230
 




IF(J.GT.50)GO TO 20 UCL132 6 0
 






















GO TO 13 UCLI3380
 
33 Do 3i NN=1,50 UCL13390
 






















101 FORIAT(C ELEMENT NUVBER',SX, ELEMENT NAMEIf5x, IORIGIN NADEI,5X, UCLI3510
 
ITARGET NODE'9X,'VALUE(OHMS)I,13XITAGt±2X, GENER') UCL13520
 










































8 DO. UCL13740 
DL=O. UCL13750 
DFcD, UCL13760 
DOII=I NE UCL13770 
Ir((CAPD(Il).NE.AC).AND.(CARD(IJ1).NE.AL))GB TO I UCLj3780 




'R=DR A3SS(A+FLOAT(FACTOR+j)) UCL13830 
I CONTINUE UCL13840 
IF((D.LT.60.).AND.(FACTOR.EQ.0))RETURN UCL13850 
IF(DL.LT.D)GO TO 3 UCL13860 
IF(DR.LT.D)GQ TO 4 UCL13870 
IE(FACTOR.EQO)GO TO 6 UCL13880 
D05I-1sNE UCL13890 
IF((CARD(Isl).NEoAC).AND.(CARD(Ip),NEAL))GO TO 5 UCL13900 
V0ATH(1)tVPATH(I*(1O,**FACTOR) UCL13910 
5 CONTINUE UCL13920 
7 RETURN UCL13930 
6 PITE(6a800) UCL13940 
200 FORMAT(IOX,'**** THE RANGE OF ELEMENT VALUES iS TOe LARGE TO BE SCUCL1395C 
1ALED.'/IoXi'**** ERRONEOUS RESULTS DUE TO OVERFLOW MAY 8CCUR,') UCL13960 
GP TO 7 UCL13970 
3 D=L UCL13980 
FACT6R=FACT8R-1 UCL13990 
Ge TO P UCL14000 
4 D=DR UCLI4010 
FACT5R='ACTOR+1 UCLI4020 
Ge TO 8 UCLI4030 
END UCL1404O 
SUBROUTINE POLSEN UCLI4050 
C UCLI4060 
C S. GRANDI U.C.L.A. 1969 UCLI4070 
C COMPUTE THE SrNSITIVITES OF THE POLES FF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION UCLI4o80 
C UCLI4090 
INTEGER SENS,GAG UCLi4O0 
INTEGEP SMIN,SMAXSNIN1,SMAXISINOI,SMAX1,SHIN0,SMAXoo,SMINIo, UCLI411C 
*SrAXO UCL14120 
CoMPLEX POLE UCLI4130 
COMMCN/PLY/VNOI(IO,2O),VNOO(IoI,2o)jVNio(Ioi2o),SMAXo1(20). UCLI414O 
*SP'INCI(20),SMAXOO(20),SMINOO(20),SMAXIO(20),SMINIO(20) UCLi4150 
COMMoN/SPEED/POLE (30),NPGLES UCL14160 
CoeMrlN/CIPCIT/CARD(5 S,12)vN(lol,2),NESMAXSNIN UCLI4170 
Cc't eN/GAG/GAG(2 ),NSENSENS(50) UCLI418C 
DIAENSI9N SMIN(R),SPAX(2) UCL14190 
DINEiSIo VOERIV(111),A(50),B(S0,5C(50),D(50) UCL14200
 
C RETURN IF ReATs OR SENSITIVITY FCN NOT PREVIOUSLY FOUND UCLI4210 
IF (nPALES°NFo,AND.NSEN.NE.o)G6 TO TO IJC UCL14240I 4 2  
WRITV(6100) UCL14230
 
100 FOZIAT(/Iox)I**** ROOTS AND/OR SENSITIVITY REQUEST NOT PREVIOUSLY UCL14240
























EVALUATE IT AT THE POLES UCL14320
 












DO 6 K=I1,I2 UCL 14390
 











FIND SENSITIVITY FCNS FOR ALL SPECIFIED ELEMENTS UCL14450
 
D9 2 I=1,NE UCL14460
 
IF(SENS(I).EQ-O)G TO 2 UCLI4470
 
DO 3 J=:1NSEN UCLI4480
 
IF(SENSI).EQ.3AG(J))GO TO 4 UCL14490
 
3 CONTINUE UCLI4500 
4 WRITL(6,OI)(CARD(IK),K112) UCL14510 
101 FORMAT(.ISENSITIVITY OF POLES TO ''12AI///) UCL14520 
WRITE(6,102) UCL14530
 
102 FORMAT(15XIPOLESt,24XtSENSITIVITYs//9XIREAC;,IOXI AGI,14XIREUC14540 
.AL',ICXIIMAG'/) UCLl4550 
EVALUATE NUMERATOR OF ROOT SENSITIVITY FCN AT THE POLES UCL14560 





DO jT V1 1,I2 UCL14620 










OBTAIN ANSWERS (PREVENTING ZERODIVIDE) UCLI4A80
 




GO TO 23 UCL14710 
12 PrX/C(L)V - UCL14720 
23 IF(D(L).NEO)GO TO 13 UcL.14730 
OO UCL14740
 





























GO 0 3 




















































































END 	 UCL15320 
SUBROUTINE UNPP (I J,NN) UCLIS330 
C HFOKRET- O.C;LA. 190 UCL15340 
COMeN/BITS/L( -u- UCL15350 
COMMeN/NTIMES/ TI'IES UCLI5360 
K.-I UC15370 
fFTI. L(T-T.-o-99 -- UCL15380 







3 - CONTINUE UCLIS430
 










6 	 IF(NGT.NN)GO TO 4 UCL15490
 







5 __=I_+_ 	 UCLi5530 
J=a*Nf.uc. 	 U O5540 
Ko.LLM)J) UCLj5550 















C H.F.OKRENT C-L.JA. 1967 UCLt5640
.- .. 

C EVALUATES CURRENT EQUATIONS BY BIT MANIPULATIBN UCLI5650
 
INTEGER -ARGET-7flI;-rYPE-BANCH- - UCL±5660 
INTEGER ERR UCL15670 
COA40FVT1MES/NTIMES -C_15680 
EXTERNAL LOXLOR 	 UCL15690 
C8MM/ ERR... 	 .- UCL1S700 
COMMON/CIRCIT/CARD(50a12} TYpE(50)AGENER(50);BRTGIN(50)PTARGET{5 UCLI5710
 




FO AMtD(1900),DEP(5O,13),NNBDESINUDE6- UCL15 7 4 0 
WRITE(6,199) UCL15750 
199- rR AT( f-) UCLI5760 
NTITESc( (NE-1)/30)+i UCL15770 


















3o CALL IBIT(-I OA"TIES) 

















CALL ! ,SIT-K,I,KTIMES) 

























202 FeRAT((OXl**.* NODE',I3,' IS ISOLATED DUE TO NON.CONSECUTIVE NUMUCL16090 
1BERI"NG AARNING--P OGRAM INEFFICIENCY 'lILL RESULT,') UCL16100 















203 FORMAT(1oX,'**k* NIDEII3ol IS CONNECTED TO ONLY ONE ELEMENT, SBLUUCL16160
 
ITIO. IS IIPOSSI5LE.I) 







2'4 F8RMAT(1oX'#*** NeDE',13,t HAS NO BRANCH. THE TREE IS 































205 FoRAT(Iox '**** THF TREE IS 8VER-DEFINED (THERE ARE Tee MANY BRANUCLI6270
 
1CHES). SOLUTION IS IMPOSSIBLE.) 
IF(VBLT.N-1) qRITF( 60206) 
206 FfRHAT(1oX, I *4 T-E TREE IS UNDER.DEF!NED 

















































































































C IF NONE IS F5UND, SOLUTION IS COMPLETE UCL16530
 






207 FeRMAT($ox,'**** SOLUTION IS IMPOSSIBLE DUE TO A LOOP CONCERNING TUCL16570
 



























































































M=(NTIMS*(IABS(I)N))+ - UCL170O 
IF(NTIMES.LT.o)M=3001.(IABS(NTIMES)*I) UCL17030 
IF(J,EQ.o)GO TO 3 UCL170O4 






GO TO 2 
 UCL17080
 






















C H.FOKRENT U.C.L.A, 1967 UCL17180
 








































IF(DEP(I,)1NE.OLAK)GO TO i UCLI7370
 
IF(GENER(I).EQ,1)GO TfR 100 UCL17380
 

















12 IF(CARD(Il).NE.R)GO TO 13 UCL17460
 
IF(TYPE(1).EQ.I)GO TO 10 UCL17470
 




IF(CARD(I,)1hNE.AL)GO TO 15 UCL17500
 
IF(TYPE(1).EQ.I)GB TO 10 UCL17510
 
Go To 16 UCL±7520
 






GO TO 10 UCL17560
 
C INSERT PATHS DUE TO DEPENDENT ELEMENTS UCL17570
 







IF(CARD(J,K).NE.DEP(IK+1f)G TO 17 UCL17620 
18 CONTINUE UCL17630 
GO TO 19 UCL17640 
17 CONTINUE UCL17650 
WRITE(6j200)(CARD(tiJ),Jl1j2) UCL17660 
200 roRMAT(cox,'*** ,I2Al,: DEPENDS ON NAN-EXISTENT ELEMENT. DEPENDEUC17670 
INCY IS IGNORED. ... UCL17680 
Go TO 10 UCL17690 





10 IF (SENS(I).EQO)Gn TO 100 VCL17750 
S(NPATH)=S(NPATH)+SENS(I) UCL17760 
100 CONTINUE UCL17770 
















IF(M.GE.3)GO TO 1 UCLI7890 
4 CALL UNPAK(I*NJNE) - UCL17900 
IF(J)3,2,3 UCL17910 
3 NPATNONPATH+2 . ..-... UCL17920 
LPATH(NPATH-12)=K UCL17930 
LPATH(NPATH I)zK+NE UCL17940 





VPATHC'4PATH) X UCL17980 
IF(GENER(K)fEQ.GENER(J))VPATH(NPATH)=-X UCL17990 
5 S(NPATH-1)=0 UCL18000 
S(NPATH)=O UCL18010 
69 To 4 UCL18020 
2 N=-N UCLi8030 
X=-t. UCL18040 
'0 TO 6 UCL1S050 








c HF.RKRENT J.C.L.A. 1967 UCL18100
 




INTE6ER SMINSMAX, ;MIN1,SMAX1,SMINO1,SMAXO0ISMIN00,SMAXOOSMINIO, UC18130 
*SmAX1C UCL1814O 



















OIMENS19N SMIN(a),SAX(2) UCLI8270 
DIME SI5N VMOI(20C),V'00(2020),VMIO(2020) UCLI8280 
DIMENSIP' V(232) UCLI8290 
ECUIVALENCE (VNOI(,If)AVMoll()), UCL18300 
*(VNo_(II), VMoo(1)),(VN1o( ,1)VMiO(1)) 	 UCL18310 
EQUIVALENCE (LJ08(I),LOGIC(1))I(LO3ICliMI) UCL18320 
EQUIVALENCE (ORER(1)COUNT())(VN(i,1),VM(?)) UCL18330 
500 WPITE(6,3oO)LPAT(]PATH 1),LPATH(N0 ATH,2) UCL18340O 
300 FORMAT(/XTHE UNKNOWN TRANSMITTANCE GOES FROM NODE1113,, TO',I3)UCL18350 










D0 99 1=i,2320 UCL18430
 
VvO(I)=Q.O UCL18440 
VUOO( 1)=O, UCLI8450 
q9 v 1c(I)hO.O UCL1S460
 

























































C FORM THE UNI'UE PATH UCL18760
 
4 DOSW. INPATH UCL18770
 































































IF(NPATH.EQ.O)GO TO 27 








 12 	 ORDER(I+) ORDER(1) 

IF(oRDER(I).GE.NPATH)GO TO 27 

9 	 9RDER(I4)=ORDER(I+i)+1 





GO TO 9 





















702 	 LOGIr(I+MM)=LOGICJ+MM).ANDLGIC(KI+MM) 

CALL UNPAV(NLOOP dNINN) 





IF(LPATH(NM)2).NELPATH(M)I))GO TO 32 






IF((LPATH(N,).EO.N2).AND9(LPATH(wJ).EQ.N1))GO TO 33 
















GO TO 9 

32 	 IF((?3.NE.O),R.(N2.NE,0))GO TO 9 















GO TO 12 












































































































27 	 0025I-1,NLOOP UCL19560
 










IF(J.GT.GAG(LOC) -500)GO TO 998 UCL19620
 
CALL REDUCE(J, ',< ) UCL19630
 



























979 CONTINUE UCL19790 
280 JmLSrI) UCL19800 




25 CONTINUE UCL19850 
C OBTAIN HIGHER ORDER LOOP VALUES UCL19860 
C scT LOOP ORDER POINTER UCL19870 
14 Jt4 UCL19880 
WRITEC6,990)NLOOP UCL19890
 












16 ORDER(I+f)=ORDERCI I)+ UCL19960
 




GO ;o 16 UCLI9990
 





















tF("t.\E.O)GO TO 16 UCL2OiOO
 



















































































IF(LPATd(l l)-L3-o)GO TO 1 UCL2054O 
N=.%I UCL%2O550 
LPATH(NI))LPATR(, 1) UCL20560 
LPATH(N,2)=LPATH(I,2) UCL20570 
CALL EnUAL(NILSTORA-NTIMES) UCL.20580 
VPATHU)=VPATH(1) UCL20590 
UCL20600 





































IF(lSEN.E0.0)G8 TO 2 UCL20710 
M=Zi-NSEN UCL20720 
DO 1 L4,20 VCL20730 
IF(J.GT.TAS(21-L)-3O0)J=J-TAG(21-L) UCL20740 
1 CONTINUE UCL20750 





SU3ReUTINE MULT(A,;,CNIINANMAXANMINBNMAXB) UCL20810 
S, GRANDI U.CL.A. 1969 UCL20820 
ULTIPLIES T1-6 DBLY4JMIALS UCL2O830 
DIMENSI8N A(101),6(I01),C(0) UCL20840 
zERO ANSER UCL20850 
De I IlI,jC1 UCL20860 
1 C(I)=0.0 UCL20870 






Do 2 1I=1f4AIMAXA UCL20940 
De 2 J=IMINBIMAXB UCL20950 
2 C(I+J-511=C(I+J-51)+A(I)*B(J) UCL20960 
RETURN UCL20970 
FN) UCL20980 
SUBReUTINE SENSC UCL20990 
q, GRANDI U.C.L.A. 1969 UCL21000 
FORMS THE SFYSITIVITY FUNCTIONS UCL21010 
INTEGEP SACSENS UCL21020 
INTE3EP SMINSMAXSMINISHAXI,SMINO1,SMAXOISMINOOSMAXOOSMINIO, UCL21030 
*SMAXTo UCL21040 
DIMENSIOK SMIN( 2 ),SMAX(21 UCL20o50 
DIME4SION 3(101)5(101) UCL21060 








DR 3-5 I1=IF UCL2120
 
IF(SENS(I1).EQ,0)Gq TO 305 UCL21130
 























IF(VNOI(III).NE.OO-)G5 TO 710 UCL21190
 
307 	DO 701 1=1u101 

-	
CL21200701 	CONTI NUE 

GO TO 720 
 UCL2i2IO
 
NON ZERO VN01 
 UCL21220
 













DO 702 I=tiOl 

702 VNSEN(I,2,II )G(I)+8(I) VCL21280
 





































































































210 FORMAT(I!1,'SENSITTVITY TO ',12Al//) 	 UCL21680
 
































































IF(NEXPS(N,J) .GE. 10) GO TO 41 
LEXPS=NEXPS(NJ),. UCL21970 
NU(&,3)=IDEC(LEXPS) UCL21980 
IF(LFXPS .EG. ,eR. LEXPS *FQ, 2) NUM(N,3)=BLANK UCL21990 
NUI(N,2)=BLANK UCL22000 
NUl(,NI)=BLANK UCL2201C 
GO Te 40 uCL22020
 
UCL22030


































































IF(J.ED.I)GO TO 10 UCL22300
 
C WRITING THE DhISION LINE UCL2231O
 




3 TO 14 UCLa23
4 0O
 






















GO TO 11 UCL22460
 




















C S. GRANDI U.C.L.A. 1969 UCL22570
 




I'TEGER SE\S,q AX2,SMIJ2,SMAX1,SMTNISMINSMA UCL22600
 




CPl,,,9N/;ITS/VNSEi(!01,2j2O),3SAXI(20),SMIN1(2O) UCL226 3 0
 
C'VM'N/CIRCIT/CARD(S,12),VN(1oI2),NESMAXSIN UCL22640 
9IMNrNSI0N VWeRKN,Il1),VWt(1O1),VW2(101),SMIN2),SMAX(2) UCL22650 
























DO i I1tiOl UCL22740
 


















DO I( K=IlE UCL22810

IF(SENS(k).EQ.0)G9 T6 10 
 UCLS2820









SQUARE SENSITIVITY FUNCTION 
 UCL22860
 























DO 20 J=JjJ2 
 UCL22960






DENOM SAME AS TRANSFER FUNCTION 
 UCL22990
 











GO TO 10 
 UCL23040
 























IF(eDEM.EQ.O)GO T9 30 
 UCL23130
 









CALL MULT(V4I1VW9R<NJVW(i,2),MINMAXINN 2 I 
 UCLs3180
 




























G' TO 100 UCL23270
 
FIRST TYPE eNLY uCL23280
 










FIND MJ . AND MAX POWERS OF vW UCL23340
 
100 DO i 1=1:,101 UCL23350 
IF(V(Ip2),NE.O.O)3O TO 51 UCL23360 
50 CONTINUE UCL23370 
GO TO 99 UCL23380 
51 L=1-51 UCL23390 
SMIl42OINO(SMINZL) UCL23400 
DO 52 J=l,11 UCL23410 
I=102"J UCL23420 
rF(V4(I*2),NE.O,O)GO TO 53 UCL23430 
52 CONTINUE UCL23440 
93 L=I-51 UCL23450 
SMAX2=MAXO(SMAX2,L) UCL23460 
99 RETURN UCL23470 
END UCL23480 
SUBROUTINF INVERT UCL23490 













2T 1 ,T?,T3,DMOD(6)JABSC,9ORD UCL23570 
EGIVALLNCE (F2(j),FCTN()),(F2(513),TEE(1)),(F2(1025),CA(1)), UCL23580 
t(F2( ll2S CB(1)),(F2(1225),PH()) UCL23590 
DATA FREQAMAGPHATIM/tFREll,.MAG tIPHA IITIMEI/ UCL23600 
112 FDR4AT (//// lnX, tI..* NOT RATIONAL, CANNOT INvERT.') UCL23610 
115 FFRIAT (///I! lOX, '**** TP8 SIMPLE. DO BY HAND,t ) UCL23620 
120 FOR'tT (//// SX, 'THE TRANSFORM qF THE RESPONSE IS ---' // 20XA UCL23630 
2'EXp. DF S', 6xj ''UMER. COEFFS.', 6X, IDENO4, COEFFS.? 1 20X, UCL23640 
3'--------- 1 6X, I-----------t 6X, ' ----------- 9) UCL23650 
121 FORMAT (?3X, 12, 3X, IP2E20,5) UCL23660 
12 FORMAT('0',22XI+ '.IP2E20.5) UCL23670 
14 FQRlAT(//IOXI*** THE PLOT IS OF THE NON.CONSTANT PEMAINDER TERM UCL23680 
*9NLYt) UCL23690 
NFLAG=O UCL23700 
IF esTEP LE. 0.0) STEP = 1.0 UCL23710 
ScFqEQ sTEP UCL2372O 
NF(Ii = 1 UCL23730 
09 116 I = 2, 11 UCL23740 
116 ','F(I) = Z*,F(I-I) UCL23750 
I\TS TaTEE/STEP UCL23760 
IF (INTS .LT. 10) INTS = 10 UCL23770 






I = tO 

UCL23830
i18 NXTII - I UCL2380
NXFR 1 I 
 UCL23850
DO iB I 1 NF 

uCL2386O
119 NR(I) NF(NXFP + I - I)
NUMFR R.NR(1) UCL23870 





D 122 I =1 50 
 UCL23910






123 9CR = 51 - I UCL2390
DO 12k 1 = U 50 UCL239So






t25 MORNUi 51 " I UCL2397O
MRMAX = fAXO(MR, "ORNUl) 
uCL23990
IF ( POR-M&RNUM)1iO,i0,i11
5 ) G0TO UCL24000



























DO 126 1 1, MRAX 
 UCL24120
J = I - I 

UCL24130
!Z6 WRITE (6, 121) J, Al), 3(1) 
 UCL24iO








13 IF(NTYPE.T,5)G T79I 
 UCL24170
IF (MR - 2) 113, i13. 127 

uCL24190























C H.F.5KRENT U.C.L.A. 
 UCL242S86
I IFNTYPE.NE,9)G T7 6 

=(F RE 2- UCL24287
NUXTI FREG1 )/STEP 

























Z=CMPL'(o.EO,6-.2 2FPE01) 	 UCL24295
 
UCL24300
IF("l MTI.GT-b12)l UTIa512 







































































































A. R. TYOQILL, UCLA, 6/21/68 UCL24630
 
CeMMN/BITS/Fl(4C9 6 ),B(SO)C(50),NXFRA(5O),NXTIiSTEPTTEE UCL24640
 5
 







310 F'R"AT (1Il IX, 'SPECIFIED INPUT IS --- t) UCL24680
 9 
116 FrcAT (2c 'IMPULSE, STRENGTH = 1PE12,5) UCL246 0 
317 FPePAT (2oY)STEP, MAGNITUDE = ' 1PEI2.5) UCL24700 







319 FCR-AT (20 'SINE. MAGNITUDE = 1 IPE12"5, 5)0 'FREQUENCY 	 uCL24730
 
UCL24740
?P1Eie5 ' HZ,'1 5
121 FPRtAT (2aX, 'FINITE DULSE, MAGNITUDE = ' IPE1iE ' 5X, IDURATION UCL24750 
A -47 
2= 1, 1PE12.5, I SEC.') UCL24760 
322 FOP-AT (20X, I'bLS TRAIN' WAVELENGTH = to IPE12. 5, I SEC. t, 5Xs UCL24770 
RPULSE DURATION = 1PE12"5, I SEC.'/33X, ITOTAL MAG. t, 1PE12.UCL24780 
35, 1X, IBACKGROUND = to IPE12.5) UCL24790 
WRITE(6 310) UCL24800 
GO TO (311P 312, 313s 314, 315), NTYPE UCL24 810 
WRITE (6, 316) AMP1 UCL24820 
G8 TO 320 UCL24830 
311 RITE (6, 317) AMPj UCL24840 
GO TO 320 UCL24850 
312 WRITE (6, 318) AMPi, FRE91 UCL2486 0 
GO TR 320 UCL24870 
313 WRITE (6, 319) AMPl, FREQI UCL24880 
GO T9 320 UCL24890 
314 WRITE (6, 321) AMPi, FRE0d UCL24900 
GO TO 320 UCL24S1C 
315 WRITE (6, 322) FREQi, FREQa, AMPI AMP2 UCL24920 
320 ISN I UCL24930 
NTAY I UCL2494O 
SCIAG = AMPI UCL24950 
Ge TO (305, 301, 303, 305, 305), NTYPE UCL24960 
300 RETURN UCL24970 
301 D 302 I = lo 48 UCL249 80 
302 8(50-1) = 8(49-I) - B(50.I)*FREOI UCL24990 
B(I) = -(1)*FPEQl UCL25000 
RETURN UCL25010 
303 IF (FREQI .LE. 0.0) FREQj= 1.0 UCL25020 
@MEGA = FREO1*6.2831853 UCL25030 
6MGSQ OMEGA**2 UCL250O 
SCMAG = SCMAG*OMEGA UCL25050 
DO 304 1 = Is 43 UCL25060 
304 B(51-I) = 9(49-I) + B(51-I)*MGSO UCL25070 
B(1) = 9(1)$OVGSO UCL25080 
9(2) = B(2)*OVGSQ UCL25090 
RETJRN UCL25100 
305 Do 3;6 I = Is 48 UCL25110 
306 R(50-1) = B(49-1) UCL25120 
8(I) = 0.0 UCL25130 
IF (FREDI .LF. 0.0) FRE,1= i.0 UCL25140 
Ti . FPEg1 UCL25150 
IF (NTYPE-4) 308' 307, 309 UCL25160 
307 ISN = 2 UCL25170 
IF (TI *LE. 5*STEP) NTAY = 0 UCL25180 
308 RETUPN UCL25190 
309 ISN = 3 UCL25200 
T3 AMP2/AMPI UCL25210
 
IF (FRE92 .LE. 0.0 .OR. FREQ2 .GE, FREQl) FRE2 0,5*FRED1 UCL25220
 
T2 . FREQ2 UCL25230
 












COMPLtY*S RSPhs(?O4 8), EXCMP(C124)} SP0W(50), S, SUMNM, SUMDN UCL25290 
C i0LEX*S ZAWIC, Zz ZI UCL25300 
DOJLLE PRECIS19N X, Y UCL25310 
COMMON/SITS/RSPNS 88(50),C(50)JNXFRA(50),NXTISTEP,TaTEE, UCL25320 
ANTYPLAMP1, AMP2,FRc0IFREC2,NPL6T, UCL25330 
INUMF L'JMTITNF(17)kR(II)MRMRNUMNTAYISN;SCMA,SCFREOSIGMA UCL25340 
2r1,T2,T3,D9D(6),AeSCQRD UCL25350 
COMMN/SPEED/EXCMP UCL253 60 
X = A,283185307179586D+00/FLeAT(NUMFR) UCL25370 
Y = 0.0D+O0 UCL2S5380 
spew() = (I.OO.0) UCL25390 
DO 130 I = 1, tUMFR UCL2S5400 
- CxPLX(SIGMA, S%'GLCY)) UCL25410 
IF (I - NP(1)) 134, 134P 133 UCL25420 
134 784TIE cMPLX(O.0, SNGL(Y)) UCL2543 0 
EXCmP(I) = CEXP(Z70IE) UCL25440 
$33 Y z x + Y UCL25450 
SUt NM(O.OO.O) UCL25460 
SUMDN = (0.0,0.0) UCL25470 
DO 131 J 2, MeR UCL25480 
131 SP9W(J) SPOW(J-I)*S UCL25490 
Do 132 J = 1; HeR UCL2SSO0 
SUMN'M = A(J)*SPOW(J) + SUMNM UCL25510 
132 SUMOD = B(J)*SPBW(J) + SUMDN UCL25520 
IF (ISN-2) 135, 136, 137 UCL25530 
135 ZZ = (1.0, 0.0) UCL25540 
GO TO 130 UCL25550 
136 ZZ = 1.0 - CEXP(-T1*S/SCFREG) UCL25560 
GO TO 130 UCL25570 
137 Zi = CEXP(-T1iS/SCFRE) UCL25580 
ZZ = (1.0 + (T3-1.o)*CEXP(-T2*S/SCFREQ) " T3*zl)/(1.O - ZI) UCL25590 
130 RSPNS(I) = SUM"MZ?/SUMDN UCL2S600 








C A. P. 7YP91LL, UCLA, 6/21/68 UCL2SS50
 
CPMPLEX RSPNS(20 48) EXCMP(1024 ), Z UCL25660
 
DOUBLE RECISIpf X, Y UCL25670
 
CeMMON/31T3/RSPNS ,B5O)JC(5o)JNXFRA(50)*NXTISTEPTTEE UCL2S680 
ANTYPP,AMPIAMP2,FR,01FRE2,NPLOT, UCL25690 
1NUMFP, UMTIjNF(iT),NR(11)sMORMORNUM,NTAYISNSCMAGSCFREQSIGMAJ UCL25700 
2T1,T2jT3,DM2D(6),A5SCeRD UCL2S710 
COMMON/SPEED/EXCMP UCL25720 
136 FORMAT (///I 20X, SIGMA =1, 1PE12*S) UCL25730 
SISGCT SIGMA/SCFPEQ UCL25740 
vrTE C,, 126) SIGACT UCL25750 
102 'AXH = "XFR/2 UCL25760 
)0 106 L = 1, NXH UCL25770 
NF N UCL25780=F(L) 
NDIF NR(L) - NFO UCL25790 
4pFe = FLL + 1) UCL25800 




JUMp - (K_.)*2*NR(L) UCL25820 
105 DO 106 J = NFO, NDIF, N2FO UCL25830 
JI = J + jUmp UCL25840 
Jr = JI + NDIF UCL25850 
D0 106 I = 1, NFO UCL25860 
JIl = JI + I UCL 5870 
JJF = JF + I UCL25880 
Z 2 ;SPNS(JJI) UCL25890 
RSPKS(JJI) = RSPNS(JJF) UCL25900 
= 
106 PSPNS(JJF) Z UCL25910 
DO iG L = 1, NXTI UCL25920 
NFO = FF(L) yCL25930
NpE . NR(L) UCL25940 
D0 11C K = I, NRE UCL25950 
JI = (K-1)*NF(L+j) UCL25960 
JF c JI + NF UCL25970 
DO 110 J = 1, NFO UCL25980 
JJI = JI + J UCL25990 
JJF = JF + J UCL26000 
Z = rSPNS(JJF)*EXCVP((J-1)*NRE + 1) UCL26010 
RSPNS(JJF) = RSPNS(JJI) - Z UCL26020 
110 RsPNS(JJI) = RSPNS(JjI) + Z UCL26030 
DO j-8 K = I 2 UCL26040 
Ne NF(3-K) UCL26050 
DO j08 J = is NF UCL26060 
JI = (JI)*NR(I) UCL26070 
JF = (J-I)*NR(2) UCL26080 
De 108 I = 1, RUNTI UCL26090 
JJ- JI + UCL26100 
108 RSPNS(JF+I) RSPNS(JJI) + RSPNS(JJI+NUMTI)*EXCMP((I-I)*NFR + 1) UCL26110 
RETURN UCL26120 
END UCL26130 
SUBROUTINE ADJUST UCL26140 
C A. R- TYRRILL, UCLA; 6/21/68 VCL26150 
COMPLEX RSPNS(2O8) UCL26160 




2TIT2,T3,DMOD 6 ),ABSCORD UCL2 6210 
COMMON/SPEED/FcTN(512),TEE(512) UCL26220 
DLW' 2.0*SCMAG/,SCFREQ*FLOAT(NUMFR)) UCL26230 
DO jBC I = i- NUMT! UCL26240 
TEE) = (FLOAT(I-1))*SCFREQ UCL26250 
150 FCTN(I) = DLW*(REAL(RSPNS(IM) UCL26260 
IF (SIGMA) 151, 153s i5 UCL26270 
151 SGQ - SIGMA/SCFREQ UCL26280 
DO i:2 I = 2, NUNTI UCL26290 
152 FCT (I) lrFCTN(I)*EXP(SGQ64TEE(I)) UCL26300 
153 CALL TAYLOR UCL26310 
DLW - SCMAa/SCFREQ UCL26320 
FCTN(1) = TERM(2)*DLW UCL26330 
-IF (NTAY) - 156t i5ls 159 - UCL26340 
A-50 
159 FACTL(2) = 1-0 UCL26350 
Do 1,4 1 = 3, 50 UCL26360 
154 FACTL(1) FACTL(c-1)*(I-21*0.25 UCL26370 
DS I-E I = 2A F0 UCL26380 
155 TERM(T) = TERM(I)/FACTL(1) UCL26390 
DO 157 1 = lo 4 UCL26400 
FNP(I) 0.0 UCL26410 
POW 2) 1.0 UCL26420 
De 158 J = 2 0 UCL26430 
FNP(1) FNP(I) TERM(J)*PSW(J] UCL26440 
IF (FI'P(1) 'GT. 1.CE+03) GO TO 156 UCL26450 
158 PeA(J+) POk(J)*I*025 UCL26460 
157 FCTNCI+l) FNPC7)*DLW UCL2 6 470 
156 CALL PRTPLT UCL26
4 8 0 
RETURN UCL26490 
END UCL26500 
SUB'?UTINE TAYLOR UCLa6510 





2TJTRT3,0MOD(6),AfSCORD UCL2 6 570 
DO 27 I =i ,OR UCL26580 
217 C(I) = A() UCL26590 
MORDIF = MIR . MPRNUM UCL26600 
10 DOe 2t4 I = 1, 51 UCL26610 
TERI(d) = 0.0 UCL26620 
IF (peP'1F-fl 213, 212, 212 UCL26630 
213 TER(I() C(MeR)/B(MOR) UCL26640 
IF (ABS(TERM(1)) .3T. IOE+60) GO TO 218 UCL26650 
DO 216 J = 1, MOR UCL26660 
216 C(J) = C() - TFQM(I)*B(j) UCL26670 
212 00 215 1 = 1, VOR UCL26680 
Jj z MOR + I - J UCL26690 
215 C(JJ+1l = C(JJ) UCL26700 
214 C(I) = 0.0 UCL26710 
RETURN UCL26720 
218 NTAY 0 UCL26730 
RETURN' UCL26740 
END UCL26750 
SUBRPUTINE PRTPLT UCL26760 
C A. R. TYRRILL) UCA, 6/21/68 UCL26770 
DIME'ISIO& SYMBOL(5) UCL26780 
COXrWN/sPEED/FCT (5121,TEE(512) P(132)'DHIDLeDGP UCL26790 
Cet'68/31TS/FI(409),B(bo),C(50)NxFA(50)NxTISTEPTOTEE UCL26800 
ANTYPEA MPI,AMP2,FREG1,FREQ2,NPLOT, UCL26810 
1W4UMFRiNUNTINF(I ),KR(11),MORMORNUMNTAYISNSCMAGSCFRESIGMA, UCL26820 
2TST2,T3,0MOD(6)ARSC,5RD UCL26830 
DATA SYMBOLl ', ', 'X','*'i'i UCL26840 
175 FrR"AT (IPE10.3, 1?2A1) UCL26850 
JAt FORMIAT (/////IOX, 16HGREATEST VALUE =, 1PE13.5, IOX, 14HLOWEST VALUCL26860 
?UE =, 10E13,5, IOX, 10N1ITERVAL =j 1PE13,5 //// ) UCL26870 
A-51
 
183 FVRQAT (lOX, 122A1) UCL26880
 
191 FOmAT (4(1PE16.3, 1PE16.5)) UCL26890
 
194 	 FoR'ATc///// 4(jQX, A4, jiX, A4,3X)/) UCL26900
 
WRITE(6,1 94 )(ASC.eRDI=j.*) UCL2691 0
 
F9=xUfTI/,+ UCL26920 
On 190 1 = 1, NFU UCL26930 
j = + I UCL26940-F 

J NPS + j UCL269BO 
190 WRITE (6, 191) TEEcl), FCTN(I), TEE(J), PCTN(j), TEE(,JJ), FCTN(JJ)UCL26960 
2, TEE(NFO+JJ), rCT'j(NFb+JJ) UCL26970 
IF (NPLOT .LE. 0) RETURN UCL26980 
'HI = 0.0 VCL26990 
DL9 = DHI UCL27000 
D0 176 1 = 1, NUMTI UCL27010 
IF(FCTN(1) .GT. DHI) DHI FCTN(1) UCL27020 
IF(FCTK(I) .LT. DL ) DLO = FCTN(I) UCL27030 
176 CONTINUE UCL27040 
DGP = (DHI " DL8)/115,0 UCL27050 
KZERO = 14-5 - (DL'/DGP) UCL27060 
IF (KZERO-11) 177, 177, 178 UCL277O 
178 IF (132-KZERO) 177, 177, 179 UCL27CO0 
177 KZERO = I UCL27090 
179 0 10 I = IT- 132 UCL27100 
180 P(I) = SyhBeL(2) UCL27110 
WRITE (6, 181) DHI, DLO, DGP UCL27120 
LL = C UCL27130 
00 182 I = 1, N MTI, NPLOT UCL27140 
K = ((FCTN(1) - DLO)/DGP) + 14,5 UCL27150 
= 
189 P(X) SYMBOL(3) UCL27160 
IF (LL) 171' 171, 170 UCL27170 
170 WRITE (6, 183) (P(J), J = 11, 132) UCL27180 
LL = LL - 1 UCL27190 
GO TR 172 UCL27200 
171 WRITE (6, 175) TEE,)(P(J), J = 11, 132) UCL27210 
LL - 9 UCL27220 
184
172 Da J = 10, 132 UCL27230 
184 P(J) = SYMPL(1) UCL27240 
IF (LL) 185' 1$5, 188 UCL27250 
185 De 1,6 IT = Is 3 UCL2726027 0
P(11iI1) = SYrse (2) UCL27

P(KZERO+II) = SYMBSL(2) UCLE7280
 
P(KLER-11) = SyVB9L(2) UCL27290
 
186 P(132-II) = SY"BeL(2) UCL27300
 
188 P(132) = SYMBeL(5) UCL27310
 
P(KZERO) = SYMeUL(2) UCL27320
 




















MRLO z MR - 1 UCL27430 
IF (SCFREQG-.0) 231, 232, 231 UCL27440 
231 DO 233 I = 1, MLe UCL27450 
DO 233 J = 1A I UCL27460 
AiMOR-I) . A(MOR-I)*SCFREO UCL27470 
233 B(MOP-!) = B(MOR-I)*SCFREQ UCL27480 
232 SCMAG = 1.0/B(MOR) UCL27490 
DO 234 1 = 1, MOR UCL27500 
234 3 1 (1)*SCMAG - UCL2750 
SCMG = SCMAG*A(MORNU) UCL27520 
-D0 235'1 I ' MORNOM UCL27530 
235 A(I) = A(I)/A(MORNUM) VCL27540 
RETURN UCL27550 
END UCL27560 
SUROLUTINE ROUTH UCL27570 














DO 230 J 1 MOR UCL27650
 
BINO(1JJ) - 1.0 UCL27660 
Do 230 1 = 21 MOR UCL27670 
230 BINe(I#J) 000 UCL27680 
DO 231 I g 2, NOR UCL27690 
DO 231 J = I, VOR UCL27700 
231 BINO(IJ) = BtNO(I-iJ-i) + OINO(I'J-1) UCL27710 
SIGTlY= 0.005*NF(13-NXFR) UCL27720 
SIGMA 0.0 UCL27730 
232 CALL CALCR(LOG1) UCL27740 
IF (LOGI) GO Te 233 UCL27750 
SIIA SIGMA + SISTRY UCL27760 
GO TO 232 - UCL27770 
233 SIGTRY (-O,1)*SITRY UCL27780 
SHIFT 0.0035*NF(13-NXFR) UCL27790 
234 SIGMA SIGMA + SIGTRY UCL27800 
CALL CALCR(LOGI) - UCL27810 
IF (SIGMA+SHIFT) R36s 236s.235 UCL27820 
235 IF (LOCI) GO T-234 UCL27830 
SIGMA = SIGVA + SHIFT UCL27840 
RETURN UCL27850 
236 SIGMA = 0.0 UCL27860 
RETURN " UCL27870 
END UCL27880 
SuBRUTINE CALCR (IOGfF -- UCL27890 














LOGi = -TRUE. UCL27970 
IF (SIGM A -LT. 1.OE-04 .AND, SIGMA *GT. ',OE-04) SIGMA * 0.0 UCL27980 
SIGPOW(l) SIGHA UCL27990 
Do 240 I 2, MaR UCL28000 
240 SIGPOW(I) SIGPOW(I..)*SIGPOW(i) UCL28010 
C(MOR) = B(MeR) UCL28020 
MRLO = 4OR - 1 UCL28030 
D0 248 1 = lo MPLO UCL28040 
C(1) B(q) UCL28050 
II = I + I UCL28060 
De 241 J II, MOR UCL28070 
T a B(J)*BINO(IJ)*SIGPNC(J-I) UCL28080 
241 C() = C() + T UCL28090 
IF (C(I)) 247, 247, 248 UCL28O0 
248 CONTINUE UCL28110 
MH . MOR/2 + 1 UCL28120 
DO 242 I u 1, MH UCL28130 
Do 242 J - i, HeR UCL28140 
242 D(1,0 - 0-0 UCL28150 
MH - (HOR + 1)/2 UCL28160 
DO 243 1 1, MH UCL28170 
243 D(1,1) = C(MOR-2-(!-)) UCL28180 
MH a MNR/2 UCL28190 
0o 24 I 1, i MH UCL28200 
244 D(1,2) = C(MOR+1.2*I) UCL28210 
00 245 J a 3o NOR UCL28220 
DO 246 I :, MH UCL28230 
246 D(17) = VDCJ'i)*D(I+1,J'2).Dc1,Jw2)*D(I+1jJ.i))/0(1,Si)UCL28240 
IF (D(,J)) 247, 247, 245 UCL28250 
245 CONTINUE UCL28260 
RETURN UCL28270 





















































I040I=N 6 ,N7 	 UCL28530
 














JzN7+N6"I UCL285 9 0
 
IF(VN(J,Nh9).NE.0.Eo)G8 TO 53 UCL28600
 
UCL28610
52 	 COJTINUE 

UCL28620
GO TO 25 
 UCL28630













203 FORr1AT(tI,46Xf-'* SVOBODA POLYNOMIAL ROBTFINDER -**'J32XlH.F.OKUCL28680
 








































206 	FCRAT(6(20IO.0i X<)/) 

UCL28840




204 FBQMAT(/4X,'ACCURACY REQUESTED -- 6 SIGNIFICANT FIGURESI//45XtREAUCL28860
 






















































































47 V(I V(1)/T UCL29240
 
27 H(I)= CABS(V(I)) UCL29250
 
C... END CALCULATION ROUTINE-- RETURN TO THE PROPER POINT. UCL29251
 








C,,, THE CRITERION FIR FINDING A ROOT-- UCL29291
 
C . THE RESIDUAL AT THE CENTRAL POINT MUST BE LESS THAN THAT OF UCL29292
 
C.,, THE FOUR SUPROUNDING POINTS, UCL29293
 






C,.. HOWEVEP, IF ALL 5 POI,4TS ARE EQUAL, THIS POINT MUST BE REJECTEDUCL29321
 
IF(K.EO.4)GO TO .6 UCL29330
 






















19 SN= CMPLX( FLOAT(N,)*C, FLOAT(NI+NX)*C) UCL29440
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SS= CMPLX( FLOAT(Nq)*C, FLOAT(NINX)*C) UcL29450
 
SI= CM'LX( FLOAT(NR-NX)*C, FLOAT(NI)*C) UCL29460
 
SE= CMPLX( FLOAT(NR4NX)*C, FLOAT(NI)*C) UCL29470
 



















303 FORMAT(' ERROP') UCL29560
 
1? 6 Te (13,17A20,22,23),I UCL29570
 

































IF( CABSrS).GT.2.Eo)GO TO 46 UCL29720
 




15 IF(TAG.EQ.0)GO TO 43 UCL29740
 
C... CHECK THE LAST FEW STEPS, BUT THIS TIME WITHOUT DIVIDING OUT UCL29741 




50 F=(F 8(1))*S UCL29 780 
F=F+B(N) - UCL2990 
G= CABS(F) UCL29800 


































GO Te 29 UCL29970
 



























GO TO 29 UCL30110
 
C........ THE ROUND-OFF RqUTINE..........................................UCL30111
 
35 IF(J,GE,-7)GO TO 24 UCL30120
 














C... RETURN TO THE PROPER POINT. UCL30191
 
IFi,LTo)GO T9 37 UCL30200
 





































































RANCH TO THE ROUND-OFF ROUTINE AGAIN-













INSERT PrLES IN COM1ON BLOCK 




























IF(L.EQ.1)6O TO 7 









IF(XVINLE.1.EQ)GO TO 8 





CIECK IF TOe MAY PASSES HAVE BEEN PERFORMED. 





























































































BaCK TO THE SCA"'\INS R8UTINE 

IF(L.EQ.2)GO TO 31 


















































































A. 2 NASAP-70 DICTIONARY 
Dictionary of Variables 
In Common A. An array of 80 elements containing the 
80 characters of the most recently read 
data card. 
In Common BITS. An alias for AI(I). 




In Subroutine POLSEN. The real part of the I' th pole.
 
In Common BITS. The abscissa label for Subroutine PRTPLT.
 
In Common BITS. An alias for NQ(I) used in Subroutine GRAPH.
 




In Common BITS. The positive portion of a pulse train.
 
In Common BITS. The negative portion of a pulse train.
 
In Subroutine ANSWER. Alphanumeric array of S1 s used in
 
printing Transfer and Sensitivity Functions.
 
In Subroutine ANSWER. Alphanumeric array of signs used in
 
printing Transfer and Sensitivity Functions. 
In Common BITS. Numerator of function to be plotted. The 
-coefficient of SI l .
 
In Subroutine POLSEN. The imaginary part of the I' th pole.
 
In Common BITS An alias of BI(I).
 




In Common BITS. Array of words used in logical bit manipulations.
 
In Common BITS. A list of Binomial Coefficients used in
 
Subroutines ROUTH and CALCR.
 
In Subroutine PLOT. An integer type alias for AMOD(I).
 
In Common BITS. The list of branches connected to each
 
circuit node. Used in Subroutines CALC and GRAPH.
 
In Common BITS. Denominator of function to be plotted.
 
The coefficient of SI - 1.
 
In Subroutine POLSEN. The derivative of the Transfer Function
 
Denominator evaluated at the real part of the I' th pole.
 
In Common BITS. An alias for POW(I).
 
In Subroutine INVERT. A Complex type alias for Al(J) with
 
CA(1) the coefficient of the highest power of S.
 
In Subroutine INVERT. A Complex type alias for B 1(J) with
 
CB(1) the coefficient of the highest power of S.
 
In Common CIRCIT. Array containing the J characters of the
 
I' th element name.
 
In Subroutine INVERT. The quotient resulting when the numerator
 
of the transform is divided by the denominator.
 


































In Subroutine POLSEN. The derivative of the Transfer 
Function Denominator evaluated at the imaginary part of 
the I' th pole. 
In Common BITS. The Routh Table built by Subroutine 
CALCR. 
In Subroutine ROOTS. List of roots used for forming 
the reduced Polynomial. 
In Subroutine SCALER. The sum of the element value 
exponents scaled by FACTOR. 
In Common BITS. Array containing the J characters of 
the name of the element controlling the I' th element. 
In Subroutine PRTPLT. The ordinate interval. 
In Subroutine PRTPLT. The maximum ordinate value. 
In Subroutine SCALER. The sum of the element value 
exponents scaled by FACTOR-i. 
In Subroutine PRTPLT. The minimum ordinate value. 
In Subroutine SCALER. The sum of the element value 
exponents scaled by FACTOR+1. 
In Common ERR. = 1 when a serious error is detected. = 0 
otherwise. 
In Common SPEED. Contains the e( +w) points calculated 
by Subroutine SAMPLE. 
In Subroutine NUMBER. = 1 when the exponent is negative. 
= 0 otherwise. 
In Subroutine ANSWER. The normalizing factor of the 
Transfer or Sensitivity Function. 
In Common BITS. Used in computing Taylor Series 
coefficients. 
In Common ERR. Contains the Scaling Factor determined 
by Subroutine SCALER. 
In Subroutine ANSWER. The normalizing factor of the 
function denominator. 
In Common SPEED. The ordinate points for Subroutine 
PRTPLT.
 
In Subroutine ANSWER. The normalizing factor of the 
function numerator. 
In Subroutine ROOTS. The function values at the five
 
points of the flve point test
 
In Common FLAG. = I when Function ISORT fails to
 
convert a numeric character its value. = 0 otherwise.
 
In Subroutine ADJUST. Used in computing the Taylor
 
Series corrections to the first five plot points.
 
In Common PATHS. The frequency used by Subroutine
 
FINE to build a circuit tree.
 


































In Common BITS. Pulse width in a pulse train, ending point 
for frequency plots.
 




In Common CIRCIT. = 0 if the I' th element is passive. = 1 
if the 11 th element is active. 
In Subroutine FINE. Used during circuit tree building.
 




In Common BITS. The lowest node number in the circuit.
 
In Main Program. = 1 when a Transfer Function Request has 
been read. = 0 otherwise 
In Common BITS. = 2 for a pulse response. = 3 for a pulse 
train response. = 1 otherwise. 
In Subroutine ANSWER. = - 1 for a Worst Case Function. = 0 
for a Transfer Function. Else, Sensitivity Function for 
element number ITAG. 
In Common TREE. = 1 when Subroutine FINE is to be called 
to build a tree. = 0 otherwise. 
In Subroutine ROOTS. Number of roots found on a type I pass. 
In Subroutine ROOTS. Counter for the Imaginary axis. 
In Subroutine ROOTS. Counter for the Real axis. 
In Subroutine PRTPLT. The location of the zero axis on the 
print line. 
In Subroutine SENSIT, WORST. The maximum number of 
Sensitivity Requests that can be handled. 
In Subroutine FINE. Used for output formatting. 
In Subroutine ANSWER. Used for printing the dividing line. 
In Common BITS. Area for logical bit manipulations during 
evaluation of current equations in Subroutine CALC. 
In Common BITS. A Logical Type alias for LOOP(I). Used in 
Subroutine LOOPS. 
In Subroutine LOOPS. A Logical type alas for MI. 
In Subroutines ROUTH and CALCR. = TRUE if the current 
SIGMA value lies to the right of all poles in the complex plane. 
= FALSE otherwise. 
In Common BITS. Area for logical bit manipulations during 
flowgraph loop evaluation. 
In Common BITS, PATHS. LPATH(I, 1) is the origin node of 
the I' th flowgraph transmittance. LPATH(I, 2) is the target 
node of the If th flowgraph transmittance. 
In Common SPEED. Contains the S value and tags of the I th 
loop in the flowgraph. 
In Common BITS. Number of coefficients in the transform 
denominator. 
In Common BITS. Number of coefficients in the Transfrom 
numerator. 
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MPATH(I, J) In the Main Program. An alias for LPATH(I. J). 
MHIMAX In Subroutine INVERT. Number of coefficients in the transform. 
M1 In Subroutine LOOPS. Used during Higher Order Loop evaluation. 
N() In Subroutine NASAP. Used during circuit tree building. 
NB In Subroutine CALC. Number of branches in the circuit tree. 
NBR(I) In Subroutine CALC. Number of branches at circuit node I. 
NDEM In Subroutine WORST. = 0 if the simplified formula can be 
used. = 1 for the standard formula. 
NE In Common CIRCUIT. Number of elements in the circuit. 
NEL(1) In Subroutine CALC. Number of elements at circuit node I. 
NEXP In Subroutine ROOTS. The magnification factor for homing-in. 
NEXPS(I, J) In Subroutine ANSWER. Array containing powers of S. 
NFLAG In Subroutine WORST. 1 when Worst Case analysis has been 
aborted. = 0 otherwise. 
NFLAG In Subroutine INVERT. = I when the transform is not rational. 
NI In Subroutine ROOTS. The hexadecimal imaginary part of the 
root. 
NINDIC(I) In Subroutine FINE. Used during circuit tree building. 
NLOOP In Common SPEED. Number of loops in the flowgraph. 
NN In Subroutine LOOPS. Number of nodes in the circuit. 
NN In Subroutine CALC. Number of nodes in the circuit. 
NNODES In Common BITS. The highest node number in the circuit. 
NODE(I) In Subroutine LOOPS. The number of flowgraph transmittances 
arriving at flowgraph node I. 
NPATR In Common PATHS. Number of transmittances in the flowgraph. 
NPLOT In Common BITS. Number of calculated points per printed point. 
NPOLES In Common SPEED. Number of poles in the Transfer Function. 
NQ(I) In Common BITS. The beginning of the list of branches for node 
I in the BRANCH array. Used in Subroutine CALC. 
NR In Subroutine ROOTS. The hexadecimal real part of the root. 
NR In Subroutine READ. Number of duplicate elements names. 
NRT(I, J, K) In Subroutine ROOTS. The hexadecimal list of roots. 
NS(1) In Subroutine CALC. Initially the same as NQ(I). Used during 
the calculation of the current equations. 
NSEN In Common GAG. Number of elements tagged for Sensitivity 
Analysis. 
NTAY In Common BITS. = I if a Taylor Series is to be used to compftte 
the first five plot points. = 0 otherwise. 
NTIMES In Common NTIMES. Number of words per block to be used in 
logical bit manipulation in Common BITS. 
NUM(I, J) In Subroutine ANSWER. Alphanumeric array of S exponents. 
NUMB(I) In Subroutine FINE. Used during tree building. 
NUMNOD In Subroutine FINE. Number of circuit nodes. 
NUMFR In Common BITS. Number of points along the w axis. 
NUMTI In Common BITS. Number of calculated points in the plot. 
NWORST In Common WORSTI. = 1 if a Worst Case analysis is to be 






























In Subroutine ROOTS. The step size of the Home-in 
routine. 
In Subroutine LOOPS. The first node in a Higher Order 
Path. Detected by Subroutine UNPAK. 
In Subroutine LOOPS The second node in a Higher Order
 
Path. Detected by Subroutine UNPAK.
 
In Subroutine LOOPS. The third node in a Higher Order
 
Path. Detected by Subroutine UNPAK.
 
In Subroutine FINE. The ordered CARD array.
 
In Subroutine FINE. The ordered GENER array.
 
In Subroutine FINE. The ordered ORIGIN array.
 




In Subroutine LOOPS. A pointer to the location of the
 
It th order loop or transmittance in the LOOP area.
 




In Subroutine FINE. The ordered TARGET array. 
In Subroutine FINE. The ordered VPATH array. 
In Subroutine FINE. The ordered Z array 
In Subroutine PRTPLT. Used to format the print line 
during plotting. 
In Subroutine POLSEN. The Real part of the Pole 
Sensitivity. 
In Subroutine INVERT. Array of phase points in a 
frequency plot. 
In Common SPEED. The I' th pole of the Transfer 
Function, a Complex number 
In Subroutine NUMBER Used to hold the exponent value. 
In Common BITS. Part of the Taylor Series computed by 
Subroutine TAYLOR. 
In Subroutine POLSEN. The Imaginary part of the Pole 
Sensitivity. 
In Common BITS. The points F(a+jw) computed by 
Subroutine SAMPLE. The work array for the Fast 
Fourier Transform in Subroutine FLIP. 
In Subroutine ROOTS. The five points of the five point test. 
In Common BITS, PATHS. Contains the S value and tags 
of the It th flowgraph transmittance. 
In Common BITS. The frequency scale factor. 
In Common BITS. The amplitude scale factor. 
In Common GAG. Numerical Sensitivity Tag for the 
It th element. 
In Common BITS. The real part of S, the complex 
frequency. 




























In Common CIRCIT. SMAX(1). Highest s power in Transfer 
function Denominator, VN(I, 1). SlVIAX(2) Highest s power 
in Transfer Function Numerator, VN(I, 2). 
In Common POLY. Highest s power m -H(P,Q), VNOO(I, J), 
for the J' th element. 
In Common POLY. Highest s power in H(P',Q5 VN01(I, J), 
for the J' th element.
 
In Common BITS, POLY. Highest s power in Sensitivity
 
Function for K th element, VNSEN(I, J,K).
 
In Common POLY. Highest s power in -H(P,Q'), VNIO(I,J),
 
for the J1 th element.
 




In Common CIRCIT. SMIN(1) Lowest s power in Transfer
 
Function Denominator, VN(I, 1). SMIN(2), Lowest s power in
 
Transfer Function Numerator, VN(I, 2).
 
In Common POLY. Lowest s power in -H(P, Q), VNOO(I, J),
 
for the J'th element.
 
In Common POLY. Lowest s power in H(P I ,Q) VNO1(I, J),
 
for the J1 th element.
 
In Common BITS, POLY. Lowest s power in Sensitivity
 
Function for K' th element, VNSEN(I, J, K).
 
In Common POLY. Lowest s power in -H(P, Q'), VN10(I,J),
 
for the Jt th element.
 




In Common BITS. The interval between successive plot points.
 
In Subroutine SAMPLE. The value of SI-I .
 
In Common TAG. A utility flag used by the Main Program.
 




In Common CIRCIT. Target circuit node of the I' th element.
 
In Common GAG. An alias for GAG(I).
 
In Subroutine FINE. An alias for the TYPE array.
 




In Common BITS. The coefficients of the Taylor Series
 
computed by Subroutine TAYLOR.
 
In Common WORST 1. Tolerance value for the I Tth element.
 




In Common TREE. = 1 when Subroutine FINE is to be called
 
to build a circuit tree. = 0 otherwise.
 
In Subroutine GRAPH. An alias for TYPE(I).
 
In Common CIRCIT. = 0 if the I th element is a Current
 
Source (Link). = i if the Itth element is a Voltage Source (Brancl
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In Subroutine POLSEN. The symbolic derivative of the
 
Transfer Function Denominator. I=51+ power of s.
 
In Subroutine ANSWER The Function after normalization.
 
In Common CIRCIT. VN(I, i) Transfer Function Denom­
inator. VN(I, 2) Negative Transfer Function Numerator.
 
I=51+ power of s.
 
In Common BITS, POLY. Sensitivity Function of K' th
 
element. Jl for Denominator, J=2 for Numerator.
 
I=51 + power of s.
 
In Common BITS, PATHS. Value of the I' th flowgraph
 
transmittance. 
In Common POLY. -H(P, Q) for the J th element. I=51+ 
power of s. 
In Common POLY. H(P' ,Q) for the J' th element. 1=51+ 
power of S. 
In Common POLY. -H(P,1 Q' ) for the J' th element. I=51+ 
power of S. 
In Common PATHS. Value of the I' th flowgraph trans ­
mittance. 
In Common WORST1. Square of the Worst Case Function.
 
I=51+ power of s. J=l for Denominator, J=2 for Numerator.
 
In Subroutine FINE. An alias for FREQ.
 
In Subroutine POLSEN. The Numerator of the Real part
 
of the Pole Sensitivity Function, -QH(P, Q) or VN0(I, J)
 
evaluated at a pole.
 
In Subroutine POLSEN. The Numerator of the Imaginary
 
part of the Pole Sensitivity Function, -QH(P, Q) or
 
VNIO(I, J) evaluated at a pole.
 




A. 2. 2 Dictionary of Subprograms 
ADJUST In the Plotter. Re-evaluates the first 5 sample points 
via a Taylor Series. 
ANSWER In the Transfer Function package. Prints Transfer and 
Sensitivity Functions normalized and formatted. 
ASCAN A Card Scanning Utility. Scans for certain characters. 
BLOCK DATA Part of the Main Program. 
DATA, X and GAG. 
Initializes Common Blocks 
BSCAN A Card Scanning Utility. Scans for certain characters. 
CALC In the Transfer Function Package. 
equations from the circuit tree. 
Evaluates current 
CALCR In the Plotter. Uses the Routh Stability Criterion to 
determine if the current SIGMA value is acceptable. 
CLEAR In the Transfer Function package. Removes trans­
mittances in the Flowgraph which have been marked 
deleted. 
CSCAN A Card Scanning Utility. Scans for certain characters. 
EQUAL A Bit Manipulation Utility. Performs various operations 
on blocks of word in Common Block BITS. 
FINE A Circuit Description Analysis routine. 
tree for a user-specified frequency. 
Builds a circuit 
FLIP In the Plotter. 
coefficients. 
Computes the Fast Fourier Transform 
GRAPH In the Transfer Function package. Builds the Flowgraph 
except for the unknown transmittance. 
INBIT A Bit Manipulation Utility. 
in Common Block BITS. 
Sets bits in blocks of words 
INPUT In the Plotter. Evaluates the transform of the response. 
INVERT In the Plotter. Controls the execution of the Plot Request. 
ISORT A Card Scanning Utility. 
to fixed binary values. 
Converts numeric characters 
LOOPS In the Transfer Function package. Computes Transfer 
and Sensitivity Functions from the Flowgraph, via the 
Shannon-Happ formula. 
LOR A Bit Manipulation Utility. Performs OR'ing. 
LOX A tit Manipulation Utility. Performs 'AND' 
subtracts the result from the arguments. 
ing and 
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LSTOR A Bit Manipulation Utility. Copies one word into another. 
MAIN The Main Program. Controls execution of NASAP-70. 
MSG A Card Scanning Utility. Prints a diagnostic. 
MULT In the Sensitivities and Worst Case package. Multiplies 
polynomials. 
NASAP A Circuit Description Analysis Routine. Interprets the 
standard form of circuit description data and builds a circuit 
tree for minimum computation tune. 
NUIMBER A Card Scanning Utility. Converts alphanumeric repre­
sentation of numbers into floating point values. 
PLOT In the Plotter. Interprets Plot Request Cards. 
POLSEN In the Sensitivities and Worst Case package. Computes 
Pole sensitivities. 
PRTPLT In the Plotter. Prints and plots the calculated response points. 
READ A Circuit Description Analysis routine. Interprets the special 
form of circuit description data. 
REDUCE In the Sensitivities and Worst Case package. Decodes tags 
from the S or LS arrays. 
ROOTS The Rootfinder. Finds poles and zeroes of the Transfer 
Function. 
ROUTH In the Plotter. Finds an acceptable SIGMA value. 
SAMPLE In the Plotter. Computes the initial Fast Fourier Transform 
points. 
SCALE In the Plotter. Scales the Fast Fourier Transform coefficients. 
SCALER The Automatic Scaler. Re-adjusts, if necessary, circuit data 
values to avoid floating overflow. 
SENSC In the Sensitivities and Worst Case package. Computes 
Sensitivity Functions. 
SENSIT In the Sensitivities and Worst Case package. Interprets 
Sensitivity Request Cards. 
SHIFT A Card Scanning Utility. Eliminates blanks and commas. 
SORT A Card Scanning Utility. Converts numeric characters to 
floating binary values. 
TAYLOR In the Plotter. Computes Taylor Series coefficients. 
UNITS A Circuit Description Analysis routine. Prints a message. 
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UNPAK A Bit Manipulation Utility. Removes bits from blocks in 
Common block BITS. 
WHAT In the Transfer Function package. 
Function Request cards. 
Interprets Transfer 
WORST In the Sensitivities and Worst Case package. 
Tolerance Cards. 
Interprets 
WORSTC In the Sensitivities and Worst Case Package. 




A. 2. 3 Dictionary of Common Blocks 
A The Card Buffer. Contains the last card read. 
BITS The area for bit manipulations. Also used to hold the Fast 
Fourier Transform coefficients. 
CIRCIT Contains data compiled from the circuit description. 
DATA Contains alphameric characters. 
ERR Contains the Error flag and scaling factor. 
FLAG Contains a utility flag. 
GAG Contains Sensitivity Tags. 
NTIVIES Contains the number of words per block in BITS. 
PATHS Contains the Flowgraph paths. 
POLY Contains polynomials used to compute Sensitivity and Worst 
Case Functions. 
SPEED Contains Flowgraph loops, Also used by the plotter. 
TAG Contains a utility flag. 
TREE Contains the switch for building a tree for user-supplied 
frequency. 
WORSTI Contains data for Worst Case Analysts. 
X Contains numeric characters. 
In the interest of saving space, some Common Blocks (especially 





MODELS FOR COMPUTER AIDED CIRCUIT DESIGN/ANALYSIS PROGRAMS:
 
PART I. COMMON TRANSISTOR MODELS, A SURVEY 
By Donnamaie E. Meyerhofft 
INTRODUCTION 
The analysis of circuits by computer depends upon the ability of the 
analyst to appropriately simulate device performance by a model consisting 
of the recognized parameters of the CAD program being utilized. The analyst 
must work with a lumped model of the device in question if he is to remain 
within the limits of a CAD program, and he must also select appropriate 
approximations to be made in the representation of the device behavior. 
These approximations must be such that they simplify analysis while main ­
tainmg an acceptable level of validty in the results 1, 2 
A model is a mathematical entity with precise definitions of its 
variables and their relationships. It is never completely equivalent to the 
physical device, rather, the behavior of the model approximates that of the 
physical device. 2 The development of a semiconductor model requires: 
(1) formulation of the ideal voltage-current equations and definition of the 
topology of the model, (2) modification for actual device performance, (3) in­
vention of techniques for measurement from which model parameters may
3 
be extracted, (4) the extraction of those parameters 
An ideal model will (1) incorporate parameters eLther measurable 
or derivable, as from a manufacturer' s data sheet,* (2) involve param ­
eters acceptable to the given CAD program (facilitating analysis), (3) be 
sufficiently simplified to be comprehensive, to promote invention and design, 
and to be economical, (4) be complex enough to assure a tolerable degree 
of accuracy in the simulation of device performance over the operating 
'Northrop Corporate Laboratories, this work was prepared while the author 
was with TRW Systems Group, Califorma 
Used with discretion 
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range desired. 1 ' 2,4, 5 The less complicated the model, the more restricted 
its range of application 
The primary concern of the circuit analyst is with the characterization 
of the external behavior of the device (functional modeling) without detailed 
simulation of internal processes (physical modeling) although an understanding 
of the internal processes must be assumed. 
2 
The selection of an appropriate model and its parameter values to 
correspond to given device operating conditions (temperature, biasing, load, 
etc. ) for the circuit under consideration is the critical step in analysis, with 
or without computer assistance as the model finally selected will be the 
limiting factor in the degree of accuracy of the results 5, 6 
The following discussion is concerned with transistor models and their 
representation in present general purpose CAD programs. Diodes are more 
easily represented and are omitted here for brevity 
Transistors were selected to demonstrate CAD program modeling 
because the majority of circut analysis is still primarily concerned with 
them, and because their models are presently the primary building block 
of Integrated Circuit modeling. It should be emphasized that there is no 
single transistor model capable of simulating all regions of operation for 
all applications, a model this capable would be prohibitively complex 
This description of modeling is divided into two sections- (1) small 
signal (linear, incremental) models, and (2) large signal (nonlinear) models. 
The models are not derived here, the reader is referred to the appropriate 
references for the derivations. 
SMALL SIGNAL MODELS 
A small signal is defined as an AC signal significantly smaller in 
peak to peak amplitude than the DC bias upon which it is superimposed. 
Small signal transistor models are intended to simulate the behavior of 
a transistor at a specific operating point in the linear region of operation 
B-2
 
The transistor model is constructed of parameters that remain relatively 
constant over the voltage and current swings encountered. These parameters 
are then assumed constant for the analysis.
7 
The small signal models are not versatile, large signal swings may
 
not be accurately analyzed (due to the lack of parameter variation and the
 
linearity of the model), saturation and cut off are not represented. The
 
8 
model is valid only in the active region. Although it is limited in its appli­
cation, the small signal model provides a straightforward method for simu ­
lating transistor performance when the operating restrictions have been 
satisfied. 
A family of small signal models composed of h, y, z, and r param­
eters (see for examples References 7 to 10) exists for the user and the most 
commonly applied models are given here. The input formats for the models 
for the CAD programs which accept them are also presented. The common 
emitter configuration is used in most cases to facilitate comparison. 
Low Frequency Models. The two commonly used configurations are the 
Hybrid and the Tee using h and r parameters respectively. 
B + C 
jhfil 
OE 
Figure B 1 Hybrid Model 
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The Hybrid Model is considered the best model for small signal representation 
because (1) the h parameters are real numbers at low frequencies, (2) the 
parameters may be easily obtained by measurement when required or from the 
device static characteristic curves, (3) if the h parameter of one config­
uration is available, the conversion to another configuration is relatively 
simple The Hybrid Model is valid for any configuration at low frequencies, 






,PNIb or a N c 
re 
E 
Figure B 2 Tee Model Equivalent Alternate of the Hybrid Model 
Program Models. SCEPTRE has a prestored hybrid model for small sig­
nal analysis. The program accepts the voltage generator (EA) described as a 
function of the voltage across ho (R2 in the diagram below) and the current 





+EA IJB Ra VR2 
E E 
EA=F(VR2) JB= F(IRI) 
Figure B 3 SCEPTRE Representation - Hybrid Model (Prestored) 
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I 
If the Tee model is preferred, SCEPTRE will accept a user-description for 
that model without requiring modifications in the representation. ECAP, 
however, will not accept a nonlinear dependency and requires the conversion 
of the hybrid model voltage generator into a DC bias and some resistance 
such that the branch' resulting is a linear approximation of the performance 
of the original generator. The current source is dependent linearly on the 
not modified.1 2 
current through RI and it is 
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Figure B 4 ECAP Representation - Hybrid Model 
branch - one impedance with or without a source between two nodes, ECAP 
requires a "dummy" impedance in parallel with an I source, and in series 
with a V source, IK is used. 
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2DHigh Frequency Models [<< 4- The two most commonly used 
w 
configurations are the Hybrid-Pi (Figure B-5) and the Modified-Tee (Figure 
B -6). Their parameters are not frequency dependent and most manufacturers 
provide data for one of them. 
B rbb' B' /C B (B') Cb'c C 
6'' () 
Tbe rb I =F(Irbe) 
E E 
a Analytical Hybrid Pi b Reduced Hybrid Pi 
Figure B5 Hybrid PI 
This circuit is known to give results in excellent agreement with experiment 
in the range de to limiting frequency of the device, that frequency where the 
gain is significantly reduced and operation is no longer validly assumed 
linear 
The reduced version of the circuit is justified when source or load 
impedances or other factors or uncertainties swamp the effects of various 
parameters Parameters rb, e and rce are considered approximate opens in 
Figure B-5b, CbI e' Cb' c are lumped and include CT 
The Modified Model is generally used for common base circuits, and 
is limited in transient response analysis in range of operating biases and 











a Analytical Modified Tee b Simplified Tee 
Figure B6 Modified Tee 
Program Models ECAP will accept the Hybrid -Pi in either form, although 
the reduced version is the most commonly used. The current dependency is 
linear and the elements must be single valued. 
I B3 Cb' 2 
rb'e Cbie IMeg n, 
"- ­ _ -. _- - 8B4 
BI B2 
3 3 
Figure B 7 ECAP -Hybrid PI 
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SCEPTRE has no prestored Hybrid-Pi but the user may enter a model 
which describes the current generator as a function of Irbt e' and which is 
not restricted to single valued elements 
There 	are numerous other small signal models, the ones presented 
above are the most commonly applied to small signal analysis. There are 
more complex circuits for device simulation at higher operating frequencies 
and for noise analysis 
LARGE SIGNAL MODELS 
A large signal is defined as an AC signal with a peak to peak amplitude 
that exceeds the DC bias upon which it is superimposed Large signal tran­
sistor models are intended to simulate the behavior of a transistor when its 
operation encompasses more than one region of operation, or when its 
operation enters the nonlinear portion of the device characteristics 
There are four regions of operation for a transistor (See References 
13 - 17.) They are. 
I. 	 Cut-off Region Collector current cut-off or collector voltage 
saturation, both junctions are reverse biased, only small reverse 
saturation currents flow across the junctions 
I<0 V « kT V « kT 
e EB q CB q 
The transistor behaves as an open (nonconducting) switch 
11. 	 Normal Active Region Emitter junction forward biased, collector 
IC
 






III. Saturation Region. Collector current saturation or collector 
IC
 
voltage cut off, both junctions carry a forward bias, I < - ­
e3­
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the voltages across the junctions are in the millivolt range. The 
transistor behaves as a closed (conducting) switch. 
IV. 	 Inverse Active Region. Emitter reverse biased, collector for­
ward biased, similar to normal active with emitter and collector 
interchanged, low reverse current gain. 
Large signal operation for transistors includes power applications and 
switching (an extreme case where the device goes rapidly from Region III to 
Region I and vice versa, and generally includes the first three regions of 
1 4 
operation. 
Small signal models dealt only with Region II The parameters were 
assumed to remain constant and operation was approximately linear Large 
signal modeling is complicated by the variation of parameter values with 
changes in voltage and current, the thermal and power limitations that must 
9
be accounted for, and the nonlinear behavior of the device. 
7 
' 
There are three primary models used for large signal analysis (1) the 
Beaufoy-Sparkes Charge Control model; (2) the Ebers -Moll model, (3) the 
Linvill -Lumped model 
In their paper "Comparison of Large Signal Models for Junction Tran­
slistors, "4 Hamilton et al, had the following conclusions about the three 
models. 
First, 	the three models are all described by two first order ordinary 
differential equations. The main difference in the equations is in the de ­
pendent variables. The same four measurements provide the values for 
parameters for Ebers -Moll and the Beaufoy-Sparkes models and determine 
the characteristics equation of the Lumped model. (Table B-I shows parameter 
conversion for #1 and #2, and Figure B-14 demonstrates equation similarity 
for #2 and #3 ) 
Second, although each model is derived by means of approximations 
made at different stages of the theoretical development, the final overall 
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degree of approximation is the same. The models have the same natural 
frequencies and give the same results for transient problems. Therefore, 
as far as numerical results are concerned, the three models are equivalent. 
Last, the Charge Control model is considered more cumbersome in 
application that the Ebers -Moll model, the Lumped model is considered the 
most general in development approach. 
The Ebers-Moll Model. The well-known Ebers-Mon equations for 
device operation are given below. They are valid for any transistor in low 
level injection, regardless of shape, which has negligible voltage drop every­
where but the junctions. They are also valid for a graded base region device. 1 8 
The Ebers -Moll model for Regions I, and II is based on these equations 
of ideal device operation. To more closely approximate actual device per ­
formance resistances rb, rel, rcl must be added. The model is completed 
for high frequency by adding Cbe' Cbe 
Program Models: Two CAD programs have prestored versions of the 
Ebers-Moll model for the first three regions of operation, NET-I, and, 
SCEPTRE The Ebers -Moll based model is the only model available with 
NET-i for circuit analysis, and it requires all of its parameters be pre ­
stored for each device prior to its use in analysis, a requirement that has 
been found to be too restrictive. 
SCEPTRE uses a more flexible prestored Ebers -Moll model. The 
user must have access to ICO, IEO, 0N' Oil to describe J and J2 (current 
generators) or may enter tables of laboratory measurement data. Rbb and 
R may be omitted from separate representation when measurements are 
used since they are included in the values for J and J If a, - 0, JA 
may be omitted. 
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a) IDEALIZED EQUATIONS 
i (e CE 1 )IE I =(e1 -al  
e
'NIEO >eVEB - ICO (eXVC i
 
C 1-a a (In-) 1- aeI
 
IB =- IC - IE 
=
'I ICO reciprocity requirement'N IEO 
X q 1=1 valid when the transition region has no effect 
7KT 
I for germanium, 7 - 2 for silicon, I - - 3 
b) IDEALIZED MODELS 
TERMINAL CURRENT CONTROL TERMINAL VOLTAGE CONTROL 
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Figure B 9 Ebers-Moll Model for Regions , R, High Frequency 
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Figure B 10 NET-1 Transistor Model 
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Figure B11 SCEPTRE Prestored Model 
Charge Control Model. The concepts of charge control -may be briefly 
summarized as (1) the base charge (qB) may be defined uniquely by the past 
behavior of the base current, (2) the collector current is proportional to the 
18base charge, is controlled by the base charge. The active region model 
and its equations are given in Figure B -12 17, 20, 21 
The similarity of the charge control model and more familiar param ­
eters is seen by the relations 
hfe 1 TBF 
-hfe hBF F (Forward Injection) 
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Figure B 12 Charge Control Model and Equations (NPN Device) 
The similarity of the charge control model and more familiar parameters 
is seen by the relations 
hFe h 7BF
 
HBF ' T- fe 7'
 
Program Models: CIRCUS includes a radiation-pulse current generator 
in its prestored charge control model. 2 2 CIRCUS requires that the user define 
13 single valued parameters and 4 parameters that are single valued or tabled. 
The program equations are 
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Cbe =N +0NTCN (IN + I ) 
(0l-Vbe) 1 
- "N +0 
e (62 vb) 1T0 (I ICS) 
(~1INFbe - II he Nb (A +1) 11 
ICs (e Ibe Ies (eNVbe_ 1)IN 
ON, TOCN f(IN) 01, TC, =I(I) 
N I , N 2 are proportionality constants 
These parameters may be converted to Ebers-Moll parameters 
TABLE B-I 
CHARGE CONTROL TO EBERS -MOLL CONVERSION RELATIONS 
Charge -Control Ebers -Moll Charge -Control Ebers -Moll 
T0-9N IesI 
Ies I - N TCI 27iaF 
II Ics 38.9(298) q 
cs 1-cNyI N M (T+273) M KTNIe e 
10-9 38 9(298) _ q 
IMI (T + 273) M KT 
Other parameters correspond directly. 
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E Ipp, I = radiation 
induced pulse -currents 
Figure B 13 CIRCUS Prestored Charge Control Model - NPN 22 
The Linvill Lumped Model The Linvill model uses lumped elements 
to represent paths through which charge will flow in a transistor, the rate 
and amount of this charge-flow being governed by hole and electron concen­
trations and voltage The lumped elements are given in terms of length 
dimensions and electrical constants. A reduced lumped diffusion model for 
a transistor is given in Figure B -14 1,23-25 
VE 
VE _ "-~ ee L Id 2L. cc
 
B 
Figure B 14 Lrnvill's Two Lump Transistor Model 
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Equations Showing Parallel to Ebers -Moll Model: 
-Eo eV e / M e 0- - TN d-" -Ne -1 
e l aNa NITNi 
+ N - ICO (eV /M c - ) d V1(e cMc -1)+- (CjeVe) 
ll(e SI)l
I o eVc/Mc 0 1-T 
­
- 1 
Ic= 1 -Na I ( 
-
ai 
+ - \C ccI -aNai+ 1 NIEo (eVe/MO -) +- d CV 
where: 
I O A Pn (G+rla G ) 0 oA -Pn (G 2 +aN Grl) 
Ch Oh G Gd 
TN QG 1= 00 a~+GI-G+GcN dA rl d r2 Grl+Gd I= Gr2 +Gd 
Gd diffusion current generator 
Grl , Gr2 recombination centers 
Chi, Ch 2 storance Vx/MO 
PCC, P excess holes in collector, emitter, P A P (e ) 
Program Models A version of the Linvill model has been developed 
for use as the prestored model for the TRAC program. 2 6 The model and its 
parameters are shown in Figure B -15 The model is dependent on past values 
( 1 11 I thh
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Figure B 15 TRAC Model - Prestored Lumped Model-NPN 
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SUMMARY 
The most commonly used small signal models, the Modified Tee and 
the Hybrid-Pi, have been presented with a description of the CAD programs 
that accept them. The three large signal models have also been briefly pre­
sented with a discussion of the CAD programs that have incorporated them. 
The Hybrid-Pi is suitable for AC and small signal transient analysis 
and is the most effectively used model for ECAP 
Large signal analysis requires a degree of complexity ECAP cannot 
accept without a loss of efficiency and accuracy. NET -1 attempted analysis 
with only a complex Ebers -Moll model with extensive data requirements and 
this has been found severely restrictive. TRAC has attempted analysis with 
only a complex version of the Linvill model and has met the same restrictions. 
CIRCUS attempts analysis with a charge -controlled model with less stringent 
requirements, is more effective but is also restricted. Some piece-wise 
linear modeling may be effected but this is generally cumbersome, especially 
without a dependent current source 
SCEPTRE is the first major program to combine the features of the
 
prestored models and the flexibility of the user -derived models SCEPTRE
 
is capable of both small and large signal analysis with its prestored models
 
It should be reemphasized that there is no single model capable of all 
analysis since such a model would be cumbersome and overly complex for 
any given analysis just as there is no ideal CAD program to perform analysis. 
The selections of the model and the program are both determined from con ­
siderations of the application of the device, the availability of parameter data 
and the accuracy requirements of the solution among others. 
Table B-If presents a summary of some major CAD programs and the 
models included in this paper, Table B -III is a summary of symbols applied 














































KEY TO SYMBOLS USED IN TEXT 
A manufacturer' s data sheet typically contains information on Ico, 
VCE(sat) VBE(sat), hFE(Beta), Cob and fT,as well as stresslimits for 
the device. Many also include the small signal parameters hre hie, hoe, 
hfe (AC amplification). Based on this information and the knowledge of what 
load current is desired (small signal operating point or large signal - maximum 
stress on the device) the designer/analyst must derive the parameter values 
(or functions of values) for the selected device. 
The following is a tabulation of the symbols used in ths paper and their 
definitions Those parameters necessary for analysis include the generally 
applied approximation for their computation. 
B, B' ; b, b' 	 Base terminal, suffix-parameter related to base 
characteristics 
C, C' , c, c' Collector terminal, suffix-parameter related to 
collector characteristics 
Cbl c Capacity from base internal point to collector, 
generally labeled Cob on data sheet 
Gbt e 	 Capacity from base internal point to emitter 
1 gm 
Cble WTre 2f T 
c, Ce Collector, emitter capacity - large signal symbol 
Cg e or Cde Diffusion capacity of emitter, collector, corresponds 
(Csc or Cd) to Cb e' Cb'c 
CT Transition capacity,
omitted CT<< Cbt and :. generally 
E,E', e, el 	 Emitter terminal, suffix-parameter related to base 
characteristics 
f Alpha cut off frequency, f N P f - f 
a a of3' T 
f 	 Beta cut off frequency 
fT 	 Current gain - bandwidth product 
B -21 
Trans conductance, g r g l+hf for 
e e 





Input impedance, small signal, - At in AVot0 
h 
r Feedback voltage ration, small signal, 
AV in 
Am IAi =0A Vout Ain 
h f Current transfer ratio, small signal, AoutAt i ot0V out = 
I fe 




Ic Collector to Base saturation current when 1F = 0 
IEo Emitter to Base saturation current when Ic 0 
K Boltzmann' s Constant (8 6310 - ev/°K 
ME, Mc Emitter, collector proportionality constants (1 !-Mx < 3) 
(emission constant) 









Control charge in base region 
Components of r bb, base resistance generally rbb, 
compared to circuit components (rbbl= h e ­ rb e) 








Resistance-base internal point to collector, generally 
very large, appears as an open to a CAD program 
generally omitted, rb' e 1 
bc hre gb' C 













, also appears as an open 
kT 2kT 
- at 27°C, - =26mvql e q 
T 
VT 
Absolute temperature 0 Kelvin 




Inverted current gain 
Normal current gain 
Low frequency a'N 
Inverted Beta I 





Current gain at edge of saturation 
symbol for simplification (also 8), X = 
r1kT nVT 
accounting for recombination of carriers 
in the junction transition region, dependent on material 
i-< <- 3 n P 1 for germanium 
17 - 2 for silicon 
Junction voltages (Vb' e' Vb' c) 
0 
Alpha cut off frequency, radians 
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-- = 2fiX current gain bandwidth product
T1.2 T 
TBF Base charge time constant 
TF Collector charge control time constant 
8h parametersTypical Values of 
(common Emitter Configuration) 
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PART II. TRANSISTOR MODELS FOR HOSTILE (WEAPON) 
ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS 
INTRODUCTION 
The present concern of circuit specialists, both designers and analysts, 
has been the degradation of systems upon exposure to nuclear radiation, spe ­
cifcally that resulting from the detonation of a weapon. 
The inability of system shielding to be effective for all radiations 
makes it necessary to design and analyze for the generation of radiation­
induced transient and permanent effects in semiconductor devices. There 
is no laboratory procedure capable of providing either the mixture or the 
intensity of the radiations produced in a real weapon environment, which 
may consist of any mixture of photons, charged particles or neutrons As 
a result, it becomes necessary to turn to the computer. Several computer 
circuit analysis programs, such as SCEPTRE, CIRCUS, and TRAC, have 
been developed specifically for the analysis of transient radiation effects on 
circuits. 
The purposes of this paper are (1) to describe the first order radiation 
effects in semiconductor material in terms of the weapon environment, (2) 
to describe the physical interactions which produce the altered device behavior, 
and (3) to discuss the computer program models available for the analysis of 
an exposed device. The discussion is primarily in terms of bipolar tran­
sistors. Because of the practical complexity of a discussion of a weapon or 
space radiation environment, such a discussion is not attempted here. 
THE FIRST ORDER EFFECTS 
Radiations consist of high energy photons such as gamma rays and 
energetic particles such as neutrons, electrons and fission fragments. 
The effects initiated by the high energy photons are primarily transient 
ionization and excitation of the absorbing material. The effects initiated by 
the energetic particles, specifically neutrons, are primarily localized bulk 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
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displacements, disruptions of the crystal lattice structure along the particle 
path Because of the obvious complexity of a sinultaneous discussion of 
each radiation expected in an incident environment, the two classes of 
radiation will be discussed separately. 
IONIZATION 
The ionization effects of a pure photon environment result from the 
interaction of the photons and the atomic electrons of the absorbing material. 
The photon-atomic electron interaction produces charged particles which in 
turn produce ionization through further interactions. 
1, 2 
The three primary photon-atomic electron interaction processes are 
1. 	 The Photoelectric Effect The inelastic collision of a photon and an 
atomic electron, the photon energy is absorbed by the electron which 
is ejected from the atom if the photon energy exceeds the binding 
energy of the electron. The extent of the photoelectric interaction 
is dependent on both the photon energy and the atonic number of the 
absorbing material and is most important at low photon energies for 
materials of high atomic number 
2. 	 The Compton Effect The elastic collision of a photon and an atomic 
electron of the absorbing material in which part of the photon energy 
is transferred to the electron, both the electron and a reduced-energy 
photon are scattered. The Compton effect is most important in an 
energy range between 100 KeV and 4 MeV and is more sigmificant 
for materials with a high atomic number 
3. 	 Pair-Production The interaction of the electric field of the atomic 
nucleus (or the field of an atomic electron) and a photon in which the 
photon energy (when E is > 1 02 MeV) is absorbed in the formation of 
an electron-positron pair The positron is rapidly annihilated by an 
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electron with the interaction resulting in the production of two 
lower-energy photons. Pair-production is most important for high 
photon energies and is especially important for heavy elements It 
is the major reaction process for high energies 
The result of each of these three major interaction processes is the 
production of one or more secondary electrons. The Boulomb interaction 
of these electrons produces additional iomzation and excitation. Successive 
generation of the interactions ceases when low energy electrons are produced 
which do not have sufficient energy to continue the production of ionization 
or excitation. These last-order electrons will lose energy by elastic scat­
terings until they are either captured or thermalized 





electrons (low energy) -thermalized 
Coulomb interaction and successively gen­
erated interactions 
Interactions Produced in a Photon Environment 
Ionization is also created by energetic particles. The ionization effects of 
a primary beam of charged particles (electrons, positrons) are identical to 
the ionization effects of the secondary electrons produced by photon irrad­
iations. Heavy charged particles (protons, fission fragments) create ioni­
zation along the primary particle path of such a high intensity that electron­
positron charge recombination occurs rapidly. The net effect of the heavy 
particles is less than the effect of an equivalent, more uniformly distributed 
energy deposition 3 
Neutrons are heavy uncharged particles that produce ionization only 
through secondary processes. Neutron ionization effects are a function of 
neutron energy. The important neutron interaction processes are (1) 
elastic scattering- a collision of a neutron and a nucleus with transfer of 
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kinetic energy, and (2) inelastic scattering - a collision of a high energy 
neutron and a nucleus with conversion of some of the neutron kinetic energy 
into excitation energy in the struck nucleus. The excited nucleus returns to 
its stable state by emitting the excess energy as a photon 1, 2 
Ionization produces prnarily transient effects in the incident material, 
displacement produces primarily permanent effects 
DISPLACEMENT 
For the typical energetic neutrons produced in nuclear reactions, the 
production of atomic displacements is the principal interaction process through 
which neutron energy is dissipated. Displacement effects are the result of 
defects in the crystal lattice structure that introduce additional energy states 
in the energy band gap. These defects behave either as additional recombi­
nation centers, which can produce a reduction in minority carrier lifetime 
or they can alter the inpurity concentration of the affected material, which 
can produce alterations in the physical properties of the material Large 
defect clusters result from a neutron interaction in which a large amount 
of the neutron kinetic energy is transferred to a single atom.
4 
Ionization and displacement defects can produce significant alterations 
in the electrical behavior of the affected material. 
MANIFESTATION OF THE EFFECTS 
The most significant result of the three primary photon-interaction 
processes is the production of free electron-hole pairs. The number of 
electron-hole pairs created in semiconductor material is proportional to 
the amount of energy absorbed from the radiation environment The dif­
ferences between the exposure and absorbed radiation environments can be 
a complex function of the equilibrium radiation environment at the specimen. 
The complex prediction of carrier generation rate may be simplified by 
considering the energy deposition to be uniform throughout the geometry 
of the device if the incident particle or photon energy exceeds 200 KeV 
For photon or electron irradiation between 1 to 5 MeV, the absorbed dose 
is essentially identical to the exposure dose 
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Rladiation induced carrier generation in the bulk semiconductor will 
increase the minority and majority carrier densities. 
= =An Ap g0 3(t) 	 (B-i) 
The change in majority and minority carriers is seen to be equal and there ­
fore the relative effect on minority carrier density is greater The minority 
carrier density increase results in the junction photocurrents and secondary 
photocurrents in diodes and transistors. 
Displacement damage in the bulk semiconductor introduces a number 
of recombination centers, which is generally assumed to be proportional to 




_ +_ (B-2) 
TF K 
where rF is the new lifetime 
- is the initial lifetime0 
K 	 is the lifetine damage constant
 
is the integrated neutron flux
 
In terms of device performance, the reduction in minority carrier life ­
time produces a transient reduction in the forward gain of a transistor that is 
not completely recovered. The damage value of Beta for a single radiation 
pulse may be obtained from the Messenger-Spratt Equation 
4 
1 1 0. 194 D 	 (B-3OF 0 + f K(-)o 
The detailed analysis of displacement damage in transistors is complicated 




THE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
In semiconductor material, electrical currents are the result of the 
motion of either holes or electrons and are associated with two independent 
mechanisms (1) Drift motion, the result of charged particles being acted 
upon by an electric field, and (2) Diffusion, the result of the tendency of 
carriers to diffuse from regions of high charge concentration to regions of 
low concentration. The net current density is the sum of the drift and dif­
fusion component currents.5 
Carrier density that is greater than the equilibrium carrier density 
is termed excess carrier density. Excess carriers can be introduced by 
electrical, optical, thermal or radiation injection mechanisms Excess 
carriers are opposed by the recombination process (mutual anmhilation) 
by which holes and electrons are removed from circulation as charge car­
riers. The net rate of recombination of excess holes and electrons is 
approximately 
n-type Rate P = - n(x) (B-4) 
T T 
P p 
n o  p -type Rate =(x) - (B-5)-p(x)T T 
n n 
for one dimensional, conductive, extrinsic, homogeneous 
material operating with a low injection rate. 
The carrier generation rate by external mechanisms, g, has been 
=shown to be g g0j(t) for ionizing radiation, where y(t) is the exposure 
m radians. 
The continuity of current requires 
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p -1 n + g y(t) (B-6) 
8t qA 8x T­
n-type: 












The equations of current flow are. 
holes q p p(x) E - q D px (B-8) 
n-type 
Jelectrons = q p n(x) E + q Dn x(B-9) 
Drift Diffusion 
I = A (Jholes + Jelectrons ) (B-l) 
and the presence of the electric field requires the application of Gauss' Law' 
BE = ()= N DE p(x) FN(x) - Na(x) + p (x) - n(x ) (B-11) 
Ex d a j)C 
The terminal relationships of a device may be derived from these equations. 
5 
To demonstrate briefly the relationship of the physical behavior and the 
transistor models available for computer aided analysis, the equations of 
an ideal diode and an ideal PNP transistor are included Because of the 
complexity of the equations, worst case steady state conditions are primarily 
discussed. 
AN IDEAL DIODE 
The current appearing at the terminals of this device will be related 
to the internal redistribution of the carriers upon application of a bias po­
tential. The following analysis is based on an abrupt junction device composed 
of homogeneous n-type and p-type material with a transition or space charge 
W. 6 layer surrounding the junction of width 
B-35 
For forward bias, assuming carrier flow by diffusion only 
P n o  q n /K q nn(o) 
n-type J (o) = D(evIKT - = D (-12) B) 
n nL 
n 
=sine I A (Jh() + Je(O)) , substituting Ln = \Dn Tn and including snilar 
expressions for the electrons 
LpLn 
Aq LnPno + L O (eqv1KT (B13
Idiode forward= Aq ( T + / - i (-13)
n p 
(B -14)
= (e q v/DT -]) 
Adding the effects of the space charge region contribution to reverse current, 
for reverse bias 
pLn Wn 
t diodedidreverse = A (n no + p pa + 9" n (B-15)reere- T 
n p a 
=I 
S 
In a steady state ionizing radiation environment where the carrier 
generation is increased by g0 y(t) the equation for reverse bias becomes-( 3 
) 
(no ) () ( ) 
1d =Aq Ln + g 7 (t) +Lp +g --(t) n- +9 o tdTn 0Tp 0oT (B-16) 
The equilibrium diode photocurrent can be seen to be 
Idp p = Ag go(j) [L + L + W] (B -17) 
For pulsed transient photoresponse, the complexity of the equation is con­
siderably increased (3) 
A step function 1 
response Idp p(t) = Aq ILn erf (T )2 + W u(t)] (B-) 
n 
Figure B-16 diagrams the minority-carrier concentrations for forward 
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as a result of ionizing radiation absorption Figure B-16c diagrams the 
alterations of a diode V-I characteristic A current generator idpp(t) 
placed across the junction in parallel with the high frequency model of 
the device has proven satisfactory as a first-order approximation model. 
THE TRANSISTOR MODELS 
There are three large signal nonlinear models (1) Ebers-Moll, (2) 
the Beaufoy-Sparkes Charge Control, and (3) the Linvill Lumped Model, that 
have been modified for radiation effect computer analysis 
EBERS-MOLL 
A reversed biased ideal PNP transistor with abrupt junctions, Wbase< 
Lbase that is extrinsic and homogeneous in all three regions and that is 
operating with a low injection level is diagramed in Figure B-17 For the 
EB KT3-KT 
, V << - T , bias conditions arecut-off mode V<<-K 
n g b +b nIB19
 
IC cL nc pb oc
 
n Wb Pbo n I 
+Aje [e eTne 2 T pb e Toe 
electron hole space -charge 
region 
B= - IE- 'C (B-21) 
When ionizing radiation effects are included the equation for equilibrium 
effects (steady state) are 
q' + go' +go (,))+It ~ cL~ =qpcon - P Xc (Zr +Ajo t.x\+Wb+@ +n-u)g(. 
c C% (nc Tpb oT oc 
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MINORITY CONCENTRATIONS IN THE CUTOFF MODE - PNP 
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ne ph oe 
+1 (B-23)
=E + ppe 
I= - I' (B-24) 
Snnilar to the diode approximation, current generators representing i andppe 
i placed across the junctions of a transistor high frequency nonlinear modelpp c 
provide a satisfactory first order approximation model. 
A nonlinear model (capable of cutoff-active -saturation representation) 
is necessary because the photocurrents could be sufficient to turn on the device. 
The photocurrent generators generally replace the 'CO' 'EO leakage current 
generators in the nonlinear models The equations for active region operation 
may be derived by assuming all current is from diffusion and neglecting the 
space charge layer carrier generation and recombination, then 
dPb (o) d ne ((-5) 
N = e I-b dx e dx 
[ d Pb (W) d n'(o)(-
Ic =qAc +D d- -Dc (B -2 6) 
Since Pb (o), ne (o) ncI (o) PbI (w) are linearly dependent upon (e qVEB/KT-I) 
and (eC I the form of the classic Ebers-Moll equations is readily 
verified 
(qVEE . l aR S e &
 
KT KT _(-27) 
IC = - ixF I E S KT KT(-28 
IB = - 1E -IC (B-29) 
B -40 
From the cutoff condition 
IE off ( F IES +ippe (B-30) 
cutoff-
ICoff (1 -s 'Cs+ippc (B-31) 
Using the same procedure, the equations for general operation under radi­
ation exposure may be developed 
(B-32)E( ) IE + ippe -) 
C(-) = IC + ippc(Y) (B-33) 
The photocurrent effects on the device and circuit are compounded by multi­
plication of the photocurrent. The secondary photocurrent so produced could 
damage the device if it is sufficiently large. 
Figure B-18a diagrams the Ebers-Moll PNP Transistor model and modi­
fications to include the junction capacitance, bulk resistance and the photo ­
current generators, B-18b shows the version incorporated in the SCEPTRE 
program 
CHARGE CONTROL 
The characterization of the ideal transistor described above is in terms 
of excess minority carriers An alternate description is in terms of minority­
carrier charge density distribution Figure B-19 is a diagram of charge 
density distribution for the active region of operation The total distribution 
for the four regions of operation is also shown. Tis is a direct relationship
between this internal charge distribution and the operating region 
5 
Assuming the ideal device for simplicity and recombination processes 
occur only in the base and are defined by a uniformly constant lifetime B, 
for steady state conditions the stored excess minority carrier charge (+ qB) 
and the equal majority carrier charge (- qB) are maintained by the base 
current 'B
. 
IB is defined as a sustaining current which supplies majority 
electrons at a rate equal to their loss due to recombination in the base. For 
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The stored base charge is composed of forward and reverse components of 
stored minority carrier charge as shown in Figure 4 
qB qF I qR (B-35) 
Therefore 
qF d qF qR + dqR (-36)
B "BF dt 'BR --
By assuming that the base charge is limited to relatively slow variations, 
1c and 1 may be defined. For DC steady state, forward injection only-
OFqF qF 
I - F (B-37) 
c TBF TF 
For slow variations in qB, i 1 	 1 and 
i q 1 dqF 
/q
 
-Similar equations can be written 	for reverse injection (IE= and theR
 
total expression for terminal currents of an ideal device become 
ic + + dq (B-39) 
c F TR TBR 
= 1 1 :qR(B40 
qF F + ) +dt (-40)e F BF 'TR
 
B= Ic -e (B-41)
 
(To include saturation, an increase in the base charge is represented by 





Leakage currents iEO' ICO are included and space charge layer charge
dVe dVc 
storage is represented by the terms - e eb and C d--- In the 
b'e dt ob dt 
complete model as shown in Figure B -20 CIRCUS incorporates the charge 
control model as its radiation model and represents the photocurrents by 
current generators placed in parallel with 1EO, 1CO exactly as represented 
in the Ebers -Moll model 8 The CIRCUS model and its equations are shown 
in Figure B-21. 
THE LUMPED MODEL 
The third approach to describing device behavior is the Linvill approach 
of lumped modeling. The snplest model is the 2 -lump model shown in Fig­
ure 7. The model is based on a description of excess minority carrier be­
havior similar to the Ebers -Moll approach. The model shown has parameter 
definitions that correspond to the charge -control model parameters Ter ­
minal equations for the ideal device are 
S- D Pb' (o) +(HD+ CR) Pb? (w) + SR dPb? (w) + C dt vc di 110 





1b = - -i 
b c e 
where the space charge layer charge storage is represented as well as the 
leakage currents. The radiation version replaces iEO' ICO with ippe, ipp c 
as in the other models. TRAC employs the Linvill model tor analysis and 
the TRAC representation is given in Figure B -22 
CONCLUSIONS 
The three program models discussed are first-order approximations 
for representation of ionizing radiation effects. The three models use iden­
tical approaches to the representation of the junction photocurrents ippe, 1pp c 
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Figure B 20 PNP Charge-Control Model for Normal and Inverse Operation 
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Figure B 23 	 TRAC Representation of the Lanvill Two-Lump Model - PNP -
Including Radiation Photocurrents (prestored) 
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The variations of Beta with time, injection level and radiation exposure 
for a given device is complex. A general approach has evolved because most 
programs require the Beta be either single valued or expressed as a function 
of current in a sinple table Beta is first computed for the injection level 
and other Inormal' operating conditions. A degraded Beta for the given flux 
level is computed from Equation (3) and then degraded by a factor of 2 or 3 
to provide a worst -case analysis (The actual transient loss may be this 
great or greater with a recovery of Beta to its damage value PF dependent 
upon the device and its exposure ) This approximate analysis is sufficient 
to indicate the presence of difficulties in the circuit under analysis. 
SCEPTRE allows the programming of Beta as a function (equation or 
tabled expression) and CIRCUS allows a table (Beta N = F(In)) The more 
elaborate expressions for Beta are justified when sufficient laboratory data 
exists to warrant the increased computer computation time. 
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TABLE OF SYMBOLS 
A junction area (Aje, Aje , Abase ) 
Cj & Cje incremental capacitance of the junction 
CVC, CVE nonlinear charge store of the junction 
D, Dn ' Dpb charge-carrier diffusion constant (e, p for electrons in 
p-material, e, b, c for a transistor to denote emitter, base 
or collector) 
E electric field 
90 carrier generation rate at equilibirum 
"
1 CF , HCR forward and reverse combination parameter of the Linvill model 
" D the diffusance parameter of the Linvill model 
Ico, IEO the collector and emitter junction saturation current (opposite 
junction open) 
ICS, IES the collector and emitter junction saturation currentjunction shorted) (opposite 
IS Saturation current of an ideal diode 
J electric current density 
K damage constant 
K, k Boltzmann' s Constant 
L Charge carrier diffusion length (see D) 
Na (N ) accepter (donor impurity concentration 
77(P) electron (hole) concentration 
77 (p1) excess electron (hole) concentration 
771 intrinsic carrier concentration 
q magnitude of the electronic charge 
qB total excess minority carrier charge stored in the case 
qB = qF + qR(forward and reverse components) 
junction space charge layer charge (at Vg= 0) 
rB' rE' rC large signal bulk resistances 
T absolute temperature 
W Width of the base region 
x, x' , x" longitudinal coordinate in one dimensional transistor model 
B-51 
aF(aR) large signal forward (reverse) injection common base short
circuit gain 
PF(W3R )  large signal forward (reverse) injection common emitter short 
circuit current gain 
y() ionizing radiation 
neutron flux 
c dielectric permittivity 
77 base width modulation factor 
p charge carrier mobility 
p space charge concentration 
T lifetime of excess charge carriers 
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CURRENT CODING EXAMPLES 
Example 1: (Taken from the report, "The Application of NASAP to the 
Design of Biomedical Instrumentation Circuits, " written by M. L. Moe and 
J. T. Schwartz, Denver Research Institute, University of Denver, January 
1970). 
Given: The Equivalent Circuit Diagram of a Telemetry Transmitter 
47 pf 
2 5pLh 
20K 10 pf 
- 2N709 
220fl 240pf 54V-= 






















NASAP Input Code 
NASAP PROBLEM TELEMETER
 
Il 1 2 1.0
 
Cl 1 2 10OUF 
RI 1 2 20K 
C2 2 3 2UF 
R2 2 3 100 
R3 1 3 220 
L1 4 1 0.25 
C3 2 4 2:OUF 
C4 3 1 47UF 
C5 3 4 10UF 
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PLOT(TY=SE/FR=80/TO= 126/EL=KE3) 
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SENSITIVITY TC C2 
0.0 + 4.905E 11S + 2154E OS 
S 
+ 2.266E 08S 
3 
+ 4.656E 055 
4 
+ 5.740E 02S 
5 
+ 1.00E 005 
6 
- 2ol3E 14 - 1,504E 13S - 4,2S8E lOS 
2 
* 9.515E 07S 
3 
+ 2-841E 05S 
4 
+ 3.422E 02S 
5 
+ 1.000E OOS 
6 



































































































































































SENSITIVITY TC R2 
3.543E C9 + 7.858E C9S + 1.207E 08S 
2 
+ 4o279E 05S 
3 
+ 3.4C3E 02S 
4 
+ 1,OOOE OOS 
5 
+ 0.0 
- 2.913E 14 - 1.504E 133 - 4o298E lOS 
2 
4 9.55E G7S 
3 
+ 2o841E 05S 
4 
+ 3o422E 02S 
5 
+ 1OO00E OOS 
6 
THE FUNCTICN FACTCR = 4.033E C; 
I 
0.0 0.0 0.0 CoG 000 
0.0 0.0 0.0 C0 0o0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 '0o0 000 0.0 Q.0 
0*0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 
4.51192E-01 -1.00514E-03 -2ge241E-C6 -3.59256E-09 -1oC4976E-11 
0o0 0.0 0,0 Coo CoO 
0.0 000 0.0 coo o1. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 C.C CO 
0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0o0 0,0 00 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 CoO Co0 
0o0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-3.34397E 01 -5.53508E-01 -1,81177E-03 -1,44092E-G6 -4.23382E-09 
0.0 0.0 0.0 CoO GoO 
0.0 0.0 000 G.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 






































































































SENSIIIVITY TO R3 
1o698E 11 4 4.828E 115 + 1.257E 09S 
2 
+ 1.352E 06S 
3 
+ 3.272E 03S 
4 
+ 1.000E 005 
5 
+ 0.0 
- 2 913E 14 - 1o5C4E 135 - 4.298E 10S 
2 
4 9,575E 075 
3 
+ 2,841E 05S 
4 
+ 3.422E 02S 
5 
+ 1.000E OOS 
6 






















0o0 0.0 0.0 
000 0.0 0.0 
0o0 0.0 Coo 
00 000 000 
0.0 000 0.0 
-1.00514E-03 -2.98241E-06 -3,59256E-CS 
000 C0 C.0 
0.0 0.0 C0 
000 000 0.0 
000 00 CoO 
0.0 000 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0o0 
0.0 00 000 
0.0 000 C0 
000 0.0 0oo 
3.17453E-CI 3o41535-C4 8,267C3E-C7 
0,0 0.0 0.0 
0,0 0.0 C.0 
000 0.0 C.0 

























































































































SENSITIVITY TC Li 
0.0 + 0.0 - 9.143E 08S 
2 
- .E4AE 07S 
3 
- 1.060E 05S 
4 
+ 3.422E 02S 
5 
+ 1.00E OOS 
6 
- 2.913E 14 - 1o50AE 13S - 40 2S8E 10S 
2 
+ SEi5E C7S 
3 
+ 2.841E 05S 
4 
+ 3.422E 02S 
5 
+ 1.000E OOS 
6 
THE FUNCTICN FACTOR = ].OCCE CO 
' 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0o0 
000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 
0.0 000 0.0 C.0 0O0 
0,0 0.0 0o0 0.0 OC 
4.51192E-01 -1.00514E-03 -2.9E241E-06 -3.59256E-09 -1,C4c76E-11 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0,C 000 
0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 
000 0.0 Coo C.O 000 
0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 
000 0.0 0.0 C0 0,0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 OO 0.0 
0.0 000 0.0 C.0 0.0 
000 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 
0.0 0.0 0.0 C.0 0.0 
0.0 9.59837E-03 4.03512E-04 1,11326E-G6 -3o59256E-09 
0.0 0,0 0.0 C0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0o0 Coo 0.0 
000 0.0 0.0 G,0 0.0 








































































































SENSITIVITY TO C3 
Goo '+ 1.494E 12S + 6.454E 10S 
2 
+ 3.64CE 085 
3 
+ 6.985E 05S 
4 5 
+ 7.934E 025 + .0OOE OS 
6 
- 2,913E 14 - 1.504E 13S - 4o2,8E 10 
2 
4 9o5I5E 07S 
3 




3.422E 02S5 + 1.OOOE OOS 6 
THE FUtCTICN FACTOR = -6.494E-01 
fl 
0.0 Go0 0.0 0.0 
0,0 00 0.0 0.0 
00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Coo 0o0 0.0 00 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4.51192E-01 -1.00514E-03 -2.96241E-06 -3.59256E-CS 
00 0 .0 00 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 000 CoO 
0.0 Goo 0.0 0.0 
Goo coo 0.0 0.0 
0o0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
coO Coo 0,0 0.0 
0.0 GoO 0.0 0.O 
0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
1o01850E 01 4.40036E-01 2.48142E-C3 4o762C9E-06 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01 
Goo 0.0 000 0,0 
0.0 000 0.0 0.0 


























































































































SENSITIVITY TC C4 
000 + 1.698F 11S + 4.28E 115 
2 
* 1.257E 09S 
3 
+ 1.352E 06S 
4 
+ 3.272E 03S 
5 
+ 1.000E OOS 
6 
- 2.913F 14 - 1.504E 13S - 4.2S8E I0S 
2 
4 9.515E 015 
3 
+ 2.841E 05S 
4 
+ 3.422E 02S 
5 
+ 1.000E OOS 
6 
THE FUNCTICN FACTOR = 2.489E-Cl 
0.0 0.0 0.0 coo 0.0 
OoO 0.0 0,0 C. 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 Coo 0.0 
0.0 0.0 Coo 0o0 0.0 
000 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 
4.51192E-01 -1.00514E-03 -2og8241E-06 -3o59256E-09 -loC4C76E-11 
OO 0.0 0.0 CoO 0.0 
0.0 0.0 000 CoC CoO 
0o0 coo 000 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0o0 0.0 coO coG 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 OG 
0.0 0.0 0o0 0.0 OG 
0.0 0.0 0.0 CoO 0.0 
0o0 000 0.0 0oo 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-4.43573E-01 -1.26133E OC -3,28245E-03 -3,53147E-C6 -E.548106E-09
0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
0M0 0.0 0.0 CoO Coo 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 






































































































SENSITIVITY TC C5 
0.0 - 5.021[ 12S - 2.136E 11S - 653SE 08S 
3 
- 7.576E 05S 
4 
- 1.021E 03S 
5 
+ 1,00E 0OS 
6 
- 2.913E 14 - 1.54E 13S - 40 298E 10S 
2 
4 S.575E 07S 
3 
+ 2.841E 05S 
4 
+ 3.422E 02S 
5 
+ 1.000E 0OS 
6 















































































































































SENSITIVITY TO 12 
20 926E 11 + I,599E IOS + 1.877E 085 
2 
+ 40 5C3E 055 
3 
+ 4o790E 025 
4 
+ IoOCCE OOS 
5 
+ 0.0 
- 2.913E 14 - 10 5C4E 13S - 40 2c8E lOS 
2 
4 S 515E 07S 
3 
+ 2,841E C55 
4 
+ 3o422E 02S 
5 
+ 1.COCE 0OS 
6 
THE FUNCTICN FACTOR = 5.923E C2 
Co 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
oO coo 0o0 C.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
000 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 
4,51192E-01 -1o00514E-03 -2.96241E-06 -30 59256E-CS -ICtc76E-I1 000 0.0 0.0 C0 0.0 
0.0 .O0 0.0 C0c 0O0 
0o0 Coo o 000 OO 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 
0.0 OC 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 CC 000 
0,0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0o0 
-l66603E 02 -1.95485E OC -4,6970E-03 -4.98c8CE-C6 -,C04167E-O8 
000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0,0 0.0 0.0 C.0 O. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 C.0 0.0 






































































































SQUARE CF WORST CASE TCLERANCE 
2 3 4 5 67 
3.082E 28 + 3.406E 27S + 2.323E 26S + 3,244E 24S + 3.197E 225 + 1.376E 205 + 3.456E 17S + 7,276h 14S 
-- 9 10 11 12 
+ 1.070E 125 _9.990E 08S + 1.166E 065 4 5.9,5E 02S + 1000E GOS 
2 - 3 4 5 -6 . 
8,485E 28 + 8.760E 275 + 2,512E 265 + 1.237E 24S - 1.198E 21S - 1,657E 19S - 2.613E 16S - 5.067E 12S 
8 9 i 11 12 
+ 6,02SE lOS + 3.86CE C8S + 6653E C5 + 6.645E C2S * 1.000E 005 
THE FUNCTICN FACTOR = 2.737E-C2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 000 0o0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 
000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.35074E 06 9.65411E 05 2.76777E 04 1.36299E 02 
-1.31999E-01 -1.87057E-03 -2,E738E-06 -5o60605E-10 6.64391E-12 4.25322E-14 7.55230E-17 7,54268E-20 1.10201E-22 0.0 
00 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0:0 0.0 0.0 
000 0.0 000 0,C 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 000 0.0 0,0 
000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0.__ 000 0.0 0.0 
000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0o0 0.0 000 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 
0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 00 000 00 0.0 0o0 0.0 9.29569E 04 1.02711E 04 7.00740E 02 
9o7E263E 00 9.64322E-02 4.15129E-04 1.04222E-06 2.19438E-09 3.22763E-12 3.01305E-15 3.51513E-18 1.79595E-21 3.01593E-24 
0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 OoO 0 0,0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0o0 0.0 00 0 00 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0o0 0,0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 .. . 00 0.0 0,0 
0o0 O -
PLOT(IY=FR/FR=80/TO=126? 
THE TRANSFCRM OF THE RESPONSE IS ---
EXPo OF S NUMERO CGEFFSo CENCMo COEFFS, 
0 -3oCOCOCE Cl 1.01930E 02 
1 -1o29S97E-02 5.21768E 00 
2 3.03555E-04 1.38103E-02 
3 000 1.33138E-05 
4 0.0 3.45713E-C8 



















































































































































































































... .1 . . . 0 'X. . . 
I X- 0'3C.0'X 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
-.--.­
. . . 
....... 


















- -009 Is 
1. 






















I * X 
I * X 








II X 0'i 
I X 0'i 
0' 
..... 


































1 . 0 'I . . . . 
I .X0' 
-
. . . . 
-
. . .. 
- -L--
__X_.. ...................... . 
-












I . X _ 
I .0'
.0_. 
_ _-... . . . .... 
. . . . . 








8o0 00E 01 
80 036E 01 















M 8.448E 018o87E 01 
8o525E 01 
80 564E 01 

80 603E 01 















40 C955CE 01 
40 C8159E 01 4oC6761E 01 
40 C5365E 01 
40 03S71E 01 
40 C2579E 01 












30 60482 01 
3.E4686E 01 
FREQ 
80 C62E 01 

9. 0 02E 01 
90 044E 01 






90 336E 01 
9.378E 01 
90 A21E 01 
S0 464E 019O5C7E 01 
9o550E 01 
90 554E 01 
9.627E 01 









30 E3326E 01 
30 81S68E 01 
3.6C6132 01 
3.79261E 01 







30 6E549E 01 



















1.0 09E 02 
1.013E 02 


















10 065E 02 



























































































































































































Oe5¢[  *e* 2 1 








1. 0402 .. O12 . . . . . . . .. . . .... .o.o.+ 2 0e 
IX 
IX 
1.5aQ .. X 
........O ......................... 












IHC210L IBCOM - PROGRAM INTERRUPT- IMPRECISE OLD PSW IS FF45004002234AE6
 
TRACEEACK FOLLCWS- ROUTIE ISN REG. 14 REG, 15 REG. 0 REG. 1 
FLCT 0125 4221!49A 00234010 00000000 002IC9A4 
MAIN 001gI472 0121C518 00000015 00238FF8 
ENTRY POINT= 01210518 
STANDARD FIXUP TAKEN , EXECUTION CGNTINUING 
TE TRANSFCRP OF THE RESPONSE IS ---
EXP. OF S NUMER COEFFS. DENCY, COEFFS, 
0 -3.O000E 01 1.01930E 02 
1 -lo2591E-02 5.21768E 00 
2 3.03559E-04 1.38103E-02 
3 0.0 1.33138E-05 
4 0.0 3o45773E-C8 
FREQ PAG FREQ NAG FREQ PAG FREC HAG 
0oo -2oS4219E-01 2.4CE 01 -1.27807E-01 4o817E 01 -7.73230E-02 7225E 01 -5.27031E-02 























































































































































GREATEST VALUE = 0.0 LCNEST VALUE - -2.94319E-01 INTERVAL - 2.55930E-03 
0.0~ ~ ~ ~ . oo.......... ......................................................... o o










1.04 01... I 20. x 
I x
 











3.141E Oll... x~ ~ ~ 
















8377E a1l... 20 
I x 







I I x .1 
x
 
I 20 x 




O 2' * I 25O 20 * 
I x
20 * 0 
I x
 










-- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ROOTS tOLES
 
* W _CAPOtY -HFQKR NTSVOB C BAL ROOTFINOER ** 
JAN. 1969 
POLYNCMIAL OF DEGREE 4 -­
0 1 2 3 4
 
0.1019299927E 03 X O.5217680931E 01 X 061 3 810 3 2541E-01 X 0.1331378280E-04 X 0.3457731168E-07 X
 
ACCURACY RECUESTED -- 6 SIGNIFICANT FIGURES 










***5VpEpA POLYNOMIAL ROOTFINDER * HNE.MKRENT 
JAN, 1969 
POLYNOMIAL OF DEGREE 2 ­
0 1 2 
0.2999998474E 02 X 0.1299iI715E-01 X -0.30359S2ESE-03 X 
ACCURACY REQUESTED -- 6 SIGNIFICANT FICURES 
REAL PART IMAGINARY PART EXPONENT 
-2.936660000 0.0 2 
3.364E50000 0.0 2 






-3.6441E C2 0.0 
7.OOOOE-03 6.2601E 02 
1,OOCOE-C3 -6.2601E 02 
-2.0642E 0I 0.0 







-3.6441E C2 0.0 

7.00COE-03 6.2601E 02 

7.00COE-03 -6.2601E 02 

-2.0642E Cl 0.0 






-36441E C2 0.0 

.O0000E-C3 6.2601E 02 

7.o0000E-03 -6.2601E 02 

-2o06q2E Cl 0.0 







-3.6441E C2 0.0 

7.OOOE-03 6.2601E 02 

7,O0COE-C3 -6.2601E 02 

-2.0642E Cl 0.0 







-3.6441E C2 0.0 
7oOOOOE-03 6o260E1 02 
7.0000E-03 -6.2601E 02 






-6,e345E 01 OC 
7.00C6E-03 -5,143EE 01 
7.OOCCE-03 -4,58E3E 01 











1.6731E 01 0.0 
9o7225E-09 -1,5!17E 01 

















6.2044E 01 0.0 
1.0021E-04 -3.5429E 02 
1,0021E-CA 2.3329E 02 
1,6S1lE 01 0.0 






-30 6441E C2 000 

7.000E-C3 6.2601E 02 

1,GOCOE-C3 -6.2601E 02 

-2.0642E Cl 0.0 







-3o64'IE C2 0o0 

7OOOOE-03 6.2601E 02 

7 0 000E-03 -6.2601E 02 

-20;42E CI 0.0 







-36441E 02 0o0 

7O0000E-C3 6.2601E 02 

7 0000E-03 -6.2601E 02 

-2.0642E Ci 000 







-3.6441E 02 OC 

7OOOOE-03 6.2601E 02 

7OOOE-03 -6.2601E 02 

-2,0642E Cl 00 







-3,E41E C2 0o0 

7.OOODE-C3 6.2601E 02 

7.00OE-03 -6o2601E 02 




















1.8455E C 0.0 
30 7113E-CE -4.3-17E 01 





2.3319E 02 0.0 
40 995$E-C7 -20 3906E 02 
4ASSE-C7 3,2770E 02 




4,C42SE 01 OoC 
1.O3CE-C7 -1o8541E 02 





-4.2723E 01 0.0 
2.29EEE-G5 -1.2323E 01 
2o2SECE-C5 -2.2135E 01 
2,SCE6E 00 0o0 
C-28
 
SENSITIVITY WI7H RESPECT TC Cl 
ThE TRANSFCRM'OF TH- RESPONSE IS 
















FREC PAC- FREQ PAC FREQ MAG FREQ NAG 
8000E 01 8.E52625-01 8.5622 01 813C628-01 1.004E 02 lo481562 00 1.125E 02 9.63554E-01 
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SENSITIVITY WITH RESPECT TC 12 
ThE TRANSFCRP CF TIE RESFCNSE IS ---















































































































1.753 7E 00 































































































































- - - - - - - -­
































































* .o. H 
I 
x o. . .o* . . - .1 .. • • • 
I X 









I * C 
I x 
1. 2 .1. ......I ...................................................... 
I * _C-34 
FREQ PHA FREQ P-A FREQ PHA FREQ PHA 
8. 0 00E 01 -9.93251E Cl 8.562E Cl -9.5(8S1E 01 1.004E 02 1.44277E 02 1o125E 02 -1.06240E 02 
8036E 01 -9.92117E 01 9.003E 01 -9.47981E 01 1.009E 02 1.62369E 02 1.130E 02 -1.05920E 02 
8.C73E 01 -9o90551E Cl 9.044E 01 -9.44E3E 01 1.013E 02 -1.78023E 02 1.135E 02 -1.05621E 02 
8.110E 01 -9goC773E 01 9,C05E 01 -9.41,44E 01 1.018E 02 -1.60860E 02 1.140E 02 -1.05342E 02 
8,147E 01 -9. 8560E 01 9.12(;E 01 -9.37564E 01 1.022E 02 -1,479 5E 02 1.145E 02 -1.05081E 02 
8.184E 01 -9.E7319E 01 9.168E 01 -9.34C57E 01 1.027E 02 -1.38692E 02 1.151E 02 -1.04834E 02 
8.221E 01 -o86044E OL 9.210E 01 -9.2S9C2E 01 1.032E 02 -1.32083E 02 1.156E 02 -1.04602E 02 




































8.448E 01 -5.77599E 01 9.464E 01 -8oc4169E 01 1.060E 02 -1.15021E 02 llB8E 02 -1.03439E 02 
8.487E 01 -9.16028E 01 9.5(7E 01 -8.85444E 01 1.065E 02 -1.13722E 02 1.193E 02 -1.03276E C2 
8525E 01 -9.74401E 01 9.550E 01 -8.5446E 01 1.070E 02 -1.12612E 02 1.199E 02 -1.03119E 02 
8.564E 01 -9.72713E 01 9.5t4E 01 -8.63862E 01 1,075E 02 -1.11651E 02 1.204E 02 -1.02968E 02 
8.603E 01 -o7C957E Cl 9.627E 01 -8,50276E 01 1.080E 02 -1.10811E 02 1.209E 02 -f.02823E 02 
8.642F 01 -9,69129E 01 9.681E c -8.34102E 01 1.085E 02 -1.10070E 02 1.215E 02 -1.02684E 02 
8.682E 01 -9.67222E 01 9.725E 01 -8.14533E 01 1,089E 02 -1.09411E 02 1.220E 02 -1.02550E C2 
8.721E 01 -9.65228E 01 9.770E 01 -7.cC3S4E 01 1.094E 02 -1.08820E 02 1.226E 02 -1.02420E 02 
8.761E 01 -9.63139E 01 9.814E 01 -7.59932E 01 1.099E 02 -1.08287E 02 1.232E 02 -1.02295E 02 
8.801E 01 -9.60946E 01 9.659E 01 -7.20A416E 01 1.104E 02 -1.07804E 02 1.237E 02 -1.02174E 02 
8.841E 01 -9.58638E 01 9.9"E 01 -6,677C5E 01 1.109E 02 -1.07362E 02 1.243E 02 -1.02056E 02 
8.881E 01 -9.56202E 01 9,949E 01 -5,527C5E 01 1.115E 02 -1.06958E 02 1.249E 02 -1.01942E 02 
8.921E 01 -9o 3625E 01 9.9S4E 01 1.30155E 02 1.120E 02 -1.06585E 02 1.254E 02 -1.01832E 02 













































2 ... . 
It 
i 










SENSITIVITY WITH RESPECT TO C3 
TFE TRANSFCRM OF TEE RESPONSE IS ---
EXP. OF 5 NUMER, CUEFFS, DENCFo COEFFS. 
0 000 2.C57902 03 
1 l,0lCEGE 01 1.57855E 02 
2 4.40036E-01 4o511922-01 
3 2.48142E-03 -1.00514E-03 
4 4.7620SE-06 -2n982418-06 
5 5.40885E-09 -3.59256E-09 
6 6.81154E-12 -1.04976E-11 
FREQ MAC FREQ MAG FREQ NAG FREO MAG 
8OOOE 01 9.93167E-01 8.C62E 01 1.4472E 00 1.004E 02 1.15754E 01 1.125E 02 3.84091E-61 
8.036E 01 1.00243E 00 9.003E 01 1,4E8842 00 1.009E 02 7.05730E 00 1.130E 02 3.70437E-01 
8.073E 01 1.01205E 00 9.044E 01 1.52939E 00 1.013E 02 4,99485E 00 1.135E 02 3.59235E-01 
8olOE01 1.02201E 00 9oCESE 01 1.57412E 00 1,018E 02 3.81481E 00 1,140E 02 3.50224E-01 
8o147E 01 1.03252E GO 9.126E 01 1.62768E 00 1.022E 02 3.05132E 00 1.145E 02 3.43154E-01 
8.184E 01 1.04341E 00 9o168E 01 1,68485E 00 1.027E 02 2.51739E 00 1.151E 02 3,3780E-01 
8.221E 01 1,0547E 00 9o210E Cl 1.74865E 00 1.032E 02 2012368E 00 1,156E 02 3.33950E-01 
8o258E Ol 106669E 00 9.251E 01 1oe2026E 00 1.036E 02 1.82166E 00 1o161E 02 3.31406E-01 
8.296E 01 107915E 00 9.2s9E 01 1.90125E 00 1.041E 02 1.58307E 00 i11668 02 3.29995E-01 
8.334E 01 1.CS221E 00 9336E 01 1.99256E 00 1.046E 02 1.39028E 00 1.172E 02 3.29552E-01 
8.372E Cl lolE592E 00 9.378E 01 2.C55806 00 1.0512 02 1.23159E 00 1.177E 02 3.29936E-01 
'8.410E 01 1.12034E 00 9.421E 01 2.22233E 00 1055E 02 1.09904E 00 1.182E 02 3.310202-01 
8.448E 01 1.13552E 00 9,464E 01 2,36E3E 00 1.060E 02 9.87030E-01 1,188E 02 3o32689E-01 
8.487E 01 1.1515-E 00 9,5C7E 01 2,54243E 00 1.065E 02 8.91470E-01 1.193E 02 3.34848E-01 
8.525E 01 1,16844E 00 9.550E 01 2oI5355E 00 1.070E 02 8.09341E-01 1.199E 02 3.37412E-01 
8.564E 01 1.18634E 00 9o5c4E 01 3.01558E 00 1,0758 02 7.383312-01 1,204E 02 3.40307E-01 
8.603E 01 1.20532E 00 9637E 01 3,34939E 00 1.080E 02 6.76691E-01 1.209E 02 3.43469E-01 
8.6428 01 
8.682E 01 






























8.801E 01 1.32060E 00 9,8592 01 9,351572 00 1.104E 02 4o69304E-01 1.237E 02 3o61681E-01 
8.841E 01 134823E 00 9,984E 01 1.40225E O 1,109E 02 4.42729E-01 1.243E 02 3.65569E-01 
8.881E 01 1.37928E 00 9949E 01 6.46326E 01 lo1152 02 4.199152-01 1.249E 02 3.694832-01 
8.921E 01 1.41220E 00 9,'942 01 2.93580E 01 1,120E 02 4.00479E-01 1.254E 02 3,734g9-01 
. -REATEST ALOE 6.4326E 01 . . . YEST VALUE -0.0 -IiTERVAL . 5.62022E-01 
I.... 
I .X 
... . .. .. .. .. 
I1. I 
-73-72E all...(,, 
I -x. .. .. . 


















I-- .2- _ 
__ _ __x__ 
~ 
- I 




- A I X 
I. 2 










x1 -. X 2 - I.C-38 . .. ... . 
..... 1. 
IXI 











































1 5 3 5 5E 01 
6.53606E 01 
6.91708E 01 
8oll0E 01 1 0 565C4E 02 9.O65E 01 1.65588E 02 1.O18E 02 5.32990E 00 1.140E 02 7.29337E 01 
8.147E 01 1.57194E 02 9.126E 01 1.66471I 02 1022E 02 6.67316E 00 1.145E 02 7.66230E 01 
8.184r 01 1.574885 02 9.168E 01 1.66967r 02 1.027E 02 8.09246E 00 l.151E 02 8.02135E 01 
8.221E 01 1.57787E 02 9.210E 01 1674786E 02 1.032E 02 9.59361E 00 1.156E 02 8.36835E 01 
8.258E 01 1.58090E 02 9.251E 01 1o680C5E 02 1.036E 02 1.11846E 01 1.161E 02 8.70195E 01 
8.296E 01 1,58398E 02 9.294E 01 1,6f549E 02 1.041E 02 1.28723E 01 1,1666 02 9.020806 01 
8.334E 01 1,587106 02 9o336E 01 l,6911E 02 1.046E 02 1.46637E 01 1o17ZE 02 9.32433E 01 
8.372E 01 1,59028E 02 9.378E 01 1,6C9lE 02 1.051E 02 1.65667E 01 1.177E 02 9.61214E 01 
8.410E 01 1.59352E 02 9.421E 01 1.70292E 02 1.055E 02 1.85893E 01 1.182E 02 9.88437E 01 
8.448E 01 15G681E 02 9.464E 01 1,7C914E 02 1.060E 02 2.07388E 01 I.8BE 02 1.01412E 02 
) 8.487E 01 1.60016E 02 9,507E 01 1.71559E 02 1.065E 02 2.30235E 01 1.193E 02 1.03832E 02 
8.525E 01 1,603516 02 9.550E 01 1,72228E 02 1.070E 02 2.54497E 01 1.199E 02 1.06109E 02 
8.564E 01 1,607C52 02 9.594E 01 1.72924E 02 1,075E 02 2.80246E 01 1.204E 02 1.08251E 02 
8.603E 01 1o6105S6 C2 9.637E 01 .,13448E 02 1,080E 02 3.07525E 01 1.209E 02 1,10264E 02 
8.642E 01 1.61421E 02 9.681E 01 1.14402E 02 1.085E 02 3.36355E 01 1.215E 02 1.12157E 02 
8.682E 01 1,6179CE C2 9.725E 01 1.75189E 02 1.089E 02 3.66746E 01 1.220E 02 1,13938E 02 
8.721E 01 1.62167E 02 9.770E 01 1.76012E 02 1.094E 02 3.98667E 01 1.226E 02 1.15614E 02 
8.761E 01 1.62552E 02 9,814E 01 1,76876E 02 1.099E 02 4.32047E 01 1.232E 02 1.17192E 02 
808016 01 1,62946E 02 9.859E 01 1.77786E 02 1.104E 02 4.66776E 01 1.237E 02 1.18679E 02 
8.841E 01 1.63349E 02 9,904E 01 1.76766E 02 1.109E 02 5.02698E 01 1.243E 02 1.20083E 02 
8.881E 01 1.63762E 02 9.949E 01 -1,7S9286 02 1.115E 02 5.39604E 01 1.249E 02 1.21408E O2 
8.921E 01 1,64185E 02 9,994E 01 4.6S3646-01 1.120E 02 5,77256E 01 1.254E 02 1.22662E 02 
GREATEST VALUE = 1.8I766E 02 LCWEST VALUE - -1.S992BE 02 INTERVAL = 3.11900E 00 
0.000E 01. x. 
A I 
!A 
0.372E 01... x...A 
IA 
!x 
I 1A A' 
I A' 
I A' 








1 * ' 
A 
A 
.1501E 01... ....... 
X A 
1 O04021.. .. 1. 
IA 
I I' x 
1 1 
O X 
O.99 02 *o 1 
C-4 
1.004E 021....... .. 
I A0 
I A 
O * 0' 
O * 0' 
1.0001 021 ... ..... A..' x X x 
xA 
I x I' 
I * I 
10. ooo4 0~ o °o . .oo . . o•. H'0 .. ,o o • °oo°° 0'...!*o I 
I x 
! XX 
1.0991 020... .. 0'.. 
O * 0'A 
O * 0'A 
* 0' 0 
O * X 






SENSITIVITY WITH RESPECT TC Li 
THE TRANSFCRM OF TE RESPCNSE IS ---
































































































































































































































GREATEST VALUE - 3.4344E 02 LOWE$I VALUE - 0.0 INTERVAL 2.99430E 00 







I x I 
I *XI 
I .x I 
I .0 I 
I .0 I 
I .0 I 
8.372E Oil... 0X....I 
I .0 I 















I .0 I 
I .0 1 






















11 N XI 








































































































































































































































































































































































!xI 'C I 
1xI 'C I 
I 'Cx 
I 'C I 
'C 
'C I 
I 'C I 







I 'CI C 






















Ix . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 0 3 O '
 
ID 'CLIE -IA3N O3990 -- 3IAI30 ggS' nV S V
 
PLCT (1Y=SE/FR=E0/TC=126/EL=R3) 
SENSITIVITY WITH RESPECT TO R3 
THE TRANSFCRM OF TFE RESPCNSE IS ---
EXPo OF S NUMERo CCEFFSo DEKCMo COEFFSo 
0 4.28994E 01 3.C5790E 03 
1 1219E!E C2 I.57855E 02 
2 3.17453E-01 4.51192E-01 







6 0.0 -IoC4976E-l 
FREQ VAG FREQ PAC FREQ VAG FREO NAG 
8o00E 01 2.35142E-G1 8.942E 01 2.27433E-01 1.004E 02 1o17984E 00 1.125E 02 1.28336E-01 
8.036E 01 2o34143E-C1 9.0032 01 2.26767E-01 1.0095 02 7o31661E-01 1.130E 02 1.26757E-01 
8C73E 01 2o22115E-Q1 9.044E 01 2o3C4C4E-01 1.013E C2 5.30090E-01 1.135E 02 1o25270E-01 
8o11OE 01 2.32237E-01 9.CE5E 01 2o32391E-01 1o018E 02 4o17057E-01 io140E 02 1o23862E-01 
8.147E 01 2.31331E-01 Gol26E 01 2 3472EE-01 1.022E C2 3.45718E-01 1.145E 02 1.22523E-01 
8.184E 01 2.30461E-01 9.146E 01 2.37670E-01 1.027E 02 2.97246E-01 1.151E 02 1.21243E-01 
8,221E Cl 2o29628E-01 9.210E 01 2.41128E-01 1,032E 02 2.62628E-01 lo156E 02 1.20017E-01 
8o258E 01 2.28835E-01 9.251E 01 2.45276E-O1 1.036E 02 2o36961E-01 1.161E 02 1.18837E-01 
8.296E 01 2,2824E-Cl 9.294E 01 2o5C26ZE-01 100412 02 2.17382E-01 1.166E 02 1.17699E-01 
8o334E 01 2.27379E-01 9.336E 01 2.56215E-01 1.046E 02 2.02105E-01 1.172E 02 1o1659TE-01 
8.372E 01 2.26724E-01 9.378E 01 2.6356BE-01 1.051E 02 1.89947E-01 1.177E 02 lo15528E-01 
3.410E 01 2.26L23E-01 9.421E 01 2.12458E-01 1.055E 02 L.80107E-01 1o182E 02 1.14488E-01 
8,4482 01 2,25579E-01 9.464E 01 2.83410E-01 1.060E 02 1.72021E-01 1.188E 02 1.13475E-01 
3.487E Cl 2,25CSEE-01 9,5(7E 01 2'7C54E-01 Io065E 02 1.65285E-01 lo193E 02 112485E-01 
8.525E 01 2o246E7E-Cl 9.550E Cl 3o14295E-01 1,070E 02 1.59602E-01 1.199E 02 1.11518E-01 






































































GREATEST VALUE : 6.406ZLE 00 LOWEST VALUE = 0.0 INTERVAL 5.64018E-02 
0.0000 01°+.,oo~ 
.X.....  o***oEo0 o +*.•• ooo.. oo .. .. ... .o...... .. 1.•+++ . .................. .... 







-1 1 01 ... 2 
I 
I 
I * X -
I 
I * x 
I+ 
I - X0 -- - -. 
I * 
9.591E Oll... X 
I 
I+ 
2 O.CE...... x -
I O * x - - O - - * - 10- -
I x 
II +* A X 
I x 
II 
O * X 0 









I + X 
I° xO.....I * 0 I 
I • XI 
I A 
I A 
1.099E 021 .... X. ... 
O 0 
I. 
II A I 















































































































































































































































_ _ _ 
---
I 
.. .......... ... ..................... .......
............
8. aDEa9 - .. ........ ............. . . .*.......... ... . . ....... 







8. 76E 60... 
* ___ __ 













. .. .X. .. 
. . I. . . 
__ 
I, .... . . 
...... ... 










9.160! 0 11... 
I . 


















. . ...- -.-..-.. ..---
"-

xI oo°- 1 
* e 2° *°° *=•°°°° *°*°o*° ** *°°o• 




1.00460 !. *C -... 
... . .. ... 
. . . 
......
.I . . . . . . 
C 8 
****NASAP**** 
NETWORK ANALYSIS AND SYSTES APPLICATICN PRCGRAM 
THIS VERSION WAS DEVELOPED AT UCLA ENGR0 CEPT. 
TREE NASAP PROBLEM TELEMETER 
JItI-2)=IvO 
CJI(1-2)=100MF 
$$$$ UNITS ARE MF 
REL(1-2)=20K 
$$$$ LNIIS ARE K 
CJ2(2-3)=2MF 





$$$$ UNITS ARE VF 
CJ4(3-1)=47MF 
o (' CJ C 
$$$$ (3-4)=IGMF 
$$$$ 
LNITS ARE MF 
UNITS ARE MF 
DJ2/IRJ2(4-3)=Co3 
Co END 
ELEMENT NUMBER ELElENT NAME DEPENDENCY (IF ANY) ORIGIN NODE TARGET NODE VALUE TAG GENER 
I 1 1 2 lOOO0000E 00 0 1 
2 Cil 1 2 9.99999320E-05 0 0 
3 REI 1 2 2.OOOOOOOOE 04 1 0 















7 LEI 4 1 2.49999881E-01 1 0 
8 CJ3 2 4 1.99999886E-C6 0 0 
9 C14 3 1 4.69999650E-C5 0 0 
10 CJ5 3 4 5.99999429E-06 0 0 
11 DJ2 IRJ2 4 3 2.99999893E-01 0 1 
2 3 304 6 
3 6 1536 2096 
















FROM TO S VALUE 
13 2 1 9oS99S9320E-05 
3 14 0 2oC0OCO 9E 04 
15 4 1 10 99S6886E-06 
-16 5 0 9oSS9915lE-03 
6 17 0 -2o2GCCC0OE C2 
7 18 1 2049SS681E-01 
19 8 1 IoSSSSSE6E-C6 







4 3 0 I 0000C0009E 00 
14 15 0 -lo 0 0000E 00 
5 3 ..... 0 I.00COCOOE 00 
14 16 0 -ICGCCOCGOE 00 
8 3 0 Io0 00COOE 00 
14 19 -- -10OCOcocooE O0 
1 3 0 -1 0 9COO9E 00 
14 12 0 -10COCOCO9E 00 
2 3 ,_C. -1.0900COCOOE 00 
14 13 -0 10 0000000E 00 







-1 0 00COCOOE 00 
10 00COC00E 00 
17 21 0 -10000C000E 00 
4 6 0 -1 0 000COCOOE 00 
17 15 0 1o00000OE 00 
5 6 0 -1COOCOCOOE 00 
17 16 0 I 0 900CCOOE 00 
11 6 0 -1, 0 0000000E 00 
17 22 0 -Io00COCO0E 00 
8 7 0 1 0000C0000E 00 
18 19 0 -1 0 00GOOOE 00 
10 7 0 1o0 00C0009E 00 
18 21 0 -10 COOCOCOOE 00 
11 7 0 -1 0 000COOOE G0 






































































5.681E C4 4,2e2E CIS - ICOCE 005 0.0 000 
2 3 4 
2.948E CS * 1.5OSE 02S + 3.c4e C5S . 3,25CE 02S . 1.00E OOS 


























































































































































































2 3 4 5 6
 
0.0 - 1.141E 13S - 4.33CE 10S 4 6.947E 07S + 2.766E 05S + 2.541E 02S + 1.000E OOS 
2 3 4 5 6 
- 2.913E 14 - 1o504E 135 - 4.298E 10S * 9.575E 07S + 2o841E 05S + 3,422E 02S + 1,000E OOS 
THE Fth(CTIN FACTCR S.671E-Cl
 
o.0oO CoO CoO 000 000 000 0.0 000
Co0 

OoO 0.0 000 Coo 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0
 
0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0
 
0.0 OoO 0.0 Co CoO 000 00 000 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 000 0.0 0o0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0
 
1.22316E 04 6.31421E 02 1E,2477E 00 -4o02057E-03 -1.19296E-05 -i,4370LE-08 -4o19904E-11 000 0.0 0.0
 
0O0 000 0.0 CoO 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0o CoO 000 CoO 0.0 0.0 000 000 00 0.0
 
000 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 000 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 000 00
 
0.0 0o0 0.0 CoO CoO 0.0 0.0 0o0 0.0 0.0 
Coo 0.0 000 CoO OC 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0o0 000 Coo 0.0 00o0 000 00O 0.0 0.0
 
OC 0o0 000 0o0 0o0 000 0.0 Goo 000 0.0
 
000 000 0.0 C,0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0o0
 
0.0 000 4o63198E 02 1.75831E 00 -2.82103E-03 -1.12337E-05 -1.03200E-08 -4.06092E-11 0o0 0o0
 
coo 0.0 0.0 CoO 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 000 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0o0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 000 000 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 




SESITIVITY TO REI 
1.154E 08 + 3o882E 05S 4 2o69E 02S 
2 
+ 1,OCOE OOS 
3 
+ 0.0 




025 + 1,000E OOS 
4 
THE FUNCTION FACTOR = -4oE36E-C1 
0.0 




















0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 ... 
0.0 0.0 -
0.0 -0.0 - O. 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.04354E 01 2.76207E-02 2.66273E-05 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
.0o0 0.0 
0.0 00 0b.0 
0 0 0.0 -- 0,0 _0_ 
0.0 0,0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
000 000 0.0 
0.0 0.0 00 
0,0 
-3, 600CE 00 -1ZSEO0E-02 -9.929C8E-06 
00000 0.0 
0.0___o0 o.Q 
00 0.0 0.0 













































































































2 3 4 5 6
 
0.0 + 4.9CSE 11S + 2.154E 10S 4 2.266E 085 + 4o656E 05S + 5.740E 02S + Io000E OOS 
2 3 4 5 6
 
- 2.913E 14 - 1o504[ 1S - 4,2S8E ICS + 9,515E 07S + 2.8i1E 055 + 3,422E 02S + 1.000E OOS
 
THE FUNCTICN FACTCR = -1.178E-Cl 
0o0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0o0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 000 OoO 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 00
 
0.0 000 0.0 0oO 000 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0o0 000 0.0 coo 0.0 000 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 CoO 0.0 0.0 000 000 0.0 00 
1.22216E 04 6.31421E 02 1.80477E 00 -4.02057E-03 -1.19296E-05 -1.4370LE-08 -4o19904E-11 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 000 0.0 G0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 oo Co0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0o0 0.0 000 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 
0.0 000 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0, oo Co 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
000 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 2o.2627E 00 lo06530E-01 1.12107E-03 2.30314E-06 2.83914E-09 4,94632E-12 r.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 00 0o0 0o.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
000 000 0.0 C0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 000 0.0 
0o0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
000 0.0 
SENSITIVITY TO RJ2 
3.543E 09 + 7.8S8E 095 + 1.3(7E 08S 
2 
+ 4.279E 055 
3 
+ 3,403E 02S + 1o00E OOS 
53 
+ 0.0 
- 2.913E 14 - 1o504E 13S - 4,29E lOS 
2 
4 S.515E 07S 
3 
+ 2.841E 05S 
4 
+ 3.422E 02S 
5 
+ 1.00E OOS 
6 



























6.31421E 02 1.80477E 00 
0.0 0.0 













C.0 0.0 0.0 0o0 
0o0 0,0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 000 000 OoO 
C0 0.0 0.0 00 
0.0 0.0 0.0 000 
-4.02057E-03 -1.19296E-05 -1,43701E-08 -4.19904E-11 
000 0.0 000 000 
0.0 0o0 0.0 0o00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0 M 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 000 0.0 
0o0 coo 0.0 000 
0.0 0.0 0.0 000 
0.0 0.0 0o0 0.0 
00 0.0 000 0.0 
-2.214C3E 00 -1,24708E-03 -5.16366E-06 -1.69352E-08 
C0 0.0 0.0 0,0 
C00 000 0.0 000 
0.0 000 0.0 0.0 





























































SENSITIVITY TO RE3 
1o698E 11 * 4.828E 11S + 10 257E 09$ 
2 
+ 1.352E 06S 
3 
+ 3.272E 035 
4 
+ 1.OOOE OOS 
5 
+ 0.0 
- 2.913E 14 - I.5C4E 13S - .293E 105 
2 
4 9.575E 07S 
3 
+ 2.841E 055 
4 
+ 3.Q22E 02S 
5 
+ 1.OOCE OOS 
6 
















































0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
000 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 000 000 
0.0 C.0 00 0.0 
0.0 C.0 0.0 0.0 
1.60477E 00 -4.02057E-03 -1ol9296E-05 -1.43701E-08 
0.0 C0 0.0 0.0 
000 Co0 0.0 000 
0.0 000 0.0 0.0 
0.0 000 0.0 0.0 
0.0 Co0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
000 0.0 0.0 0.0 
000 0.0 O, 000 
000 000 0.0 00 
4,87c41E 02 1.269elE 00 1.36613E-03 3,306BIE-06 
0o0 c.o 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 000 0.0 
0.0 CoO 0,0 000 



















































































2 3 4 5 6 
0.0 + 000 - 9.144E 08S - 3.844E 075 - 1.060E 05S + 3.422E 02S + 1.OOOE OOS
 
2 3 4 5 6 
- 2,913E 14 - 1.504E 13S - 402S8E 105 4 9.575E 07S + 2.841E 05S + 3.422E 02S + i.OOE OOS 
THE FUNCTICN FACTOR = 1,OOOE 00
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 C0 0.0 0o0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
000 0.0 0O0 0.0 000 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 
000 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
0.0 000 000 C.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0
 
1.22316E 04 6.31421E 02 1,E8477E 00 -4.02057F-03 -1.19296E-05 -1.43701E-08 -4.19904E-11 0.0 000 0.0
 
000 0.0 000 Coo oO 000 0.0 0.0 000 0.0
 
0.0 000 0.0 0.0 OC 0.0 000 000 C.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0o0 0.0 0 0 00 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0o0 coo 0o0 000 0.0 0.0 0oO 00
 
0.0 000 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 C00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 000 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0
 
000 0.0 0.0 3,a3959E-02 1,61428E-03 4.45302E-06 -1.43701E-08 -4.19904E-11 000 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 CoO 0o.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0o0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
O0 000 0.0 CoO 0o0 000 000 0.0 oO o0 
000 0.0 
SENSITIVITY TO CJ3 
0.0 4 1.494E 12S + 6.454E 10S 
2 
+ 3.640E 08S 
3 
+ 6o,85E 05S 
4 
+ 7og34E 02S 
5 
+ 1o00E OOS 
6 
- 2.913E 14 - 15C4E 13S - 4o2c 8 E J0S 
2 
4 S.SiSE 07S 
3 
4 2o841E 05S 
4 
+ 3.422E 02S 
5 
+ 1.000E OOS 
6 















































































































































































































2 3 4 5 6 
0o0 + 16S8E 11S 4 4.828E 11S + 1.257E 09S + 1.352E 06S + 3.272E 03S + 1.00E OOS 
2 3 4 5 6 
- 2.913E 14 - 1.504E 13S - 4.2C8E 105 4 9.-15E 07S + 2.841E 05S + 3.422E 025 4 1 00E OOS 
THE FUNCTICN FACTOR = 2o489E-Cl 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0o0 O0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
I 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 
o 00 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.o 0.0 0.0 0,0 
0.0 0.0 0o0 0.0 000 0.0 000 O.0 0.0 
1o22316E 04 6.31421E 02 1,8C477E 00 -4o02057E-03 -1.19296E-05 -1.43701E-08 -4.19904E-11 0,0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0o0 C.o coo 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 000 0.0 000 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0,0 000 0o0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 000 
0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 
000 0.0 000 CoO 0o0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 
0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
000 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 000 -177417E 00 -5.04530E 00 -1.31298E-02 -1,41258E-05 -3.41923E-08 -1.04494E-11 0.0 
0.0 000 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0,0 0.0 .0 OC 0o0 000 0.0 0,0
 
0.0 000 00 0.0 0,0 0,.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 




2 3 4 5 6 
0.0 - 5O021E 125 - 2.136E 115 - 6,S3SE C8S - 7.576E 055 - loCUE 03S + 1O00E 005 
2 3 4 5 6 
- 2.913E 14 - 1.504E 13S - 4.298E 10S 4 9.515E 07S * 2.841E 05S + 3.422E 02S + 1O00E OOS 
THE FUNCTICN FACTOR = 5,513E-Cl
 
0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 
000 CoG 0.0 Coo 000 0O0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
000 000 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 00 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 000 000 0.0
 
1.22316E 04 6.31421E 02 1,8C4772 00 -4.02057E-C3 -1o,129F-05 -1.43701E-08 -4.19904E-11 000 0.0 0.0
 
000 000 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0,0 000 00 00 00 0,0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 
000 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0,0 0.0 00 0.0 0,0
 
0.0 0.0 0o0 coo 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 000 0o0 000 0o0 0.0 000 0oo 0.0
 
0,0 000 0.0 CoO 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0..0 1.16230E 02 4,943'7E 00 1.51372E-02 1,75366E-05 2.36339E-08 -2,31482E-11 0,0 0.0 
000 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 00 00 000 000 00 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0o0 0o0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 000 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 





2 3 4 5
 
2o26E 11 + 1.599E 10S + 1oE77E 08S + 4.53E 05S + 4.790E 02S + loOOE OOS + 0.0
 
2 3 4 5 6 
- 20S13E 14 - 1o504E I3S - 4.2S8E lOS 4 9.515E 07S + 20 841E 05S + 3.422E 02S + loCOOE OOS 
THE FUNCTION FACTCR = 9.923E 02 
0.0 0o0 0o0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 000 000 0.0 
000 0o0 000 Coo oO 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 
0.0 0o0 000 Coo 000 000 000 0.0 000 0.0
 
OoO 0.0 000 Coo 0*0 00 0.0 0.0 oO 0.0
 
000 0.0 0.0 coo 0o 000 0.0 000 000 0.0
 
1.22316E 04 6.31421E 02 10 80477E 00 -4o02057E-03 -1.19296E-05 -1.43701E-08 -4.19904E-11 000 0.0 0o0
 
0.0 000 000 Coo 0.0 000 0.0 000 000 0.0 
000 oO 0.0 CoO 0o0 000 0.0 0.0 000 Co0 
000 0.0 0o0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
000 0.0 0.0 Coo 0o0 0.0 000 0.0 0o0 0.0 
000 000 000 coo 0o0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
000 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 000 
0.0 000 oO coo 0oO 000 0.0 000 000 0.0 
000 000 0.0 coO 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 Coo 0.0 000 0.0 000 0.0 0,0 
0o0 -1.21920E 04 -6.66412E 02 -i,816CE 00 -1oE7628E-02 -10 995SoE-05 -4.16667E-08 000 0.0 0.0 
0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0o0 0.0 Coo 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0o0 0.0 
000 0.0 0o0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 000 000 
0o0 0.0 0o0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0
 
SQURE OF WORSI CASE TOLERANCE ........
 
2 3 4 5 6 7
 
3.082E 28 + 3.406E 27S + 2.323E 26S + 3.244E 24S + 3.197E 22S + 1.376E 20S + 3.456E 17S + 7.276E 14S
 
8 9 10 11 12 
+ 1.070E 12S + 9.990E 08S + 1.166E 06S + 5S.955E 02S * 1.000E OOS 
2 3 4 5 6 7. 
8o4E28 + 8,761E 275 + 2o!ZE 265 4 1.237E 24S r 1.198E 21S - 1.697E 19S - 2.613E 16S - 5.087E 125 
8 9 10 11 12 
+ 6.029E lOS 4 3.860E 08S + 6,E53E 05S 4 6.644E 028 + 1O00E OOS 
o THE FUNCTICN FACTOR = 2.737E-02 
0-0.00 0 oO 0 00 0.0 0o0 0o0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 . 0.0 0.0 -0.0 0.0 0.0 00 09(l 000 0 , 
00 0o0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.-0 __ 0.0 0.0 qO -0.0 ao0.0 
0o0 coo0o.00 00 0.0 0.0 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 
1.49612E 08 1.54466E 07 4.42843E 05 2.18078E 03 -2.11199E 00 -2.99292E-02 -4.606990 8.696879E-09 Q06-3 0Zt=- . 805t1z13 
1.20836E-15 1.20681-E 1.63202-21 C,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 .. .o00 C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 
0o0 0o0 000 0o0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 
000 0.0 ... . 0.0 . . .0o0 00 000 0o0 _00 _ _ _0.0 
0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0L 
0o0 0o0 000 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 
0,00 .- - 0o0 ... 0o0... 0.0oO0 0o0 0.0 ,0 .0,o -. 0.0 
0.0 0,0 _ 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 -- O .S 0. . . - 090 
0.0 0.0 0.0 00 000 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
000 1.48731E 06 1.64337E 05 1.12118E 04 1,56522E 02 1o54292E 00 6.64206E-03 1.66755E-05 31099E-08 5916418E-11 
482084F-14 5.62418E-17 "-2.873a-20 4.82545E-23 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 -- CO. - 0.0 ... .0 O 0.0 . . 0_ 0.00 - 00.-c 
0.0 oO 0.0 0°0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 





TI-E TRANSFORM OF THE RESPONSE IS ---
EXP. OF S NUMER. COEFFS° DENCM. COEFFS. 
0 -6O00CCE 01 2.03860E 02 
1 -2.59SS6E-02 104354E 01 
2 6.o71;9E-04 2.762C7E-02 
3 00 2.66213E-05 
4 0.0 6.S1544E-08 






















8.147E 01 7.59224E-02 9.126E Cl lof2S45E-01 1.022E 02 4.56486E-01 1.145E 02 7.41163E-02 
8,184E 01 7.72722E-02 9o168E 01 1.60456E-01 1.027E 02 3.86130E-01 1.151E 02 7.13983E-02 
8.221E 01 7E6E683E-02 9.210E 01 1o68840E-01 1.032E 02 3,34116E-01 1.156E 02 6.88488E-02 
8.258E 01 8.01747E-02 9.251E 01 1.16256E-01 1,036E 02 2.94081E-01 1.161E 02 6.64518E-02 
8.296E 01 8.17375E-02 9o294E 01 1.889C6E-01 1.041E 02 2,62323E-01 1,166E 02 6o495ZE-02 

















































































80761E 01 1.09337E-01 5.814E 01 8.19125E-01 1.099E 02 1o09981E-01 1.232E 02 4.47480E-02 
8.801E 01 1,12751E-01 S,859E 01 1.16621E 00 1.104E 02 lC4580E-01 1.237E 02 4.35766E-02 























O XI .0 






8.6EO ..X.*  
I.A 
X 
9.16E 01 ... Y. 






9.594E 01.0.... X. 
I * 0 









I xX tI 
I.OEIE C21 .... X 













1.20AE 021.. .. 
I 




































































3 887850 011 

























































































































































































































































8.3726E 01 ... 
1I 
I 

















I x I 
1 I II 
9 11 
154 








































1.201E C21... X 
I A 
1.OO. 02... X20.. 
I x 

























IHC2101 IBCOM - PROGRAM INTERRUPI- IMPRECISE CLC PSW IS FF45004002234AE6
 
TRACEEACK FOLLOWS- ROUTINE ISN REGo 14 REGo 15 REG. 0 REGo 1 
FLCT 01:5 4221C49A 002301C OC000000 0021C9A4 
MAIN 00019472 0121C518 00000015 0O23BFF8 
ENTRY PCIhT= 0121C518 
STANDARD FIXUP TAKEN , EXECUTICh CCNTINUING 
ThE TRANSFCRV OF ThE RESFCNSE IS ---











































































































































































































GREATEST VALUE = 0.0 LChSI VALUE , -2.94319E-01 INTERVAL = 2.-593E-G3 





! 	 x1 	 .x 
I 	 . 









1 0 	 .1 
I 	 x
 
I 	 A .I 	 .x
 





II 	 AII 	 A . 
I 	 " OI 	 x . 
!x
 
II 	 * 3.1400 01... 	 X °° .0 
I AII 
5.234E 01... A 
I 	 ° LS.1 
0 	 1 .I I 	 0 x 
g3O 	 *2 	 °ooo 0X 
I 	 xI 	 0 x 




7E 30| 	 I 0 x oo 0o 
I x 
I 	 0 x 	 x

I 	 xI * 
II x x 
7o 0E 011 	 *xI
 
I 	 x 
I 	 x 
A * I 
I 	 .1 




0,3770 01... 	 0 . 






O 	 '0C*69 
ROOTSPOLES
 




POLYNCMIAL CF DEGREE 4 -­
0 1 2 3 4 
0o2O3859c3C6E 03 X 0104335 5E 02 X O.2762C65CE3E-O1 X 0.2662734187E-04 X 00 691543959SE-07 X 
ACCURACY RECUESTED -- 6 SICNIFICANT FICURES 
REAL PART IMAGINARY PART EXFCNENT 
-3o644140000 0.0 2 
OgOOOCsoooo 6.260100000 2 
0.OOCC80000 -6o260100000 2 
-2.06A200000 C.0 1 




POLYNOMIAL OF DEGREE 2 -­
0 1 2
 
OO599995422E 02 X C.25q9SEC566E-01 X -O.6O71SE5699E-03 X
 
ACCURACY RECUESTED -- 6 SIGNIFICANT FICURES
 












-30 t441E (2 0.0 

8.0 000E-03 6.2601E 02 

8.0000E-G3 -6.2601E 02 

-2.0 E42E Cl 000 







-3.6441E C2 0o0 
8O0000E-C3 6.2601E 02 
8 0 000E-03 -6.2601E 02 
-2.0642E 01 Coo 






-3.6441E C2 CoG 
8 0 000E-03 6.2601E 02 
800000E-C3 -6.2601E 02 
-2 0 0642E 01 0.0 






-3.6441E (2 0.0 

80 0000E-03 6.2601E 02 

8O000E-03 -6.2601E 02 

-2.0642E Cl 0.0 





-3.6441E C2 0.0 
oOOOOE-03 6o2601E 02 
8.O000E-03 -6.2601E 02 





6.8343E 01 0O0 
-50 S1E2E-03 -2oCS11E 02 
-5.912E-03 10 7JS2E 02 





-1.9113E 01 -2.405SE 02 
-1.91i3E Cl 1.4154E 02 








-30 1010E-C5 1.7944E 01 





-2.9912E 02 0.0 
-1.9445E 01 -7.t025E 01 
-1.9445E 01 -10 6GS2E 02 




6.2044E Ci 0.0 
-2oOGA6E-O1 
-2o8046E-01 
-20 IEC3E 02 
1.8059E 02 
10 6S-1E Cl OoG 






-306441E C2 0oO 
8.0000E-03 6.2601E 02 
8.0000E-03 -60 2601E 02 
-2.0642E GI 0.0 






-3.k441E C2 000 
8o000dE-03 6.2601E C2 
8 0 000E-03 -6.2601E 02 
-2.0642E Cl 0.0 







-3.U4IE C2 CoO 

8.0000E-03 6.2601E 02 

8o00COE-03 -6.2601E 02 

-2.0642E 01 000 







-3.6441E C2 0o0 

8o0000E-03 6.2EOE 02 

8o0 000E-03 -6.2601E 02 

-2.0642E 0l 0.0 







-3o6441E C2 0o0 

8OOCOE-03 6.2601E 02 

8 0000E-03 -E2601E 02 








1027E4E CO 0.0 
-3o925EE-Cg -1 0 2C10E 02 





1.8455E 00 0.0 
-1o.137E-04 -2.6657E 01 





2o331SE 02 O.G 
-105924E-03 -1.4712E 02 
-1.5934E-03 2.5368E 02 




40 042EE 01 0.0 
-3o39C2E-C4 -101410E 02 





-4o2723E 01 OC 
-6.4276E-02 -7.5835E 00 
-60 42IEE-C2 -10 75SSE 01 
20SCE6E 00 0o0 
TO-B202'6 E0 92'1 10-2CO949'6 20 2O0I2' 00 BsLt0oE 10 256S'6 T0-99 V9Lt t0 a126'9 
T0-36492S'6 20 264201 10-39699'6 E0 39TIOT 00 2O12t'3'2 10 3S6W6 T1-32899LO9 TO 3198*9 



















































O-2T2E456 2O 26Z' tO-B2tESL*6 E0 3090'T 10-29Z6691 10 9LE9'5 10-49ZI8°8 10 2E09*9 























1O-3ELZ 9 9 
TO-3E0LZ29 
194° tO-36B)W3 
O 352 8 
10 2L84'8 
To10 394° 
t0-26CO996 20 2ZB9'! 10-39CL856 20 2550'! 10-399504% O 2t?4'6 tO-29sf7ER8 10 20!408 
10-a414 95 20 BLL°1 00 T1700'1 20 2t5'OI 10-2S95' 9 TO1 8LE°6 TO-4L£"9 *8 TO 2ZL8 
1O-3L469906 20 2ZL' 00 B9O2O' 20 294001 1O-282905% 1O D9?E*6 1O-3L!)49'9 to 24E'8 
10-09gL56 20 299101 00 2060Z2)' 20 214O' TO-6L15S9 TO 34,Z06 T0-369ZtR4B 1O 396Z9 
























0to 81 08 




























































00 211402'! 00 31-:2LT!2 
40 91SE2?1 0-0 0 
'SAflO3 003N3 'SAl233) *2WA' S AD 'dX2 
SI SNOdS38 241 dO WnHdSNVHi. 2-i1 
Ir: i 102dS21 HuM AIAIiISN2S 










































I ' X 
x 










I3310' lvll00 .3IAI33 K 33LO Z -RIAIDV 
FREQ 

8. 0 00E 01 
80 036E 01 












































70 17C60E 00 
7.15441E 00 













90 210E 01 
9 0 2f1E Cl 
90 294E 01 
9.336E 01 

















70 02242E 00 
60 SS440E 00 
60 SC564E 00 
6.53558E 00 
60 9C545E 00 
60 E7375E 00 
60 84071E 00 
60 EC6C9E 00 

60 76c47E 00 
60 13C57E 00 





60 46C88E 00 
6.39190E 00 
60 21553E 00 
6.170656 00 
50 SS727E 00 




































































































60 06690E 00 
6.04386E 00 






50 88666E 00 









GREATEST VALUE - 8,549C8E 00 LCWEST VALUE - -1.67772E 02 INTERVAL . 1.53322E CO 
8.0O0E 01................................................................. .......... 
I x 
I 	 I 
I 
I 	 I 




I 	 x 
I 	 x
 




II 	 ' 
I 




V,1600 010 ... V.... I 
I 
I * I I 
9o10EE 011- .o.... Xo* 
Io	 . I V 
I * IIC I 
I * I I 
l. .. 
I * I 
9.504f02 ..	 V. .I 
I 	 I x I 
I * 	 I I
 
I 	 . I I 
'IC 
I I 
1.0541 021,,. ..... X..I 
I C 
I C 






I V I 
I 0 
I 
I 	 x II * I I 
IO * 
I 
II x I 
I I V IA ?
 
A 	 IC I 
I x I 
I V I 
I
 
* V I 
V I 
I 	 x I 
x I 
I 	 A I 
0.204x 	 I,. 
V I 




00 3059e0°l ED 9 gz°I 00 BV765O°T EO a0zlll 00 RL 59O°L TO B 5'6 03 33905S.1 10 3TZ6*8 
00 BOL8M01 ED a6 ?Wl 00 BL9L9O67 ED 99TIOT TO 3ZO5,Lol 10 36t96*6 00 3159 01 To 318808 
00 3CM8001 ED 3E'7?* 00 @0O55DO E0 360T°l 00 B99fIT 'S T 3 3606 00 3LLE£50T To 31 "809 
00 3O6Z 001 Z0 3LEZOT GO0398F50T ZO O10T 00 3SEL)t9oe To 35-.35 00 3OT11WI TO 3108*9 
03Tt, 'I90e ED 32EE01 00 BO/6,10.1 ED 3660°T 00 BELLEL-Z TO 3 T 8 6 00 39BREST 10 319L 08 
00 @989 0°I ED 39ZZ01 00 39699001 70 ag$ool 000 e -ZLE TO13 OLL06 O0 3559ES-1 TO al ZL 0 
03 DZL2 O°T ED 3O zzo 0 DLSI'7O*1 ED 3690°1 00 3 9aLI°z 10 3 L*6 00 B9gcE;°l To 3ES908 
00 3TSO9O°I ED 9SIZ*T 00 37t,90-1 ZO agg0ol 00 3CMIEO° TO 3199'6 O0 3 3 K5. To 3zW8 
00 3IZZ5O°I ED 36OT° O0 3 41EO-° ED 3083*1 00 91 O£6-T TO 9L-7°6 00 BBZEE;°I To 3E0909 
00 BE O°I ED 3 0?'T 00 3641ZOOT ED 29LOOT 00 399593-TO a 56 O0395ZE9' ToO 3 0~8 
00 99F59O.1 ED 966TOT 00 B"510OOI ED 90LO01 00 30C85L'T TD 30D906 00 3LOZE.-T To 95?,Gos 
00 29L990.1 ED BS61°" 0 RET900°1 EO 3590-1 00 99CESL°I TO B050°6 00 BBLIC5-1 TO aLg,-O 
00 3LO8SO°1 ED 399TOT T0-3"8£;6°6 EO 0090-T 00 3DELIL-1 TO 3"476 00 989gl ° TO 38 "08 
00 BgZ69O0T ED D?9101 10-3600C8-6 23 B55001 00 EIZSL39-T TO @TZ 06 00 B LTS;-l 10 301 -8 
00 aDF090°O 0ZO LLI'l 10-3470989-6 E0 BTSO*T 00 299E99°I To BOLE 6 00 9961E *l To @ZLE 0 
00 3ZZT9001 Z3 3ZLT*T TO-]L6gZg°6 ED 39 1O01 00 2E WT TO 39EE'& 00 3)EEg. TO 3 CEO 
00 366190-1 E0 99910I TO-3L9 vE06 ED 91 1O°1 00 B3"?Z?-TO 31DZ06 00 RLtZE5-T TO 396Z'8 
Do a6S290l ED 319I°Il 10-a8gg"1 6 ED R9EO°I 00 986TT9°T TO 9T5Z°6 00 9?FEE;.T TO 985Z°g 
00 3109900T ED 3991"° TO-99E6E08 ED 3ZE0°I 00 :109S55 ° TO BOTZ06 00 39D £g-T 10 3TZZ 8 
00 2;7290°I ED 3T9T°I To-3g9F91-8 ED 3LU00T 00 D?1599' TIO B891°06 00 B5 ° 3950 O 3781 0 
00 99ZE90.1 ED 35tpl*T IO-BOOLOL-8 ED BZFOOI 00 D21039-T TO 39ZI06 00 9 LgEg-l TO BLWI8 
00 950E:90*1 ED gOtpIol 10-347EOD-6 ED 9910°T 00 ToZL°R-W36 00 9TLgES°I 10 BOTTO8 
DO 369290-T EO ;9CT'T no Bge O-T 70 BFTO'T 00 RtIP549-TO 3 0°6 33 3;PLE;-T to RCLO R 
00 3GO190°1 zo 3OETOT 00 96006E°I ED 3600°1 00 35855501 TO 3DO0°6 00 9998g°I 1O 39eo°8 












00 3LL DOS° 00 9MISOL 
-
E 
470 R91sz°o 3 3)E6TZ*T 
-
0 
OSJZI@O:)39a3 5ddB3 0lJBN S 40 'dX3 
---SI 3SN~dS38 341 JO vdJS~dNV81 9HI 
Zro 31 103dMg HiIM -kIIAIIISNRS 
GREATEST VALUE - 7SSE2E 01 LOEST VALUE = 0.0 INTERVAL = 2.56158E-C1 
O.00E 01 t...,........ X . .. .... ........................  
I o A o 
I A 
I x 












I * x 
I x 
8.761E OiI.. x 





I x I 
9.168E Ol...... oooI 
I A I 
I A I 
I A I 
I A I 
II xA I 
I x I 
I A 
I, A I 
*
9.5941OIl.... 
I A I 
I A I 
I A I 
I A' I 
I A I 
I I 
I A I 
I A I 
1.00E 0216..elII 
I x I' 
I * 2 I 
I * ' I 
I A I 
I x I 
I A I 
I A I 
I * I 
1.051E Cal1.. . 
I 
I x I 
II A I 
I x I 
II AA2 II 
1.0996 021..... 2'. 
I A2 I 
I A I 
I x I 
I * 2 I 
I A I 
I A2 I 
I - I 
I x I 
I - A I 
1.151a C21I.... 2'.. 
I A I 






I A I 
I A- I 
2,204E 02l-1 X...' 
I A2 I 
I A I 
I A I 














8.372E 	 01 
o 	 8o410 01 
8o4482 01 
CD 	 804872 01 
8.525E 01 
8.564E 01 
































































9.725E 	 01 
9.7702 01 
9,814E 01 
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SENSITIVITY WITH RESPECT TC CJ3 
TFE TRANSFCRP OF 1FE PESFCNSE IS ---
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S 8.410E 01 

IO 8.41,8E 01 









































































































































1.66 4-ol 02 






















































































































































































































































GREATEST VALUE = l1,E01E 02 LChEST VALUE = -1.79886E 02 INTERVAL = 3.11871E 00 
.. .	 *






-. - o . . . .. ... : - - II 
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•I* - Ax 	 I 
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AA x 	 IIA 
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-- A IA	 I 
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I A I 
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SENSITIVITY WITH RESPECT TC LEI 
THE TRANSFCRM OF ThE RESPCNSE IS ---































































































































































































































GREATEST VALUE = 32.37?4E 02 LOWEST VALUE = 0.0 INTERVAL = 2.58951E 0O 
e.00010.. 1 ........................... .. 	 ...... ........
. .......... 	 .
 
I 	 .2 





I 	 .2 
I 	 .2 
I 	 .2 
8.372E SIT...2X.. 
I 	 .2 
I X 











8.761E 0I...2X..I 	 X
 








1 	 . I 
1.2 	 I 
xx
 
1 	 *l~ 2~ 
! 	 * A22
 
'x
1 	 * 2 
9,1609 021.... .x.. 











91(GE 021...o 	 oX...
 
I 	 * 
* 	 2 I 
1.20E 021.. 2.. ... 
XI 	 .5 I 
I x 
X 2 I 
1.1512 0212 
X X 
'. 	 I 
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GREATEST VALUE - 1.79995 02 LCWEST VALUE = -1.79644E 02 INTERVAL - 3.12731E 00 






0 	 CI 
XI 
SXI 
x I8.71E OI ... ....... 	 I..
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SENSITIVITY HIH RESPECT TC PE3 
THE TRANSFCRM OF 7hE RESPONSE IS ---
















































































































































































































































I .... IZU3 -
x x 1 








I 33 * 
I 13 * 
I 13.3 
XXt I 
I 13 i 
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8 21C 02 







- 8.372E 01 

S 8.1110E 01 

0 8.448E 01 





































































































































































































































































































































































































GREATEST VALUE * 1,C7124E 02 LCWEST VALUE = -6.80084E 01 MEERVAL - 1.3229O E 00 







0.372E CII... A ...... 
I x I 
I x I 







8.761E 01.... .... x 








9.168E Ol... x ... . 
I x I 
I x I 
I 'I 
9."41E O1... .... 
I A I 
I x 1I 






I x i 
I x I 
I x 
I A I 
I A I 
I x I 
1.051E 021,.. 
O 1 
.. *. 0 
x I 
1 0 0 




I *° I 
I-9 
x 















O * 1 
Ox *Ii 








Example 2: Illustration of the (TYPE=REAL) Option (Taken from the 
Report, "Designed Manual for Computer-Aided Design of Communication 
Circuits, " written by K. N. Haag, E.W. Weber, Illinois Institute of Tech­
nology, Chicago, Illinois. 
NASAP TEMPERATURE STABILITY FIXED BIAS 2 
VI b 1 do VR1 
V2 5 4 1 VR9 R1 
Ri 2 1 1 
R2 1 3 510K 
R4 3 ' 1K 
R4 6 5 40K 
R5b 1 b 5K R R5 
R6 3 7 ,5 Vl 
H/ 3 8 10K6 
R8 B 9 .5U 
R9 10 Ko V2 R4 
RIO 10 11 1 I I 
Ril 11 13 1,53M 5 
R12 10 13 -,8037 
His10w12 ,QVVO44 1 
C1 11Ue 10 13 *02UF14 #001763 14 > 7 R6LlR7 
Li 7 6 .02 
Le 9 10 -OUe 
L3 12 13 ,019154 <> R8 
11 1 e I 5LR 
12 6 5 1 VR7 
13 6 b 1 IRIO 
2 
1 
14 8 3 50 1R3 
lb 10 8 1 VR1 , R1 R13 
16 13 10 50 VR1 C 
Ui PUT







N±EIwnR2BJLALI.SJ&J±&.SlJtrji S b PI T ICN P RbJL 
NASAP TEMPERATURE SILABLIILX ,L-.... . 
Vi 5 1 2C VRI 
V2 5 4 1 VR9-
Ri 2 1 1 
R2 1 3 510K . . ... 
R3 3 4 IK 
R4 6 5 40K 
R5 1 6 5K 
R6 3 01o5 
R7 3 8 10KP8 8_P__ 25 
R9 8 10 10K 
RIO IC 11 1 
RII 11 13 lo922-M 
R12 10 13 -o 8037 
R13 IC 12 oCC90349 
Cl 11 13 o02UF 
C2 10 13 0 007763 
L1 7 8 o02 
L2 9 10 -oGO2 
L3 12 13 o019154 
11 1 2 1 
12 6 5 1 VR? 
13 6 5 1 IRIO 
14 8 3 50 IR3 
15 10 8 1 VRI 




FIFMFNT NIIMRFP F FmFNT NANF rFpPFNnPrhv fTf ANVI CQT#GI mOP TARGET NODE ---- VALUF- - TAG GENER--
I VL VRI 5 1 2. 0 00000COE 01 1 1 
2 V2 VP9 5 4 0 O00OO000E CO 1 - L -
3 Ri 2 1 1.0000000E 00 1 0 


































i0 R8 A Q9­ 4 9SSBSIE--CL 0 -- 0 
11 R 8 10 o0000000E 04 1 0 
12 RIO 10 11 1 anon aMfllE-00 -1 .. . 








9.03483068E-03 1 -0 
16 Cl 11 13 1 .9 q 3S-q9 . . .. 0 -0 . .o _ . 
17 C2 10 13 7078299198E-03 0 0 
18 Ii 7 A I raE . ....-- -
19 
20 









21 11 1 2 1oOC00OOOCE 00 0 1 
22 ]? VR 6 5 . . 10 D-QQOfOE 00 ---­ 0 1.....-
23 13 IRIO 6 5 1o000C0000E 00 0 1 
24 14 18 A 3 n5-000 COE nI_- --- -I 
25 15 VRI 10 8 1.0 0000000E 00 0 1 
26 16 V1l 13 10 5nnoooOOOE Ol .... . 
2 -3 0 2097152 
4 2 0 32 
6 7 125E2916 0 
7 -18 0 
8 9 16777216 256 
10 11 33!54432 1C24 
11 12 7728 n 
12 15 104E576 0 
13 14 611CF264 125376 
FLCWCRAP-
FRCP TO S VALUE 
- 29 27 C 2oCCOCOOCOE 01 
37 28 0 IoCCOCCCE CO 
3 29 0 loCCOCOCOOE 00 
4 30 C 5olCCCOCOE C5 








50 C0CCOCCOE C3 
34 8 0 20 CCCCCCCCE 00 
9 35 0 IoCCCCOOCOE C4 
36 10 C 40 COCC1S1E CO 
11 37 0 1CCGCCCGOE C4 
12 38 0 IoCCOCOCOOE 00 
-­39 - 13 C 5.ZCC21331E-C7 
14 40 0 -8oG36S'c2E-O1 
15 41 0 9oC34EcC68E-03 
42 16 1 l'g99S9E3SE-C8 









46 20 -1 50 22CE45C3E 01 
35 22 0 IoCCOCOOCCE G0 
12 23 0 lCCCCCCCCE GO 
5 24 C 5oCCOCOCCOE 01 







50 CC(COOGOE 01 
ICCOCOOCOE 00 
29 47 C 1aCCCCOOCOE 00 
5 4 0 IoCCOCOOCOE O0 
30 31 C -1COO0£COOE 00 
5 2 C -1oCCCCO0OE CO 
28 31 0 -IoCOC¢COCCE 00 
5 1 0 loGOOCOOOOE 00 
27 31 0 IoCCCCCCCCE 00 







10 0COCOOGOE 00 
IoCCOCCCCCE 00 
27 48 0 -10 CCCCOCCOE CO 
23 1 a IoCCCCCCCOE 00 
27 49 0 -IoCCCCOG E CO 
6 7 0 IoOCCCOCOGE 00 







10 CCCOCCCE GO 
LoCCCCCOCOE O0 
23 7 0 ICCGCOGCE 00 
33 - 49 0 ICCOCGCOE 00 
8 18 0 L0CCOCOCCCE 00 
44 34 0 -1CCCCOOCE CO 
24 9 0 ICCCCUCGCE 00 
-35 50 0 1CCOCOCOE CO 
8 9 0 -100CCCOOOE CO 
35 34 0 IoCCCCGCOOE CC 









_37 . 51 0 loCCCCCGOE 00 
10 I C -IoCCCCCCCCE CC 
37 36 C 1oCCCCOOCOE GO 







-10 CCC(CCCCE GO 
IoOCOCGCCOE 00 
38 42 C -ICCCCCOOE 00 
20 15 0 lCCCOC E CC 
41-- ---­ 46 0 -ICCCCOOCOE 00 

















- 10 OOCCCOOE 00 
-1oCCCCOCCCE 00 
40 42 0 10 CCOCOOOCE 00 
17 14 0 -1CCOCOCOE 00 
40 _ 43 0 loCCCCOOOCE 00 
20 14 0 -IoOCOCOCOE 00 
_ 0 46 Q. l0 CCC(OCCCE O0 
C-96
 
